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AUTHOR’S PREFACE TO THE
FIRST EDITION

The first two chapters are inirodiietory, and describe tliose

basic ideas in eheinistry, j)hysieal opti(‘s and the elect roinagnetie

theory of li^^ht which are needful to a propei’ understanding of

the remaining chapters.

For the sake of simplicity and brevity, some subjects iiave been

omitted altogether, and in others the treatment has been limited

to giving the reader a gcmeral idea of what is known. I(‘ there

are gaps, these are not always unintentional
;
on the other hand,

some repetition has been thought permissible as likely to assist

the reader.

In dealing with the principal suVjjeets, eac*h one of wliieh has

a separate chapter devoted to it, we have mentioned only the

most prominent physicists so as to avoid referring to hundreds

of names. At the same time, though the honour of certain

theoretical or experimental discoveries may belong ehietly to

one man, it is equally true that many others may, by their labours,

have prepared the way, may even have reached similar results

contemporaneously or have developed and elucidated the work

of others.

For such reasons it is sometimes difficult to ascribe names

and dates very precisely to the various discoveries
;
the progress

of science is due to contributions made by many workers, and does

not take place solely in vast strides due to single individuals.

Many books on modern physics have already achieved a wide

circulation even among non-specialists, particularly those dealing

with the advances made during the lirst three decades of the

present century ; in these books just the outstanding points

have been dealt with and at no great length.

In the present work the historical and biographical portion,
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although of very great interest, has been almost entirely suppressed

for the sake of brevity. We have rigidly adhered to the simplest

])ossible form of treatment, avoiding all ihat is abstruse, all

unneeessary elaborations of the argument, and all lengthy

(‘aleulations which hinder a rapid comprehension of the subject

as a whole by obscuring it in a mass of detail.

Milan,

December, 1028 .

THE AUTHOlt.



EXTRACTS FROM THE AUTHOR’S
PREFACE TO THE THIRD ITALIAN

EDITION

In this third (nlition I have endeavoured to make the treatment

more jireeise and more vigorous. I liave added certain sections,

such as those on piezoeleet rie (jiiartz, photoelectric cells, the

new theory dC radioactivity, the discovery of parahydrogen,

television, etc. . . . The numerical data have been brought uj)

to date. . . . To enahlc students to follow out the various

subjects in gnnter detail, an (‘xtiaisive bibliography has been

added, bot h in the body of the text and at the end of eaeh chapter ;

reference is there mad(‘ to specialist books which are not always

available'. To assist in the use of the book, the more dillieult

jiaragraphs, which do not form an essential part of the main

treatmeid, ha\’e been marked with an asterisk and subsidiary

matter is printed in smaller type. The less advanced reader may
omit Chapters III, VII, VIIl', and IX of Vol. II ... .

THE AUTHOR,
Milan,

December, 1930.
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TRANSLATORS’ NOTE

In (‘onsiiltatioii Avitli the Author, it has been deeidetl to reduce

somewhat the bulk of the work by the omission of Chapters IV,

VI and XXI of the tliird Italian edition. These ehapt(Ts deal

respeetively with the Brownian Movement, Relativity and Mass,

and Astro})hysies. In addition. Chapters III and VIII of Vol. II

of the English (‘dition hav(‘ been slightly abridged. The other

alterations and rearrangements made are of a very minor eharaeter.

The opportunity has been taken to eorreet (‘ertain slight errors in

the text and to reA'ise the more fundamental data in aeeordanee

with the International Critieal Tables.

Teddington.

W. S. STILES.

J. W. T. WALSH.
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RECENT ADVANCES IN
ATOMIC PHYSICS

VOLUME I

CHAPTER I

ATOMS AND MOLECULES IN PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

Modern Physics

In developing the various branches of our subject, the historical

order will as far as possible be followed. This has the advantage^

of showing the remarkable development of physics in tlie last

thirty years, in its successive steps. The most striking advances

liavc been made in the domain of the atomistic, in tlie world of tlic

infinitely small. Nevertheless, at the other extreme', in the world

of the stars, physics has remarkable progress to report. It is

noteworthy that the study of atomistic phenomena has ))laced in

our hands the means for investigating the stars, where protons

and electrons, the simple fundamental building stones of the

universe, play their part just as in some very delicate experiment

in the laboratory.

The whole of modern physics is dominated by atomistic ideas.

We feel urged towards the ultimate elements w^hicli mak(* up

matter and energy and which lie at tlie base of all physical and

chemical phenomena, in an attempt to reveal the essence, the

substratum of nature.

In the last thirty years, an uninterrupted succession of

experiments, of discoveries—some accidental—and of theories

co-ordinating the experimental data, has so enriched and

perfected the atomistic conception that at the present time there

can be no one without some knowledge of this doctrine. There are

many reasons why this is so. There is the interest which the

infinitely minute excites, the close connection of atomic theory

with the physics, and chemistry of ordinary materials, the

CASTELFRANCHI VOL. I. 1 1



2 ATOMS AND MOLECULES

dramatic crisis which the atomistic conception has precipitated in

physics, its mother science, and finally there are the innumerable

applications which the new science has found in a thousand

directions. It is only necessary to mention among the fields of

application of modern atomistic physics, the technique of high

vacua, the thermionic valve of wireless telegraphy, cosrnogany,

X-ray and radiation therapy, meteorology, quantitative spectrum

analysis, physiology, television, etc.

Atomistic theory was initiated in about 1860 with Maxwell

and Boltzmann’s (1844-1906) celebrated kinetic theory of gases.

After this first achievement it seemed that no further advance

would be possible, but following upon the work of Maxwell (1873)

and Hertz (1888) demonstrating the electromagnetic character of

light, there came the experiments on cathode rays which revealed

the existence of an electrical corpuscle as a universal constituent

of matter. In 1895 Lorentz made a direct attack on the problem

of the connection between light and matter, and ])roduced his

electron theory.

In the same year (1895) Rontgen discovered X-rays and quickly

ascertained their nature. Becquercl, H. Curie and Madame Curie

discovered the phenomenon of radioactivity (1898). In the

following year the existence of electrons as universal constituents

of matter was demonstrated.

At this point there begins a veritable revolution in physical

science. In 1900 Planck laid the foundations of the quantum
theory. Einstein a little later (1905) gave the laws of Brownian

motion and of statistical fluctuations, derived the specific heat

formula and created the relativity theory which was to overthrow

century old notions of space and time, and, in the process, make
its author world famous. In 1918 the Braggs’ work revealed the

structure of crystals. Rutherford (1919) elucidated the nuclear

structure of the atom in a long series of experiments.

Thomson and Aston discovered isotopes. Millikin succeeded

in isolating and measuring the electron. Bohr (1921) and

Sommerfeld gave the complete theory of the hydrogen atom.

Compton (1924) was led to the discovery of the striking effect

which now bears his name, by a profound analysis of the nature of
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light. Fermi created the new statistics. Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit

found spectroscopic evidence for the rotating electron ; Pauli

revealed the key to the periodic system. Louis de Broglie (1925)

conceived the idea of wave mechanics. Schrodinger of Zurich

(1926-27) and others developed this idea in various directions.

Almost at the same time, Heisenberg founded quantum mechanics,

Born Gordon and Dirac completing the tlieory.

Historical Note on Atomistic Doctrine

The genius of the Ionic philosophers seven centuries before

Christ, had already divined the existence of the atom. Thales of

Miletus, Leucippus, Democritus and Ej)icurus, taught in Thrace,

in the school of natural philosophy, that all bodies are composed

of atoms, eternal, invisible, incorruptible, in ceaseless motion.

This was twenty-two centuries before the physics of the elements

originated with the work of Bacon, Desartes, Boyle and Newton.

Chemistry arose later, about 1790, with Lavoisier, Dalton and

Avogadro.

The philosophers of Ancient Greece were already deeply

immersed in the study of metaphysics, while still ignorant of

physics. They discoursed cosrnogany before astronomy had laid

the solid basis of the science, and aimed at the supreme synthesis

of knowledge.

The Middle Ages were a period of black night as far as science in

general, and atomistic doctrine in particular were concerned.

Even towards the end of the seventeenth century, Leibnitz made
fantastic speculations on the constitution of matter, but Pierre

Gassendi in France, in about 1650, had already commenced to

grasp the true principles underlying the constitution of substances.

It is with Boyle, who died in 1691, that the new historical period

in the study of the atomistic doctrine begins, and we have the first

glimpses of the true concepts of the corpuscular constitution of

matter, and of chemical composition and decomposition. The

great Lavoisier, founder of Chemistry, who at the age of fifty-one

met a tragic end on the guillotine, bequeathed to Dalton (1766-

1844) the task of founding the atomic theory of matter. Dalton

discovered the law of multiple proportions, and in 1808 published
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a work entitled “ A New System of Chemical Philosophy,” in which

he put forward the principles that elements are composed of

similar atoms of constant weight, and that compound substances

are composed of the atoms of elements combined in numerically

simple proportions.

After Gay-Lussac’s Laws given in 1807 , followed four years later

by Avogadro’s hypothesis, the atomic theory underwent a process

of completion and perfection, and with Cannizzaro
(
1826-1910

)

the period of the determination of the atomic weights was brought

to a close.

In about 1900
,
however, a new horizon in the study of the atom

was disclosed. It appeared that the atom was no longer indivisible

as implied by the etymology of the name. The electric discharge

in vacuum tubes, radioactivity, studies of ionisation, spectrum

analysis, X-rays, the theory of quanta and the theory of relativity

have in the past thirty years thrown unexpected light on the

constitution of matter and of radiation. Sensational discoveries

were recorded in every quarter. An innovatory whirlpool

enveloped physics, bringing with it a feeling of confusion to the

very men to whom the new developments were due. Laws,

universally accepted in the old physics, were shown to be invalid

in the new.

Atoms, Molecules, Simple Substances

The atom is the smallest i)ortion of a given substance which is met with
in chemical processes. The molecule, on the other hand, is the smallest
paiticlc for which the distinctive character of a simple or compound chemical
substance is conserved. For example, when hydrogen and clilorine unite
together to form hydrochloric acid, the molecules Ha and Clg split up into
their constituent atoms to yield two molecules of HCl.
The number of simple substances or elements known at the present time

is ninety-two, although not all have been effectively isolated. TNvo elements
have not yet been detected experimentally. On the other hand, the number
of different kinds of molecule is practically infinite. We need only mention
the countless compounds of carbon.
When hydrogen unites with oxygen to form water vapour, the combination

always occurs in the ratio 2 parts by weight of the former to 16 parts by
weight of the latter. It would seem in no way unreasonable to us if a sub-
stance with properties very similar to those of water could be obtained, by
the combination of 21 gni. of hydrogen with 16 gm. of oxygen. Nature,
however, has so disposed that that can never happen, and Proust was able
in consequence to enunciate the celebrated law that “ the proportion in
which two elements unite cannot vary in a continuous fashion.”
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Hydrogen and oxygen can become associated in another proportion, but
then the new compound is totally different from water, and the quantities
of the components are in an entirely different ratio. Two grammes of
hydrogen combine with 32 gm. of oxygen to yield hydrogen peroxide.

Similarly, chlorine and copper combine to give both cuprous chloride and
cupric chloride ; carbon and oxygen to give carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide. These provide examples of the well-known phenomenon of valency
which we need not dwell upon here.

Dalton discovered the law governing the formation of com[)ounds in this

way. He asserted that in all compounds in which two simple substances
occur, the quantities of the one, which are found associated with a given
quantity of the other, stand in a simple ratio, and this remains true if the
compound contains other elements in addition to the two under consideration.
For example, in cupric sulphide CuS, in cuprous sulphide CUgS, and in cupric
sulphate CUSO 4 , copper is combined with sulphur, either in the same ratio

or in the double of this ratio.

Dalton (1808) was led to assume that Proust’s Law and the law enunciated
by himself result from the fa(!t that the elements are formed of isolated,

strictly identical, indivisible particles which take part in the chemical processes
of synthesis and analysis without being broken up.

These particles, indivisible in all chemical transformations, spontaneous
or induced, were rightly to be termed “ atoms ” in the strict etymological
sense of the word.
Thus a single atom of c*arbon will combine with either one or two atoms of

oxygen, giving CO and CO 2
respectively, and a thousand million carbon atoms

will combine with precisely one thousand million or precisely two thousand
million atoms of oxygen. The laws of Proust and Dalton are both explained
by the one hypothesis.

It was realised that the atoms of a given clement are all identical one with
another, and all have the same weight and character. In combination the
atoms group together by whole numbers.
At this stage the determination of the relative atomic weights was possible,

but not altogether easy, for the following reason. Consider, for example,
the very large number of compounds containing the three elements—hydrogen,
oxygen and carbon. Chemical analysis will establish that a gramme ol'

hydrogen combines with m grammes of oxygen and n grammes of carbon in

one compound, and p grammes and q grammes respectively in another.
How are we to know the number of atoms in the molecules of the different

compounds considered ? How can we find the atomic weight of carbon and
of oxygen with respect to hydrogen if chemical analysis does not furnish an
unambiguous method of deciding in which of the molecules being analysed
the weights of the constituents stand in the same ratio as the atomic weights ?

The relative weights of the atoms could be found by quantitative analysis if we
knew how many of them there were in the given molecule.

Fortunately, other considerations serve to guide us in the choice of the

atomic weight, which, from the purely chemical point of view, would remain
indeterminate. Two similar compounds give rise to crystals of the same
form, so-called isomorphs, as, for example, the chlorides, bromides and iodides

of a given metal.
Furthermore, the compounds of a metal with chlorine, bromine and iodine

act similarly in chemical reactions. This leads us to believe that the ratios

between the weights of chlorine, bromine and iodine in copper chloride,

bromide and iodide for example, will be really the ratios of the atomic weights.

Thus, the uncertainty in deciding the atomic weights is considerably reduced.

There are innumerable examples of isomorphism.
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Law of Dulong and Petit (1819)

The specific heat law of Dulong and Petit provides a further means of
deciding atomic weights.

According to this rule, if the specific heat of a solid element is multiplied
by the atomic weight, we obtain in almost every case the constant value six.

The product, specific heat by atomic weight, is termed the atomic heat.

Elcnn'nt. SpecitU* Heat. Atomic Weiglit. Atomic Heat.

Magnesium . 0*250 24*3 6*1

Potassium . 0*166 39*1 6*4

Copper 0*095 6:1*6 6*0

Zinc . 0*094 65*4 6*1

Silver . 0*057 107*9 6*1

Gold . 0*032 197*2 6*3

Sulphur 0*178 32*0 8*7

If there is uncertainty after the examination of the compounds to which
gold gives rise, as to whether its atomic weight is 197 or double or half this

value, we can select with confidence 197, because the specific heat is 0 032,
and 197 X -032 = (i-3. Researches subsequent to those of Dulong and Petit

have disclosed exceptions to the rule given above. For example, the specific;

heat of carbon in the form of diamond is 0143, and its atomic weight equals 12.

Thus the product is not 0. If, however, we determine the specific heat at
very high temperatures, in the neighbourhood of 900®, we obtain the value
0*459, and the atomic heat becomes 5*5.

It has also been discovered that, in every case, towards lower temperatures
the rule becomes less accurate, because specific heats tend to zero in the
neighbourhood of the absolute zero. Even at ordinary temperatures it has
been found that other elements besides carbon do not obey the rule.

Despite the exceptions (silicon, boron), we cannot attribute to chance the
very numerous “ coincidences ” pointed out by Dulong and Petit. It is

only necessary to modify the enunciation of the law by saying that the
quantity of heat required to raise by 1® the temperature of a solid substance
is practically nil at the lowest temperatures, increases with rise of temperature,
and finally becomes very nearly constant at the value 6*4 calorics per gramme
atom.

This limit is attained more rapidly for those elements which have a high
atomic weight, e.g., for lead it is already reached at 200® C.

In the above we have referred to a solid substance, and not expressly to an
element, because the rule remains valid for compounds, c.g., the fluorides,

bromides, sulphides of various metals. This is Neumann’s Law which asserts

that the molecular heat, or the specific heat of a gramme molecule, is constant.
This fact can also be expressed by saying that in solid compounds all elements
conserve the atomic heat which they had when free. Thus the molecular
heat is equal (very nearly) to the sum of the atomic heats.

Iron of atomic weight 56 and sulphur of atomic weight 32 form iron sulphide
FeS of molecular weight 88. The gramme molecule will require for every
degree rise of temperature an amount of heat equal to the sum of the atomic
heats.

With regard to Neumann’s Law, we may say that it presents the same kind
of exceptions as that of Dulong and Petit. For example, 60 gm. of quartz
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SiOj formed from one gramme atom (28 gm.) of silicon and 32 gm. of oxygen,
absorb at ordinary temperatures only ten calories per degree, but above 400®
the same 60 grn. absorb 18 calories per degree, just 6 calories for each of the
three gramme atoms composing SiOg.
An important dcvelo[)mefit of these ideas will be met with later

(Vol. II., Chap. IV.).

Avogadro’s Hypothesis

Boyle (1660) and Mariotte (1675) discovered that at a hxed temperature
any gaseous mass exerts a pressure inversely proj)orti()nal to its vohirne.
If the latter is doubled, the pressure is halved, and if the volume is reduced
to a third the pressure becomes three times as great.

In 1810 Gay-Lussac found that, keeping the pressure of the gas constant,
the volume varies uniformly with the temperature in such a way that for every

degree rise in temperature the volume is augmented by . This is true

for all gases. A similar discovery was announced by Volta, who determined
the value of the coeflicient with great accuracy. The same Gay-Lussac
(in 1810) published his diseovc'ry that the volumes of gases which appear or
disappear in a reaction stand in simple ratios to eacli other. This is best
illustrated by an example. When hydrogen and oxygen combine to form
hydrogen })eroxide or ordinary water, the masses which participate in the
reaction are such that, under the same conditions of temperature and pressure,
they occupy cither equal volumes (llgOg), or volumes in the ratio 2 to 1 (HgO).
Furthermore, the water vapour formed has the same volume as the original
hydrogen. There was no reason to suppose because of this that the equality
of the volumes would correspond to the equality of the numbers of molecules
contained in them. That such was the case, however, w'as atlirrned by
Avogadro (1811) in the celebrated law, which he preferred to term an
hypothesis, and which to-djiy is familiar to every student of chemistry :

equal volumes of different gases in (he same conditions ofpressure and temperature y

contain equal numbers of molecules. This is the law of the great Amedeo
Avogadro, Fount of Quaregna and of Cerreto, and Professor at the Academy
of Vercelli.

His f)roposition, received, to begin with, with reserve, but warmly defended
by Ampere, furnished a decisive method for determining the relative masses
of the atoms.
Equal volumes of hydrochloric acid HCl, hydrogen Hg, acetylene CgHg,

ammonia NHg, methane CH 4 ,
benzene C^Hg, contain respectively the following

quantities of hydrogen : 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 6 , and, in particular, 22 litres of each
gas at the temperature of melting ice and at normal pressure, contain 1 , 2 , 2 ,

3, 4, 6 gm, of hydrogen. Conversely, w^eights of all the gases, proportional
to the respective molecular weights, occupy the same volume. Two kg. of
hydrogen, 7 kg. of chlorine, 28 kg. carbon dioxide, 17 kg. of ammonia all

represent 22,400 litres.

It has been seen how the laws of isomorphism and specific heats, together
with Avogadro’s law, make possible the determination of the relative atomic
weights. To begin with, hydrogen, the lightest substance, was chosen as the
standard of reference, and oxygen was then allotted the atomic weight 16.

When, however, it was found that the ratio O/H was not exactly 16, it was
thought preferable to modify the original convention in which hydrogen
was chosen as reference, and to take oxygen equal to 16 as basis, the reason
being that oxygen occurs more frequently in the determinations of combining
proportions. In the modified convention the atomic weight of hydrogen
changes ftom unity to 1008.
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Prout’s Law. Isotopes

It was in 1815, only ten years after Dalton put forward his

theory, that the English physician Prout introduced his hypothesis

on the unity of matter, according to which the atoms of all

substances arc merely aggr(‘gates of atoms of one single' type,

joined together without loss of weight in extremely solid and, for

us, indivisible complexes. Prout had been persuaded of this by

observing that the differences between certain atomic weights

were multiples of the weight of the atom of hydrogen, and he drew

the conclusion that hydrogen was the unique primordial constituent

of all matter.

This hypothesis met with favour to begin with, but later it was

set aside when more precise measurements of the atomic weights

—

which at the time of Prout were not known with sufficient accuracy

to justify his pronouncement—gave results no longer in harmony
with the supposed law.

For example, the atomic weight of magnesium was 24*3, that

of chlorine 35-46. Nevertheless that Prout’s assertion had

some justification is immediately obvious on inspecting the

list of the first 25 atomic weights, putting oxygen equal to 16.

Hydrogen. Helium. Lithium, Jleryllium. Boron. Carbon. Nitrogen.

1 008 400 6-94 9-02 10-82 12-00 14-01

Oxygen. Fluorine. Neon. Sodium. Magnesium. Aluminium. Silicon.

16-00 19-00 20-2 23-00 24-32 26-96 28-06

Phosphorus. Sulphur. Chlorine. Argon. Potassium. Calcium. Scandium.

31-02 32-09 35-46 39-88 39-10 40-07 45-10

Titanium. Vanadium. Chromium. Manganese.

48-10 51-00 52-01 54-93

Investigations were made to find out to what extent the errors of

experiment could be of influence in displacing the atomic weights

of the elements from the neighbouring integral numbers, thereby

masking the law of multiples. We pass over these researches

which have been superseded by later work. At the present time

the atomic weights are known exactly to the second decimal place,
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and those referred to above may safely be taken as correct. It

is obvious that these approximate to the whole numbers 1, 4, 6,

9, 12, 14, 16, 19, 20, 23, 27, 28, 31, etc.

If the experimental values were distributed at random, we
should ex{)eet tliat out of 25 only 5 would liave decimal parts

lying between zero and 0*10 or betwe^en ()-9() and 0*999, because

out of 10 points picked out at random on a centimetre rule, only

one-fifth of these fall in the intervals of 2 mm. taken half to the

right and half to tlie left of the marks of the rule.

Actually, however, only very few of the atomic weights given

above fall outside the interval + 0*10 to 0*10.

To explain the enigma of this remarkable state (if affairs, it was

suggc‘sted that Front’s rule was a limiting law, attributable to a

cause whose effects did not appear in all their simplicity because

of secondary inllucnees which produced perturbations.

Everything, however, was explained when the study of radio-

active transformations led Soddy and Fajans to propose that two

atoms might possess different atomic weights, and in spite of this,

have chemical properties which were so similar that the ordinary

methods of separation based on chemical alhnity would be

powerless to s(*parate them. The physical properties are likewise

almost identical for these “ brother elements,” termed isotopes.

Aston, using an ingenious apparatus which we sliall later describe,

resolved neon into two isotopes of atomic weights 20 and 22, and

established that chlorine was a mixture of two isotopes having

integral atomic weights 35 and 37. The simultaneous presence

of the two simple substances 35 and 37, is the cause of the

non-integral atomic weight (35 • 46) of chlorine. As a result of this

work Front’s hypothesis becomes a law and assumes an importance

of the first magnitude in our theories of the structure of atoms.

In the history of Front’s hypothesis we have another of the

many cases in which the inductive method has led to the discovery

of a simple fundamental law from a few apparently very

complicated facts. Thus, from Kepler’s planetary laws, Newton

proceeded to derive the law of universal gravitation which regulates

the whole world. Dalton and Boltzmann, from one or two

experimental laws, created the atomic theory, and in like manner
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Planck and Einstein by a process of generalisation have built up

the new physics of quanta.

To return to Front’s idea and to the notion of the uniformity of

matter, it remained still to be explained why the atomic weights

are integral if oxygen is taken as 16, whereas they are not if

hydrogen = 1 is used as basis. The reason is tliat the ratio of the

atomic weight of hydrogen to that of oxygen is not 1 : 16, but

1*008 : 16. How then can hydrogen be the unique constituent,

the indivisible unit of creation, if the substances it produces by

aggloiiK'ration are not its exa(‘t multiples by weight ?

Actually, none of the atomic weights are integral multiples of

hydrogen
;

in every ease there is a defic‘i(‘ncy of 8 thousandths.

The relativity theory of Einstein has removed this diilieulty.

Even before the discovery of radioactivity, which was to lead

to the discovery of isotopes and make known to us the relationships

existing between th(‘ different atoms, an important development

had induced chemists to adopt the same general idea of a common
parentage of the elements. This was the discovery of Mendeleieff

(1869) that between the properties of the elements and their

atomic weights, then* exist periodic relationships, i.e., arranging

the elements in order of their atomic weights beginning with the

smallest, the properties of the elements recur at definite intervals.

Mendeleieff ’s Classification

If the elements are arranged in order of increasing atomic

weights, it is observed that there exists a rhythmic variation, at

equal intervals, in their physical and chemical properties such as

melting-point, volume occupied by a gramme molecule, electro-

chemical character, tendency to form various chemical compounds,

appearance, etc. Putting aside hydrogen, which is the cornerstone

of the edifice and hence enjoys a place apart, and passing to the

elements which come after, lithium, beryllium, etc., after traversing

the series up to neon, we arrive at sodium, which is closely similar

to lithium. With sodium a new series of eight substances is

initiated analogous to the preceding eight, each element having its

appropriate twin in the preceding series.

These two consecutive series are each formed of 8 elements ; in
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each the valency beginning with 1 (lithium and sodium) increases

steadily up to 7, to fall abruptly to zero for the final members of

both series, neon and argon respectively, two gases wliieh belong

to the group of so-called rare gases, which are devoid of any

tendency to combine eh(*mieally. After these two ))criods, which

terminate in elements altogether different from the initial elements,

comes a series whose components are found to be similar, taken in

order, to those already found, and so on.

All these facts are combined and exhibited in Mendeleieff’s

system which is reproduced in the table given on p. 12.

This differs from the original of the Russian scientist in some

particulars. The chief change has been the introduction of

several elements discovered since Mendeleieff gave the table. A
little retouching has also been necessary, such as the interchange

of argon and potassium, tellurium and iodine, about which we
shall have something to say later.

After the first two periods the variation of properties with

atomic weight becomes more complicated, and the following two

periods each contain 18 elements. The interval of the periodicity

then becomes »32, which follows from the correspondence between

barium (56th clement) and radium (88th element). Thus the

periods have the values :

2, 8, 18, 32,

and it is easy to verify the curious fact that these numbers equal

in order, twice the squares of 1, 2, 3, 4.

It was only in 1925 that Pauli gave the reason for this

arithmetical scheme in the periodic system. He was able, in the

light of the quantum theory, to find the key to the Mendeleieff

system and to discover the principle underlying the successive

building up of the various atoms beginning with the simplest.

This work will be discussed in Vol. II., Chap. III.

For the present it will merely be noted that the accuracy and

certainty of the succession of the elements in the classification

discovered by Lothar Meyer and Mendeleieff (1869) was not

attained until 1918 following upon Moseley’s discovery, as we

shall show in Chap. VI.
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We give at the end of the book the list of the elements and their

atomic weights.

Mendeleieff’s table is called the periodic classification. It

presents the appearance of an assembly of individuals, strangers

to each other, lined up in rows so arranged that the first place in a

given row is occupied by a brother of the person in the first place

in the preceding row ; similarly for the second ]^osition, etc. In

a given column will be found the sons of the same family, similar

among themselves.

Each element, indicated by its symbol, is pn eeded by a number
which for the present can be thought of simply as the ordinal

number, the position in the general arrangement.

In order to conserve the similitude, besides the two inversions

already indi(‘ated, argon-potassium, tellurium-iodine, the positions

of cobalt and nickel had to be interchanged and several places left

vacant. All this appeared rather arbitrary at the time, and

prejudice was such that thirty years ago the system of Mendeleieff

was referred to only tentatively.

At the same time the harmony which emerged from the table

could not fail to impress serious thinkers. It was easy for them
to find examples of firmly established theories which also in the

beginning had had to struggle for existence. Invc'stigations were

therefore undertaken to discover the reason of the discrepancies

in the classification.

It is immediately clear from Mendeleieff’s system, that the

elements are not substances endowed with diffenait propc^rties

according to the laws of chance. The fact that the properties are

reproduced implies that the elements form a great natural family

in which a new substance which could not be dec’omposc'd, i.e., a

new element, would no longer find a place. It is impossible that this

complex of relations between the properties ofthe elements and their

atomic weights should be purely accidental. These ndations would

be quite incomprehensible if the simple substances were absolutely

distinct and different forms of matter. On the other hand they

appear reasonable if the elements are supposed formed from a

small number of primordial materials and if it is admitted that

their atoms may be complex systems with common constituents.
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The gap which separates the elements from the chemical

compounds indicates that the causes which have determined the

formation of the elements and the forces which assure the stability

of the atoms, are essentially different from those which are called

into play in chemical reactions.

MONOW/^LENT
MET/^LS

bivalent
METALS

r^f VALENT
METALS

It had long been foreseen that the disintegration ofan element, if

such a thing could happen and be observed, would put man in the

presence of a phenomenon fundamentally different from a chemical

reaction. This anticipation has been completely verified with the

discovery of radioactive transformation, as will be seen later

(Chap. VIII.).
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There arc otlier ways of representing the periodicity in the

properties of the i*leinents, and of arranging them so as to show
their pa n'ntage.

The eurious method of arrangc inent of the elements based on
tiieir mutual resemblances given in Fig. 1 is taken from Courtines’

book, “ Ou en est la Physique ?
”

Electrolysis.—Earliest Idea of the Existence of the Atom of
Electricity

When a current of electricity is passed through a solution of

potassium chloride the chlorine and potassium atoms are parted,

and conducted separately to the electrodes. This is the

phenomenon of electrolysis. If the experiment is conducted

using copper chlorid(\ barium (‘hloride, magnesium chloride or

any other chloride, the same number of coulombs of electricity

liberate the same amounts of chlorine.

In whatever way we vary the conditions of the experiment

—

the dilution, temperatuns oature of the electrodes, intensity

of the current, etc.—tlie passage of a certain quantity of

electricity decomposes always the same (quantity of any particular

electrolyte, and for different electrolytes, the same numbers of

gramme-molecules arc decomposed. Thus for the chloride,

bromide, and iodide of potassium, a given number of coulombs

results in the decomposition of quantities in tlu‘ ratio 74*56 :

119*02 : 166*02, these three numbers being the molecular weights

of tlic respective salts.

(liloride. nromide. Iodide.
1

!

35*46 79*92 126*92

39*10 39*10 39*10
i

74-56 119*02
•

1

16C-()2
1

If potassium chloride, cupric chloride and barium chloride

solutions are arranged in the same electric circuit, and the weights

in grammes of the substances appearing at the negative electrodes
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are eonipared, it is found that for every gramme-atom of potassium

liberated, only half a gramme-atom of copper and half a

gramme-atom of barium are obtained. These arc well-known

facts, and are merely summarised here. In general, the weights

of the ions which are obtained free at the electrode are

proportional to the atomic weight in the case of monovalent

atomic weight
substances, and to the quotient , when the valency

valency

is not unity. Thus for aluminium chloride AICI3 to every

3 gramme-atoms of chlorine, only 1 gramme-atom of aluminium

is set free.

To convey l()7-88 grammes of silver, i.e., a gramme-atom of the

m(‘tal, 96,500 coulombs are rccpiired. This forms the numerical

basis for silvt r plating. In copper plating, the quantity of copper

deposited in the ])assagc of 96,500 coulombs will be 68-57 grammes,

/.c., the gramme-atom of coi)per.

These are the experimental facts. A very important deduction

from them was made by Helmholtz (1880).

“ The fact that matter is granular and during the passage of

electricity in electrolysis, a number of atoms (and hence a weight

of matter) is liberated which is proportional to the quantity of

electricity passed, means that the latter has lik(*wise granular

structure, that is to say, an atom of matter is accompanied by an

atom, or grain of electricity.”

The amount of this is obtained immediately knowing that

96,500 coulombs accompany a gramme-atom of chlorine, bromine,

iodine, sodium, potassium, etc., and that this gramme atom
contains for all the elements the same number of atoms. It

96 500
follows that the atom of electricity will be of amount

^
coulombs. N is Avogadro’s number. It was said, therefore,

thirty years ago, that if N is determined the atom of electricity

can be obtained. Well, a score of independent methods for

finding N arc known—we shall review some of them later—and

the elementary electric charge has in this way been accurately

determined.

Furthermore, Millikan by a highly ingenious method succeeded
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in isolating the atom of eleetricity and determining its value

direcUy, Since then the relationship between the atom of matter

and the atom of eleetricity has been applied in the reverse sense,

for knowing the value of the latter a new means was available for

finding N the number of atoms contained in the gramme-atom, or,

more generally, the number of molecules per gramme-molecule.

Upper Limit to the Size of Molecules

The fact that gold-beaters are able to prepare gold foils with a

thickress of one ten-thousandth of a millimetre shows that the

molecule of gold is smaller than 10“^ mm. Deducing from this an

upper limit to the mass of the gold atom and remembering that

the hydrogen atom is 200 times lighter, it follows that the mass of

the hydrogen atom will be less than 0*5 X 10~ gm.

The coloration of water by fuchsin is still observable in a drop

of water of volume 0*08 c.c. in which the concentration of

the fuc’hsin is 7 X 10~® gm. per c.c. It is because of this

ultra-sensitive property that fuchsin is used in finding out

whether or not tlu re is a connection between the water of a

spring and more or less distant watercourses which it is suspected

of suj)plying, either continuously or intermittently. This example

gives a rough idea of the dimensions which a molecule may have.

Certain odoriferous substances are still recognisable by their

smell, when present in the air in extremely small quantities, as,

for example, musk, of which a quantity of 10“^^ gm. is detectable.

The molecules must therefore certainly weigh less than this.

Microscopic study enables us to go yet further, particularly if

strongly fiuorcscent bodies are examined, and it is here that the

ultramicroscope comes to our aid. This is an ordinary microscope

as far as the optical magnifying system is concerned, but the

illumination of the object is confined to lateral illumination so that

the visual field remains dark, and only the particles suspended in

the solution are visible, as diffraction centres.* The particles are

thus not visible in their proper form and dimensions, but appear

as distinct centres which can be counted, and their movements

followed. Particles whose dimensions are of the order of 10”'^ cm.

* The ultramicroscope was invented in 1903 by Siedentopf and Zsigmondy.
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are clearly perceptible, whereas with the ordinary microscope only

magnitudes of the order of cm. can be seen.

Colloidal solutions are studied in this way, as we shall see. A
solution of liuorescin of one part in a million, seen undtT the

ultramicroscope, still shows a uniform green fluorescence in

volumes of a cubic, micron, 10“^^ c.c., and as the application of

Raoult’s laws tells us that the large molecule of fluorescin weighs

350 times as much as the hydrogen molecule, the latter must have

a mass inferior to gm.

In this connection the study of very thin films has led to

interesting and concrete results concerning molecular dirnersions,

at least as regards their order of magnitude.

When a soap bubble is blown, it is frequently observeci that

besides the sparkling colours familiar to all. there are visible small

circular black spots of well-defined outline, the appearance of

which seems to be followed immediately by rotation of the babble.

These spots correspond to the thinnest points of the bubbk. It

is possible to form thin dark films on wire frames, placed in an

enclosure to prevent evaporation, and to hold them in equilibrium

during several days, or even months.

The earliest investigations of such films are due to Newton.

That the spots, seen as black by contrast, cannot be actual holes,

is established by the fact that they reflect light, and furthermore,

before the rotation of the bubble, new spots are seen to appear in

the interior of the old. These are also circular with clear-cut edge,

and appear darker and reflect more feebly than the original spot.

Jean Perrin succeeded in measuring the thickness of the film

in spots of this kind, and found that the thinnest had a tiiickness

of 4*5 X 10“'^ cm. (that is, 4*5 millimicron, 1 micron equalling

one-thousandth of a millimetre).

It has been found possible to obtain and measure extremely

thin layers of matter, making use of the spreading of oil drops on

water. Among the researches in this field, those of Devaux (1904)

are perhaps the most noteworthy.* It is known that if a particle

Important researches on these thin layers have also been carried out by
A. Marcelin, Ann, d. Phys.^ 1914. H. Labrouste, Ann, d, Phys., 1920. .1.

Langmuir, Journ, Amer, Chem. Soc,, 1917. W. D. Harkins, Journ. Anier,
Chem. Soc„ 1917-19-20-21-22.
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of camphor is thrown on to a perfectly clean water surface, it

immediately begins to execute lively irregular motions of a

gyratory character, which are due to local asyinirK‘tric variations

in the surface tension at the water surface in the neighbourhood

of the particle. The effect does not occur if the water surface is

greasy. On determining the least amount of oil spread over the

surface of a large basin of clean water, which is just sufficient

to prevent the movements of a camphor particle, a value

corresponding to a layer thickness in the neighbourhood of

two-thousandths of a micron (2 X 10“'^ cm.) is obtained.

Devaux has obtained films of olive oil of infinitesimal thickness,

by drip[)ing on to a water surface a drop of oil shaken up in

benzene. The benzene evaporates and leaves the oil in a layer so

fine as to be invisible. Its presence is revealed by means of talc

shaken lightly onto the surface. The tale flies towards the walls

of the basin but is stopped at the border of the oil drop, the contour

of which is clearly indicated. In this way the area and hence

the thickness of the film is determinable, to a hundredth of a

millimicron. Filins are obtainable so attenuated that they do not

affect the motion of a camphor particle. Such films are too thin

to give the iridescent colours commonly associated with oil

patclies, and appear as black spots like those seen in soap bubbles.

The thickness for a film of sodium oleate was found by the above

method to equal 1*1 millimicron. If the complex oleate molecule is

at the most of this size, the atoms themselves must be much smaller.

Attacking the problem by another method, if we know the

volume of a gramme-molecule of the substance examined, and the

value of Avogadro’s constant determined by several independent

methods, it is possible to calculate with some precision the mean

diameter of a molecule. For sodium oleate, the value 1'13

millimicrons is obtained, which is in good agreement with that

derived from the experiment described above. Thus in Devaux’s

experiments the thinnest films were formed of a single layer of

molecules.

We have passed in rapid review the rise and development of

chemistry and physical chemistry in the past century. The
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former of these grew, in the end, beyond all bounds, as witness the

fact that its branches have become vast practical sciences on

their own. The latter years of the nineteenth century saw

the formation of a chemistry of fats, a colour chemistry,

and a chemistry of explosives, and biological, physiological and

agricultural chemistry, etc., made their appearance.

To the past century with its transatlantic liners, locomotives,

telephones, iron and steel metallurgy, great mechanised industries,

internal combustion motors of all kinds, must also be given the

credit for the creation of the atomistic doctrine, the work of men
many of whom are alive and famous to-day. After the study of

matter and its reactions “ en bloc,'' research was directed to the

problem of the infinitely small particles which are the fundamental

elements of matter. What are their actual dimensions, their

weights in absolute measure, how do they move, etc. ? The first

step in this direction was made with the kinetic theory, 1850 to

1860.

Meanwhile the science of clectrotechnics was born and developed

to an amazing extent in applications of every kind. Light,

previously the object of study in optics, was brought into relation

with electricity. The desire to understand the interconnections

between matter and energy was beginning to be felt.

The nineteenth century terminated with the programme of the

atomistic order of ideas already completed.

Chemistry and thermodynamics, which deal with general laws

and the study of reactions in mass, were clearly incapable of

establishing the atomistic doctrine, except inductively, and it

would, in fact, have remained merely a philosophical speculation

if direct methods of investigating the ultimate particles of matter

had not been introduced.

Before these methods were devised towards the end of the past

century, the kinetic theory of gases had already made possible a

step forward in this direction. Clausius, Maxwell and others,

succeeded in calculating the velocity of the molecules, the number
of collisions occurring on the average per second, the diameter of

the molecule, the number contained in a cubic centimetre, etc.

They related the submicroscopic world to the macroscopic or
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visible world by mathematical formulae, which enable us to pass

from phenomena on a large scale to molecular events. In this

way the atomic hypothesis could be subjected to test.

At the end of the (‘eotury, however, a whole series of

discoveries were made, which threw a great deal of light on the

problem, and made possible delieate experiments on the phenomena
exhibited by single atoms and molecules. The atoms were

subjected to physical test, and with the application of purely

physical and sometimes physical chemical methods an inexhaustible

field of scientific research lay open. A great number of physicists

took up the work, and the eenturies-old desire to understand the

subtle mechanism of nature by a study of the behaviour of its

ultimate constituent particles was at last realised.

While great advances in this field were being made, there

came to light, one after another, various phenomena for which

the wave theory of light was quite incapable of providing an

explanation.

By the year 1905, it was felt necessary to parallel the granular

structure of matter with a possible granular structure of light, and,

under the impulse given by the new idea, many phenomena of

interaction between light and matter were carefully studied.

Chemistry also was deeply concerned in the new developments,

for the knowledge of the single atom and its behaviour in the

presence of electromagnetic energy (light) might lead to the

explanation of many little understood effects, such as, for example,

the phenomena of valency, which remained very obscuie.

It is not intended at this stage to summarise these new

developments whi(;h have later to be discussed in detail. We
merely mention that the discoveries referred to above which

opened up such fruitful lines of research, were especially, X-rays,

radioactivity, isolation of the electron, ionisation phenomena,

Brownian motion, photoelectric effect, isotopy, experiments of Franck

and Hertz, etc.

The above list makes it abundantly clear why modern physics

has become essentially a study of the atom. Other branches, for

example terrestrial physics, stellar physics, have

also profited by the new work. The st
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has been greatly assisted by the application of the triode valve,

that marvellous piece of apparatus based on the electron emission

of an incandescent filament, which has made wireless telephony

and television practicable.

In the rapid progress which has been made, profitable links

between the different branches of physics have been established.

A discovery in one field has explained obscurities in another. For

example, X-rays have made possible the exploration of the

interior of crystals, and the investigation of what may be called

the crystal skeleton . Spectroscopy, including stellar spectroscopy,

has thrown a great deal of light on the structure of the atoms.

The a-, and y-rays omitted by radioactive substances and the

magnetic properties of the atoms have both been called upon to

contribute, in various delicate experiments, to the discovery of the

plan of construction of the 92 different elements which make up

the Universe.

Before entering upon the main argument it will be desirable to

begin with a brief chapter on optics and the electromagnetic theory

of light. By doing so, we keep to the historical order of events,

and in addition we are able to see clearly how modern physics and,

in particular, the atomistic doctrine, springs from the union of two

great scientific currents, the study of the ultimate particles of

matter, on the one hand, and the investigation of the ultimate

particle of electricity on the other.



CHAPTER II

LIGHT

Fresners Wave Theory
Anat.ogy, which plays so important a part in scientific discovery, had

suggested two hypotheses for the interpretation of luminous phenomena, the
emission hypothesis in which light was imagined to be a bombardment of
particles similar to those which affect the olfactory organ, and the xvave
hypothesis^ an idea suggested by the oscillations observed when still water is

disturbed at a point. The emission hypothesis had been put forward bj
Empedocles, and was backed by the authority of Kepler, Newton and Laplace.
The wave standpoint, which goes back to Aristotle, was adopted by Descartes,
Huygens and Euler.

It was Fresnel (1788-1827) who, following the method of the nineteenth
century, established the wave theory of light on a firm basis in a series of
experiments, the precision of w'hich is the more remarkable remembering
the experimental facilities at his disposal. He discovered and studied a
great number of interference, diffraction and polarisation phenomena. The
French Academy offered at that time a prize for a study of diffraction and
Fresnel submitted his memoir to a committee of live members : Arago, Biot,
Gay-Lussac, Laplace and Poisson. It would be difficult to think of a more
select group of physicists.

Since light exhibits periodicity, there must be something which vibrates.

This something is the ether,” but after centuries of controversy we must
resign ourselves to the fact that there is no definition of the ether which is

related (even remotely) with ordinary mechanics. In the w^ords of the
Marquis of Salisbury at the 1894 meeting of the British Association, ” the
main if not the only function of the word ether has been to furnish a
nominative case to the verb to undulate.”
As to the nature of these waves, it must be realised that down to the present

time physics has always tried to give a mechanical ref)resentation of
phenomena, that is, to reduce them to motion. It is therefore not surprising

that Huygens (1629-95) had a purely mechanical conception of light waves.
It could not be supposed, however, that it w^as matter which vibrated as in

the (^ase of sound, for light is transmitted equally well in a vacuum. To get
round this difficulty, physicists admitted the existence of a special fluid—the
ether—endowed with unknown properties and capable of rendering that
service which man’s desire for material representations required of it.

Light waves are transverse, that is to say, the oscillations of the vibration

vector occur in the plane normal to the direction of propagation of the light,

and are sinusoidal, following the law of the sine.

The transverseness of luminous vibrations follows from the fact that the

ordinary and extraordinary rays produced in the double refraction of light

by a crystal are incapable of interfering, either totally or partially, when
superposed.

23
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Between the wave-length A and the frequency v the well-known relation

A - - = cr
V

holds, where c is the velocity of light, t the period.

Light added to light can produce darkness. This is the phenomenon of

interference to which attention was drawn by Padre Grimaldi in 1G65. To
obtain the effect it is necessary to superpose at a point two rays from the

TH£ FRIN(}£3

same source, which have traversed paths, different in length by half a
wave-length (or an odd multiple of half wave-lengths).
Two monochromatit! light rays which do not have a common origin cannot

remain out of phase for an appreciable interval of time. If at one moment
they are in opposite phase, as required for the production of interference,

shortly afterwards they come into phase and light returns to where previously
there was darkness.

Fresnel carried out the famous experiment which is appropriately known
as Fresnel’s mirrors. The rays issuing from a narrow slit illuminated with
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inoiiochromatic light, fall onto two mirrors of black glass, inclined to each
other at an angle of nearly 180 degrees, and so arranged that their line of
intersection is parallel to the ilhiininated slit. Corresponding to the slit S,

two virtual images Sj and Sg are formed, from which all the reflected rays
apf)car to pro(;eed. These act as two neighbouring sources in perpetual
agreement of phase. At a point M of the screen there will be continuous
light if the difference of length between S^M and SgM is equal to a whole
wave-length, and absolute darkness if this difference equals half a
wave-length.*
Thus fringes, alternately bright and dark, appear. If the light used is

white, the fringes will Ix' coloured because the effect is complex, the actual
pattern resulting from the superposition of systems of monochromatic fringes.

L

A thin layer of any transparent substance exhibits bright colours when
illuminated with white light. As examples of thin layers giving the effect,

we may mention the films of oxide which form on bright steel when it is heated,

and the film formed by oil or petrol spreading on water. Above all, however,

it is the soap bubble with its constantly changing thickness which gives the

richest and most marvellously varied colours.

Newton allotted a whole chapter of his celebrated treatise on optics to

the subject of thin films, and Thomas Young (1773-1829) interpreted the

The region in front of the mirrors is an interference field in which a point

whose distances from the two virtual sources differ by half a wave-length

will receive no light.

Now, the locus of points, such that the dilfference of their distances from

two fixed points of the plane is a constant, is a hyperbola, and therefore the

whole field is divided into hyperboloid surfaces, alternately bright and dark.
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phenomena lamed under the name “ Newton’s rings,” in terms of tiie wave
theory.
When monochromatic liglit is allow'cd to fall on a thin transparent plate

(Fig. 3) one part of the light is rellected from the top surface of the plate, and
another part penetrates the plate and is rellected from the underneath surface.

The additional path which this light has had to traverse causes a certain

retardation of phase with respect to the light returned from the top surface,

and if the thickness of the plate is such as to cause a retardation of a
wave-length the two reflected beams are in agreement of phase, their

superposition yields an intensity maximum and the f)late appears bright. If

the thickness is such as to cause the tw^o reflected beams to be in opposite
phase the plate aj)pears dark. It should be noted that in the refleetions at

B and D there is a phase loss of half a period.

The colours of thin plates seen by transmitted light are explained in the
same way.
The various phenomena of interference allow of the determination of the

wave-length of light. The precision of the measurement has become such
that the unit adopted is a ten thousandth part of a thousandth of a millimetre.

The unit is called the Angstrom, after the celebrated Danish physicist,

who first made a series of very precise measurements of wave-length.
A mono-chromatic radiation, such as a spectral line expressed in

Angstrbm unihs, is, for example, 6438*4690 Angstrom, one of the cadmium
lines.

In the X-ray region a still smaller unit is employed which (‘quals cm.,
and we work to the hundredth part of this unit.

For a long time the adversaries of the wave theory were able to raise the
objection that if light, like sound, consists in a vibratory motion, it ought to

bend round obstacles as does the sound of a bell w hich reaches us from behind
a house. This brings us to the phenomenon of diffraction w*hi(‘h shows that
light does actually envelop or go round obstacles. Anyone c*an perform
the following experiment : a very narrow^ slit (()*.5 mm. wide) is strongly
illuminated, and the light issuing from it is passed through a second slit,

parallel to the first and of variable aperture, to fall iinally onto a screen. If

light is propagated exactly in straight lines wc should observe on the screen
a band of light perfectly definite in outline, the w idth of which decreases as
the diameter of the second slit is diminished. These conditions are not
realised. When the second slit has been sufficiently reduced, the patch of
light on the screen, instead of contracting further, gets larger and exhibits

at the sides parallel bands alternately bright and dark, which are termed
diffraction fringes. Fresnel in 1819, in a memoir to the Academy of Sciences,

gave the exj)lanation and show ed that the wave theory explained all the facts

which Newton and he himself had observed in this field.

Consider a light wave emitted from a luminous point O (Fig. 4). All

points reached simultaneously in the progress of the wave must be regarded
as new luminous centres from which myriads of secondary waves start out in

all directions. The effects of these when combined in accordance with the
laws of interference, are such that at any point reached by the light everything
occurs just as if the light had come in a straight line from O. When, however,
an opaque screen BH is placed in the path of the wave, only that part of the
wave which is left free to proceed can emit the secondary wavelets, and in

the plane aa the effects of these combine so as to produce maxima and minima
in tne illumination at the central region A. This simple example makes it

clear that light waves can bend round obstacles, as do sound waves. Being
incomparably shorter than the latter, however, they give effects only on a
very small scale. For light waves a screen of a few millimetres represents
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an obstacle comparable to a mountain for sound waves. As the latter are
stopped by the mountain, so light waves are unable to bend very much round
the screen.

Contemplating the marvellous development of the theory formulated by
Fresnel, Arago wrote in 1830 :

“ Despite the many reservations which nuis't

be made when hazarding a pronouncement about our successors, I venture
to affirm that as regards the subject of diffraction, they will not add anything
essential to the discoveries with which Fresnel has enriched science."’

One hundred years have since passed, but this prophecy still remains valid.

What are the relations between these vibrations of the ether and the
luminous ray ? Do they take place along the ray or are they transverse
vibrations, r.e., contained in the plane normal to the ray ? None of the
phenomena of interference or diffraction yield information on this point.
If the vibrations were longitudinal a luminous ray would be perfectly

0

a;

Fig. 4.—Diffraction produced by secondary waves,

symmetrical, and ought to behave in the same way in all the planes containing
it. If, on the other hand, certain phenomena indicate the existence of a
disymmetry the hypothesis of longitudinal vibration breaks down inunediately.

Such disymmetry is observable in polarisation phenomena. Natural light is

unpolarised, but there are many ways of polarising light, t.e., of bringing about
a plane of preference for the transverse vibrations. One way is to use what
is called a nicoL

Certain substances have the property of rotating the plane of vibration

of a ray of polarised light passing through them. One such substance is

quartz. If a plate of quartz, the faces of which have been cut perpendicular
to the optic axis, is introduced between two crossed nicols, which have, as we
know, the property of completely extinguishing light, the light is restored.

The plane of vibration has been rotated, and the second nicol is no longer

capable of extin^ishing the rays.

These crystalUne substances owe their optical activity to the absence of

symmetry about the axis of the crystal, which frequently—as with quartz

—

is revealed by the presence of certain facets, termed hemihedra. There are

also substances which owe their property of rotating the plane of polarisation

to the disymmetry of their molecules (for example, the sugars).
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More about Diffraction. Gratings *

The phenomenon of diffraction is easily explained when we consider the
passage of waves through a narrow slit. Suppose a wave emitted by a distant
point source (see Fig. 5) propagated through a narrow slit AH in an opaque
diaphragm. Considering the various points ACB of the slit as independent
centres of vibration, it is clear that the wave does not merely pro(*ced along
its original path in the direction AH, but diverges to right and left. In the
direction AH there will be seen a luminous image of the slit. In a direetion
inclined to AH, such that CK equals half a wave-length, K is in opposite
phase to A, and hence along the wave front AD there will Ik* pairs of elements
always in opposite phase. The effect will be that in this particular direction
a dark image ” of the slit is formed. For a direetion at a greater angle a
luminous image will once more be obtained, but of lower intensity than the

central undiffracted image. For a still

greater inclination there again ocemrs
interference of the points of the wave
t>oint taken in pairs, and a dark fringe

is obtained, and so on.

To sum up, a system of fringes is

obtained symmetrical with respect to

the central line which is bright. The
lii-st dark fringe occurs at an angle

where sin ~ ~

.

By tracing a number of extremely
fine, equidistant lines on a glass plate
by the aid of a diamond mounted in a
dividing engine, a Fraunhofer grating
is obtained. The number of lines in

such a grating amounts to several
hundreds per millimetre (see Fig. 6).

With these gratings diffraction

spectra are obtained. A monochromatic
light travelling along the direction LX
encounters the series of slits BC,
DK, etc. Two corresponding points,
.such as A and C, lie a distance apart-

equal to w, which is the period of the
grating or grating constant. In a
direction making an angle ^ with the
incident beam, the rays from the grating

will produce light if m sin ^ — A, for in that case the points Cb Eb on the
wave front will be vibrating in f)hase. With white light there is a separation

of the various colours, because the angle p is different for each colour.

Diffraction spectra are also obtained by means of reflection gratings (see

Fig. 7), which are constructed from metallic mirrors, the highly polished
surfaces of which are furrowed with a very large number of parallel equidistant
tracts traced by means of a dividing engine. The reflection gratings of
Rowland (1848-1901) with 10 to 15 million lines in a centimetre arc famous.

SA, SC is the direction of the incident beam ; the reflecting tracts AB, CD
play the part of the transparent slits in the Fraunhofer grating, and the

* A reader wishing to refresh his knowledge of physical optics might read
“Ottica Fisica,” of Prof. Vasco Ronchi, 1928, or R. W. Wood’s “ Physical
Optics.”
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points, such as A and C, become centres of diffraction. There are certain

particular directions of tlie diffracted light for which the corresponding
points on the diffracted wave front are in agreement of phase.

It is seen from the hgure that that occurs when the sum of the two paths

AJ and — KC equals a multiple of the wave-length A, or, expressed

symbolieally, when
7n (sin

(f>
— sin

\fy)
KA,

Fig. 7.—Reflection grating.
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where K is a whole number. For integral values of the number K luminous
fringes are formed, separated by dark regions. If the light instead of being
monochromatic, is natural light, a spectrum is obtained, or rather a series

of spectra, one corresponding to K 1 (the first order spectrum), another
to K ~ 2, and so on.

Diffraction spectra provide a convenient means of measuring the wave-length
of different coloured lights. Measurement of an angle and application of the
formula

A m sin

give the wave-length A, the grating constant w being assumed known.
It is evident that the resolving power of a diffraction grating, that is, its

ability to separate lines of different wave-length, will increase as the period rn

is diminished, or, in other words, as the number of lines in a cm. is increased.

MODB OF OPBMTIOH

SCREEN
Fig. S,— Michelson’s echelon grating.

Two rays of different wav^e-length A^ Ajj respectively, will be deviated through
K A K A

angles and jSg, such that sin jSj = difference

between these angles (or, rather, their sines) is — (Aj - A 2 ). Thus it is

desirable to have a very fine grating and to work with spectra of high order.

As with ordinary gratings the second of these expedients is not possible,

owing to the fading away of the image, and the former can only be realised

within the limits fixed by mechanical difficulties of construction, recourse is

had to an artifice.

The order of a spectnim increases with increase in the path difference of
rays proceeding from adjacent elements of the grating. Thus by lengthening
this path difference the order of the spectrum, and hence the resolving power,
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can be increased. This is the principle of the modern echelon grating's due to
Michelson.
One piece of apparatus of this kind consists of a number of glass plales.

each several centimetres thick, })iled one on anoth(*r to form a staircase

structure (see Fig. 8). If n is the refractive index of the glass with rcsj)cct

to air, 7.r. the ratio of the velocity of light in air to the velocity in glass,

then clearly the greater of the light paths of two corresponding rays
is a X n. The illumination of the screen will be a maximum when

KA ™ an a K an int(‘ger.

It follows from this relation that A ~ and foru - i cm. (thickness
JK

of the plates), n - 1 -5 (refractive index) and A — 50 x 10 “ cm., the spectrum
which aj)pears in the normal direction is of the order K - 10,000, and has
all the properties aj^propriatc to a sptaTrum of such high order. With these

modern interferometers it is po.ssible to resolve lines which ditl'cr in Avave-
length by no more than one ten millionth of a micron.

millimetre)\
1 micron - 1

1,000 ’)

They also provide extraordinarily delicate instruments for measuring, as
well as resolving, the wave-lengths of monochromatic radiations.

The Velocity of Light and its Direct Measurement
fhilileo was the lirst to attempt an experimental study of the proj)agation

of light. Two observers, A and B, Avere placed at a certain distance apart
and given lanterns, the light from which could be eut off by a shutter. The
observer A suddenly opened the shutter of his lantern, and as soon as observer
B saw' the signal, he in turn uncov'cred his lantern. The interval of time
between the opening of A’s shutter and A’s observation of B's signal should
be that required for the light to traverse and retraversc the path AB. Galileo’s

experiments with a distance AB 200 metres, and experiments by the
Accademia del (Mmento Avith AB - 2 kilometres, gave no result. We know
now why this was .so, but the principle of the rnctho.l was (piitc sound, and
it was later adopted by Fizeau.
The first measurement of the velocity of light in inteu’planetary space was

made by Roemer, a Danish astronomer, in the year 1075. We shall confine

ourselves to giving descriptions of Fizeau’s and Foucault’s methods for

determining the time occupied by light in traversing a given terrestrial distance.
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Fizeau set up at a distance of 8,500 metres two telescopes CC' on a common
axis, and with their objeetivcs facing each other (see Fig. 9). In one of the

telcscoj)es a plane parallel transparent plate was mounted at 45 degrees tx>

the axis in front of the eyepiece. A side tiilx* carrying a lens projected the

image of the light source S to the focus of the objective, so that linally a

parallel beam of light was received by the other telescope. The objective

of the latter brought the rays to a focus at which a mirror 1* was j)laced.

After rettcetion the rays returned to the focus F, from which they had issu(‘d

originally, and were observed as a luminous point by means of the cye]>iece A.

In the focal plane F a toothed whc(‘l was rotated, and as the velocity of

rotation increased, the luminous point was seen to vanish, but after a further

definite increase in speed it reappeared. The explanation of these effetds is

as follows : when the time reejuired for a light ray (emerging througli the

gap between tw'o teeth of the wdieel) to return to F after having travelled

the double distance, 17 km. in all, is exactly equal to the period between
two transits of a gap in the toothed wheel, it is obvious that the light [wint will

be visible. If, on the other hand, the time for the doiible journey is just
siilficieiit for a tooth to supplant a gap, then the light ray will be cut off.

Finally, by accelerating the wheel, vision of the source is restored. The
number of revolutions per second, the diameter of the w heel at the indentations,
the distance P to F were all known. The distance F to P, P to F was
covered in tM.^o^^th of a second, and the following value was deduced for the
velocity of light : 17 x 18,000 300,000 km. /seer, apfiroxiinatcly.

In 18G2 Foucault (1819 -08) worked out another method (see Fig. 10), in
which the light emitted by a luminous point E was made to pass through a
glass plate VV' and a converging lens L, to be reflected at a plane mirror
SS\ The real image of the point E fell on a concave mirror B with its centre
of curvature at A. In this way the return beam reflected at SS' traversed the
reverse path, undergoing a further partial reflection in VV' to form an image
on the graduated plate ss', w^hich was observed with an eyepiece O. The
whole apparatus occupied a space of not more than a few metres in linear
extension.
By rotating the mirror SS' at a high velocity it is clear that the reflected

image formed on the scale will be displaced because the beam trav<dling to
and from B finds on its return the mirror SS' in a different position. As a
consequence the image is seen to be displaced, and the amount of displacement
can be measured. The distances involved and the velocity of the mirror are
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known, so that it is easy to doduce tin* anglo of rotalion (‘orrcspondiii^ to Ita*

time of‘c*npied by the Ji^ht in traversing fwiee tiie path Ali with velocity c.

This angle determines the ansfular deviation of the return J)eam, which in

turn tixes tht‘ displacement on the scale. Thus the latl(‘r is re lated to known
magnitudes and to the single unknown in tlie prohhan the v<‘loeity. From
these experiments Foucault deduced for the \x*loeity of light the value
298,000 km. /see.

In material media the veloeaty of light is always small(;r than in vacuo,

1 1 1
:ioo,ooo

. , .and has the value km./s(*c., where n js the retractive index oi tiu*

m<‘dium. In water, for example, n is about 4 0. The refractive index of a
medium varies, as a rul(‘, witli the wave-lengtl», and the velocity of ligfit for

the various monochromatic radiations has different values in the same medium.
In gases the index n is aj)proximately unity for all radiations, so that in a gas
the velocity is v(‘ry rurally 000,000 km. /sec*, whatever the wave-length.

Ohst'rvations on variable stars sliow tliat the velocity of jnopagation in

vacuum must Ix' idcaitical for th(‘ differcnl wave-lengths. If that w(*rc not
the case, at the moment of extinction, tin* wave-length having the smallest
velocity should he perceived last, and at reappeanince the higher vedoeity

nidiation should reach us first. The colour of the light iiereeivixl w'ould then
exhibit variations which, in fact, have never lieen oliserved.

A Recent Determination of the Velocity of Light. A. A. Michelson

4'he measurements of the velocity of light which have been discussed up
to now were made many years ago. Niwert heless, f'izeau's method
represented a great step forward, and it may he sjiid that, in principle,

the more elaborate and perfect measurements follow the same lines.

It is not surprising in view of the imjiortaiK'e ol* knowing the exact value

of this nalural constant, that many physicists should laive repealed the

measurtanent. and so we have thii experiments of Newcomb, Fabry, Perot, etc.

In the autumn of 192(i A. A. Michelson, in the U.S.A., concluded his

investigations of the problem which had extendt‘d over a number of years,

and his account of the work appears in the Aatrophysical Journal for January,
1927.
A beam of light was made to traverse twice the distance between Mt.

Wilson and Mt. St. Antonio, in all 71 km. The time reejuired for light to

cover this distance is 0 ()002J of a second.

The ex})erimental arrangement was the following (see Fig. 11): the light

passes through the slit S onto a rotating octagonal mirror, shown in Fig. 12,

is retleet(‘d at 11, then at C, and finally strikes the coneavc^ mirror 1) (at the

Mt. Wilson station). The beam is rendered parallel and travels to the Mt.

St. Antonio station, where the concave mirror and the i)lane mirror / reverse

its diretdion. On its return to Mt. Wilson the beam is observed ” by the

aid of the mirror and the prism, as shown in Fig. 11.

The rotating mirror was constructed either of glass or of polished nickel

steel. It was set into rat)id rotation by means of a blast of air. Thus,
when the octagonal mirror was rotating at the rate of, say, 350 revolutions

per second, the light was able to cover its entire path and return to lind the

mirror displaced by one-eighth of a revolution. By a special arrangement,

which we shall not describe, the velocity of rotation of the mirror could be

determined. The distance between the fixed points at the two stations had
been accurately measured and tested by the “ U.S. Coast and Geodetic

Survey.”

CASTKLFKANCHI VOL. I. -
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The following are the final results of these very accurate measurements
of the velocity of light :

—

299,813 km./sec.
299,795
299,795

299,796

km./sec.

299,803
299,789

Taking account of the “ weight ” of the different results, that is to say,

their respective reliabilities, and including several values of lower weight

MT .5 , ANTONIO

obtained in the previous year, the mean value finally submitted is 299,799 i
4 km./sec.
The approximate value, 3 x 10 cm./sec., is adopted for most purposes.

Limits of Accuracy in the Measurement of Wave Length. Technical
Applications of Interference

The use of diffraction gratings to measure wave-length has already been
described on p. 30. In this method the wave-length A is compared with
the grating constant m {the period).

Many other methods based on interference phenomena have been devised
for the measurement of A. The precision of these measurements is limited
by the circumstance that in nature strictly monochromatic radiations
representable by simple sine waves are not found. Every radiation, even a
single spectral line, is composed of an assembly of sinusoidal monochromatic
^ves of different wave-length. For a spectral line the wave-length A varies
in general within narrow limits A, (A JA). The interval AX is termed the
width of the spectral line, the apparent width of spectral lines being, in fact,
proportional to AX.
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The limitation referred to above consists in the impossibility of measuring
a wave-length with an error less than AX whenever the spectral line, although
nominally “ monochromatic,” has a finite width AX. In interference apparatus
of the type of Michelson’s echelon grating (see p. 80) this limitation is

observed as a disappearance of interference fringes when the difference of
optical path between the two interfering beams just exceeds the value :

I^IX^ ^X X ^
2 AX 2 AX

The width of the sodium D lines (A = 5890 A) at 100” C. is about 0 01 A.
Thus, with either of these lines interference can be obtained with a path

difference which is not greater than ^ 250,000 X (one wave-length).

Fig. 13.

The mercury vapour lamp gives a complex line A — 2536-52 A, whos
components have width, JA ~ 2 x 10”* A.
There are many pieces of apparatus, termed interferometers, which enable

interference fringes to be obtained with optical path differences of the order

of a million times the wave-length. Among these may be mentioned the

interferometers of Michelson, Jamin, and Fabry and Perot, the Lummer
plate, and the echelon grating.

Michelson’s interferometer is shown schematically in Fig. 13. Light from
a slit S illuminated with monochromatic radiation is incident on a half-silvered

If, for example, I contains a whole number of wave-lengths A, it will

contain an odd number of half wave-lengths of the radiation, A -f ^A when

I
__ J ^ 1

A A -f JA 2

Thus, whenever one radiation interferes giving a minimum, the other gives a
maximum.

2—::
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mirror M, where it is partly refracted. The final paths of tlu‘ two beams arc
clear from tlie h^mre. The mirrors and INI^ reverse the rays incident on
them, and tlK‘s<‘ rays are finally (‘olleef<‘d by a t,eleseoj)e at 1'^ on a photographic
j)late, or in I he eye of f h(‘ ol>.s(TV(‘r. (' is a eompensatin;L( glass j)late, so [)Uiec*d

that tin* two beams r(‘lleeted by Mj ami have to traverse the same thickness
of glass.

Th(‘ interference phenomena observed in 1C are of the same kind as those
given by thin films (see ]). 25). 'Flu* observer sees the mirror M, and the
image in 51 of tht‘ mirror so that the arningerKient is etpiivalent to a film,

one fa(‘t‘ of whi(*h coincides with Al, and the other with the image of 51.,.

The whole interference effect depends on the difference of oj)tieal ])ath of the
two beams reflected by and Mo respec^tively.

The apj)aratns enables wave-lengths to be eom]>ared with standards of
length, tlins fnrnisliing an absolute nteasurc of wave-length. For this purpose
it is only nc'cessary to make the mirror Mj displaceable and lo bring it into
eoineidenee in turn with the two limiting planes of the standard of length.
'I'he displacement of the mirror produces a shift of the interference franges

from which the relation between the distance traversed by the mirror and the
wave-length can be deduced.*

Jn this way Aliehelson in ISfkt made a direct eomjnirisot) of the tueire standard
with the wave-length of the red cadmium line (A (itds ifJfH; A).
Nowadays in scientific laboratories afui itidustrial testing rooms it is

customary to employ optical luefhods for controlling (‘alibrations (tlu‘ use of
standard length gauges of high aeeuraey being too costly and dillicult).

The basic principle is that the wave-lengths of known radiations r(‘prcscnt

standards of length which are invariable and easily reproduced in any
laboratory. The thickness to be t(‘sted is measured with an interferometer
and then .Michelsorrs r(‘sulf, obtained with the nutre standard, is applied.
The precision (»btainable in this way is about () ()()()2 nun., which is more than
sufh(‘ient for pnictical ])urf)os(‘s (in precision mechanical work minimum
tolerances are of the order of 0 001 mm.).

Doppler Effect

The whistle of a locomotive has a lower pitch when u'ceding from the
listener and a higher pitch when aj)j>roaching. A similar effect oct urs with
light waves. Given a .source and an observer in relati\a‘ motion, the number
of vibrations received by the observer per secoful will depcod on the relative
velocity.

Doppler in 1842 announced this result for the acoustic case. Some y(‘ars

later Fizeaii extended it to luminous vibrations- If a line in the sf)ectnim
of a luminous source, c.g., a star, is being observed, the effe(*t will be a
displacement of the line, that is, an apparent change in the frequency.
It is clear that if the source is approaching the observer with velocity V, the
frequency observed v' will be related to the true frequency V by the equation

.(i + y)t

where c is the velocity of light. If the source is not moving directly towards
the observer, but in some arbitrary direction in space, then as far as the effect

* In practice, instead of displacing the mirror, use is made of the anterior
spe(^ular surface of the calibrating length gauge, which takes the place of the
mirror.

t A similar relation is evidently true for the wave-length.
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under discussion is eon(Ku*ned it is only that eoniponent of the veloc ity ^vhieh
is obtained by projecting on to the line observer—^sonree, whicrh ne(‘d be taken
into account

.

As r, the velocity of light, is enormously grc'aier than velocities realisable
experimentally in the laboratory, the verilic'ation of the Doppler-Fizeaii
princuple was first obtjiined from astronomical observations. VVc* shall,

however, c*ome across another important veritic'at ion in the kin(‘tic‘ theory of
gases.

As an apjdiciition c^f the Doppler effect we shall show how it has been
possible to evaluate the rotation of the sun. If the spectra of the eastern
and western extremities of the sun’s disc* are i)hotc)grapl)e(l simultaneously
on the same plate, the lines of the eastc‘rn extremity at)t>ear dis})laeed towards
the violet with resj)eet to those of the western extremity. Using the ecpiation

AX _ V
A c;

and the known value of the displacement ] it is found that the
A ir>(),000

east side is approaching the earth with a velocity of about 2 km. /sec*.

In this way Adams and others have been able to explore the ju’riod of
rotation of the sun, which, strangely enough, is not constant. At high
latitude's the sun rotates less rapidly. The sun does not rotate like a solid

body, the ectuatorial regions showing with res{)eet to the remainder a marked
acceU‘ration. Actually the c*areful study of sunspots had already brought
to light this curious state of affairs.

Structure of the Emission Spectra of Various Sources. Spectral
Analysis

The spectra of the light obtained from different sources are either

continuous when there exists an infinite continuum of wav(*-lengths each
with its appropriate energy—or discontinuous, that is, formed of separate

lines, whicli in certain c*ases c*an be resolved into (*om])onent lines by the

use of s])ec tTosc*x)pes of high resolving j)<>wer.

Discontinuous street ra are obtained froni matfer in a dilute state, i.c., frcjin

gases and vapours. Heated solids and li<tuids give*, in general, C!ontinuous

spectra, as also do highly compressed gases. Thus a c*ontinuous spectrum
is obtained for the light emitted by a lamp filament, the carbon of an elect rie

are (incandescent solids) and molten metals (in(‘andeseent liquids). Oil

lamps also give continuous spectra, the light issuing from t he c'arbon particles

suspended in the flame. A gas or vapour (^an be rendered luminous in several

ways. A fragment of a volatile salt introduced on a platinum wire into the
Bunsen flame imparts to the flame a (*olour which depends on the salt used,

and analysis of the emitted light yields the characteristic spectrum of the

metal contained in the salt, liiveryone knows, for example, that sodium
gives a yellow light, the spectrum of which contains two lines, very near
together at A - 0-5890 micron and A — 0-5800 micron ; the salts of thallium

give a green line, and so on. For less volatile metals we can work with the
electric spark passed between two wires of the metal under examination, by
the aid of an induction coil. The spectrum of iron containing an enormous
number of lines is obtainable in this way. When the substance is a gas at

ordinary temperatures, like oxygen, hydrogen, ete., it is made luminous by
passing an electric discharge through a tube containing the gas at low pressure

(a few millimetres of mercury). Thus hydrogen gives spectrum of four lines ;
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X ~ 0-656 red ; X — 0-486 blue ; X — 0-485 indigo
A - 0-410 violet (A in microns).

The observations of Doiiati. Seeehi and their eonteinporaries, on the light

from the stars were made by direct vision, the stellar sj>ectrum, characterised
by absorption lines, being compared with an emission spectrum of a terrestrial

source in the laboratory. To Vogel (Potsdam) we owe the great improvement
in teehnitpie obtained by placing a photographic plate at the focus of the
astronomical telescope and ])hotographing together the stellar spectrum and
the comparison spectrum. In this way the spectrograph had its origin, the
photographs f)btained (sj)e(‘trograms) being examined with auxiliary apparatus.
These spectrograms give us invaluable information concerning the chemical
constitution of the stars, their temperature, radial velocity and stage of

evolution.

The solar spectrum has been pht)tographed from A - 8,000 Angstrom
(violet) to about A= 10,000 Angstrom in the red, and ten million lifies have
i)een catalog! i(‘d.

When light emitted from a solid substance, and thertTore having a
continuous spectrum, pas.ses through a gas at a lower temperature the
latter exerts a selective absorption. The gas absorbs the radiations which
it is able to emit, so that in the light transmitted dark lines appear in the
positions of the emission lines of the gas when it is self-luminous.
On the other hand, if the gas is at a lower temperature than the solid source,

its characteristic lines are interisilied.

It is in this way that the Fraunhofer lines in the solar spectrum are }>roduced
by the gaseous layer of the photospliere.

The solar spectrum, as obtained by terrestrial observers, contains the
so-called earth lines^ which are due to absorption by the earth's atniosj)hcre

before the light reaches the spectroscope. Lines (grouped into bands) due
to oxygen, water vapour and carbon dioxide, are observed in this way. The
earth lines are distinguished from those of solar origin by their variability

with the altitude of the sun, being more intense when the light, arriving

horizontally, has to trav^ersc a greater thickness of air. They are also

recognisable from the fact of being identical whether observed at the centre

of the sun or at the edge. In addition, they fail to show the Doppler
displacement due to the rotation of the sun.

The Triumphs of Spectroscopy

We shall review briefly the achievements of sf)ectroscopy, as an introduction

to later developments.
Sf)ectroscopy has enabled the presence of a metal in a substance to be

recognised. To this end the vapour of the substance is made luminous and
its spectrum is examined to see if it contains the lines of the metal sought.
This method of chemical analysis is extraordinarily sensitive, less than a
ten thousandth of a milligramme of the substance being sufficient for the
observation of its flame spectrum.
Spectrum analysis made possible the discovery of the elements caesium,

rubidium, gallium, etc., and Lockyer, in 1868, by examining the spectrum of
the solar prominences was led to the discovery of helium. The composition
of all the stars has been investigated. These researches were due in the first

place to G. B. Donati (1860), and were prosecuted with great success by
Padre Angelo Secchi (1810-78). Spectrum analysis has established the
unity of composition of the universe.

With the introduction of the spectroscope the Doppler-Fizeau principle

has also proved fruitful in astronomy. Ordinary astronomical methods only
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allow us to determine the lateral displacements of the stars on the celestial

sphere, and tell us nothing about the motion of stars which are approaching
or receding from the earth. The Doppler effect supplies us with a means for
ascertaining these motions. From the lateral velocity, given by ordinary
methods, and the radial velocity given by the Dopplcr-Fizcmi method, the
true velocity of the star with respect to the earth, and hence witli respect
to the solar system, can be determined.*

Spectroscopic examination of the light emitted by the stars informs us of
their temperatures. A simple method, based on a general principle, is to
compare the stellar sf)ectrum with the spectra of the various elements in

sources of increasing temperature—oxy-hydrogcn (lame, electric furnace,
electric sparks of increasing intensity. The ratio of the intensities of two
lines in the light emitted by the star varies with temperature according to a
dehnite law, and in this way the temperature can be calculated.
The above sketch is sullicient to give an idea of the importance of

sjiectroscopy, but there is yet another interesting application which opens
up almost incredible possibilities. Spectrograms enable us to determine the
distance away of the stars by examination of the relative intensities of the
same line emitted by stars belonging to the same spectral class (that is, stars

having the same surface temj)eraturc).

Thales and Maxwell

Thanks to Fresnel, Young, Arago and others, optics made rapid strides

in the past century, but it was left to Maxwell (1831-79) to transform the
science into a branch of electromagnetism.

In the history of science the chapter on electricity is almost a blank until

the commencement of the last century. From the Greeks at the time of
Thales (850-540 ii.c.), who knew that amber when rubbed attracted light

bodies, we pass immediately to a.i>. 1600, when Gilbert, physician to

Queen Elizabeth, observed that glass and other substances had the same
property. Then we come to Benjamin Franklin, who, in about 1750, advanced
an ingenious hypothesis as to the nature of the electric fluid, which Aepinus
modified. Who was this Carrieade, who gave his name to a rudimentary
condenser ? He was professor at the University of St. Petersburg in about
1790. Electrotechnics was included among his subjects of instruction, but
we realise that he must necessarily have disposed of the subject in a very few
lectures.

At the time of Aepinus only electrostatics was known, that is, put briefly,

the production of electricity by friction, the power of points, condensers,

several frictional machines, atmospheric electricity. However, attempts had
been made by Franklin and by Aepinus himself to co-ordinate all the facts

then known, "before Aepinus ventured to propose, by analogy with what was
known about universal gravitation, that electrical effects varied inversely

as the square of the distance between the bodies concerned.

In Franklin’s theory of the electric fluid are contained the first glimmerings
of the hypothesis of the granular structure of electricity. It is certain,

however, that for Franklin the matter was just as obscure as in the case of

Democritus and his speculations on the atomic theory of matter.
As a whole, the history of electrical theory up to the end of the nineteenth

century comprises two main periods. In the first, with which the name of

* The first astronomer to employ this powerful method was Huggins
(1824-1910), who in 1867 measured the displacement of the F line of hydrogen
in the spectrum of Sirius. Twenty years later Vogel improved the precision

of such measurements by using sj>ectrograms, i.e., photographs of the spectrum.
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Coulomb is particularly associated, the essential idea is that of electric charges
acting at a distance, in the same way as masses in gravitational theory.
The second i)eriod commences with Faraday (1791-1867), who refused to
admit the possibility of action at a distaiu-e, and drew attention to the medium
through which the effects were transmitted. Faraday absolutely rejected

the strange idea, which nobody now holds, of an instantaneous action at a
distance, and lie also rejected the hypothesis of the two electrical fluids,

which endowed the notion of charge with concrete reality.

The fundamental notion thus becomes the intensity of the field, a vector
magnitude which cliaracteriscs the state of the medium at each point.

Electric charge appears only as a secondary notion, because the quantity of
electricity carried by a body is determined solely by the number of lines of
force which terminal e on the body. It was Faraday who discovered (1831)
the jihenomcnon of self-induction, that is, induction produced in a circuit

by increasing or diminishing the current in the circuit itself. Oersted, eleven
years jireviously, had observed the deflection of a magnetic needle by an
electric current, and had shown that in the space surrounding the latter

there exists a magnetic field. These phenomena and the laws governing them
form tlie foundations of the electromagnetic theory, of which the central

ideas were provided by Faraday, and which Maxwell rendered precise and
developed into a mathematieal theory which is one of the greatest

achievements of the human mind.

Maxwell (1831 -1879), Hertz (1857—1894)

An ele(*tric current in a circuit produces in the surrounding medium lines

of magnetic forces which encircle the conductor. Furthermore, any change
in a magnetic held in which there is a closed metallic (*ircuit, gives rise to an
electric current, indicating the production of an electric field whose lines of

force encircle in like manner the magnetic force lines. Maxwell conceived
the idea that in the absence of a conductor, in a vacuum or in any dielectric,

variations of the magnetic field, both in intensity and in direction, generate
electromotive forces, giving rise to what he called displcwement currents.

These displacement currents have properties similar to those of ordinary
currents which circulate in conductors and like these produce magnetic fields

and generate induction effects.

For Faraday’s idea of tubes of force Maxwell substituted the more precise

notion of flux of induction through a surface, the induction being a vector
proportional to the field, the factor of proportionality varying according
to the nature of the medium. The electric charge contained in a closed

surface is defined in Maxwell’s theory simply as a magnitude proportional

to the total flux of induction from the interior to the exterior of the surface.

In a medium traversed by a perturbation two modifications are superposed
characterised respectively by two vectors, the electric held E and the magnetic
field H to which correspond the electric induction eE and the magnetic
induction pH. The two constants e and p are termed respectively the
dielectric constant and the permeability.* Each of the two fields involves a
localisation of energy in the medium. The total amount of energy per unit

17 2 T-ja

volume equals _
-f-

^ the first term representing electrical, the second
877* Stt

magnetic energy. Each of the fields can vary from point to point, and at a
given point from one instant to another. Maxwell established the laws

These constants indicate by how many times the electric or magnetic
force in the medium is reduced compared with the values which they have in

the same circumstances in vacuo.
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expressing the interdependence which exists between the two fields, or rather,
between their variations in space and time.
Expressed precisely, if we take a closed contour in space where variations

in magnetic field are occurring, then the electromotive lorcc generated along
this contour is ecpial to the variation per unit time of (he m;»gnctic; induction
across any surface bounded by the contour. Maxwell, by a brilliant intuition,

lighted on the law correlative to the above, the law of the disjdocefneiii current.

These two correlative relations expressed in matluMuat ieal language form
the starting-j)oint of the entire ele<*tromagnetic theory, the jirodigious structure
which has itiade Maxwell’s name immortal. Holt/mann, in the introduction
to his book on the theory, sums uj) his admiration for Maxwell’s astounding
aehiev('ment with the remark “ 1st es ein dot! der diese Zeirhen schrieh ?

” *

An electromagnetic disturbance, such as is [iroduccd by imposing on an
electric (charge a rayiid oscillatory motion. corrcs])onds to the production of
an elc(‘tric field and a magnetic field at right angles to cac‘h other and to the
direction of prot)agation. In addition, these two fields have intensities such
that at a given point itt imeiio they rcfiresent the sam(‘ energy y>er unit volume.

hoaTv (‘lecdromagnetic* disturbanee is ])ropagated in all directions vvitJi a

d(‘linite v(‘locity. It is easy to sec* that this ])ropagation results directly from
tiie mutual generation of the two fields, which recurs from place to place.

The velocity of propagation dej>ends, in virtue of the laws stated above
governing the mutual generation of the two fields, upon the two cocfricicnts

€ and through the relation,

c

VTfi

c — dielectric constant.

— permeability.
c ratio between the electromagnetic .and electrostatic units.

Thus, M.axwell's calculations lead to a result of immense im])ortanee ;
the

quotient of the electromagnetic unit of eurrcfit by the* ('leet rostatic unit, is

equal to the velocity of j)ropagation of electromagnetic dist urbances in vacuo.

Tlie intensity of a current can be measured by two different principles, based
respectively on the quantity of electric charge transported in unit time and
on the m.agnefic field created by tli<‘ current in the surrounding sj^ace. To
these two methods of measurement correspond two systems of electrical units,

the electrostatic and the electromagnetic systems.

A given quantity of electric charge is represented by different values in

the two systems, and the ratio of these is not a pure number, as, for example,

the ratio of the metre to the foot, but h.as the dimensions of a velocity, i.e.,

it varies with change in the units of length and time in the same ratio as a

velocity.

According to ^laxwell’s calculations, the ratio in (juestion should equal the

velocity of propagation of electromagnetic disturbances in vacuo. Before

Maxwell had arrived at this remarkable result, direct measurements of the

velocity of light had been nuide, and in 1858 W. Weber f had succ^eeded

* Is it God or man who has written this ?

f Weber and Kohlnmsch measured with an electrometer the charge of a

Leyden jar in electrostatic units, and then passed the discharge current

through a ballistic galvanometer to determine the total qiuint ity of electricity

(as time integral of the current) in electromagnetic units.

Lord Kelvin (1869) found for the ratio of the units 2-82 x 10^®, Rowland

(1889) 2-98 X 10^0, Abraham (1890) 2-991 X 10'®, Rosa and Dorsey (1907)

2-997 X IQio.
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in determining the ratio of the two units of current (or of charge for which
the ratio is the same). He had obtained a result which within the limits of

experimental error, agreed with the velocity of light.

Thus, not only are electromagnetic waves transverse like light waves, but
their velocity of propagation is the same. This agreement naturally led

Maxwell to identify the two phenomena, and to assume that light consists

of electromagnetic waves propagated in the ether.

What then is the ether ? The ether of space is a medium capable of assuming
certain modifications which are termed electromagnetic fields. It differs

from the pure space of geometry in possessing physical j)roperties, which are

revealed by its constants (gravitational, electric and magnetic). It is capable
of propagating light with a definite velocity which depends on the values of

these physical constants.
For about twenty years Maxwell’s great work was irnperfcc'tly understood

and appreciated by his contemporaries. It was Heaviside who transformed
the theory into a lucid and coherent wiiole, divested of unnecessary
complexities introduced by its originator.

Maxwell's theory was fully confirmed by the experiments initiated by Hertz
in 1887 at the Polytechnic in Karlsruhe. These experiments were concerned
with oscillatory discharges producing periodic electromagnetic disturbances.

The period of oscillatory discharge depends on the experimental arrangement,

and is equal to 27r\/LC, where C is the capacity and L the inductance of the
circuit. Hertz succeeded in generating one met re waves, and measured their

wave-length. He showed that these electromagnetic waves were completely
analogous to light waves, that they had the same velocity of propagation,
and could be reflected, refracted, polarised and made to interfere.

After these classical ex})criments it proved possible to obtain waves of a
few' millimetres wave-length. Kcmembering that in the infra-red region of

the spectnim, rays with a w ave-length of half a millimetre have been observed,

it is clear that there is no break betw'een these and the waves produced by the

electric discharge.
Between ordinary light waves and the waves observed by Hertz, wdiich

have ten million times the wave-length, there is no discontinuity or true

difference in quality. Electromagnetic waves, heat waves and light waves
are the same phenomenon in different scales of frequency. Beyond the
ultra-violet rays, with wave-lengths of four ten thousandths of a millimetre,

come the Hoiweek rays and beyond these the X-rays, whic;h by themselves
cover a vast range. Ilertz worked with weaves several metres in length, but
to-day the waves employed in ra<liotelegraphy are measured in kilometres.

We shall conclude this brief sketch w'ith a statement of Maxwell's equations
of the electromagnetic field.

Equations (1) and (2) express in mathematical form the correlation of the
two fields in space and in time to which we referred above. X, Y, Z are the
components of the electric force, L, M, N, the components of the magnetic
induction, the components of the velocity of the electric charge of
density p.

All these magnitudes are functions of position (<r, y, z) and time f. c is

the velocity of light.

1 aL^ ^ ^
c dt dy dz

^ ^

and two similar equations.

N aN_^
c\dt / By dz ' '

and two similar equations.
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These six equations can also be expressed in a more condensed, vector form.
To anyone who has not already studied the elements of the electromagnetic

theory, these equations may present the appearance of an obscure symbolism.
It is, however, unne(*essary lo be fully acquainted witli the mathematical
theory to understand the develo])men1s of the subsefpient chapters. What
is of more importance is to keep in view the essential idea underlying Maxwell’s
theory, whi(*h is that at every [)oint where a luminous efleet or, more generally,
radiant energy is present, th(‘re exist two orthogonal fields, on(‘ magnetic
the other electric, and tliese two vectors cxecutt' hannotiic variations.

It follows from Maxwell’s thfa)rv that a well-delined relation connects the
refractive index n of a substance with its dielectric constant e and permeability

fx. In fact, ^ and v the velocity of light in any medium is given by
V

' '

V ('IVcfi. Hence

n ~ \ efi (d)

Since for all substances except ferromagnetics the permeability jjl is very
nearly equal to unity, we must have

n --- Ve.

This relation holds good for gases, although it fails for solids or liquids for

reasons which are well understood, but into which we cannot enter here.

It can be deduced from Maxwell’s theory that a moving charge whi(;h does
not move uniformly in a straight line, will radiate electromagnetic energy.
If e is the charge, a its acceleration, it is shown that in the time dt the energy
radiated equals

div --- ~ ~ a^dt (4)

If the motion is rectilinear and uniforin, the acceleration is zero and no
energy is radiated.

For a charge in oscillatory motion on a straight line, obeying the sine law :

X — Xq sin {27rvt -h a),

it is easy to obtain the aceeleration by a double differentiation with respect

to time. Substituting the result in (4) above, the rate of emission of radiation

is obtained at once. The average value of the rate of emission of energy is

given by
dW IQn* o

dt ^

x^^ ami)litude. e ^ oscillating charge.

V fre(iuenc*y. c - velocity of light.

We consider now the arnpliitide of the luminous vector and the simple relation

in which it stands to the luminous intensity. For linearly polarised light

the magnetic and electric vectors lie in orthogonal planes. For example,

the electric vector vibrates parallel to the y axis, the magnetic vector parallel

to the 2 axis, the direction of propagation being along the x axis.

In this special case Maxwell’s six equations reduce to two :

—

an. .... (!')

dx c dt

— /f .... (2')

dx c dt

Since interference effects indicate that light is a periodic phenomenon, we
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only need to consider sinusoidal variations of the vector E,,. By integration
of (1') and (2') subject to this restriction, it is easy to establish * that E and H
are transmitted with velocity v — cjV t/x, E,, assuming the form

-A sin “ ^'0
1
a
J

•

a is the j>ha8e and is unimportant. A is the wave-length.
Using this result and equation (!') we obtain

11- -- ~ A sin (;r vt) 4- a
J

Irivacuo^ fA’ =- 1, and hcnee 1^^ “
- Thus, in a vacuum the intensities

c

of the electric and magnetic fields are the same. In a material medium,
however, the ratio of these two ve<*tors is the index of refraction of the nu'dium
for the light waves concerned. 'I'liis follows since /x is almost e(jual to unity,
and we ha\'e

Vi,/ €V CC ,

-/ - v'e
t CV €fjL

The magiiitud(‘ A appearing in the exi>ressions for the two vectors E and H is

termed the arti])lituik\ TIk* liimitioiis intoisitij, on the other hand, denotes the
energy crossing unit area of the surfa(‘e normal to tlie direction of propagation
per unit time. The energy i)er unit volume we know to be

^ /X lUjm.m i

87r'““ ' Hn

where and represent time averages.
The velocity of propagation is and hence the quantity of energy passing

in unit time, /.e., the luminous intensity, is given by

f ^ h-'“in«an “f' g

Finally, remembering that both E and II vary sinusoidally with the time,
their mean values are resj)eetivcly

A2 ehj-

2 c" 2
Hence,

himinoua intemiUj 1 =

CJTJ c
A2---A2

IOtt Hit

The luminous intensity is proportional to the square of the amplitude.

A*c AV*
In vacuo, the intensity I is simply

, and for impolarised light .

* From (!') and (2') we obtain

dm,__
c* dt^ 8x^ c ~dt^

These are the general equations of a vibrating system, which will be discussed
in Vol. II., Chap. VIII.
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Anomalous Dispersion

To e\|)hiiii (lisjHTsion si niodi^l of I he (•(mstilution of matter, in ji^reement
with lh(' facts of obsiaviition, lias been devised in whieli the atom is

rej)r(‘sented as a sysb iu of ])artiel(‘s lield in eqnililirium by elastic fori'cs.

Th<'S(‘ arc forces which hold thc' particle (the electron) to its cfjuilibrium
jHisition with an intensity jiroportiomd to the instantaiK'ons disjdacement

.

J.et m and r be r(‘sj)ccti\ c*ly the nuiss sind eharge of the jiarticle. T1 k‘

iiarmonie vibndions which the j)arlic*le exeentes when mside to vibrsiti^ by a
])t‘riodic ti(‘ld i\rv forced by thi* alternating lield, which in general has not the
same period as that sqiproprisite to the freely oscillating charge. The whole
system is delimsl, knowing c ;ind m and the const suit K of the ri‘storing force
(K is the restoring fon*e for unit dis])laeement). Kleinentsiry me(‘hanies gixes
for th<' jicriod of free oscillation,

'r ‘Jtt 4 and, for the fre<incncv, r., ^ v^ K ‘
i>7r V

Hy csdcnlation, the law of disphic(‘ment of the charge can be found.
this ])roblc‘m to tlu‘ i-onsideration of th(‘ electrons in the* atom,

which arc set in vibrsition by light waves (simisoidsil field), the comjilete law’

of oscillation of th(‘ cl(‘ctron isin be obtaiiH'd.
The dis])lacem(‘nt // is given by

cK
(x/- - vv)

V is the frequency of the lield K, for which wv ha\(‘

10 -- 10„ cos (27ri'/ -f a).

If .*V i« th(‘ number of particles in unit volumi', — re])resi“nts the

polarisability p,‘\ and this is rclsited to the dielectric constant by the simpk*

formula e 1 H- 47r/y. Sinc<‘ the refractive index 7i V e, we are sible

linally to express the refractive index of a substanc(‘ in terms of the two
frequencies v and i-„. 'ria; result obtained takes the following form :

n V e
7r//d»’o“

( ) )

The above theory is only to lie regarded as an ajiproximalion, because tlie

electrical piirticles closely )iacked as they ar(‘ in the substance -disturb

each other's osi'illations, an<i lumce the result ( j_) is valid only for gases, and
then only to a lirst a])proximation. 'I'he second term under the sfpiare root

sign is .‘dways very small for gases, and tiu'ir refiMctivc indii‘es are all very

nearly eipial to unity. If, however, the incident light has fr(‘(pu‘ncy i- almost
equal to x,,, lh(‘ term in ipiestion can iK'come very large , an:l the' refractive

index will then be considi'rably different fnun unity, tending theoretically to

inlinity. hen we investigate the variation of refractive index for light of

frequency in the lu'ighbourhood of that which an element can emit, an

anomaloiis behaviour is observed to which the term anontfdous dispersion

is apt)lied. Then' is marked absorjdion and, in additif>n, tlu' rate of change

* Dispersion is the fact that different monochromatic radiations have

different refractive indices, so that a pencil of mixed light, passing from one

medium to another, is spread out like a fan.

t The polarisability of a dieloctrie is the eoellieient of {uoportionality

between the electric moment i)er unit volume and the external lield.
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of refractive index with wave-length is very rapid on either side of the

absorption band. There is a rapid transition from a very small value of the

refractive index (for light of slightly loMcr A^)) to a very high value (for light

of slightly higher A). (Actually the branches of the refractive index curve do
not go to inlinity for v because the oscillators are damped.)
The value of the refractive index, although it should tend to infinity when

the frequency v aj)proaches vq from below, may drop below unity when v

exceeds that is, for light of very high frequency. Thus if, for the substances
of which prisms for optical instruments are commonly made, the characteristic

frequency is situated in the ultra-violet, then for very high frequencies it

shoidd be possible to show experimentally that the index is less than unity.

The rays should be deviated in the sense opposite to that usually observed,
towards the vertex of the prism instead of towards the base.

This was found to be the ease by Siegbahn in 1925, for X-rays passed
through a prism of aluminium (Chap. VI.).

For X-rays v is very large with respect to with sufficient accuracy
we may write.

and it is clear that the index r? is less than 1.

VVe shall return to this subject in Vol. 11., Chap. VIII., to show that the
phenomenon of refraction is also governed by quantum theory considerations.

General Properties of Radiation

As we have seen, it was established that the different radiations, know'ii as
ultra-violet rays, light rays, infra-red rays and Hertzian waves, all have the
same character. By the end of the century to this series of ether vibrations
were added X-rays and y-rays, as a result of Rontgen’s discovery and the
discovery of radioactivity. The cosmic rays have still higher frequency.

All these radiations are propagated in vacuo with the velocity 800,000 km.
per second. All undergo retlection, refraction, diffraction, and can be
polarised, in obedience to the same laws. All these rays of different types
when incident on a body exert a pressure, which is termed the pressure of
radiation. If they are absorbed their energy is transformed into heat. All
give rise to interference effects, which establish their periodic character and
enable the respective wave-lengths to be calculated. They differ only
in frequency, each monochromatic radiation being characterised by a
well-defined frequency value. No experiment, however, gives a direct
measure of the frequency. It is for this reason that electromagnetic or, in a
general sense, light waves are characterised by giving the wave-length, which
can eiisily be measured,

velocity
Since A

frequency * wave-length A depends on the velocity of propagation

which varies with the medium concerned. A is therefore defined for
propagation in vacuo where all the radiations have the same velocity of
propagation, the value of which is accurately known. In any other medium
of refractive index n for a given monochromatic frequency, the velocity of

. ^ 300,000
propagation becomes—^— .

The following table includes all the known electromagnetic radiations,
classified in order of decreasing wave-length :

—
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Hertzian waves . . Wave-length from kilometres to 1 mm.
Infra-red . . . ,, „ „ 1 mm. to 0-75 micron.
Visible light . . „ „ „ 0-75 micron to 0 40 micron.
Ultra-violet . . . „ „ „ 0-40 „ 018 „
Schumann rays . . „ 018 ,, 012 ,,

Lyman rays . • „ „ 012 „ 0 05 „
X-rays „ 5 x lO-® cm. to 5 x 10 ® cm.
y-rays . less than 10-^® cm.

(1 micron = 1 thousandtli of a millimetre, 1 millimicron-- 1 millionth of a
millimetre.)

The total amount of energy transported per second in a beam of radiation
is evaluable in watts, but the luminous flux, which is determined by the
capacity of the radiation to produce the sensation of light, is expressed in

iumem. The lumen is so defined that the total luminous flux from a source
of one candle has the value Itt lumens. For light of a given colour the luminous
flux is proportional to the flux of radiant energy, but the visibility of the
radiation (lumens per watt) varies with the wave-length and is a maximum
in the green.

The ilhirnination of a surface is given by the number of lumens incident
per square metre, and has the value unity when the surface is distant 1 metre
from the standard candle.
The lamberi is the unit of brightness of a surface, and has the value 1 when

1 lumen is emitted per square cm.
The albedo of a reflecting surface is the ratio between the total luminous

flux reflected and that incident, and is always less than unity.

The Pressure of Light

Reference has been made in passing to the fact that light exerts a pressure
on any surface on which it is incident, in the sanic manner as a bombardment
of material particles. This was established almost simultaneously by iNIaxwell

and Bartoli. The former based his calculation on the electromagnetic theory
of light, while Bartoli worked from Carnot's principle or the second law of

thermodynamics

.

We shall give only the result ; the proof in any ease presents no dilliculty.

The ideas involved, which thirty years ago were wrapped in obscurity, now
appear very ordinary. Science, as it advances, clarities and smooths away
complexities ; results obtained originally with great dilliculty yield later to

simple and concise reasoning.

The density of energy in the incident beam appears in the result. Every
radiation, whether luminous to our eyes or not, is convertible into heat,

and represents therefore energy. A totally absorbing surface receives a

certain amount of radiational energy per unit tina^ ])cr square centimetre.

As the radiation traverses in unit time 300,000 kilometres, it is clear that in

a cylinder of one square centimetre base and 300,000 kilometres high, is

contained the energy absorbed per unit time per unit area. Thus, dividing

the latter quantity by 3 X lO^o we obtain the energy density.

The pressure of light p oh a perfect reflector is always normal to the surface,

and is calculated to have the value

p = u cos* i

where u is the energy density in the neighbourhood of the reflecting body,

due both to the incident and the reflected radiation, and i is the angle of

incidence. If the body is not perfectly reflecting, the pressure is no longer

normal to the surface unless the radiation is itself incident normally.
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The forces involved are extremely small. The pressure of solar radiation
on a black absorbing surfa(‘e, at midday and when tlie sky is clear, is only
half a milligramme per square metre. Nevertheless, by extremely delicate

ex])erinu‘nts a number of physi(‘ists have succeeded in measuring the pressure
excited by a li«;ht beam, and ha\'e verified that it agrees in amount with the
theoretical value.

Although the jircssurc of radiation seems too small to produce apj)r(a*iable

elTccts, it actually determines the form of comets' tails, and assumes extremely
hi^h V allies in the interiors of the stars, on account of the colossal tcmjieraturcs

oldaininc: there.

The existence' of radiation pressure allows us to spe ak of the inonuntium of
vlcctrowa^ne! ic ra(}iatio)i, anel lieaie-e e>f the tnass- of raiUdDt where by
mass is meamt capacity te) (‘arry ine)ine‘ntum. We know from ordinarv^

meehanics that in general for normal incieleiuT the pressure cxr'rte’d is erpia]

te) the nromentum receiv^eHi pea* second. This me)mentum for radialional

enerf2:y cerntaineel in a e*ylinde‘r of base 1 cm.- .anel iiea^ht cepial to the* ve locity

of prerfiagation. In the e*ase of cleadroma^^nedie* wavexs with incident deaisity

the momentum per em.“ G is eledined by W Ge*.

Theory of I^orentz

IMaxwell's theory e'onsisted primarily of a system of eejuations and left

many epie'stions unanswereal. It eliel not elucidate the problean of the

meadumism of licfht emission, teieik no ae*e*ount of the laws e)f clcedrolysis, anel

explained neather the dispersion of li^ht nor the* de)uble redraction of eayslals,

and rotatory ])olarisation. Thus, while the laws ri'lative* to a vae uum, /.e.,

the ether, were simple and charaederiseal by a single velocity of projragatiem
equal to .‘tOO, ()()() km. per sea*., the projre'rties of matter proved to be mueh
more eeimiilicateal. The vTloeity of light depends on numerical cercflicicnts

characteristic of the material mealium, anel morearv cr, (“vcii in the sim[)lcst

case of sinusoidal waves, it varies with the frequency. If we are not eonteavt

merely te) introeJuea" these cocllicients into the equ.ations, assigning to them
vailues derived from ex[)eTiment, anel if we wish to j)enetrate more* dea ply

into the nature of the phenomena, Maxwell's theory is not sulTicient.

It was Loreiitz who made the further aelvanea- (18J)5) in an attempt to

interpret the interrelatiems of matter anel ether. Le)rentz. .assumeal the
existence—in all boelievs— of negatively charged partiedes, much smaller than
the atoms, the movements e)f which enable us to explain e)ptie*al anel electrie*al

j)hene)mena. It was an obvious step to identify the amount e)f their ediarge

with that carried by electrolytie* ions. Hence the name eleetrons, by which
the particles are kne)wn.

Insulators, or dieleetries, cofitain, aecoreling to Lorentz, only electrons

bound to ate)ms anel incapable of being detaedied therefrom. When, under
the aedion of an external electric field, these bound eleetrons are displaced,
a force is e^allexi into play which tends te) oppe)S(* the motion and limits the
amount of displae*t‘n)ent. Immediately the eleedric held is removexl the
eleetrons resume their normal pe)sitions.

In addition to the bound electrons^ metals contain free electrons which mov e

about in the inter-atomic space at random like the me)lecules of a gas.

The principal properties of metals arc interpreted without difficulty on
this hypothesis, c.g., their thermal and electrical conductivities are explained.
An electric current in a conductor is a flow of particles set in motion in a
particular direction by an electromotive force which is superposed on the
disorganised motion of the particles in the absence of a field.

The cnnduclivity of a metal, electrical or thermal, is increased the more
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free electrons there are, the greater their velocities and the longer the mean
free path between consecutive collisions with atoms. The energy transmitted
to the atoms against which the electrons collide, is the cause of the heat
geticratcd in the passage of the current. The kinetic energy of the electrons,

like that of tlie atoms, increases with temj)eraturc, and we can understand
therefore the o})served parallelism between electrical and thermal
coriduetivity, the metals which are good conductors of electricity being, as a

rule, those which best transmit heat.

The theory enabled derivations to be made of various quantitative laws,

such as those of Ohm and Joule, relating to the resistance to current flow

and th(' heat developed, and the empirical relation of Wiedemann and Franz,

according to which the ratio of the thermal to the cleetrieal conductivity at

a given t(‘nq)eratnre is the same for all metals, the value of the ratio being

prof)or(i()nal to the absolute temperature.

Each eh'ctron in its j)ath may be regarded as a current. The magnetic
licld, in the sj)aee surrounding a conductor, is the sum of the magnetic fields

du(‘ to thes(‘ elementary convection currents. Thus, an ext(Tnal magnetic
field a(*ts on th(‘ metal through the intermediary of its free electrons. The
tra jeefory of each electron is deviated, with the result that a certain difference

of potential appears between one f)air of opposite sides of a rectangular plate

when a (airrent is jiasscd between the other pair. {Hall effect.)

If the thermal agitation of the electrical partic'les in the metal is sunieiently

>'i(>lent, the (deetrons may be ej(‘c|ed. J’hus, at high temperatures electron

emission becomes ap})reeiable. This is the Edison, effect.

^Vithout enfering inlo further details, we may say that the theory gave
excellent qualitative results and explained many phenomena in general terms.

Ilowe^er, diflieulties were met with in attemjding to obtain numerical

veritieation. For example, the Wiedemann-Franz law no longer holds, even

aiiproxiinately, at low tenq>eratures, and the theory was impotent to provide

an explanation. Hec'cntly a great inqwovement has been effected in the

theory, to which we shall return in Vol, II., Chap. IX.



CHAPTER III

THE KINETIC THEORY OF GASES

The Internal Structure of Gases

A GAS is considered to be composed of a very large number of

independent particles, moving freely within the vessel containing

the gas.

It is assumed, as a first approximation, that these particles arc

spherical in shape and have equal masses, and that their total

volume is negligible in comparison with that of the containing

vessel ; they are corpuscles situated in a free space which is of

enormous size in comparison with their dimensions.

In a gas the molecules move almost entirely as a result of their

action on one another, cohesion being very small or absent and the

movements being practically in straight lines and undeflectcd

except by the continual impacts which each molecule undergoes,

either by collision with other molecules, or by contact with the

walls of the containing vessel.’*'

The theory of matter in the gaseous state is therefore easier to

develop than that of the other states on account of the absence of

the forces of cohesion which play an essential part in solids and

liquids ; further, the fact that the distances between the molecules

are large compared with molecular dimensions brings about—both

in the theory and in the calculations based upon it—important

simplifications which are the more justifiable the smaller the

degree of compression of the gas, i.^., the more closely the state

According to modern theories, which have not yet been applied in detail

to the theory of gases, this conception of the impacts as true collisions between
elastic spheres has not much meaning, because the molecules, consisting of
particles electrically charged, repel each other, and an encounter between
them is only an approach sufficiently close to bring into play repulsive forces

of electrical origin.

60
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considered approaches that of a perfect gas which obeys the ideal

laws of Boyle and of Gay-Lussac.

It has been shown experimentally that gases have weight, that

they dilate to fill the whole of the space open to them, and that

they are compressed as the pressure to which they are subjected

is increased. From these known facts a model of a gas can be

constructed, and Daniel Bernouilli iii 1738 showed tliat a system

of minute particles at great distances from each other, having

weight and endowed with high velocities in all directions, gave a

theoretical basis for the Boyle-Mariotte law, as, indeed, is almost

self-evident.

To Bernouilli’s original conception there were added, a century

later, the experimental studies of Volta, of Joule
(
1848 ), of Kronig

(
1856 ), and of Clausius

(
1857 ). Finally Maxwell

(
1859 ), the great

mathematician, was induced by the study of Saturn’s rings to

consider the kinetics of gases, and so to give the complete analytical

theory of the subject. Some slight uncertainties and imperfections

remained to be removed, and a number of eminent physicists

applied themselves to the task, the most eminent among them

being Boltzmann, Kirchhoff, Van der Waals, Jeans, Lorentz and

Lord Rayleigh, all of them worthy successors in the prosecution

of Maxwell’s work.

Distribution of Velocities in the Molecular Random
Arrangement

The molecules composing a gas are considered, then, as material

particles all equal, rigid and perfectly clastic ; their dimensions

are extremely small and negligible compared with the distances

between them ; there is no sensible force of cohesion between

them, and they do not, therefore, act on one another except by

mutual impact. The movements of these particles continue to

be uniform and in a straight line until they come sufiiciently close

to be deflected by their mutual action or by impact ;
at the

instant at which an accidental collision takes place, the velocities

of the particles concerned undergo sudden changes both in

magnitude and direction.
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All the trajectories must, then, be represented as irregularly

broken lines, each element bein^ practically st raight.

The form and the structural details of the iTioleeules nalurally

depend on the chemical nature of the gas unde r eonsideaation
;

in a gaseous mixture the molecules will be of two or more' kinds :

the translatory movement, moreover, docs not- in general—
exclude movements of the molecule about its centre of gravity or

internal movements of the various parts of a single molecule with

respect to one another.

When a gas enclosed in a motionless vessel w^hieh is maintained

at a uniform temperature is left to itsc^lf, it taki s u]) a steady state*

and in this condition equal volumes contain eciual numbe-rs oi'

molecules ; such minute fluctuations of deposit y as there may lx* arc*

quite inappreciable if we consider a volunu* of the order of oiu*

cubic centimetre, although they may, perhaps, be just appreciable,

as we shall see, in a cubic micron. If be that numlHU’ ol‘

molecules which will occupy a certain volume when the whok*

vessel has acquired a uniform distribution, and if n hv I he actual

number of those which at a certain instant are to be found within

that volume, the fluctuation is equal to the ratio ^ wiiieh is

variable from one instant to another according to the law of

probability.

The molecules which at any given instant occupy any small

volume, e.g., a millimetre cube, have velocities in all directions, in

all senses and of every magnitude ; there is no direction more

favoured than any other ; and all this is independent of the

position of the small volume which may be mentally selected

within the containing vessel.

The conception just described may be otherwise ex])ressc'd, e.g.,

it may be said that, for any given portion of the gas, the number
of molecules with a certain velocity in any gi\Tn direction is

practically equal to the number having the same vx^loeity but in

the opposite direction.

The gas is, then, in a state of random molecular arrangement.

So far there is no difficulty ; the mathematical difficulties of the

problem, as Maxwell stated them, arise immediately we propose to
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discuss the law according to whicli tlie velocities of the molecules,

at first sinlit distributed at random and entirely without order,

may Ik? orou]K‘d. Let us se<? how this eonception may be made
clearer. If we wish to calculate the total kinetic energy of all the

molecules, w(‘ must find 1h(‘ sum of the values of for all the

molecules, and this sum may be expressed as |MC“ where M is the

total mass of the gas, and C- is the mean of the* squares of the

velociti(‘s of all the individual molecules.

Now, it is true that all the velocities differ among themselves

and it is equally true that they vary from one instant to another,

but if this velocity is, say, OOO metres per second, how many
molecules, out of 100,000, will have velocities lying between

GIO and 005 m./sec., how many between COO and 505, how many
between 595 and 590, and so on ? In short, is there a law of

distribution of velocities, and, if so, what is it ?

The credit for its discoV(a'y is due to Maxwell ; Boltzmann gave

furth(*r ])roors, elaborating and })erfecling Maxweirs method
;

this law is the foundation stone of that important j>art of physical

science, the kinetic, theory of gases ; kinetics then became what

we now recognise it to be, viz,, the first step towards tlic study of

the atom.

Maxwell’s Law
An example will be useful in making matters clear to the

student. A marksman wishes to hit the middle point of a rod

fixed vertically in the ground, this point being marked by means

of a line at the height 11. He fires 1,000 shots and then makes

an analysis of his shots and notes all their distances from the

mark ; there will be 500 within the interval between 10 cm. above

and below the mark, 325 in tlie next interval of one decimetre, and

so on. The shots cluster in the neighbourhood of the mark, the

heights tend to the fixed value H, and each shot which goes

high ” has its counterpart in one which is correspondingly low.

Statistical analysis has shown that there is a law governing this

distribution, so that if the same marksman repeats the trial of the

thousand shots and makes the same analysis as before, he finds

the same numbers again, neglecting small differences. What
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happens if a less skilful marksman repeats the trial ? All the shots

go wider of the mark ; but they are known to spread according

to a certain law ; they are less concentrated, but again their

arrangement is in accordance with a law of distribution. In

short, we have to do with the problem of errors of measurement,

as it is met with in all cases of the determination of any quantity

(angle, distance, temperature, etc.).

Maxwell showed that when the state of thermal equilibrium

was reached, the magnitudes of the molecular velocities were

distributed according to a law which is not affected any

more by the subsequent molecular collisions. Let three mutually

perpendicular directions be taken as axes of reference, and let n
be the number of molecules per cubic cm. The number, dn^ of

these which have component velocities lying respectively between

w, V, zv and (u + dw), (t; + dv), (w + dw) will be

dn = n .f (u, Vy w) du . dv . dw.

The law of distribution of velocities is known as soon as the

form of the function /is given.

Let us for the present pass over the calculations in order not to

interrupt the progress of the argument, and say at once that

Maxwell found :

dn = n y e~ ^ *’*
^ du dv dw . . (1)

where ^ is a constant,

m is the mass ol one molecule,

e is the base of naperian logarithms — 2-7183.*

The expression (1) seems very complicated, but it is not so in

reality, as can be demonstrated at once. It contains, necessarily,

a constant of the form hm, since for any giv^en gas all the velocities

vary with the temperature
; thus the number of molecules included

in a given interval, defined by du dv dw, is not always the same ;

as an illustration, if an angle is measured by means of two

The quantity e is the limiting value, when 7i = ao , of the expression
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instruments having different degrees of precision, the percentage

of measurements which have errors lying within a given interval

is different in the two cases. The meaning of the constant h will

be described a little later on.

This expression (1) is homogeneous, i,e., symmetrical with

respect to the velocities w, v, w ; the component velocities are

distributed equally among the three axes.

The question may now be asked, what number of molecules,

from among the n contained within a cubic centimetre, have

velocities of which the /r-components lie between the limits u and

(u + du) all other considerations being ignored ?

This number is, clearly,

dfii = n e~ dw (2)

Actually, (1) may be derived from (2) by postulating three

simultaneous conditions for the velocity of a molecule, viz., that

the component of the velocity along the a:-axis shall lie between u

and {u + du), that the second velocity component shall lie between

V and + dv), and similarly for the third component. Since the

probability of a combination of conditions being fulfilled

simultaneously is the product of the respective probabilities of

the various conditions being fulfilled separately, it will be seen

that (1) is really consequent on (2).

The expression (2) is, however, that found by Gauss for errors

of measurement, it is simply the law of errors ; the two problems

are identical and are subject to the law of probability.

This well-known law of Gauss (1777-1855) gives the probability

of the occurrence of an error A in the observational determination

of any quantity.

K
Probability of error : —p- e" dA

V TT

It will be seen that a constant K appears in this expression ; it

can be shown that this constant is related to the mean error by

the simple expression :
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3|>= mean crror.^
KV2

The constant k, which increases as the mean error decreases, is

thus a measure of tlie degree ofprecision. It is clear, too, that this

degree of precision should appear in the law of probability of error.

It is common experience tliat an old and w\)rn tlieodolite gives

values of less precision than a new and modern instrument, and

that a Mannlieher rifle gives more accurate shooting than an old

and out-of-date rifle. The spread of shots is familiar to gunners,

and they study the grouping on a target.

It is now possible to advance another step in the apjdieation of

this law. If it be desired to calculate tlu^ number of molecules

having velocities lying between the absolute values c and (c + dc)

independently of direction, it is necessary to use (1) and to put

= c^.

Now let the velocity e of one molecule, from among the n
molecules situated in a cubic centimetre, be rei)rescnted by a point

of which the co-ordinates are equal to the projections u, v and w of

the velocity ;
this gives a so-called point of velocity

;
the product

du . dv . dw then represents an element of volume, and (1) shows

that the number of molecules per cubic cm. for which the

representative point lies within the element of volume du.dv.dw

is

dn = n e~ du dv dw.

Given this result, in order to obtain the nun^ber of molecules

having velocities between c and {c + dc), it is necessary to sum
all the groups dn which lie within the spherical shell bounded by
the two spheres of radii c and (c + dc). This sum is found by
integrating and we have ;

number of molecules whose velocities lie betzveen c and (c -f- dc)

4n e~ cMc (3)
77

* It is to be noticed that the mean error is i.c., it is defined as the
n

square root of the mean of the squares of the errors.
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Finally, if the product dn.c^ be found for all values of c from

zero to infinity, the result may be e(|uated to the product i.e,,

the total number of molecules miiltipli(‘d by tlic mean square of

tile molecular velocities ; this square as will be sliown presently,

is of great importanee. As a result of this process it is found that

1 r
C2 u-dn -

n

3

2hm . (4)

This quantity C must not be confused with tlu' mean of all the

instantaneous velocities of th(‘ n molecules, i.e.,

n

this latter quantity is called the mean velocity and is obtained by
the ordinary process of finding the arithmetic mean, by

multiplying each velocity c by the number of molecules which

have that velocity, as found from (3), and then dividing the sum
of the products by n ; in this way is found that :

1 2
the mean velocity v = - I e dn = — (5)

J 0 \/Trhm

The fact that these two quantities v and C are not the same can

easily be seen by considering the ease of several numbers, e.g.^ 2,

4, 0, 1, 2, 5, 0, the arithmetic mean of whicln 2, is not the same as

the value of the expression

In the case of the molecular velocities, the two quantities—one

the mean properly so called, u, and the other, C, defined as the

square root of the mean of the squares—are connected by the

relation

At this point it is desirable to make a remark ; the reader will

not have failed to notice that in Maxwell’s expression (2) and in

those which have been derived from it so far, the product hm

always appears, and, in fact, takes the place of the constant K* in

Gauss’s law ; but why is not this product km replaced by a single
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symbol, and why is the mass of the molecule retained ? The
answer will be clear when it has been shown that h is equal for all

gases and that it is connected with the temperature by the simple

relationship of inverse proportionality.

Calculation of the Velocity G in Terms of the Pressure and
Density of the Gas

Let it be assumed that the pressure exerted by a gas is the

result of the incessant impacts of the molecules on the walls of the

vessel ; in order to determine the pressure it is only necessary to

calculate the steady force experienced by each unit area of a rigid

wall uniformly bombarded by a shower of projectiles which move
in parallel paths with equal velocities and which are reflected from

this wall without loss or gain of energy.

The molecules of mass m, and moving with a velocity u
perpendicular to the walls, are elastic, so that the direction of

their motion is reversed after the impact
; the effect, therefore, is

double what it would be if they were inelastic.

Bearing this in mind, and remembering that FA ~ m.u (the

impulse of a force F acting for a time t is equal to the change of

momentum mu) let us consider a cube of one centimetre-side (in

order to fix our ideas). This cube contains molecules having

velocities u along the X-axis : a molecule of mass m strikes that

u
side of the cube which is normal to the X-axis at the rate of -

u
impacts per second, and so loses momentum equal to 2 mu X ~

;

for all the n molecules contained in the cube the total momentum
lost is therefore nmu^.

But this momentum is the gas pressure p. Thus

1

p = nmu^ = -nm (6)
o

1
We may write ~ C* instead of as in the above equation, since in

an actual gas the molecules have different component velocities,
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and in summing the terms it is necessary to introduce the mean
square of the u components, which is clearly equal to one-third

of C2.

Finally, if nm be the density, i.c., the mass of unit volume, then :

1 1
pressure p ~~ nm = - QH .... (6a)

o o

where d is the absolute density.

This equation is very important. It shows that if the pressure

of a gas and its density be known, it is at once possible to obtain

the mean square ofthe molecular velocities, i.e,, all that is necessary

in order to solve to a first approximation every problem in the

kinetic theory.

It is to be noticed that the foregoing proof is completely

independent of the particular form of the law of distribution of

velocities.

Gas Laws for a Perfect Gas.—The Absolute Temperature is

proportional to the Molecular Energy

A perfect gas is one which is infinitely expanded so that the

molecules do not exert any appreciable influence on one another

except at the instant of collision.

It is well known that from the laws of Boyle and of Gay-Lussac

the following equation of the gaseous state can de deduced :

pV - RT (7)

T is the absolute temperature, the zero of which is at 273° C. ;

p and V are respectively the pressure and the volume occupied

by a given mass of gas. Equation (7) expresses the facts that

when the temperature is constant the volume of the gas is inversely

proportional to the pressure, and that the volume is proportional

to the absolute temperature. R is a constant, and it is to be

noticed that if for each gas the quantity considered is proportional

to the molecular weight, R is the same in every case, since for

every gas such a quantity, containing an equal number ofmolecules,

has the same volume if measured at the same temperature and

pressure ; this is an inverse application of Avogadro’s hypothesis.

Thus R is a universal constant, and on the C.G.S. system is equal
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to 8-31 X 10^. This value can be at oiiee deduced from the fact

tliat the gramme-mol('(‘ule of (‘AX'ry gas under atmospheric pressure

and at the temperature of nudting ice (T ~ 273”) Jias a volume of

22,400 c.c,, so that tlie three quantities necessary to calculate 14 are

given.

To connect the idea of temperature wiili tin* total kinetic energy

it is only necessary to combine (6a) with (7). Tlu^ former, ap])licd

to the mass M of tlie gramme-molecule, shows tliat pY

while (7) gives sinijily the value of^Y ; equating these two values

of the product p\ gives :

total kinetic energy of the gramme-molecule

MC2
(«)

i.e., the total energy of trayislatwn in a gramme- molecule is the same

for all gases at the same temperature.

At the tenqierature of melting ice this total (aiergy is 24 X 10®

ergs ; this shoAvs the enormous reserve of (‘iicrgy which is

represented by the molecular movements. Tlu're is also available

now the information necessary for calculating th(‘ vidocity C, and

hence, if desired, the mean velocity. At a gi\Tn teanperature,

since the product MC^ is constant, the A^elocities are inversely

proportional to the scpiare roots of the molecular A\a'ights ; the

molecule of oxygen, which is sixteen times as heaA y as liydrogeii,

travels at one-quarter of the speed.

Molecular Velocities in Metres per second

Gas. Velocity e. ^'elodty V (mean velocity).

Hydrogen . 1,838 inetres/sec. 1 ,693 metres/sec.
Helium 1,307 »» 1,204
Nitrogen . 493 >> 454
Oxygen 461 425
Carbon dioxide . 393 >> 362
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Mixtures of Gases. Equipartition of Energy

VVe hiiv'c seen that any two gramme-molecules in the gaseous state,

when at the same temperature, have the same amount of molecular

energy of translation, viz., RT. Now on Avogadro’s hypothesis,

t hese two masses both contain the same number of molecules ; the

molecules of the various gases have, therefore, the same mean
energy of traJislation at the same temperature :

R _ m( 2

2 N

The constant is called Boltzmann's constant, and has the value
N

13-7 X 10"^^. In what follows it will be indicated by k.

If (‘(pial \'ohu7ies V of two gases at the temperature T be mixed,

and if the mixtun* occupy the volume 2V the kinetic energies are

added, tlu* })ressure ixanains unchanged, each gas exerting that

pressuix' which it would (‘xert if it were alone, and the temperature

is also unalt(‘re(l.

VV(‘ may then (‘onelude that in any gas(‘ous mixture the various

kinds of molecules possess tin* same niean kinetic energy ; the

small molecules niov(‘ more raj)idly than the heavy ones as,

indeed, a})])ears self-(‘vident.

This n'sult is a, particular case of the wcll-knowji principle of

equipartition of kinetic energy to which Ave shall n^turn.

Wc know that solutions—which are in every respect similar

to gases—obey tlur same laws ; the molecule, whether it be

heavy or light, has a mean kinetic energy equal to 3Rt
2N

We

shall see later that the validity of the principle has been verified

also for large particles in suspension in colloidal emulsions.

The meaning of the Constant h in Maxwell’s Law

We will now return to the results deduced from our consideration

of Maxwell’s law of the distribution of velocities (see p. 55).

It has been found tliat the number dn-^ of molecules which, out

of the n contained in a cubic centimetre, have a component
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velocity (measured along a given axis) lying between u and

{u + du) is

dn^ — n \/^ e~ du
V 7T

and it has been shown that the mean square of all the velocities

3
is C2 =

2hm

Thus the mean kinetic energy of a molecule is = — 5^?,

where N is the number of molecules in a gramme-molecule and is

known to be the same for all gases.

1 R
Thus it follows at once that — — - T. This result is of great

2h N ^

interest since it shows that for gases the constant h has always

the same value. It is, therefore, a universal constant. The
temperature of a gas may thus be defined on the basis of the kinetic

theory by the following formula :

mC2

~Y
a being the same for all gases.

Number of Molecules per second striking one Square
Centimetre of the Walls

Since Maxwell’s law of distribution of velocities is independent

of the orientation of the axes of reference, the axis of X may be

taken in the direction of the normal to the walls at a point. In an

elementary cube 1 cm. high and having one square centimetre of

the wall as base, the number of molecules which have velocities

lying between u and {u -f du) is dn^ and the number of impacts

due to them is udn, ; the total number of impacts is therefore
poo

I

Integrating, it is found that :

The number of molecules striking one square centimetre of the walls

per second is
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r® n nC rw
1
wani = -

—

p= = —7= = —

,

•^0 Trhin V Ott 4

An application of this important result will follow shortly.

Flow from Small Orifices

The values of the molecular velocities as given by the kinetic

theory had not been verified by direct measurement until a few

years ago, but the phenomenon of the flow from small orifices,

which will now be considered, has lately afforded a valuable

confirmation of tlie theory.

The flow of a gas is imagined to take place into a vacuum
through a small aperture produced by the sudden removal of an

element of the wall ; it is assumed that the molecules which

originally struck this part of the wall now disappear through the

hole ; the amount of the flow is equal to the product of the mean
velocity and the density.

The velocity assumed must, it is clear, be the component

velocity perpendicular to the opening ; this component is governed

by Maxwell’s law of distribution, and out of every n molecules the

number dn having a velocity, perpendicular to the hole, lying

between the limits u and {u + du) is

dn = nyj^ e~
TT

To find the mean velocity this expression is integrated between

the limits zero and infinity, and it is found that the mass passing

out is the same as it would be if all the molecules issued with a

velocity ~ v ; this is proportional to C, since C and the mean

velocity v are connected by means of the simple relationship

already given :

mC2
Since, then, the mean momentum of a molecule, is

li

proportional to the absolute temperature and is the same for all
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gases at the same temperature, there follows the important result

that for different gases at the same t<‘mperatun‘ tlu‘ veloeities of

outflow are inversely proj)ortional to tlie scpian^ roots of 11 h‘

molecular w'cights.

This law was strikingly eoiifirmed by GrahanTs experimcJits

published in 1846, in whieli various gases flowed tlirougli a ])rass

sheet pierced with a hole.

Hydrogen, which is sixteen times as light as oxygen, passes

through such a liolc four times as fast as the latter gas.

It is clear that once this law^ has been established it can b(‘ iisesl

to determine unknown molecular weaghts by comparison with a

gas of known molecular weight.

The Breadth of Spectral Lines

We have seen how the flow of a gas through small apeitures

gives the ratio between the molecular velocitie s, and lienee enabl(‘s

the results of the kinetic theory to be verified with certainty.

A further valuable verification is provided by a ])b('ii(>menon

—

that of the broadening of spectral lines—which givc's tlu^ niota-ular

velocity by a method independent of any knowledge^ of the

pressure, and this, juoreov'er, in absolute value and not sim{)ly in

relative measure.

It is well known that the electric spark causes a rarefied gas to

glow ; when examined by means of the spectroscope the light

emitted from Geissler tubes is resolved into fine lines each

corresponding with a homogeneous light ; thus, for example,

such a term as “ the helium line ” of wave-length 5876 Angstrom

units is used.

If now a suitable spectroscope (an interferometer) be used, it is

always found that these lines have a certain breadth, showing that

they do not correspond to strictly monochromatic light. This is

what Lord Rayleigh predicted as a result of applying the

well-known principle due to Doppler.

The proof of this prediction is not possible in the laboratory

because no velocities are available which are not negligible in

comparison with the velocity of light ; Doppler’s effect depends
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on the ratio i.e,, the ratio of the velocity of the light source to

that of light itself. This fraction is not, however, negligible for an

atom which vibrates in the line of sight with a velocity of the

order of 200 metres per second ; it is true that the atoms do not

vibrate only in the direction of the line of sight, but in all possible

directions
;
those which move in a direction normal to tlie line of

sight do not give a Doppler effect ; the others giv’^e rise* to a

broadening of the spectral lines if the speetrosco])e has a suiriciently

high resolving power.

The maximum change of frequency is ,
where is the

alt (‘red frequency, the original frequency, and the mean
frequenc'y

; the semi-breadth of the spectral line is. (^n the scale

of wave-lengths :

€ V

^
e = velocity of light,

Aq c

A(, being the wave-length of the original monochromatic light.

For example, if - be -
, the wave-haigth is both increased

and decreased by value. We shall now see how

these considerations may be made use of for determining an atomic

weight by the examination of interference fringes.

It is well known that one musical sound superposed on another

may produce silence at any point where the two differ in phase by

half a wave-length
;

similarly, light added to light may produce

darkness by interference.

When the light used is strictly monochromatic, an interferometer

will give interference fringes when the difference of path for the

two rays is half a wave-length or a multiple of this and, as is

well known, these fringes will be quite sharp whatever the difference

ofpath, whether it be 100,000 half wave-lengths or 200,000.

Fringes are obtained because at the various points on a given

plane there are superposed rays which differ in phase by a

wave-length (producing light), or by half a wave-length (producing

3CA.STELFRANCHI VOL. I.
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darkness), or by a fraction of a wave-lengtli (producing light of

modified intensity), and, as tliese conditions follow one another

in regular order, tiu' result is a succession of alternately dark and

light fringes.

Examination of a spectral line from a Geissler tube—particularly

that emitted from the luminous capillary portion—would show

that tlie light was strictly monochromatic were it not for the

random vibrations which it undergoes ; actually, however, with a

spectroscope' of sufficient resolving power a line is found to have

a certain finite breadth. Hence, with an interferometer, the

visibility of the interference fringes will depend on the length of

path of the interfering rays because of the superposition of the

effects due to different parts of the spectral line employed. If the

difference of path be sufficiently great it is found that tlie lines

finally become confused and cease to be visible.

A numerical example will show better what is meant. If the

1

mean velocity of the vibrating atoms be
jqq

velocity of

2
light, the line has a breadth of already stated. If two

rays, the homogeneity of which does not exceed this amount,

interfere in a given plane, the definition of the interference fringes

given by the apparatus is rediu'ed as the path difference of the

two interfering rays is increased. x\lthough the definition may still

be good at 10,000 or at 20,000 wave-lengths, when the difference

of path reaches 50,000 wave-lengths the fringes cease to be visible,

since, although the central radiations are in opposite phases at a

given point in the plane, and would give a dark line in the

interference pattern, the side radiations are in the same phase at this

point. In general, therefore, the limit of visibility is reached at a

c
path difference p == ~ , and from that point onwards the fringes

cease to appear and the field of view has a uniform brightness.

This gives the relation between the breadth of the spectral line,

the limit of visibility of the fringes and the mean velocity of the

vibrating molecule. Since this velocity can be expressed in terms
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of the temperature, it is only iieeessary now to note that the mean

velocity = /8RT

ttM ’

where M — mass of the gram-molecule
R — the gas constant

T = absolute temperature.

/M
Thus the limiting order of interference p == = (1*08 x 10®)y

and since, as was explained above,
V
~

>

c

it follows that

1 = X .0 -VJ
where € is the halt-width of the spectral line.

We have so far followed an inexact line of reasoning in that we
have assumed that the velocities of the vibrating particles are

all equal ;
actually these velocities are distributed according to

Maxwell’s law ; the breadth of the spectral line produced—and
hence the limiting order of interference visible—is affected by
this ; a more rigid analysis of the phenomenon leads to a slight

correction, viz., to the equation

p = (1-22 X 10*)^/^.

Accurate experiments were made with the monatomic rare gases

of the atmosphere (helium, neon and krypton) using Geissler tubes

immersed in a bath of liquid so that the temperature T might be

known accurately, and then immersed in liquid air ; it was found

(Fabry and Buisson) that

Atomic Weight. Wave-length
(AugstrOm),

I

Ordinary temperature. In liquid air.

js-observed.j>-ob8erved. p-calculated.

Helium 4 5,876 144,000 144,000 241,000
Neon 20 5,852 324,000 321,000 515,000
Krypton 88 . 5,570 600,000 597,000 950,000

For - = a/ and 4MC»
C ^ 8^

^ RT.
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TJie agreement between the values predicted on the theory and

those found for p by experiment is perfect.

It is to be noted in passing that for a Geissler tube immei'sed in

liquid air, the line due to krypton gives interference fringes which

are still visible when the path difference is of the order of a million

wave-lengths, i,e., up to 53 cm.

The law^ connecting the limit of interference with the absolute

temperature is also verified, for it is evident that p varies inversely

as VT ; actually it is found that on going from room temperature

(T — 290) to the temperature of liquid air (T = 92) the limit of

visibility is increased approximately in the ratio 1*70.

The effect of cooling on the breadth of the spectral lines is very

striking
;
when, with the tube at normal temperature, the limit

of interference has been reached, the fringes reappear brilliantly

when the tube is immersed in liquid air.

The atomic weight of the luminous particles—if this is unknown
—may be obtained from a knowledge of the breadth of the

spectral lines ;
in the ease of a gas of which the molecules are

monatomic (mercury, cadmium, helium, neon, krypton), the

weight of the particles is, as in the case of the examples above,

equal to the atomic weight.

In the case of monatomic gases this result is not unexpected,

but it is found that for gases with two atoms to the molecule, and

for compounds as well, the mass of the luminous particles is not

that of the molecule, but that of the atom.

In conclusion, it may be said, then, that the study of the breadth

of spectral lines provides a beautiful confirmation of the kinetic

theory of gases. It is a marvellous thing to realise that the

breadth of a spectral line enables us to determine both the velocity

of a star relative to our world and equally the atomic weight of

the atom from which the spectral line is emitted.

Buisson, Fabry and Bourget have used the expression

p = (1-22 X I0«) - to estimate the temperature of the nebulae

from observations of the interference obtained from a spectral

line ; this method would give for the nebula in Orion, using the
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hydrogen line H, a temperature of about 15,000°
; actually this

is an upper limit, for there are other causes which may give rise

to a broadening of the spectral lines.

The Direct Verification of the Molecular Velocities

We have so far had two proofs of the kinetic theory, both o(

them indirect proofs, but Professor Otto Stern at Frankfort in

1920 * succeeded in obtaining a direct verification of molecular

velocities by means of his atomic rays.

We will give a brief description of his work
;
further details will

be found in the Zeitschriftfur Physik (loc. where the author

has himself described the experiments.

In a very highly evacuated vessel he places a small quantity ol‘

silver which is brought to a high temperature (over 1,000° to

vaporise it ;
the melting-point of silver is 961°).

As the vacuum in the vessel is a very higli one, tlie atoms can

travel freely without colliding, and if tliey escape from a very small

aperture it can be assumed that they emerge with the velocity

which gas molecules of the same mass would have at that

temperature. These atomic rays were first thought of by

Dunoyer in 1911.

The kinetic theory shows that the mean square of the velocity

of emergence, C^, is given by the equation

1 3R

from which it follows that

in metres per second.

Imagine, now, a fine pencil of such atomic rays, limited by

suitable openings situated practically on the axis of a rotating

cylinder of radius Z, and let v be the frequency of rotation of the

cylinder, which is evacuated ; the atomic rays which originally

struck the surface of the cylinder along a certain generating line

* See Zeits.fiir Physik, 2, p. 49, 1920 ; 3, p. 417, 1920.
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will now trace out another line parallel to this generating line but

displaced from it by a distance s, since during the time that they

are travelling towards the wall after they have emerged from the

slit the cylinder rotates ; the angle 2ttvt is described in the time t

/

during which the atoms traverse the distance so that we have :

I P
S — 27TvI X t — 27rvl X— — 27tv —

•

c c

The values of /, v, and s are known ;
6* is found by measuring the

displacement of the streak formed by the deposit of silver, and

hence C may be calculated. As an example, if I is 10 cm. and the

velocity C is 500 metres per second, when the cylinder rotates at

about 50 revolutions per second, the displacement is 6 mm. This

is not too small a quantity.

At a temperature of 1,200°, the theory gives a value of 584 metres

per second for the velocity of the atoms, and Stern obtained

about 590.

We have given only a general idea of the method and the

apparatus, which are, in reality, much more complicated. Actually

the velocities of emergence of the atoms are not all the same but

vary over a wide range, so that the silver deposit obtained is not a

line but a band or streak ; thus the calculations arc based on the

most probable velocity, which is the velocity corresponding to the

maximum density of the deposit

;

it may be shown by calculation

/2
that this most probable velocity is C v/ -, so that the position of

^ 3

maximum density of the deposit is found, and the velocity

/2
calculated from this must be divided bv v - in order to obtain C ;

^ 3

actually. Stern found a velocity of 475 metres per second, giving

590 for C.

Born, too, has determined the free path of the atoms by an

ingenious method based on the study of the deposit formed by
these atomic rays at various distances from their origin.
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Gases under Actual Conditions.—Van der Waals’ Equation

(
1880

)

Gases do not rigorously obey Boyle’s and Gay-Lussac’s law

except when they are infinitely rarefied
;

just as the molecules

of a salt arc not completely dissociated except in an infinitely

dilute solution (so that the theoretical osmotic pressure is slightly

different from that found in practice), so in the case of a gas, if it

is considerably compressed, it no longer behaves as if the distances

between the molecules were large (‘omj)ared witli their molecular

dimensions. Not only does the occupied volume, i.e., the volume

occupied by impenetrable matter, become noticeable, but also it

must be concluded from the liquid and the gaseous states, that

the cohesive for(*es—weaker in the gas than in the liquid—may
now have an ai)preeiablc effect. These two considerations give

rise to a two-fold correction to the gas equation so as to make it

conform to the conditions of an “ imperfect ” gas, an actual

gas.

We shall confine ourselves to giving a condensed outline of the

well-known equation of Van der Waals, who was professor at the

University of Amsterdam,* and who for much other work, besides

that leading to the equation which bears his name, is reckoned

among the great eontem{)orary physicists.

It is considered that the molecules cannot actually touch and that

they behave as if contact took place between spheres associated

with them. If, then, there be conceived to exist around each

molecule a sphere of action having a radius equal to the molecular

diameter, the total volume of these spheres must be subtracted

from the total volume of the gas in order to obtain the effective

volume of the actual empty space.

When stating that the pressure varies inversely as the volume,

therefore, it is necessary to adopt, not the total apparent volume,

4
but this volume diminished by - ira^, where a is the molecular

diameter.

In the same way, if it be desired to compress into a smaller

* Died 1925,
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space a very dispersed crowd of people, this is achieved by reducing

the distan<*c between the individuals and not by eompressing their

bodies. Tlie \ olunie to be used in tlie equation p\ = RT must

4 ^
therefore be V — - since there are N molecules in one

j

SRHBFZB
/^CT/ON

ar

gramine-rnoleeule (N is called Avogadro's numbea-). However, if

we consider that, in producing

the effect of ])ressiir(‘, the

moleeult's touch the wall of the

containing vessel when the

centres of their spheres ol‘

action are separated from the

wall by a distance equal to th(‘

radius of these s})heres, we find

that a further correction is

necessary.

Actually we think of all the

spheres of action as having a

radius equal to the molecular

diameter ; thus the gas becomes

reduced to N spheres, and these

imaginary sph(‘res, when they

approach the wall of the vessel,

do not touch it, since their

centres are at a distance from it

equal to u
;
this evidently gives

the gas an additional volume

equal to the volume of the hemispheres shown shaded in

Fig. 14.

Fig. 14.

This volume is - jra^N per gramrnc-molecule. Taking into

account both the corrections just described, and noting that they

operate in different directions, it will be seen that the volume to

be inserted in the fundamental equation pY = RT is equal to

V - - 7T<t3N.
3
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It is to be noted that the quantity - tto-^N is (‘qual to four times

the total volume of tlie niolceules, since cr, vvliich lias been taken

as the radius of tlie sjiliere of action, is e(jual to the molecular

diameter.

It now remains to consider the effect of eol lesion. The molecules

of a fluid attract one another, and in tlie neighbourhood of the

walls this attraction is not symmetrical but is directed towards

the interior of the gaseous mass, being additional to the effect of

the walls.

This effect, taken over a sejuare centimetre of the walls, is

jointly })roportional to the density of the molecules which arc

attracted and of those wliieli attract, i.r., it niay be expressed by a

term in or in other words, a term . ~ wliere a is a constant.

Taking account of these effects and of the corresponding

corrections they involve, the gas equation becomes finally :

^ ~ b) ^ RT . . Van dkr VVaals’ Equation,

where b ~
3

This is the celebrated equation of Van der Waals which has

been well confirmed by experiment. For a given mass of gas,

from a knowledge of two sets of corresponding values of V and T,

it is possible to obtain at onet* the two (‘onstants a and b ; naturally

if a number of sets of corresponding values of p, V and T are

known, it is possible to obtain, by the method of least squares, the

best values to adopt for a and b.

The values of the constants a and b are obviously very small ;

for example, in the ease of carbon dioxide, Van der VVaals adopted

the values

a == 000718 b = 000190.

The reader will shortly see some important applications of these

conceptions which we owe to Van der Waals.

Other similar formulae proposed by various authors will not be

mentioned.
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Discussion of Van der Waals’ Equation
As is well known, the curve obtained by plotting values of volume as

abscissae and the corresponding values of pressure {at a given temperature) as

ordinates is called an isothermal.
The equation to an isothermal is obtained by putting T constant in the

equation

{p + “
2
)
(«-«') = KT.

Jn order to lincl the point at which an isothermal shows a maximum or a
dp

rniniinuin it is only necessary to find the expression for ^ and equate this to

zero. This gives

dp RT
dv “ ' (v ~ b)^

^ ~
’

from which we have
(u ~ b)^

(
1 )

The equation (1) gives, for any isothermal, the value of the volume
corresponding to a maximum or a minimum pressure. If now we wish to
find what is the maximum temperature for the conditions represented by this

dT
equation, we obtain the expression for ^ from (1) and equate the result to

zero. This discussion is ver\' important, since obviously the value of T thus
obtained is the critical temperature of the gas, and the corresponding volume
is the critical volume v^.,

dT _ 6aRi;2 {v - b)^ + SaRn^ (2n - 26) _
dv 8Rr*

“

or, simplifying,

(n,. — 36) (Uc — 6) = 0.

Taking — 36 and inserting in (1)

Critical temperature ^ T*.
2a {V(, — by^ 8a

^ 27Rb

It can be shown that these two values and T^ are really the critical

values. Actually the critical point is defined mathematically by the condition
dp d^p

that the isothermal is there sensibly horizontal, i,e,, that — 0 and ™ 0,

so that from Van der Waals’ equation

RT « ^ dp RT
vii!., p =- -

- ^
we have +

2a ^ 0

and
dv^

2RT 6a

{V - 6)»

It can be shown at once that the bend in the curve referred to actually takes
place at the point where

^ t>. = 86, and hence =~
as found previously.

Finally, if Van der Waals’ theory were rigorously true, it would be possible,
from expeiiinental observations of the critical point, to deduce the constants
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a and 6, and the values of these quantities would enable the isothermal curves
to be obtained.

It is not, however, absolutely exact, a and h are not really constants which
are independent of the values of temperature and pressure, and this is to be
expected when it is remembered that the molecules are not rigid elastic spheres,
but complete systems of atoms. Moreover, even the monatomic molecules
are formed, as we shall see, of electric particles, so that in the so-called collisions

the repulsive forces which come into play are those manifested between
charges when the electric fields surrounding them are brought within the

P

range of their mutual action ; the higher the velocities of the molecules the
more intimate will be the inter-action during the collision.

Fig. 15 shows the form of the isothermals (constant-temperature curves) in

the neighbourhood of the critical point C. The liquid line is 6C, for this is

the locus of all the points at which a slight reduction of volume causes the
mass to become liquid. The saturated-vapour line is aC.

It is only within the region aCh that liquid and vapour can exist together
in equilibrium. The portion of the isothermal which lies between m and n
represents a condition of supersaturation, and that between n and q a condition
of instability ; the isothermals really follow the horizontal lines from m to r,

because as the volume diminishes the pressure is not increased. The gas is,

however, practically perfect iii the regions where the pressures are low and
the volume correspondingly large.
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*Van der Waals’ Equation and the Joule-Thomson Effect

We may recall here the nature of the Thomson effect and how it gives, for

any gas, the values of the two constants a and b of Van der Waals’ equation.
If a gas expands by an amount equal to Av against the external pressure 7?,

it does work equal to AiKp. and this is supplied from the molecular kinetic

energy ; the equation for the ideal gas (pr, ^ ItT) implies that it is not
the energy due to the mutual forces between the molecules which is converted
into external work when these molecules are brought closer together or allowed
to separate more widely.

We have seen, however, tliat the derivation of V^an der Waals’ equation
introduces the idea that tlie volume of the molecules themselves cannot be
neglected in comparison with the total volume when the pressure of the gas is

under consideration.

The following conclusions may, then, be drawn immediately : if a perfect
gas expands into a larger space where the ))ressure is zero, the total work
[)erformed is zero, and therefore the gas is not lowered in temperature

;

but in an actual gas matters
arc different. Expansion, even
into a vacuum, will then b(‘.

aceomi)anied by a (*hange of

temperature ; it is easy to see

what the direction of this

change will be, for it is clear

that, if the molecmles of the
expanding gas attract each
other, the change which takes
place on expansion from a
vessel A into a vacaium Ji (so

as to occupy a total volume
A -f B) will be a reduction of
the temperature. This is

Gay - Lussac’s well - known
experiment, the arrangement
of which is shown in Fig. 16.

Two carefully heat-insulated
vessels were connected by a stopcock V, A was filled with compressed air

while B was evacuated. A thermometer was placed in each vessel. When
the whole system had reached the temperature of the surroundings, the tap V
was opened and air flowed from A to B, The air in A was cooled because it

had to do work in expanding against the pressure of the air which had entered
B

; in so doing it compressed the air in /?, with the result that this was heated,
and so there was neither loss nor gain in the system A B regarded as a
whole. Thus, if no work is done against the molecular attractions, there should
l)c no change of temperature in the system A B as a result of the expansion.
Owing to lack of precision in the measurements, the high thermal capacity

of the thermometers employed, and the smallness of the effect, Gay-Lussac
could not detect any change, and neither could Joule, who repeated the
experiment with a different arrangement of apparatus.
However, the problem was again attacked, and this time successfully, by

Joule and VV\ Thomson (Lord Kelvin).
Without going into the details of the experimental procedure, we shall

calculate approximately the magnitude of the change of temperature AT,
Let us consider a unit mass of gas having initial energy equal to and

final energy Mj. Then Q = + P2^2 — Pi^i will be the change of
energy.
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It is clear, too, that

— 1/^=1 ^(afv^) dv— — a (~ —V
Ji)j

\i^2 -^h/

Applying Van der Waals’ equation to the original and final volumes

h)=^ RT,{p. + (”x

h)= RT 2

it is easily found that

P.V, - ( HP, -p,) + a. _ i.

)
.|. K(T, - T.).

Now ah is a small quantity of the second order and may be neglected,

so that

Q «2 - M, + p,v, — ;>,»! 2a(l - })vj H HP2 - Pi) - - To).

Remembering that, very nearly, r

i
J
may be written approximately as follows :

RTo/pg and t\ ~ RT^/pj, the (piantity

r I2Z.A
IlTa m\ R \ )

1 Vt
R *

- Vv

The second stage of the simplification results from the fact that Tj and To
only differ by a very small amount.
We have then

2aQ= Pi) + HP^ - Pi) — R(T, - T.,)

= (H - b) (Pi - Pi) - R(T. - T,) (1)

But we know' that *

C, - C, - R/J (2 )

and for unit mass
Q= JC,,(Ti-T,) (3)

whence, combining equations (1), (2) and (3)

and, finally,

dT
dp

JC„ (1\ - T,) = (1^,
- fe) (P, - p.

.
Ti - T, 1 / 2^ _ . \

jCp \nT )
(4)

Pi ~ Pi

This result is, naturally, only approximate on account of the simplifying

approximations which have been made in the steps leading up to it.

Equation (4) states that the difference of temperature w hich is caused when
a gas expands from pressure Pi to pressure is directly proportional to the

change of pressure. Further, the difference dT is greater the smaller the

value of Cpy as would naturally be expected.

* Cp = specific heat of the gas at constant pressure.

Cy = specific heat at constant volume.
J = mechanical equivalent of heat.
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If is greater than h the gas is cooled when it expands, while if, on the

other hand, < h the temperature rises ; thus the effect has a point of

(4a)

inversion.

The particular temperature at which the inversion takes place can be at

once obtained from the equation 2«/RT — 6, which gives

T,„,. - 2ainh (5)

This shows how the constants of the Van der Waals’ equation are linked

up with the Thomson effect.

In making use of this formula it is necessary to pay careful attention to

the units employed. The constant a is expressed in cm.® X atmospheres,

while b is expressed in cm. ; this clearly follows from the form of the equation,

viz. (p ajv'^) (V ” b) — RT.
Specific heats, however, are generally given per gramme of gas. Equation (4),

when transformed to these practical units, becomes
dT_ 0 0242 / 2a _ \~

Vf/^1 ~ V
where p is the density.

For carbon dioxide at 0® Centigrade
a =- 0 00874.
b = 00023.
C/, = 0000399.

AT
This gives ~ — 0*925, and Joule actually found a cooling effect equal to

one degree per atmosphere.
For hydrogen the inversion temperature calculated from the formula T,„„ -

2a/Rfe is found to be about 200" absolute. Olszewski found experimentally
that the inversion temperature was 193", i.e., that above this point hydrogen
was heated when it expanded, while below this temperature it was cooled on
expansion.
The cooling due to the Joule-Thomson effect is used in Linde’s commercial

method for producing liquid gases.

The Mean Free Path of the Molecules

The distance traversed by a molecule between two successive

collisions is very variable, but it is obvious that for a gas in a

steady state the mean free path plays an important part in many
phenomena ; for example, a gas conducts heat better the greater

this mean free path becomes.

If a horizontal disc suspended Ity a thread be imagined to

rotate rapidly, it will, in its movement, drag with it the

neighbouring layers of gas owing to the frictional effect, and

this dragging will be the more marked (t.e., more distant layers

of gas will be affected) as the mean free path of the molecules

becomes greater.

The calculation of this quantity is quite easy ; remembering
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that n is the number of molecules in a cubic centimetre and cr the

radius of the sphere of action, each molecule in its movement
sweeps out a volume equal to X v per second . This v olume bears

to the total volume, i.e., unity, the same ratio as the number ^ oi‘

collisions bears to the total number of molecules, n. Hence

vra^v = ijn.

Thus the mean free path is simply the ratio of tlie distance

traversed in unit time to the Jiumber of collisions made in that

time, i.e.y

I ~ vji —
Actually the molecule is not a free body moving hither and

thither among other mole<!ules which are at rest, but all the

molecules are in motion with a mean velocity v, and this reduces

the mean path ; actually, if two molecules collide with absolute

velocities equal to and U 2 y the angle between these velocities

being the relative velocity is given by the third side of the

triangle of velocities and the sejuare of this side equals + ^^
2
^—

2 U 2 cos <!>.

Since, on the average, cos (j) may have either sign, the relative

velocity U is found on the average to be given by —

v,yy2, and not simply by v.

It follows that the mean free path which it was desirid to

evaluate is given by :

1
'mean free path — (1)

nrra^V^

Remembering that n is the number of molecules in a cubic

centimetre while N is the number in the volume V occupied by

one gramme-molecule, so that V = N/n, it follows tliat

V
I = —

7r'v/2.a^N

where V = volume of the gramme-molecule.

This expression would give a value of I if Avogadro’s number N
were known, or vice versa. Now one of the fundamental objects

of the atomic theory is to discover the number of molecules

contained in one gramme-molecule of every substance, and we
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are at length well on the way to determining this important

eonstant, viz., Avogadro’s number, for if it is possible to find

one other relation involving the mean free path, both N and the

free i)ath itself may be determined ; this is what we shall now
proceed to consider.

The Law of Distribution of Free Paths

It is evident tliat the actual free patlis of a molecule are all

different from tlie mean free path and tlie qiu'stion may b(‘ asked

how tliese aetnal free patlis are distributed about the mean.

Tlie law of distribution may be derived as follows :

—

In the molecular random arrangement, the probability that no

collision will occur over the jiath x dx is made up of two

indejiendent probabilities, i.e., (i.) of the probability /(a:) that a

collision will not occur along the path x, and (ii.) of the probability

that it will not occur along the final portion of tlu‘ path, dx. This

second probability is obviously a,f{x).dx, where a is a eonstant

such that

f(x + dx) =f(x) -~f(x),a.dx.

Since f{x + dx) =f(x)
we have f (x) — b.e

where b denotes a constant of integration. Considering that

f{x) — 1 when x ™ o, it follows that b must be equal to 1. It

now remains to find the meaning of a ; this may be doiu^ by

considering that if i be the number of collisions suffered by a

molecule per second, i must also represent the number of free

paths. The expression i ~ e~^^ represents the number of thes(!

which have values greater than x, so that the number of paths

which have lengths lying between x and {x + dx) is given by

ie- = ie- (1 ~ =- ia . dx . er

These paths have a total length eqaal to i,a.xdxe~ If this

expression be integrated between the limits 0 and infinity the

result is the total distance traversed by a molecule in one second,

i.e.^ the mean velocity :

poo

V = iaj ^^xdx = ija = i X mean free path.
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1

Putting I ~ it follows that tlu* pi’obability that a rnolecuk*

will traverse, without collision, a jmth of haigth x will be given by

f(x) =
It is very easy to show that the proportion of molecules for

which the free path lias a value lying betwe(‘n x and x + dx is

{dxll)e~

.

Thus, out of every 1,000 mole(‘ules, only 7 traverse a

distance 5Z, only one out of 22,000 tra\ (‘rs(‘s a distance 10/, and

so on.

Experimental Determination of the Free Path

The best two exjierimental jiroofs of the mean free jiath consist

of the direct measurement of the jiath itself and the direct

determination of its distribution. The former method is due to

Max Porn * and is based on the measurement of the density of a

layer of silver deposited on a glass plate by a beam of silver atoms

travelling in air at reduced pressure, this density being a function

of the distance of the plate from the point of origin of the beam.

Th(‘ apparatus is shown diagrammatieally in Fig. 17. A stream

of vaporised silver was reduec'd to a beam of very narrow angle by

means of a vertical tube 13, and this beam passed through circular

holes cut in four brass discs placed one above another at intervals

of 1 cm. These discs were cooled by immersion in liquid air and

each supported a quadrant the apex of which was on the axis

passing through the centres of the circular holes ; each quadrant

was turned through an angle of 90° with respect to the one below

it, and each glass plate thus received one-quarter of the stream of

atoms.

The quartz tube was connected with a pump so that the silver

could be vaporised at various measured pressures ; the density of

the deposit was measured photographically. If and Dgo

represent respectively the densities on the quadrants 1 and 2 when

there is not any gas in the chamber, and if D^ and D 2 represent

the densities when the gas present has a mean free path equal to /,

then, if the theory is correct, the following relations hold :

M. Born, Phys. Zeits,, 21, p. 578, 1920.
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where and <2^2 are the distances from the source.

These ecniations oive I
~

,
— —

'xj
lienee, from

1 ^ log (D, Dao/D^Dio)

the densities of the deposits determined photographically, it is

possible to deduce the free path of the atoms of silver in air.

TA^£ ^ SECTOftS
WITH DEPOS/T

Fig. 17.—Born’s experiment.

In these experiments ajg — cc^ was equal to one centimetre, and

a series of measurements gave :

for — 5-8 X 10“^ mm. I = 1*7 cm.

for p — 4*5 X 10 mm. I == 2*4 cm.

It will be seen that the product pi is constant, as predicted on

the kinetic theory of gases ; calculating on this basis, the value of

the free path at atmospheric pressure is Z == 1*4 x 10“^ cm.
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Another experimental investigation by means of which the

mean free path can be obtained is that of F. Biclz, for a description

of which the original paper should be consulted (Zeits, f, Physik,

Vol. 32, p. 81, 1925).

We shall now see how the mean free path, on which the

viscosity of a gas depends, can be obtained by calculation from a

determination of this latter quantity.

The Viscosity of Gases and its connection with the Mean
Free Path

If this connection be known, I can be found, and also Av^ogadro’s

number.

Let us return to a consideration of the horizontal disc rotating

in air and supported by means of a vertical thread. While the

disc rotates, there are some molecules which, having acquired a

horizontal component of velocity, rise to the higher layers of air,

and, by communicating to these layers the energy contained in

this component, cause them to rotate ; other molecules descend,

encounter layers in rotation, and, in acquiring a horizontal

movement, redue(? the velocity of tliese layers ;
thus after a

certain time a steady state is reached in which there is a velocity

gradient, Le., in passing from one layer to another at a distance of

one centimetre from it, there is a change of horizontal velocity

represented by dujdz.

As an illustration, consider two trains with different velocities,

travelling side by side and close together ; the passengers in one

train throw heavy balls at the other or jump from one train to the

other ; it is clear that the faster train will have its velocity

reduced while the slower train will be accelerated.

A eomf)lete theory, which it is unnecessary to consider in detail,*

leads to tlie obvious result that the viscous resistance y experienced

by a layer of the fluid per unit area when the velocity gradient is

unity is equal to rj •— ^
nmvl, z.c., the rcsistanc.'e increases with the

mass of the molecules, their number per unit volume, the mean

free path and the mean velocity.

Thus, since nm is the simple density p of the gas (the mass per

See note on p. 177.
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unit volume), the coefficient of viscosity may be expressed more

simply thus :

V = l pvl-

This ^ivcs the desired means for determining’ botli the actual

dlmeusions of the molecules and Av ogadro’s number N.

First, however, we j>r()])()se to say something about the

coefficient of viscosity, r;, which plays an important part in many
phenomena.

The result just obtained for the value of the viscosity is due to

Maxwell, who published it in 188(), and it is of considerable' interest.

Since the mean free path is invcTsely proportional to the deiisity

and this increases as tlie j^ressure increases, it follows that the

viscosity should he independent of the pressure. This seems

surprising, but it is actually true, and its experimental verification,

carried out after Maxwell had deduced it by calculation, forms oiu^

of the most elegant and striking proofs of the kinetic theory of

gases.

Viscosity can bo measured easily ; it is sufficient to take one of

those phenomena in which it plays a part and to develop the

theory of this phenomenon so as to ot)tain a formula in which the

viscosity rj appears. Its value can then be deduced in just the

same way as g, the acceleration due to gravity, may be obtained

from the expression s — I gF, which gives the distance covered

by a falling body in a certain time ; in this ease the distance

and the corresponding time are measured and the value of g is

found.

Now one of the phenomena which can be utilised for determining

y is the flow of a fluid through a tube at a moderate velocity.

The mathematical theory of the phenomenon leads to an

expression which gives the volume of fluid which passes, I, in

terms of the radius r of the tube, its length L and the pressures p^
and P 2 at the ends of the tube.

The volume offluid passing
irr^

St^L {Vi Pz)-

A determination of the amount of flow and of the two pressures
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gives the data necessary for calculating the coefficient of

viscosity.

Alternatively, it is possible to use, for example, the damping
of a mass (a pendulum bol)) which oscillates in the fluid the

viscosity of which it is desired to measure
; the mathematical

theory of the oscillatory movement being known, a measurement
of the damping gives the viscosity.

It is not jiossible to give further details of such experiments

which Maxwell himself carried out at different pressures. For air

the coefficient of viscosity at 15 degrees is ()*()0()18.

From the theory which shows the viscosity to be independent

of tlK‘ d(aisity, it is possible to deduce this curious fact : the

spewed with which a small sphere falls in a gas is independent of

the pressure of the gas ; actually the velocity of descent is given

by the well-known Stokes law :

7 y r 71 weight of sphere
speed of fall ^ ^—-

—

I-

(jTrar]

where a is the radius of the sphere.

The weight, actually, is the apparent weight, i.e., the real

weight less the weight of gas displaced which, although negligible,

varies with the pressure. Since, as has been seen, the viscosity

does not depend on the pressure, it must be concluded that a

ball will fall in air at atmospheric pressure with the same velocity

as in air at a pressure of 10 atmospheres.

This conclusion is confirmed by experiment.

Let us now return to our main argument.

In Maxwell’s equation i p — I pvU where p is the density, and

V is the mean velocity.

Thus everything is knowm except the free path /, which can

therefore be found. For oxygen and for nitrogen under normal

conditions, the free path is of the order of one ten-thousandth of

a millimetre (0*1 micron). For hydrogen it is approximately

double this ;
at the low pressures obtained in a Crookes tube

(one millionth of an atmosphere), it may sometimes happen that

a molecule may travel for several decimetres in a straight line

without meeting another molecule.
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Viscosity and Mean Free Path

Gas. Viscosity. M.F.P. in cm

Hydrogen .

Oxygen
Nitrogen .

Carbon monoxide

84 X 10-«

190 X 10-«

167 X 10-«

166 X 10 «

11 X 10 «

6-2 X 10-«

5-9 X 10-«

5-8 X 10 *

N.B .—The mean free path is given at 0° C. and at a pressure of one
atmosphere.

Molecular Dimensions.—Avogadro’s Number,—Diameter of

the Molecular Spheres of Action

Once the value of the mean free path has been found, it will

be seen that Van der Waals’ equation :

(P+^) (V-|^a='N) = RT

combined with the equation I = l/( 7r\/2 . cr^n) gives at once the

solution of the problem before us, i,e., that of determining the

diameters of the molecules and Avogadro’s number N. In

fact, in these two equations, the only unknowns are precisely the

diameter and the number N of molecules in the gramme-molecule.

Making the calculation in the case of the monatomic gas, argon,

we obtain the following result :

—

Volume of the spheres of action in a gramme-molecule

(40 gm,) = 7*5 c.c.

Hence Diameter of the molecule, cr = 2-85 x 10 cm.

Avogadro\s number N ~ 62 x 10^2 molecules.

Argon was not chosen at random, but because its molecule is

monatomic and therefore probably spherical.

For nitrogen, the value found for N is 45 X lO^^, and for

carbon monoxide 50 x lO^^^ results which are slightly discordant,

but as they are of the same order they are worth consideration.

3R
The kinetic energy of the molecules of all gases is - —T ; now

2 JN
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that N is known, this value may be calculated ; for example, at

the temperature of melting ice (T = 273°) it is found that

3 R
kinetic energy of one molecule — - — T = 0-56 X 10“^^ ergs.

The number of collisions suffered by a molecule in one second

is obviously the reci])rocal of the mean free path ; since the free

path varies in general from 5 X 10~® to 10“^ cm., the number of

collisions per centimetre is of the order of a hundred thousand ;

if the mean velocity be divided by the mean free path, the number
of collisions per second is obtained ; the reciprocal of this number
is the average time which elapses between two successive collisions.

Thus there is nothing left unknown. It is not without

admiration that we look back at the road which has been traversed

and which has now led us to such an intimate knowledge of the

molecule, and wc (‘annot fail to pay homage to the men like

Clausius and Maxwell, who built up from first principles a method
of exploring a world of such extremely small dimensions.

The following table reca})itulates the values of various molecular

quantities :

—

Gas.

Hydrogen
Oxygen .

Carbon dioxide

Hoot mean
square

velocity C.

1838 ni/sec.

461 „
393 „

Mean
velocity r.

1693 m/sec,
425
302 ,

Coeff. of
viscosity Tj.

84 X 10 «

190 X 10-

K

137 X 10 H

Mean free

path in cm.

11 X io-«
6-2 X 10 «

3-8 X 10 «

Molecular
diameter <r.

2-8 X 10 8

3*7 X 10-8

4*7 X 10 «

Thus it is found that, from the measurement of the

compressibility of a fluid, it is possible to obtain, by means of Van

der Waals’ equation, the value of the constants a and h, and

4
therefore the actual total volume of the molecules — but by

o

another simple line of reasoning it is possible to arrive at an upper

limit for cr. In fact, the diameter a which occurs in considering

the molecular collisions will be very nearly equal to the distance

between the centres of the molecules when the body is in the

liquid state and at a low temperature. In this state the molecules
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cannot be more concentrated than balls piled up oik^ on another ;

the volume so occupied by a grarnme-molcculc of the body

as liquid is known, so the value of a^N is obtained, and con-

sequently, Avogadro’s number.

In this way it has been found for mercury, wdiieh is monatoinie,

that N =- 45 X 1022.*

The molecular world is wonderful and curious. A
gramme-molecule which, under ordinary conditions, occupies a

cube of which the sides are 13 cm. long, contains molecules which

are so far apart that only 7 c.c. out of tlie whole 22,400 are filled

with material ; the grains of this powder-like material move like

cannon-balls which change their direction one hundred thousand

times whilst traversing one centimetre ; their velocity is so great

that their energy is measurable, however small their mass may
be. But can man make use of it ? In this cube of 22,400 cm.

there are 00-6 X 10^2 particles in motion, and we are quite unable

to visualise this number; a huge area, 1,000 km. square, if

completely covered with particles one millimetre square, would

contain only 10^^ of such particles, i.e,, about onc-milliontJi of

the number which we are attempting to visualise.

Now it is necessary to explain briefly what is understood

nowadays by the diameter of the molecules. This expression arosc^

out of the original conception of molecules formed by the physicists

who developed the kinetic theory of gases, viz., that of elastic

spheres incapable of deformation ; if two such spheres of tlie

same kind are in contact, their diameter is equal to the distance

between their centres, and it is then clear how, by means of

Van der Waals’ equation, or of the data on liquefaction at the

critical point, or of viscosity measurements, it is possible to arrive

at a quantity which, if this conception were a true one, would

correspond exactly to the diameter of the molecules. Now,
however, since the discovery of the electrons as universal

V
This value is obtained from the relation I = ——

. where I and V
^^^2 . o ^N '

are known.
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constituents of tlie atoms which, in combination, constitute the

molecules, these ideas have lost their simplicity. The arrangement
of the electrons is not well known ; moreover, there is, in the

structure of the atom, a “ nucleus ” whieli is electrically positive,

and further, the manner in wliich the atoms are combined within

the mok‘Cule is not completely known. What is certain is that

the molecules are complete structures with electrical and magnetic

pro})erties, and that forces of attraction and repulsion come into

play between them.

It is clear, then, that for a complex structure such as an atom
or a molecuk', the gconudrical definition of diameter loses its

meaning, and that actually the various experiments which can be

carried out to determine this quantity, based as they are on

different pictures of the atom, are bound to lead to different

results ;
actually each experiment measures a quantity which

depends on the nature of the experiment itself; in other words,

the quantity determinc'd is defined by the nature of the experiment

to which the molecule is subjected.

On the otlier hand, it is certainly true that experiments of

different kinds all give for the dimensions of the atoms and

molecules numbers which have the same order of magnitude,

viz., 10“® cm.

It is possible, for instance, to cause electrons of various velocities

to travel through a gas and to deduce the “ cross-section ” of the

molecules from the number of electrons which reach a given

distance, this number being measured by means of an electrometer

(Ramsauer’s experiment). However, the values obtained not

only differ from those given by the kinetic theory, but they vary

with the velocity of the electrons projected into the gas ; for

high velocities, the diameter of the molecules is less, showing that

the electrons may ^penetrate the sphere of action.

The study of crystals, magnetism, the mobility of ions, molecular

refraction, etc., all provide different methods of measuring the

size of the molecules, but they are, it must be repeated, indirect

methods of attack, and do not really give a measurement in the

ordinary sense in which we understand the measurement of a

length.
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Anyone who wishes to become acquainted with the various

methods used for finding the molecular dimensions should consult

the article by Herzfeld in Elektroiien, Atome, Molekiile, 1926

{Handhuch d. Phys,, Vol. XXII).

Specific Heat of Monatomic Gases—Equipartition of Energy

Monatomic gases arc, as the name indicates, those which have

a molecule consisting of a single atom ; in addition to mercury,

cadmium and zinc, this group contains the rare gases of the

atmosphere, helium, neon, argon, etc.

These gases, after their discovery, were siibjeeted to very

intensive study and research ; the air which, at the earth’s

surface, is composed of 21 parts by volume of oxygen and 78 of

nitrogen—a total of 99 per cent.—contains 0*94 per cent, of

argon, a quantity which is readily detectable
;
neon is ])resent in

the proportion of one part per 80,000 of air ,* then comes helium

in the proportion of one part in 250,000, and finally the others in

still smaller quantities.

The quantity of heat supplied to a monatomic* gas is employed

in increasing the kinetic energy of translation of the molecules,

and it might be thought that a portion would be employed in

increasing a rotational movement
; this, however, is not the case

for monatomic gases, for these behave as if they were composed

of rigid, perfectly elastic spheres, so smooth that wlien struck

they are unable to acquire a movement of rotation.

Actually the mean kinetic energy of a molecule is known to be

i mC^, and for the N molecules in a gramme-molecule the total

.1 3 ^
energy of motion is - NmC^ — - RT. Hence when the gas is

heated at constant volume so that all the heat goes to incrcas>e

the energy, for every degree rise in temperature, the specific heat

due to the velocity of translation of the moleeules will be

3
- R = 12-5 X 10’ ergs = 2-98 calories.*

Now for the monatomic gases (helium, neon, argon, mercury)

* 1 calory = 418 X 10’ ergs.
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it is definitely known that the specific heat given by experiment

is just 3 calories per gramme-molecule, and this shows that the

molecules do not rotate.

As Perrin observes, this is a very remarkable fact. It would

be sufficient to discredit the kinetic theory if there were a single

case in which the heat lost by three grams of water cooling

through one degree, caused a greater rise of temperature than

one degree in a grammc-nioleculc of any gas at constant volume ;

but this has m^ver betai found.

.5
The specific heat at constant })rcssure, ^ monatomic

gases
; ac^tually -f jpdV, pdV being the part absorbed in

increasing the volume by the amount dV. Since by differentiating

the equation pV = IIT it is found that pdV — RdT, it is easy to

obtain at once the relation :

C, = C., + R = 2
RT.

For all monatomic gases it may be said, too, that the ratio

^ must equal - — 1*66, and this has been verified with extreme

accuracy by means of experiments on the monatomic gases

helium, argon, mercury, etc.

So far we have, in speaking of the specific heats of gases,

indicated that there is a very close agreement between the

3 5 6 7
experimental values and the theoretical values -R, -R, -R, -R,

Jd It JL A

etc. This agreement between the classical theory and experiment

must, however, be accepted with reserve since the matter is really

complicated, showing a variation with temperature.

This variation has been studied carefully in the case of hydrogen ;

for this gas the specific heat in the region close to 80-55® absolute

8 . .
5

is ~ R = 2*98 calories per degree ; close to 250® abs. it is
^
R, and

then C,, rises continuously between 500® and 2,000®, reaching and

exceeding 6 calories per degree.
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Specific Heat {CJ) of Hydrogen

T. Cr T.

29 2-98 100 3-42

35 2*98 196 3-62

40 2-98 273 4-84

50 301 333 4-91

60 2-99 625 508
70 304 1,000 5-34

80 314 1,400 5-62

90 3-26 2,000 6-34

The explanation of this eliange in the speeilic heat will be given

in the section on quantum theory (Vol. II, Chap. VIII).

The Specific Heats of Perfect Polyatomic Gases—Degrees of

Freedom

For a polyatomic gas such as oxygen, nitrogen, hydrochloric

acid, or ammonia, the molecules are not spherical, and the heat

supplied is not used solely to increase the kinetic energy of

translation
;

part of it may increase the speed of rotation and

possibly another part may be converted (as is supposed) into

kinetic or potential energy among the components of the molecule.

On this assumption, the total quantity of heat dQ which is

supplied to a gas at constant volume is divided into two parts,

that which increases the energy of translation (already calculated

3
to be equal to - RdT) and that used up within the molecule.

It

The latter portion we may evidently suppose also to be

proportional to dT, so that we have ;

dQ = -RdT + - R.adT,
2 2

where a is the factor of proportionality.

For one degree difference of temperature, == - R (I + a).
2
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In order to find the spef^ifie heat at constant pressure we have
already seen that we must add K, so that we find :

II
Specific heat at constant pressure " (5 + 3a).

At tins stage* we may note the very interesting fact that a

assumes simple valuers. Actually the ratio

diatomic! gases ; for example :

CV c. Cp/C,>

hydrogen (Ho) . Cr8() 4-80 1*41

nitrogen (Ng) . 6-98 4-95 1*40

oxygen (Og) (5-98 4-95 1*40

carbon monoxide (CO) , TOO 4*95 1*40

2
so that for these gases a ~ Then the polyatomic gases may be

considered, such as methane
,
carbon dioxide. ammonia, etc.

For these the ratio 1 *33, so that a = 1.

Thus, for these gases, since (

3= - R (1 + rt^), the total energy

supplied in the form of heat is double that used in increasing the

kinetic (‘iiergy of translation.

ammonia (NHg) .

v.'p

8-65 0*47 1 *33

methane (CH 4 )
8-65 6-39 1*31

carbon dioxide (CO 2 )
. 8-88 6-60 1*30

For more complex molecules, a sometimes becomes equal to — ;

o

to sum up, the number that c'xpr(‘sses the relation existing between

the heat which is absorbeci in increasing the kinetic energy of

translation and that which is converted into energy of movement
within the molecule has always a simple value lying between

^ and
3 3

To Maxwell and to Boltzmann belongs the credit of giving a

complete explanation of these facts. For a spherical molecule

there are three possible ways in which its centre of gravity can

move corresponding to the three co-ordinates, viz., from right to
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left, up and down, and backwards and’ forwards (to use ordinary

terminology)
; it is said to have three degrees offreedom, this term

being used by analogy with the nomenclature introduced into

dynamics by Henri Poincar^, for the number of independent

values which must be known in order to specify completely the

configuration and position of any dynamical system.

This number expresses the capability of the system for

movement. For instance, a point moving in a plane has 2 degrees

of freedom
; a punctiform mass moving in space has 8, a solid

moving in space has 6, since, in addition to the displacement of its

centre of mass, necessitating 3 degrees of freedom, it can rotate in

three ways ; a pair of compasses has 7 degrees of freedom, viz.,

3 of translation, 2 of rotation of one leg, one of rotation about this

leg, and finally one of change of angle between the two legs.

A nut-cracker has 8 degrees of freedom. In surgery, a joint

which has become incapable of movement is said to be aiikylosed
;

thus ankylosis causes the human body to lose one of its degrees of

freedom ; if the joint of a pair of compasses becomes so stiff that

it no longer allows the angle between the legs to be altered, the

number of degrees of freedom of the system is reduced from 7 to 6.

To interpret these remarkable results, it was necessary for

Maxwell and Boltzmann to introduce the celebrated principle of

the equipartition of energy ; we shall illustrate this by means of a

few examples.

If we consider monatomic molecules as of the nature of smooth

elastic spheres incapable of transmitting a rotational movement,

it is clear that all the heat supplied will be used in increasing the

energy of translation ;
and since there are three possible motions,

all ranking equally, each of the three degrees of freedom will

absorb, for each degree rise in temperature, one-third of the total

3 1
heat supplied, it will absorb - R divided by 3, i.e,,

- R.
z z

Given the value of R, this means that the amount absorbed by
each degree of freedom per degree rise of temperature will be one

calory, or, more exactly, 0-99 calory.

For a gas with two atoms to the molecule, for example, Og or Ng,

the simplest idea of the molecule which it is possible to conceive
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is that of a system of two homogeneous elastie spheres eoupled

together in dumb-bell fashion ; since this system has an axis of

revolution passing through the centres of the two spheres, a

collision cannot affect the rotation about this axis, but the other

two rotations may be altered as a result of collisions, i.e., those

about the two axes normal to the axis of symmetry.

It is ne(*essary, therefore, to consider two new terms in estimating

the total kinetic* energy ecphvalent to the heat sup))lied.

The doctrine of the equi[)artition of energy states that each

degree of freedom absorbs the same amount of energy for each

degree rise' in temperature ; it is clear, then, that for a gas with

two atoms to the molecule, the specific heat at constant volume is

5 calories.*

For a gas having a rigid molecule with no axis of symmetry, the

number of degrees of freedom is 0, and the specific heat is twice

that of a monatomic gas ; there will be, then, a group of tri-atomic

gases for which (.\, i R X 6, C\, — 5*94.

This is the ease? for aqueous vapour (HgO), for whi(‘h at 100° C.

the value of C^, is exactly 5*94.

Finally, if the molecules are not rigid, the new-^ degrees of

freedom which are introduced lead to an increase of 1 calory per

degree ea(;h. Thus nitrous oxide (NgO) has a specific heat C^,

equal to 0*93.

We shall see in what follows, however, that there are certain

difficulties in this theory of specific heats and that the theory of

quanta has provided a brilliant solution ; the difficulties arise

from the fact that the specific heats are not, as implicitly assumed

in what has just been said, the same at all temperatures ; while

argon at 0° C., at 100°, at 1,000^ and at 2,000° always has the

same specific heat = 2-97, hydrogen at 0° C. has a specific heat

equal to 4-80 at 500° C., its specific heat has become 5*25, and at

1,000° C. it is 5*6.

We are here confronted wdth a definite and striking fact ; the

specific heat falls as the absolute zero is approached and tends to

the value 2*98 calories, ix,, to the value corresponding to 3 degrees

of freedom.

* Or, more exactly, 4-Q.j ^ b X
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The same applies to oxygen and to nitrogen (Nernst’s

experiments). Everything oeciirs as if tlie rotational degrees of

freedom gradually disappeared, as if the molecules behaved more

and more like homogeneous spheres incapable of rotation. We
see that if, as the temperature rises, the fresh degrees of freedom

appear simultaneously in all the moleeules, the molecular heat

should show a discontinuity at some temperature
;

if, on the other

hand, they do not appear at the same time in all the molecules,

but are subject to the oeeurrenee of molecular impacts, the specific

heat will increase progressively, as is found experimentally to be

the case. Thus the continuous increase of the specific heats of the

non-monatomic gases at high temperatures is not irreconcilable

with the equipartition hypothesis.

However, there is one matter wliieli is still obscure, and that is

the manner in which the rotations disappear at low temperatures.

Specific Heats of Solids—Simple Demonstration of Dulong
and Petit’s Law

Let us consider the molecules of a solid as elastic spheres

—

monatomic molecules—held in positions of equilibrium by the

action of neighbouring molecules but capable of executing small

vibrations about these equilibrium positions. The kinetic energy

of a molecule is given by the expression :

kinetic energy = \m (u^ +
where Wg, are the three components of the instantaneous

velocity.

The potential energy, expressed as a function of the co-ordinates

X, y, z of the position of the centre of mass, is given by :

potential energy = a {x^ -j- y^ +
That the potential energy should have this form will be clear

from the fact that it depends on the product of a force

—

proportional to the elongation—and the elongation itself, as in

the case of a pendulum ; and the law of elasticity for a solid

—

reaction proportional to the deformation—leads to the supposition

that the force tending to restore the atom to its position of

equilibrium is proportional to the distance by which it is displaced.
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The total depends, then, on the sum of six terms eaeh

of wliieJi has the sfiine algebraic form ; the hypothesis of the

cquif)artition of energy indicates that eaeli of these absorbs
{

of the energy supplied. But we know that, in the case of gases.

1 degree of freedom absorl)s
R
2

calories [)er degree for eaeh

gramme-molecule, no matter what the gas ; it is obvious that

tlu* speeilte heat corresponding to both energies—kinetic and

[)otentiai -of the ])artieles of a solid will be, per degree and ])er

gramme-moleeule, six times as great, 3R (e(]ual to 5*95 ealories).

This (xplains Dulong and Petit’s law, which was originally

obtained empirically ; thus the molecular heats at constant pressure

are approximately 0 calories, this being de}>endent on tlu' fact that

the very small change of volume (‘xhibited by solid bodies renders

the ('xt(‘rnal work done a negiigil)l(‘ quantity.

All this is siin])le and elegant, but certain bodies, for example

carbon and sulphur, seem to disobey this law
;

as in the ease of

gases, we cannot readily understand th(‘ r{‘ason for these apparent

exceptions without recourse to the (planturn theory ; actually

solids at low tenip(‘ratures have a lower specifi(‘ heat, tending to

zero. VVe shall consider this in Vol. II, Chap IV.

We must now consider the behaviour of rarefied gases and

the measurement and production of low pressui'cs. It will be

convenient, however, to interpose a discussion of the fiow of

non-rarefied gases along a tube, according to Poiscuille’s law.

*Formulae of Poiseuille and Maxwell for the flow of a gas—Reference
to Knudsen’s experiments

From normal pressures down to pressures of a few millimetres, Poiseuille 's

law * agrees with experiment, but when the free path of the molecules
approaches the diameter of the tube employed, the two diverge and the flow

takes place as if the velocity did not become zero at the walls
;
the gas then

slides along the walls and the effluent mass is greater than that appropriate

to the size of tube. It was Kundt and Warburg’s experiments in 1875 (Phil.

Mag.f Vol. 50, 1875, p. 53) that showed an extension of Poiseuille’s law to be

* Volume flowing =—
^
(Pi — pg),

where r = radius of tube.

I = length of tube.

— Pa “ fall of pressure.

= coefficient of viscosity.

CASTELFKANCHl VOL. I. 4
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necessary at low pressures. The theoretical problem was treated by Maxwell
in 1879, but the analysis of the reasons why the theory w^as not applicable

to very low pressures remained incomplete until in 1909 Knudsen, by means
of his famous experiments, completely clarified the argument.

Leaving until the following paragraph the examination of the limiting case

of flow^ under very low' pressures, w e may here describe how Maxwell’s result

is obtained. Let r be the radius of a capillary tube, L the length under
consideration, and imagine two cylindrical surfaces of radii equal to p and

{p + dp) taken inside the tube ; the frictional force due to the surfaces of

(iontact is 27Tp\..ri^ by the definition of the coefficient of friedion ; dvjdp is
dp

the velocity gradient.

The force acting on this hollow cylinder is therefore {p^ — p^ 27rp8/3,

w'henc;e it will be seen that the layer of gas is subjected to the tw'O following
forces :

—

(Pi - Pi) ff2nphy,^)

which at any instant are equal. Hence it is easy to calculate that

/
. , ( dh) dv\

Pi — p2 __ 1

^L ” dp^ "
p

* dp

It now remains to integrate this equation. Remembering that v ^ 0
w hen p — r, i,e., assuming that there is no slip at the walls of the tube, w'e have

The total volume of gas passing per second, V, is obtained by integrating
the expression for the volume flowing through each cylindrical shell, viz.,

27rpdp . V, from zero to r, which gives

V _-"(Pi-Pi)r* ,,,
87,L

To allow for the slip at the walls of the tube, the idea is introduced that the
walls exercise a frictional force / — e . 'Iirr . L . t? o> where Vq is the velocity of
the layer of gas immediately next to the wall and c is a numerical coefficient.

It is then sufficient to repeat the calculation in the same way as before, and
thus it is easy to obtain the following expression for the flow in terms of the
mass of gas passing :

—

+5)’’*

If this exj)ression be compared with Poiseuille’s simple expression, viz.,

(

4dr\
1 H ), the

correction applied is equivalent to taking tlie tube as having a larger diameter

in the ratio ^1 + : 1.

27rr](r -f- Sr)L
d(v -h hr.dv/dr)
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When proceeding to the consideration of low pressures the influence of
the friction term 17 /c becomes noticeable, and the flow G which occurs under
a specifled difference of pressure — p^) no longer decreases in direct

proportion to the pressure. Knudsen’s experiments sliowed that the quantity
floAvirig passed through a minimum value, then rose and tended towards a
limiting value (for p = 0 )

which was independent of p ;
this means that a

steady state is reached in which the phenomenon becomes independent of
the idea of viscosity. This will be explained in further detail in the following
section.

To give a concrete idea of the way in which the flow for a given change of
[)rcssure (pj — p^) varies with the mean pressure p, we may say that Knudsen
finds that for carbon dioxide flowing along a certain tube, Poiseuille’s law
(proportionality of G and p) holds from high pressures down to about 2 mm.
of mercury, hrom p — 2 to p — 0*4 mm. the amount of flow decreases, but

Fig. 1 8.^—Variation of the gas flow with the pressure.

at a constantly diminishing rate, until at p = 0 35 mm. it reaches a rniriinumi ;

then the flow rises again, and at about 0 02 mm. it attains a constant value,
which is maintained unaltered for all attainable low pressures.

We shall see in the next section how Knudsen has been able to obtain by
calculation the value of the limiting JlotVy which is represented in the figure

by the ordinate OA.

Very Rarefied Gases and the Kinetic Theory

It has been seen that the mean free path varies inversely as

the pressure ; from values of the order of a ten-thousandth

of a millimetre at ordinary pressures, it may attain values of

several centimetres or even several decimetres at low pressures.

Maxwell’s expression for the mean free path is, as already stated,

I = -;i >

^V2.na2
•1— r.
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where a is the moleeular diameter and n is the number of moleeules

in a cubie eentimetre.

For nitrogen and oxygen a ~ 3*7 x 10-^ em.
;
further we may

recall that n ~ (Avogadro’s number)/22,400 ~ 2*70 X 10^® for a

gas under normal conditions.*

Hcncc it is found that, at a pressure of one atmosphere and at

0° C., the

Mean free path “ = — <:*m.

11-5 X 10^» X 13-6 X 10-16 15 i()4

If the pressure were one teJi-rnillionth of an atmosphere, the

mean free path would be about 60 centimetres.

It is, then, possible to obtain vacua of such a high order that

the mean free path ecjuals and exceeds the dimensions of the

apparatus which contains the gas. Collisions of the molecule's

among themselves then become \'ery rare' and do not enter into

consideration if the pressure is \'ery low. It must be rememben'd

that in prac'tiee the means for })rodueing a vacuum are eaj)able of

reducing the pressure* to a millionth of a millimetre of mercury.

The result is a remarkable alteration of all the propeii:i(‘s of the

gas ; the study, both experimcjital and th(*oretical, of these

properties, has led to a whole scries of interesting conclusions with

which the name of the physicist Knudsen has been especially

associated.

To give some idea of the methods used in this work, we may
content ourselves with outlining the way in which the flow of a

rarefied gas in a fine tube leads to Knudsen’s formula.

It is known that the flow of a gas along a capillary tube is, at

normal pressures, in accordance with Poiscuille’s law ;

Mass passing per unit time : G — {p^ ~ P 2 )

where I ~ length of tube, p ~ mean pressure of the gas, M ~
molecular weight of the gas.

The gas behaves during its passage as if it adhered to the walls

and its velocity increased from zero at the walls to a maximum at

22,400 is the number of cubic centimetres in a gramme-molecule of

any gas.
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the centre of the stream ; there is no discontinuity of velocity in

the vicinity of the walls. It is known that Poiseuille’s law is

com})letely verified experimentally and that it j)rovides a means

for finding the coefficient of viscosity, 7;, from a measurement of

the flow G.

When, however, tlie pressure of the gas is so low that the mean
free path of tlie molecules is no longer very small in comparison

with the radius of tlie tube, especially if this latter bc‘ a capillary,

this law no longer holds good, and the gas behaves as if it no

longer adhered to the walls ; there is a sharp discontinuity in

passing from the moving gas to the stationary wall.

For very higli vacua, in fact tli<‘ highest ordinarily attainable,

it lias been shown ex])erimeJitally that, betow a certain fall of

pressure, tliere is a limiting rate of flow whicli is independent of

the gas pressure* ; the conception of viscosity then loses its

meaning
;

in fact, wlien the (*ff(‘ets of the inter-molceular

(Collisions are negligible, /.e., when the flow is governed solely })y

the collisions of the* molec‘ules with the walls, the ])lienomenou

elifuiges from one of viscous floxv to one of molecular floxc.

Now, if the gas were at rest, Maxwcdls law of distribution of

velocities would certainly hold ; if, however, the* gas be in motion,

it can only be used as a first approximation. As regards the

directions in which the molecules leave the wall after a collision

with it, it appears that, at the high vacua now under consideration,

the molecules are, as it were, absorbed by the wall and re-emitted

in all directions according to the law of probability.

After these two remarks we can at once describe how it is

}x>ssible to obtain the expression for the mass of gas which flows

per second along the tube.

The axial force on the wall is per sq. cm. [{px “
the fall of pressure along a centimetre of tube is {p^ — Pz)!^^ so

that the axial force is \(px this is distributed

over the wall of one centimetre length of the tube, i.e., over an

area 2Trr . 1

.

The force which acts on each centimetre of the tube can be

expressed in another way ; it is, in fact, equal to the momentum
which the walls of the tube receive per unit area in the direction
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of the axis. But we know that the number of molecules which

strike a square cm. of the walls per second is — (sec p. 63),

VGtt

where is the number of molecules contained in one cubic

centimetre and is. as usual, the mean square of the velocities
;

further, ea(‘h molecule has a momentum 'nm alon^ the axis of the

tul)c
; hen(‘e the momentum sought is

77C
mu —

'S/077

r . (a)

Now nm is the density of the gas, and the mass flowing per

second is G — ttt^u X density.

If in this expression we replace 7inm by the value obtained

from equation (a) we have, on eliminating C by means of the

I’elation ^ MC^ RT,

Moss ofgas flowing per second,

'S/77^ 7*3 / M
G = -nrhi X density = y

y' . (j8)

This is Knudsen’s equation.

As will be seen, the viscosity no longer appears in the result

;

the movement of the fluid takes place as a mass, and no longer

in separate streams exerting on each other a mutual friction
;

the pressure of the gas has no effect on the flow, and this is

governed by a single variable (pi — p^ ; this shows that if the

pressure is halved, the density of the gas is halved, but it flows

twice as fast.

Formula (^) has been verified experimentally, and explains the

facts perfectly.

We may now pass on to describe a practical application.

It is clear that the momentum communicated by the gas per

second to unit area of the walls, or more simply the acting force,

nc
is mu —== ;

putting for mn and for C the values obtained from
\/Gtt

the equations obtained previously, viz.
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p = n/2/i, = RT, = 3/2/im,

we have

the axial force per unit area (otherwise the pressure) exerted by the

gas on the walls is
up

jV
This expression has a direct application in the molecular

7nanometer, This is an interesting instrument wliich is used for

measuring very low pressures with a sensitivity approaching

one-millionth of a millimetre of mercury.

It comprises a horizontal disc which is caused to oscillate

rapidly in the gas, the pressure of which is being measured.

The oscillation is induced by means of a rotating magnetic field

outside the instrument, this field acting on a magnet attached to

the disc ; another disc parallel to this one is suspended just

above it by means of a fine quartz thread, and it is induced to

rotate by reason of the rapid movement of the disc which is

revolving at a distance of a few millimetres below it.

The velocity with which the molecules move past the stationary

disc (i.e,, the quantity u in the problem just considered) is car,

where ca is the angular velocity of the rotating disc ; the force

exerted on the annular clement of area ^lerdr has the value :

P / M
V m*

X car X 2TTrdr,

To convert to moments it is necessary to multiply by the

radius r. Integrating all the elementary moments from zero to r,

the total moment tending to rotate the disc is obtained ; this

produces a proportional torsion in the suspension thread, so that,

equating the value of the moment acting on the disc with that

of the force tending to prevent this rotation, we have :

angle of twist = Ar^ca^?VM/RT,

where r = the radius of the disc,

ca = the angular velocity,

p = the pressure to be determined.

The constant A contains the numerical factors which appear
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at the end, as well as the constant of torsion of the suspension

thread, which is naturally known.

It will be seen that this apparatus is actually an absolute

manometer, for the quantities M, T, II, and co are known ; the

angle of twist, too, can be measured by means of a beam of light

reflected from a small mirror attached to the quartz thread

suspension.

The unknown, p, can at once be calculated. The sensitivity

increases with increase of the velocity imparted to the rotating

disc, a velocity which can be regulated.

Pumps for High Vacua

Considering how very important high vacua have now become

in industrial practice for the preparation of X-ray tubes and

valves for radio work, we ought to devote many pages to describing

modern pumps and the apparatus used for measuring the very

low pressures which can now be obtained
;
but we cannot treat

the subject at any lengtli, and so must refer the reader to special

books.* We can, however, give a short account of the most

important apparatus. Gacde (1913) devised an interesting

application of the property of rarefied gases in his molecular pump,

which is capable of giving a high vacuum in a short time. It is

based on the so-called principle of the moving wall. A moving

wall drags the neighbouring gas with it, communicating to the

molecules which rebound from it a velocity component parallel

to that of the wall, this component having a mean value which

is not zero. It is as if the molecules condensed on the wall and

were then evaporated from it after a short interval of time,

leaving it in all directions. If, now, the wall be moving in a

certain direction, all the molecules take, on the average, a velocity

component parallel to that direction. In this way it is possible

to produce a suction effect on the gas if the initial pressure is

sufficiently low. If this condition is not fulfilled, the collisions

between the molecules destroy the effect of the wall.

The diagram of Fig. 19 represents the pump invented by

See, for instance, La Technique du vide, by Dunoyer ; High Vacua, by
Dushman.
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Gaede
; it will be seen that in the bronze cylinder, which is the

rotating part, there arc cut several circular grooves, those nearer

the centre being dee})cr so as to afford a larger channel for the

flow of the more rarefied gas. The projecting teeth (C) fit into

these grooves, and both together make up a kind of eoinb. The

inner surface of the containing vessel is very close (O-l mrn.) to

the moving face of the cylinder. At two points in the vessel,

n and m, are openings which form the outlets of two tubes, one

Fig. 19.—Gaede’s molecular pump.

of which leads to the apparatus to be evacuated, the other to a

space in which a backing vacuum of several tenths of a millimetre

is maintained.

There is a series of grooves (F) so arranged that the gas

accumulated in the space is carried into the space which

is opposite to m and symmetrical with it about the median plane.

The outlet from communicates with n, and in this way the

apparatus is equivalent to two neighbouring pumps in series.

The number of revolutions may be 6,000 to 8,000 per minute.

Holweck^s molecular pump (see Journal de Physique, Vol. 4,

p. 584, 1923) depends on the same principle as Gaede’s. The
rotating part is a smooth cylinder, while the stationary containing
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cylinder has no projections but spiral grooves which increase in

depth towards the outlet. The clearance between the fixed and

moving parts is 0*03 millimetre.

Another type of pump for high vacua is based on the

phenomenon that a jet of vapour from boiling mercury drags

molecules of gas along with it (Langmuir’s and Volmer’s pumps).

What are the vacua attainable with these pumps ? One might

justifiably^ say that the degree of rarefaction which it is possible

to obtain with the Ilolweek pump or with the mercury vapour

pump is unlimited. This must be understood in the sense that

tile limit to the rarefadion produe(‘d in a ^"essel is no longer set

by the pump, hut by other things such as the cleanness of the

walls (the complete elimination of oils which give off vapour),

the presence of occluded gases or of gaseous films adhering to

the metallic parts, laps, etc.

The pressures whieli may be attained by eliminating to the

utmost possible extent all the abo\'e-mentioned sources of gas

are frequently below K) ' mm. of mercury. At present, however,

there is no instrunu'iit which will gi\’e an ac'curate measurement

of the vacua obtained. By using electrical methods of estimation,

some physicists claim to have obtain<‘d pressures of the order

of 10' mm. of mercury. It is generally considered that the

technique of high \ aeua has reached the stage of giving residual

pressures of the order of 10 ” mm. of mercury. To give an idea

of what this vacuum means it is sufficient to note that there will

remain about 5 milliards of molecules p(*r cubic centimetre. Yet

this number is so small compand with the number of molecules

present under ordinary conditions, that it is difficult to detect

the presence of these residual molecules by experimental means.

We may, just as a matter of interest, compare this lowest

attainable pressun* with the difference of pressure which the

human ear is capable of detecting. Experiments carried out

within the last few years have shown that thv human ear can,

for frequencies lying between 500 and 8,000, respond to differences

of pressure of 0*001 bar (1 bar = 1 dyne per sq. cm.), equivalent

to a pressure of about 10“’ mm. of mercury.
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Our ear, then, is sensitive to pressures of one-millionth of a

gram per square cm. These feeble sounds correspond to a power

of the order of watt.* This is the so-eall(‘d limit ofaudibility.

Manometers for Measuring very low
Pressures

These are of s(‘veral kinds. Tiie princi[)l<‘

of Sutherland’s manometer is illustrated in

Fig. 20.

A thin disc of glass is suspended between

two horizontal plates N by a thread which

carries a small mirror S, wliich is viewed

through the window I by means of a telescope.

The suspension head L is of iron and can be

rotated by means of an external magnet so

that the disc can be set into oscillation

as a horizontal })endulum. Its vibrations,

however, are dam])ed and the* damping can ho

observed with the telescope. If and Sg be A

two succ(*ssiv(‘ amplitudes, the theory of

damped oscillations shows that the ratio

Sj/Sg is constant with respect to time and

that, in fact, S^/Sg -- where T is the

period.

It will be seen at once that this will give
, 1 1 20.—Viscosity
the pressure ol the gas present, which is manonicter.

responsible for the damping.

Dushman’s manometer is that to which reference has already

been made
;
a diagram is given in Fig. 21

.

BB is a glass bulb, A is the rotating disc made of aluminium,

and connected by means of the stem II to the magnetic needle NS ;

GG is the Gramme ring which maintains the oscillation ; C is the

* The average intensity of human speech at 10 cm. from the mouth is

0-01 microwatt, i.r., 0*1 erg per second ; therefore the excess pressure is

2 bars as compared with 10® bars^ the normal pressure. The Americans in

speaking use a power of 10 to 15 microwatts (the lower figure corresponds
to speech with intervals of silence, the higher number to uninterrupted
speech).
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niira disc, F its thread, M the mirror indicating the angle through

which the mica disc is turned.

The ionisation valves which act as manometers at low })ressures

arc, in essence, thre(‘ ele(‘trodc \'alv(\s lik(' those used in

radio-telegraphy. The ])rineiple on wliieli their use is founded is

that if, in a gas at low pressure (argon for exam]:)le), a stream of

electrons emitted from an incandescent lilanuait travels towards an

Fuj. 21,^—Molecular manometer
of Langmuir and Dushman,

anode, tliese electrons ionise the

molecules of the residual gas in the

bull) so long as their velocity w,

due to the accelerating field, is

such that hnu^ We (kinetic

(‘iiergy > total work required).

This will be explained in Vol. 11,

Chap. 11 ; m indicates th(‘ mass of

the electron, e its charge, V the

ionisation potential of the gas,

i.e., that fall of potential sullicient

to remove an electron from the

atom. The positive ions produced

can be colk'cted on an electrode

and the intensity of the ionisation

current so obtained measures thc‘

pressure of the* gas.

The three electrodes may be

arranged in different ways : in

one type the intc'rnal filament

is the incandescent cathode and

concentric with it is a filament

in double s})iral form wound round it. This serves as the

anode, and a cylinder outside the two filaments acts as the

collector.

Once the curve connecting the pressure with the ionisation

current is known, the instrument is ready for use.

The kinetic theory of gases successfully provided the means for

calculating the velocity with which the molecules moved, the
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number of eollisions which they made per second, their dimensions

and tile number of them in a cubic centimetre. In sjiite of these

wonderful successes, however, it did not succeed in inspiring

unbounded faith in the atomic conception of matter, pca-haps on

account of tlic extremely great or extremely small magnitudes

which occurred iji the results. Ostwald, a chemist of great repute,

in a memorable lecture delivered in 1904, in which he relied solely

on the })rinei))les of kinetics, opposed the new seientilie tendency

and the new doctrine. C’annizzaro, a strong advocate, was at the

end of his career, but there appeared in Perrin an energetic

supporter and an aemte investigator who could pile fact upon fact

and researdi upon rese^arch.

A phenomeno)! which early exerted an enormous influence on

the development of the j)e‘W })hysics, by demonstrating plainly the

eliseontinuity of jnatter anel the inde^pendent movements of the

particles composing it, was the Brownian movement. It was to

this, then, that Perrin elevoted his wonde^rful genius for refineel

experiment, while Kinstcin formulateel the underlying theory.
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CHAPTER IV

FLUCTUATIONS

Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics.—Entropy and
Probability

The principle of the conservation of energy is an absolute

principle valid equally well for a siogle molecule and for a mass of

gas containing a large number of molecules. On the other hand,

Carnot’s principle* (1824) is a statistical result which holds only on

the macroscopic scale, that is, for phenomena averaged over many
iijolecules. If the temperature of a gas which has been carefully

isolated from all external influences is not varying, the average

kinetic energy of its molecules, which serves as a measure of the

temperature, remains constant. The kinetic energy of a particular

molecule, however, taken in the interior of the gas, is continually

changing, owing to collisions, and at a point where by chance the

molecules are moving more rapidly, the temperature is a little

greater than that determined. Where certain molecules of lower

velocity collide with the wall the pressure will be less, and where

the molecules are moving upwards against the force of gravity the

temperature locally must be lower than that observable for the

gas taken as a whole.

Thus when attention is concentrated on elements of volume

which are sufficiently small, the statistical character of physical

laws is clearly apparent, and from the point of view of kinetic

theory the uniformity of density and temperature presumed by

thermodynamics are realised only on the average and on condition

that we do not attempt to verify them for volume elements not

containing an immense number of molecules. In reality, there

occur fluctuations about the average state, which although small

and irregular, are in certain cases perceptible, that is to say,

accessible to experiment. It is evident that these fluctuations

* The second law of thermodynamics.

110
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will be more pronounced the smaller the elements of volume

investigated.

Regarding the question from another point of view, we may say

that if it is attempted to explain in terms of the meehanies of

molecules, an irreversible phenomenon such as the diffusion of

two gases one into the other, taken at the same teinperature and

pressure, a serious difllculty is encountered. The movements of

the molecules are, in fact, supjwsed subject to classical mechanics,

and are therefore essentially reversible, i,e., (‘apahlc of being

reproduced in the reverse sense. If at a given moment one

imagines the velocities of all the molecules exactly reversed, the

gas will pass through again in the opposite order, the series of its

previous states. In particular, if a mixture arising from the mutual

diffusion of two different gases is considered, the two gases will

becom(‘ separated once more. Now experience demonstrates the

impossibility of such a spontaneous separation which would be

opposed to Carnot’s principle, although perfectly com])atible with

the laws of mechanics.

Maxwell, faced with this difficulty, devised an ingenious

explanation which later was to be the germ of the complete

solution given by Boltzmann. Carnot’s principle is established

by “ macroscopic ” observations, that is to say, observations

referring to complex systems formed of a great number of

molecules. The magnitudes which are dealt with in thermodynamics
—^the temperature and pressure of gases, for example—define

merely an average state for all the molecules contained in a fixed

volume. There is no experiment which shows that the principle is

valid for microscopic phenomena, phenomena on the molecular

scale. It is, in fact, possible to imagine molecular mechanisms which

would enable experiments in contradiction to tlK‘ principle to be

carried out. Consider, for example, a gas at uniform temperature

occupying two chambers separated by a wall, and imagine a

minute and agile spirit able—by sliding aside a tiny window—to

open and close for a brief instant a small aperture in the separating

wall. This imp could by suitable mana?uvring allow the more

rapid molecules of one chamber to pass into the other, and the

slower molecules of the latter to pass in the reverse direction into
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tlie first chamber. He would by doing this have created an

inc(juality of temperatuic without the performance of external

work, in defiance of Carnot’s principle. Now what Maxwell’s

demon could contrive to accomplish without loss of energy miglit

come about through a sequence of fortunate coincidences among
the molecules, without external interv^ention. Carnot’s principle

cannot therefore be applied in following the phenomenon in detail.

It will be found to b(^ invalid by an intelligence^ sulUciently refined

to deal with the molecules individually.

The study of Brownian motion confirms this point of view

according to which Carnot’s principle loses its absolute signifieance.

The cquilibriuju configurations which the principle allows us to

predict as rigidly fixed, correspond in reality only to average^

aspects about which matter is in continuous vacillation.

Fluctuations occur \vhich become more and more important as

the number of molecules preserit decreases. It is to Boltzmann

that we are indebted for the development of tliis idea and for the

explanation of w^hy Carnot’s j^rinciple, wiiich ceases to be valid

when phemenona are studied on a scale approaching the molecular

scale, has never been found w^anting in the investigation of

“ macroscopic ” or av(‘ragc effects.

The magnitud(\s wc measure are mean values calculable for

maximum probability, and measurements carried out on

sufficiently small volumes deviate from the mean value by an

amount wdiich varies with position and with time. This is the

phejpomenon of “ fluctuations.”

^^/tlonsider a mass of gas. According to th(‘ kinetic theory, to

define the state of the gas an enormous number of independent

data (parameters) must be given, namely, the co-ordinates and

velocity components of all the molecules. On the practical side

the mean values of certain magnitudes extended over a large

number of molecules, actually over the whole mass, are investigated

(pressure, volume, temperature).

As the precise state of motion of each single molecule is not

accessible to observation, recourse is had to probability methods,

and a statistical mechanics is constructed. The construction of

the statistics means the discovery of the law of distribution of the
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inolecTilar velocities, and this law has been duly given in p. 54.

It is clear, however, tliat one and the same mass of gas definitely

determined from th(‘ thermodynamic standpoint, can o(‘eur in

practice with very numerous and varied combinations of the

molecular parameters. CTsing an expression due to Gibbs and

Boltzmann, we may say that a gr<;‘at number of different

comph\ri(ms of tl)e molecular parameters can eorres].)ond to the

same maeros(*oj)ie state. A given state of the gas is the more

probable the gnaiter the nunilxa* of complexions for which the

stat(‘ is re alised. It is natural to admit that given a gas in any

state initially, it will tend towards the more probable states. The

numbe r of eornple'xions W eorrespe)nding to a given state is taken

as tljc measure of tlie ])re)bability of that state. As the entropy,

like* the* probability, also tenels always to increase, the combination

e)f the* two e*e)ne*(*])ts into erne can be arrived at simply by assuming

the entropy S to be an increasing function of the ]>robability W :

S -/(W).

The form of the fune*tie)n / is determined imme‘diately by the

fae*t that fe)r two inelepe*nde‘nt gases the total entr()])y is the sum

e)f the partial entre)pies (S = + Sg), anel if \\\ and Wg are the

pre)babilities of the states of the two gases, these states being

independent, the probability of their simultaneous occurrence

ecpials the product W ~ x Wg, It follows that the entropy

must be a logarithmic function of the probability. Suppose,

in fact,

S - A-log W (1)

TIu! two entropies of the separate gases, expressed in tenns of the

corresponding probabilities, are :

Sj A* log W 83 ^ A’ lOg \\\.

The total entropy S should be given in terms of the probability

W of the whole system, by

S ^ k log W.

This lollows immediately from

S =:r^ Si + Sg and W ~ Wj x V\ 3.

The fundamental relation (1) established originally by Boltzmann
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for a gas is now general. It connects in an extremely simple way
the entropy of a system with the logarithm of its probability. As

a consequence of this result, the second law of thermodynamics

becomes a statistical truth applicable only to systems which

depend on a large number of molecular parameters. The

equilibrium state predicted by thermodynamics, i.e,, the

configuration of maximum entropy, now appears as the most

probable but not the sole possible configuration of the system

which in the course of time passes through all the possible

configurations in the proportion of their probabilities.

The most probable configuration is merely the one most

frequently assumed ; it will be more predominant the greater the

complexity of the system. Fluctuations about this state must,

however, occur, and it will shortly be seen how the relation (1) not

only allows the magnitude of the fiuctuations in any particular

case to be predicted, but also enables molecular magnitudes to be

deduced from experimental measurements of the fluctuations.

Nowadays we express ourselves in such terms as, it is extremely

improbable that the density at a point in a gaseous mass in

equilibrium will vary in the ratio 1 to 2 ; it is most unlikely that a

hectogramme weight hung by a rope will rise a metre in tlie air

as a result of Brownian motion ; it is enormously improbable that

two gases mixed together will separate spontaneously by diffusion,

and so on.

Existence of Fluctuations—Utilisable Energy

From the point of view of the kinetic theory, then, the

uniformity of densityand temperature assumed in thermodynamics

is only realised for average values and on condition that it is not

attempted to extend the verification down to too small elements.

Actually thermal equilibrium is a mere semblance masking the

agitation of the molecules. Deviations from the mean state,

fiuctuations, occur, and although these are certainly small, it is

possible for them to become accessible to human observation. A
micron cube drawn about a point in a gaseous mass does not

contain always the same number of molecules, or, in other words,

has not always the same density, and the temperature at the point
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is fluctuating, but the problem is to reveal these deviations with a

thermometer. Also the pressure exerted on a square micron of

the wall is not the same in successive instants.

To conclude this recapitulation, the existence of fluctuations

is contrary to Carnot’s principle in its old rigid form, but is

compatible with it if one regards the principle as a statistical law.

In that case we say simply, that thermodynamic equilibrium

corresponding to maximal entropy represents a statistical

equilibrium corresponding to the most probable state, the other

states not being excluded but being less likely the more they

deviate from the most probable state.

The study of fluctuations is approached in the light of the

above remarks. Tlie general law was given by Einstein. Smolu-

chowski applied it to a number of interesting cases which we shall

mention.

Consider to begin with a gas. It has been seen that the entropy

is related to the probability of the system by Boltzmann’s relation

S A; log W. Passing from the equilibrium state characterised by

the maximum entropy S^, to which corresponds the maximum
probability Wq, to the neighbouring state characterised by the

probability W, we have :

W
S - So = A: log

,“ ^ Wo
from which it follows that

s — s

W - Woe

But given two entropies, S and So, it is clearly possible to pass

from the state corresponding to the entropy Sq to the state

corresponding to S, maintaining the temperature constant, and in

that case the difference (S — Sq) is merely the ratio ^ of the

energy utilisable externally (the external work) to the temperature,

dQ
since dS ~ —

,

T

Thus we may write :
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ii

pi'ohability W Af* (2)

wlierc A is a constant.

Tliis established, wc' show that the eonstant k oeeurring in the

above expression (dr the probability W is merely wliere R

denotes the perfect ^as eonstant and N is Avogadro’s number.

Oidy a sketch of the proof will be given in order to avoid

complications and to enable the more interesting conelusions to

be reached without delay.

In dealing with Maxwell’s law^ for the distribution of velocities

in a gaseous mass, it was seen that the probability of a moh^eide

having eomponents of velocity u, v, zv, is expressed in this way :

prohability of a molecule having kinetic energy

f(u, V, zv)
'' "’*> = ae

'
"''('"j-)

But the discussion of th(‘ distribution of velocities was made
without refereiK’c to the height, varying from instant to instant,

to which the mok‘(‘ule rises in its motion. Gaseous masses were

considered, which on the whole were of limited lieight. It was

always kinetic energy that was referred to and m^ver ])ot(mtial

energy, or, as oiU‘ might say, the molc(‘ules were assumed to

have ?nass but not weight. When, however, gaseous masses of

unlimited height are considered, it is necessary to admit that a

rising molecule acquir(‘s potential energy equal in amount to the

kinetic energy lost. It is easy to sec how
,
by an extension of

the above formula, the probability of a molecule having total

energy E comes out to be :

probability that a molecule has energy F]

ae ==
_ NK

ae iiT . (3)

where 2 KY
N
R

(see p. 61).

We are oidy concerned here with the relationship between

(2) and (3). The latter refers to a single molecule and not to an

assembly, the reverse being the case for (2). The fact remains,

however, that the probability for the assembly is given by
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the product of the probabilities for the individuals, and by
multiplying together expressions of the type (3) for the different

moJeeules, the exponentials add u{) and the rc'sult must reduee

to (2). From this relation the following Jioteworthy result can

be deduced :

1 R
AT “ OT’

from which we have

Ar = - 13-7 X 10-
N

as was asserted, k is termed Boltzmann s constant.

To sum up, the j)robability W that a gaseous mass will be in a

state from whieh the utilisable energy E can be withdrawn, is :

w = Ar- lit

We now eomc' to the last ste}) in the derivation of an extremely

important result. If the above expression for W is compared

with that gh i ng tlie probability of oeeurrenec of an error A
(Gauss’ Law), which takes the form :

W - e

\/71

we see that just as the (‘onstant is related to the mean square of

the error, bv the very simple formula :
-- ™ mean square of the
2a

error, so the mean value of the external utilisable work E is related

N
to — by an equivalent equation. This is at once seen to be
RT ^ ^ ^

Mean utilisable external loork :

RT _ 8 32 X 10^

¥n ”
121-2 X 1(^"

‘ T 0-85 X 10" . T.

This important and simple result we might have anticipated.

It tells us that the utilisable work equals one-third of the kinetic

3 RT
energy of a molecule, the latter being given by

^ ^ *

To show how this relation comes about, we consider a mass of

gas contained in a parallelepiped, the walls of which contain
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innumerable minute pistons arranged close together and normal

to the wall. (See Fig. 22.)

In a given time, a large number of molecules, say a milliard,

will impinge on the wall ; but an equal number carrying the

same energy will strike the pistons of the opposite wall. The

kineti(‘ energy of a molecule

is known to be on the average

3 RT
2'N

can be abstracted from a

molecule striking a piston

amounts on the average to

RT
only that is, a third })art

,
but the energy which

of
3 RT

since only one of

Fig. 22.

2 N
the components of velocity

comes into account.

If it is desired to perform

external work by making use

of the system of pistons for

converting the kinetic energy

into work, it is evident that the amount obtainable from the mass

of gas will be very small, because in a given time the numbers of

molecules received by the ))istons on the right and on the left

respectively will be equal and the velocities in the two groups

will on the average be the same. At first sight it appears that

the utilisable work must be zero. That is not the case, however.

If the time interval be mentally restricted so that instead of a

milliard a much smaller number of molecules is involved, until

finally the symmetry associated with large numbers no longer

holds, and the impact of a molecule on the right-hand wall is

not accompanied by an impact on the left-hand wall, then it will

be possible to extract from the whole mass of gas (however large),

RT
on the average, energy of amount
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A question which will occur to the reader is how the entropy

dQ
which is defined by the relation dS = - can conform to the

apparently entirely different definition, S — A; lo^ W.
It is easy to sec that the two definitions agree. Differentiating

1

S ^ k log W, we liave dS k d\\. Now dW, the increment

in the number of complexions, is clearly given by the quotient

/R
^dQ/ ^T, for dQ repres(‘nts the increment of the quantity of heat,

and each complexion (d{‘gree ol freedom) absorbs an amount ^T.

Thus dS - k ,,, dW
\\

R
N

dQ

RW TN

dQ 1

f W'

In this way th(' siatistical signijlcancr of entro])y is clearly

brought out. If lu^at is added to a body at a certain temperature,

dQ
.

tlie ([uotic'ut is a ([uantity proportional to the immediate

increment in the complexions W.

General Law of Fluctuations (Einstein)

The result obtained above for a gas is assumed to hold for any

system wliieh, although apparently in a steady state, is subject

to very small, spontaneous lluctuations from which external work

can be derived. For example, a spring or a tuning fork will

execute spontaneous oseillations of average potential and kinetic

RT
energies of amount Considering a closed electric circuit

spontaneous variations of the current will occur, the energy of

RT LI2
which is always given by the equation ,

where L denotes

the inductance of the circuit, and I is the maximum value of

the current passing. This relation furnishes a value for I.
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To ascertain the range of tlie spontaneous oscillations of a

RT hx^
, . ,

spring, we equate tlie quantity to , wlicre h is the constant

of deformation of the spring, i,e., the force required to produce

unit deformation, x — 1

.

This general law of fluctuations is due to Einstein. It has

been established here only for gases, but it is easy to se(‘ liow it

can be extended to any system.

Smoluchowski’s Theory of Density Fluctuations in a Fluid

—

Critical Opalescence

We wish now to determine the law relating the ])robability W
to the “ condensation ” which takers pla(‘e in a gas owing to

fluctuations of density.

Consider an element of volume of a gas, containing

molecules of mass m. If v is the specific volume (volume of

unit mass), mn^v re[)resents the actual volume o(‘eupie(l by the

Uq molecules. The external work jicrformed in passing from tlie

pressure jpQ to the pressure p equals :

mrit. (
1

)

which is the sum of the partial Avorks. If this int(?gral is devc^loped

in a series stopping at the first term, W(‘ find :

r dp (v - t’o“ ^
dp

inn.
^Ldv^ ]

mn^
dvo

2)

V —
y has been put equal to , which clearly represents the

instantaneous condensation.

We know that for a perfect gas pV ™ RT, when^ V is the volume

of a gramme-molecule. Thus V — and pv^mN — RT. It

dp RT
follows that ^ and inserting this value in (2) we

obtain

R
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Finally, since the probability of a state for which the

corresponding available work is L, equals

VV = Ac

we have, assuming tlie value for L just found,

probability associated with the condensation of specific volume y ;

W-Ac it" (3)

This relation is none other than the well-known error law of

Gauss expressed in the fonnula

W = dA
^ TT

and we are well acquainted with the relation which exists between

the constant B and the mean error. In our ease the mean error

is the fluctuation of the condensation. Both the simple mean of

the error and the mean square are known as functions of B, the

1 1
former being ^ ^

and th(i latter

Thus making use of (3), we have immediately :

1 1

mean square of the condensatio7i y^mean ~ *75 ~ T-
JitXj /Jq

This is a very important result. Instead of volumes we think

now of the number of molecules contained therein. Since this

number is proportional to the volume,
w — Wn

may be written in

^ jy

place of ——~ ~ y, and we have, employing the equation

y mean

(

1 (^«)“niean 1— I = — or —;— = r
^ / meal Un

and finally, (^*^ 0
)^ = Hq.

This last relation is also written in the form :

Jn = Vn
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The mean deviation increases with the square root of the

number of particles concerned in the observation.

If in a large restaurant the average number of glasses n broken

in a day equals 100, the fluctuation of this number will amount
on the average to 10, where it is understood that in arriving at

tlu' fluctuation, the scjuare root of the average of the values of

obtained daily, is to be used.

It can easily be shown that the average condensation y,

obtainable by taking the arithmetic mean of the values
V — Vq

is given by :

average condensation y ==
2

TTWo

For a gas at normal density, there are 60 X 10®* molecules

contained in 22,400 c.e. In a cubic centimetre, therefore, the

mean fluctuation will be of the order of 10"^®. In this case there
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can be no hope of experimental verification. If the volume

considered were a 1 micron cube, the mean fiuctuation would be

rather larger, and it would amount to 8 per cent, for a very small

space containing only 100 molecules.

The case is altered in favour of much larger fluctuations of

density if the gas is in the neighbourhood of the critical point.

It may be recalled here that at the critical point the compressibility

curve of the gas, the curve showing the connection between the

pressure and the specific volume, becomes horizontal over a

certain length, and possesses a point of inflection, so that for a

small variation of the pressure, there occurs a very marked change

in the volume.

The curve then not only has a horizontal tangent, but for a

certain length is truly horizontal. (At the point P in Fig. 23.)

Analytical geometry indicates that at the point of inflexion the

dp d^p
derivates

2
will both be zero. Reconsidering the develop-

ment in series of the integral 1 (p — Po)dv which was previously
•It’o

confined to the first term, it will obviously be necessary to repeat

the calculation, taking into account terms after the first. At the

j)lacc where the characteristic equation of the perfect gas pY = RT
was introduced, in the case of a gas near to liquefaction we must

employ in the analysis the equation of an imperfect fluid which

obeys, not the simple law, but a modified form such as that of

Van der Waals.

The expression arrived at is in fact the following :

mean fluctuation of the condensation at the critical point

rmean = M3/\/«o

independently of the nature of the fluid.

Thus it is clear that a small volume containing 10® molecules

can give rise to a sensible fluctuation, for \/ 10® = 100, and we

are now in the region of a 1 per cent, effect.

The example just given, — 10®, corresponds to the consideration

of fluctuations occurring in a small cube whose dimensions are
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of the order of the wave-length of Adsible light, and the result

obtained explains why highly compressed fluids near the critical

})oint appear opalescent and emit bluish light (critical ()paleseenc(').

The path of a pencil of light through the fluid then becomes

visible just as in air charged with smok(‘. Th(‘ opal(‘scence is

stable, and is the effect of a slight heterogeneity of th(‘ fluid in

which there occur contiguous regions of sensibly differt*nt density.

Some swarms of molecules are eondcaising, other swarms are

expanding, the range of the variations being su(*h that the' effects

produced are perceptible to human observatitu).

We now observe that an emulsion, a kind of fluid witli

visible molecules, will also exhibit fluctuations of density, or, as

it is better f.o sav, fluctuations of condensation, -
. From

th(‘ experimental measurement of thes(‘ it is possibles by counting

the ]:)articles, to verify Smoluehowski's formula and to arrive in

this way at the value of Avogadro’s numbi'r, as will now be seen.

Determination of Avogadro’s Number from the Fluctuations
of Particles in Emulsions and from Critical Opalescence

The particles in emulsions bediavc* like gas molecules. Emulsions

obey the gas laws, the osmotic pressure taking the phu'c of the

usual elastic pressure. The lluetuat ions in th(‘ concent ration of the

particles are measurable by photogra[)hing in succ‘essi\'(‘ instants

a given layer of the emulsion, which must of (*ourse be in

equilibrium, and then counting the ndative number’s of partieh's.

It will thus Ik‘ possible to determine if tlie a\ erage value of the

/2T
condensation y equals y

~ ~ and if the nu an square of the

1
condensation equals — , as required by the theory.

TIq

Moreover, if the volume under observation is </», it is easy to

show, using the analysis reproduced above, that

_ i _ RT 1 1

y mean
- ~ ^^

9̂^0
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The meaning of the symbols has already been given ; l’q is the

s]X‘eific volume and ^ the eonipressibility wlien tlie tem])erature

is kept eon stall t.

Considering an emulsion whieli, as mentioned above, is a kind

of fluid with visible molceules, the compressibility is known
from th(‘ law of change of concentration with height. The
s])ecific voluiiK^ is also known, and the data necessary to

derive Avogadro’s mnnher N from tlie equation just giv(‘n are all

av"ailabl(‘. Obviously the constancy of the values of N obtained

})ro\ades a further V(‘rihcation of Smoluchowski’s theory. Using

tliis method N was found to be GO X 10^^.

Th(‘ theory was completed by Keesorn, who set out to find the

iniensiiij of the diffused lifiht in critieal o^mleseence.

Tlie th(‘ory considers tlie refractivi* index fju of a jjiarticle which

produces elementary diffraction, the refractive index of the

surrounding medium, and the wave-length A of a monochromatic

light ray, and leads to the following expression for the intensity of

the light scattered laterally in a direction at right angh‘s to that

of the incident bcaim, by a small element of volume' the intensity

of the incident light being put equal to unity :

y; \
Thus the scattc'red light intensity varies inversc'ly as the fourth

power of A, which ex})lains why, if the incident light is white*, the*

scattered radiation will be blue, spectral (*e)le)urs of small wave-

length being diffracted most. But Loren tz’ the'ory indicates that

j 2 j
for light eif a given wave-length, the ex})ression - remains

d + 2

constant with respect to variations of the densit y d of the medium.

A simple differentiation shows that

fiQ 6 ^0

^

^

The ratio ? is merely the condensation considered in the
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preceding paragraph, where density fluctuations were discussed.

RT ?)v
The nnean fluctuation we know to be

^Ni^o op

Observing that Aq/xq = A, tlic quantity of scattered light per

cubic centimetre according to Keesorn’s theory assumes the ft)rm

18A^
W - + 2)2

—

RT
dp N

The details of the calculations, which are not essential, have

been passed over. The result puts us in possession of a new
method for the determination of Avogadro's number, for all the

quantities occurring in the formula can be measured with the

exception of the single unknown N. Measurerncaits made on

ethylene whose critical temperature is at 11*18 degrees absolute

gave, at 12*18 degrees for the ratio of the intensity of the yellow

incident light to that of the scattered light, the value 1 : 0 ()()08.

The compressibility was known from curves analogous to those

of Fig. 23. The index of refraction for the wave-length of

the light used and the sj^iecific volume were also known, so that

in the above expression N remained the sole unknown and could

be determined.

The Blue of the Sky and its Relation to Avogadro’s Number

It is well known that the path of a ray of light traversing a

medium containing powder in suspension is visible. It is this

lateral scattering which frequently renders the sun’s rays visible

in the air, and advantage is taken of the effect in ultramicroscopie

observation. The diffracted opalescent light, as has been seen, will

tend to be blue because the different monochromatic colours are

differently diffracted, the violet being sixteen times as intense as the

red of double the wave-length, which follows from Keesom’s result.

Lord Rayleigh in 1871* developed a remarkable theoryf in which

he supposed that the molecules of air, widely separated and

immersed in the void, would act in the same way as the particles

of a powder and become diffracting centres, because their refractive

PhiL Mag., 1871 and 1899.

t This, in fact, was Keesom’s starting-point.
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index would be different if only by a very small amount from

that corresponding to a vacuum. Since rays of short period are

the? most diffra(!ted, the blue colour assumed by the sky when
viewed in a dirc(!tion perpendicular to the sun’s rays is explained.

It is, moreover, difficult to admit that the effect is due to the

existence of atmospheric dust, because the blue of the sky is no

less pronounced when it is observed on high mountains, in wooded

areas where there is no trace of the dust which infests the air in

the near neighbourhood of the ground. If the phenomenon is

due to the molecules singly, then it is closely related to that

presented by condensed gases, where the diffracting centres are

clusters of molecules in a ceaseless and orderless process of

formation and dissolution. It is not difficult to realise how the

electromagnetic theory developed by Lord Rayleigh (1842-1919)

leads to an expression for the diffuse light of the sun which is

completely analogous to Keesorn’s and to the more complete

solution of Einstein, to whom we owe, among many other things,

the electromagnetic theory of opalescence.

In the air we have actually to deal not with a pure gas but

with a mixture. It may be assumed without sensible departure

from the truth that the refracting powers of the components are

the same.

We take, then, Keesom’s expression

i = — i - 1)=“ + 2)* — —^ . . . (1)
18 A*

^
^ N dp-

CVq

per ChC. of fluid, and assume that the diffuse light of the sky

depends on fluctuations in the density of the air.

01?
It follows from Mariotte’s law that — Vq — == p. As /x is

dvo

equal approximately to unity, for the coefficient + 2 the

value 3 can be substituted.

(1) becomes then :

2^/2 1X2
1 = TT^ (Ufl* — 1)®

i == intensity of the light emitted laterally by 1 c,c, ofgas*
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Lord Rayleigh’s theory leads to just such an expression for

the diffuse light of the sky, obtained by integrating the liglit

diffraeted by the individual inoleeules assumed arranged perfeetly

at random. In tlu* result is given the ratio of the brightness

obtained at the foeus of a telescope objective pointed in turn at

a given region of the sky and directly towards tlie sun. The
region obstTved is defined by its zenith height (an angle a) and

the angle with the sun’s rays These two angles must o(*eur

in the final result, which will also contain the numlx'r of molecules

N (representing the eoneentration of diffracting centres) as well

as th(‘ atmos])herie pressure upon which the eoneentration also

de])ends.

Rayleigh’s ealeiilation, it may be noted, takes no aee.ount of

the reflecting j)ower of the ground, wliieh may be considerable,

as for exam])le wlien the ground is eov('r(‘d witli snow. It

furnishes yet another method for the determination of N. The
first indications of a derivation on these lines were based on the

measurements of Quintino Sella, who from the top of Mt. Rosa

made comparisons between the brightness of the sun at a given

height and the brightness of the sky at the zenith. Subsequent,

measurements by French and American * ])hysieists have led by

this method to values of N ranging round 60 X 10^^, a value

with which we are already familiar from numerous other methods.

Thus no doubt remains as to the correctness of the theory, and

the blue of the sky is shown to be one of those' pheiKunena which,

as Perrin puts it, translate the structure of fluids in equilibrium

into the realm of human observation.

In Chaps. V, \ III, and in Vol. II, Cha}). VI, we shall have

occasion to discuss other applications of the theory of fluctuations.
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CHAPTER V

ELECTRONS AND POSITIVE RAYS

The Atom of Electricity

It was in* 1833 that Faraday showed that the passa^^c' of a

givTn quantity of electricity through a solution containing a

chemical compound of an element resulted in ihc deposition at

the electrode of a fixed and unvarying quantity of tl)is ckanent,

whatever the nature and concentration of the compound in

solution
;

this implies that cv^ery atom reaching the ek'ctrode is

accompanied by the same \mit ciuantity of elt*(‘tricity. When,

somewhat later, it was found that all the atoms which were

chemically monovalent carried the same quantity of ileetricily,

that divalent atoms carried twice as much, and that. gen(*rally,

the valency was strictly profxirtional to the quantity of electricity

carried by the atom, the atomic theory of electricity was virtually

discovered.

But however clear the conclusions to be drawn from the laws

of electrolysis ought to have been, they remained quite unfruitful

until the end of the century as regards their interpretation from

the point of view of the nature of electricity and its connection

with matter.

Maxwell’s theory
,
and the striking experiments of Hertz which

brought it to a triumphant conclusion, had distracted the thoughts

of physicists from the existence of atoms of electricity and

concentrated attention on the ether and on the waves which

were transmitted through it and could be polarised and diffracted,

as these showed that light must be considered solely as an electro-

magnetic vibration.

It was not until 1874 that Stoney, in Belfast at a meeting of

the British Association, and later (1881) Helmholtz, demonstrated

the deduction of outstanding importance which could be drawn
129 5CA8TELFRANCHI VOL. I.
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from Faraday’s laws of electrolysis ;
tlie quantity of electricity

whic‘h passes through an electrolyte is composed of particles all

equal to each otlier, and independent of the chemical nature of

the matter which carries them. Each atom of matter always

carries, during electrolysis, a whole number, equal to its valency,

of atoms of electricity.

When a gramme-atom of a monovalent ion, for example, 107-9

grammes of silver, is deposited at the electrode, it is always

accompanied by the passage of the same quantity of electricity,

viz., 96,494 coulombs.*

Since one coulomb is equal to 3 X 10® C.G.S. electrostatic

units, we may write the relation between the coulomb and the

N.e charges of which it is composed as follows :

—

N.e -= 96,494 X 3 X 10®

w'here N is Avogadro’s number.

Taking for N the value 60-6 X 10®^ which is obtained by a

critical averaging of the figures obtained by various methods,

the value of the atom of electricity is found to be

e = 4-77 X 10“^® C.G.S. electrostatic units, or 1-59 x 10~“^® coulomb.

Cathode Rays

Those physicists who, thirty years ago, studied the phenomena

of the passage of electricity through gases, were most happily

inspired, for among the maze of intricate phenomena which they

observed, there are some of extreme simplicity in which the

properti(‘s of individual atoms of matter and of electricity are

clearly indicated.

In analysing these facts, they started on a road which led

them straight to an intimate knowledge of matter, and modern
physics is based on the results of their labours.

Cathode rays, which were intensively studied by Crookes in

1879, were one of the first phenomena in which it became clear

that there was a universal constituent of matter, viz., the electron ;

* Chemists have given the name 1 Faraday to this quantity of electricity,

but, in order to avoid confusion with the unit of electric capacity, Professor
Parravano has proposed that it should be called 1 Davy*
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these rays appear, as is well known, when an electric spark passes

through a tube in which there is a fairly high vacuum, c.g., a

millionth of an atmosphere. Opposite the cathode the glass

vessel is seen to glow with a bright green fluorescence. The
cathode rays are invisible ; they produce a fluorescence in the

bodies which they happen to strike ; they are propagated in

straight lines
; if the ]:)late forming the cathode is plane, they

form a beam of parallel rays ; if the cathode is eon cave, all the

rays converge tow^ards its centre of curvature and produce a

heating effect.

They are corpuscular in character
; that is to say they consist

of a stream of negative particles. This fundamental property

TO £L£CT/Z0SC0F^E:

Fig. 24.—Perrin’s experiment.

was suggested by Lenard and demonstrated in a very elegant

manner by Perrin (see Fig. 24).

The rays from the cathode enter an aluminium cylinder

connected with the leaves of an electroscope ; the cylinder forms

the collector. In order to avoid any external disturbances which

might arise from electric charges localised, for instance, on the

walls of the vessel, this cylinder is surrounded with a metallic

shield connected with the case of the electroscope.

The cathode rays can enter through a small hole O cut in the

anterior face of the cylinder. When the tube is in action the

electroscope is negatively charged, showing that the rays carry

a negative flow coming from the cathode. It is important to

notice in this connection that putting a piece of thin aluminium

foil over the hole O reduces the charge on the electroscope but

does not entirely bring it to zero. Lenard has shown that it is

possible to study the cathode rays outside a tube if this is provided,
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at the end opposite the cathode, with an opening eovered with a

piece of thin aluminium foil. The rays succeed in penetrating

this foil and so pass into the air outside the tube.

The cathode rays are deviated by a magnet or, more generally,

Fig. 25.—Deflection of the cathode stream in a magnetic field.

by a magnetic field, just as if they formed a current of negative

electricity flowing from the cathode.

If the tube be placed between the poles of a magnet so that

the north pole is in front of the plane of the picture' and the

south pole behind it, the fie'ld is directed through the paper, and

under these conditions the cathode rays are bent downwards

(see Fig. 25). This is the direction in which, according to electro-

magnetic laws, an ordinary current passing from right to left

would b(‘ deviated, or a negative current flowing from left to

Fkj. 2().—Deflection of the cathode stream in an electric field.

right. If the stream, after having passed the anode, travels

between two electrified plates with charges of opposite signs, the

electric field deflects it towards the positive plate (see Fig. 20).

The cathode rays have the property of giving rise to Rontgen
rays (X-rays) ; in fact these rays result whenever the cathode

stream strikes the glass wall of the vacuum tube or any solid

body placed in the path of the beam.
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Fig. 27 shows another form of the experiment on the deviation

of the cathode particles ; the vacuum tube contains the anode A,

which is perforated, the cathode C, which is raised to incandescence

by means of a current wliieh can be controlled, and finally E, th(‘

luminescent screen, coated with calcium tungstate or zinc silicate
;

when the tube is operated, the screen shows a bright spot which

is situated on the straight line joining the filament witli the hole

in the anode.

The spot is controlled by the electric field and by the magnetic

field. If the metal rod T is charged positively, the spot rises
;

if a north magnetic pole is brought close to the tube at N, the

DETECT
:SCKEEN

Fig. 27.'-- Production of cathode rays by an incandescent filament.

spot is displaced horizontally. This shows very clearly that

there are negative electric charges moving in the tube away
from the incandescent cathode.

It is these immaterial particles, all equal and each having a

charge of 1*59 X 10“^® coulomb, that form a ray as they move in

a straight line towards the anode.

An agglomeration of these particles—the electrons—does not

form any chemical substance and is not material, but it has,

nevertheless, a physical existence. How is it possible to establish

the value of the charge and the true nature of these particles, of

this atomic dust ?

Charge and Mass of the Electron

Experiments which, although simple, are yet some of the most

ingeniou!^ and fruitful ever conceived by physicists, have been

devised to determine the electrical charge, the velocity and the
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mass of these particles ; the phenomenon first used was that of

the deviation of the particles in a magnetic field. When one of

these particles carrying the charge e moves in a uniform magnetic

field 11 produced artificially outside the tube, the path of the

particle ceases to be* re(!tilinear and becomes an arc of a circle,

owing to the force continuously applied to it.

The radius of curvature r of this circle is determined by the

fact that the centrifugal force mv^lr is balanced by the electro-

magnetic force acting on the particle, viz., e.vM, m being the

mass of the particle.

Hence it follows that mi^jr — e,v,H. The field strength H and

the radius of curvature r can be measured so that there remain

two unknowns, the velocity of the particles v and their specific

charge ejm. Another experiment is needed, therefore, to enable

these to be determined.

J. J. Thomson first devised (1897) a method of measuring

simultaneously the quantity of electricity Q = ne carried by n

particles of the cathode stream and their kinetic energy

1W == - nmv^
; Q was measured by collecting the particles in an

Jd

auxiliary tube, while W was obtained by means of a thermopile.

Eliminating n from the two expressions Q = ne andW = - nmv'^
Ju

gives mle — 2WIQv^ and this equation, when combined with the

expression obtained above, v = Hr{^/m), gives values for the

velocity v and for the specific charge.

The other method, also due to Thomson, is based on the

deviation of the cathode rays in an electric field. This causes

the negative particles to approach a plate positively charged and

to follow a parabolic path, exactly in the same way as a projectile

which is^ directed horizontally has its path deflected downwards

under the action of the earth’s gravitational force. For a weight

P the vertical drop in time f is A = ~ {P/m)t^ ; hence for a cathode
Ji

particle which in time t traverses a distance L = vt^ the

fall is :
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Displacement caused hy the electric field

iCe U

where C is the vertical electric field.

If the cathode stream—conveniently restricted to a narrow

pencil—strikes a scrc‘en covered with a fluorescent material, tlie

downward dis])laeement of the s]K)t of li^’ht produced hy the

rays can be seen, uikI the* measurement of this displacement h

gives the first equation connecting the rat if) Ejm with the velocity

V. The otluT equatio]! is derived from a similar ex])eriment

carried out with a magnetic field
;

if this field is vertical, the

cathode stream is displaced Iiorizontally, and this disjflacement

also can be measured. If the field strength is H, the deflecting

force is //cc and hence the acc(‘leration is //cc/^r^.

The displacement is therefore

Displacement due to the magnetic field

1 llev U
2 m V2

1 c L2
_ __

2 m V
(2 )

and tlius from measurements of D and since L, H and C are

known, the specific' charge efin and the velocity v can be deduced

from the equations (1) and (2).

Let us now examine the results of the (‘X])eriments wliieh have

just been briefly described. The velocity of the ])artieles is

enormous ; it gr<‘fitly exceeds th(‘ higliest velocity obs(‘r\ ed for

stars ; by varying the voltage applied to the tube it is easily

possible to obtain velocities lying between 80,000 and 60,000

kilometres per second. Electrons with this velocity would reach

the moon in five seconds. In certain experiments it has been

possible to study electrons having a much higher velocity, e.g.,

in the neighbourhood of 260,000 km./sec., a velocity which is

very close to that of light.

Measurements of the ratio c/m, the charge of the electron

divided by its mass, have given the value 1*77 X 10^ coulomb/gram

for this quantity.

Now from the charge e carried by the gramme-atom of hydrogen

in electrolysis and its mass, which is unity, the ratio obtained
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by electrolytic experiments is e/m ~ 96,494 coulomb/gram, so

that, comparing the two ratios, it is seen that the first is about

1,840 times as large as the second.

Wdiilst the Velocity of the cathode particles, in accordance

with theory, \ aries as the square root of the applied voltage V
(since the work done in carrying a j)artiele from the potential of

the cathode to that of the anode is V . ^ mv^), the ratio e/m

is independent of the naUirc of the residual gas in the tube, is constant,

and is also independent of the nature of the cathode.

By making use of high voltages it is possible to give the electrons

a ve locity of 150,000 km. per s(‘eond, i.e., half the velocity of light
;

now it is found that for very high velocities the s])eeifie charge

becomes a function of the velocity ; for moderate velocities (less

than 10,000 km. per second), however, the ratio ejm is, as has been

said, sensibly constant. From the known value of ejm and the

value which we have already given for c, it follows that :

m r= 9 X 10 ~ gramme.

The cause of the variation of ejm is to be found in Einstein’s

principle of relativity
;
wt will here confine ourselves to remarking

that e/m is variables because the mass m which, on the principles

of the classical meehanies, is absolutely (‘onstant, varies with the

velocity in accordance with the expression already established :

m mjVl — v^/c^

where is the mass on the basis of the classical mechanics and c

is the velocity of light ;
this shows that, for values of x) not

greater than 0-1 or 0*2 c the variation of m, and hence also that

of the specific charge e/m is inappreciable.

For cathode rays of 100,000 volts, v/c = 0-627 and m/w©
becomes equal to 1-28, i.e., the mass has increased appreciably.

For certain values of velocity attained in the case of the

jS-particIes emitted from radioactive substances, experiment gives

a value for m/mo ^fiual to 7 ; the mass, then, is increased seven

times at such velocities ; this is no negligible effect.

So far we have spoken of the ratio ejm between the charge and

the mass of the electrons, although we have stated that the
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electron has no mass in tlie material sense ; what mass, then, can

it have ?

It should here be recalled that a light ball of cork wliich is

electrified and in movement recjuires more energy to acquire a

given acceleration than does a similar non-elcetrified ball moving

with the same velocity ; this being so, it is at once ajiparent that,

since mass and inertia are interchangeable ideas, a charge will be

equivalent to a mass even though it may not be connected with

any material, as in the ease of the electrons.

Cathode Ray Oscillographs

We must first describe briefly the mode of operation of the classical Braun
tube from which oseillograplis have been derived.

A beam of cathode rays emitted from tlie cathode traverses tlie tube in a
straight line ; a metallic diaphragm with a small apert-ure reduces the cross-

section of the beam which strikes a fluorescent screen placed at the end of the
tube ; a bright spot then indicates the position of the point at which the
cathode particles strike the screen. The fluorescent material may be, for

example, calcium tungstate.
If, now', an electric field be set up in a direct ion perpendicular to the axis of

the tube, the luminous spot is displaced, and, if the field be an oscillating one,

it wall be seen to trace out a line on the screen.

To observe directly the way in wdiieh the field to be studied varies as a
function of the time, it is suflicacnt to spread out these oscillations in the
perpendicular direction by means of some device which will give a uniform
transverse motion.

It is possible to look at the image of this spot by reflection in a plane mirror
rotating about an axis parallel to the deflection, or else the image can be
photographed by means of a stationary lens on a photographic film which
moves rapidly in the direction perpendicular to the oscillations produced by
the field to be studied.
The Braun tube lends itself very well to the study of phase differences

between two sinusoidal effects of the same frequency, since all that is necessary
is to act upon the beam w ith two mutually perpendicular fields each governed
by one of the tw o effects to be studied, \\fliat is seen then is an apparently
stationary ellipse, the shape of which gives the difference of phase which is to
be determined.
The Braun tube has, however, the disadvantage that it requires a high

voltage for its operation. From it there have been developed the present-day
cathode ray oscillographs which work on a low voltage since the electrons are

not emitted as a result of the electric discharge but owing to the thermionic
emission from an incandescent filament.

Cathode ray oscillographs, then, are instruments by means of which it is

possible to detect and record a transitory effect, even of the shortest duration :

the basis of this possibility is the fact that the extremely minute mass of the
electron enables it to acquire a relatively large velocity component in the
minute interval of time during which a disturbing field can act upon it. The
electron stream, therefore, follows quite faithfully, and without any inertia,

the variations of the electric or magnetic fields, no matter how rapid these
variations may be. The electron stream may be produced, for example, by
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using as the cathode a platinum ribbon covered with the oxide of one of the
alkaline earths (as in the Western oscillograph)

;
the cathode stream impinges

on a screen, or a photographic plate, which thus gives a record of the
phenomenon.
A >vhole range of instruments designed for studying electrical phenomena

of very short duration liave been based on this principle
;

in 1922 Dufour
constructed an oscillograph in which the vacuum
was obtained by means of a molecular pump, and
in which an electron stream impinged on a

,;,;i ])hotographic plate. A magnetic held displaced

i* the point of impact in a direction perpendicular to

f that corresponding to the action ofthe phenomenon
being investigated. The inventor succeeded with
this apparatus in obtaining direct registration of
ele(itric oscillations having a frequency of 220
millions per second.
The applications of oscillographs based on the

use of cathode rays are manifold, especially in

the field of radiotec*hnics, but a description of
these would fall outside the scope of this book.

Fig. 28 shows the oscillograph of the Western
Electric Company, and in the hgure there will be
seen the two pairs of plates which produce the
deflections of the cathode beam ; this beam
strikes the layer of fluorescent material deposited
on the upper part, of the bulb (inside the glass),

this material being composed of a mixture of
eaiciuin tungstate and zinc silicate ;

tlie paths
traced out by the cathode rays can be seen very
clearly and can be readily photographed.
The instrument finds four distinct fields of

application :

—

(a) The determination of the amplitude of a
variable, such as a current, or a voltage, a vibration
or a sound. For this work only one pair of plates
is used.

(b) Determinations of the relations between two
characteristics of the same circuit, such as between
current and voltage, or between voltage and
vibration. In this case each of the two quantities
acts on one pair of the deflecting plates.

(c) The determination of the wave-form of a
periodic quantity such as an alternating current,

voltage, sound, etc. In this case one pair of plates is acted upon by the
observed quantity, while the other is acted on by a voltage which varies with
the time in some known manner.

(d) The determination of frequency by comparison with a known frequency.
This valuable instrument is not, however, limited in its application to work

of this kind
;
for instance, it is used in physiological laboratories for studying

nervous reactions.

Electrons seem to be Identical in Different Phenomena
It has been seen that the study of the cathode stream in vacuum

tubes has led to the discovery of the existence of elementary
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electric charges which are always equal, however varied the

conditions of the experiment, and which have a specific charge

which is 1,840 times as great as that of the hydrogen ion
; if it be

regarded as impossible that a cathode particle, which now appears

as a constituent of all bodies, should contain 1,840 unit charges,

it follows logically that tlie high value of the ratio ejm must be

due to the exceedingly small mass m of the particle.

The truth of this deduction can no longer be doubted now that

the elementary charge has been isolated and measured by means
of marvellous experiments which will always be noteworthy in the

history of physics and with which the name of Millikan is especially

associated

-

The study of spectral lines, as we shall see, has provided several

methods for obtaining e with a high degree of precision. The
existence of electrons, the atoms of electrieity, has been

demonstrated in different phenomena, and in all cases it is found

that the value of ehii is the same ; the rays given off by radioactive

substances arc atoms of electricity identical with the cathode rays,

but moving with a v ery high velocity ; incandescent solids and

substances bombarded by X-rays or ultra-violet light emit

electrons which are always identical in charge and in mass
;
the

refraction of light, and the magnetic properties of bodies also

demonstrate the existence of electrons, and these, too, are always

identical in their nature, no matter what the phenomena.

The electron is, then, a physical unit which is well defined and

which is characterised by the invariable ratio of its charge to its

mass ; it is a particle which enters into the constitution of all

bodies, but it possesses a property which it was not possible to

foresee when—in early times— a univ^ersal constituent of matter

was imagined : it is electrified.

The Electron in Motion and its Mass

Consider an electric charge, left entirely to itself, which, after

having received an impulse, continues its uniform rectilinear

movement. Such a charge in motion produces a magnetic field

in the same way as does every electric current. The magnetic

field H produced at a point is perpendicular to the plane which
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passes throiigh this point, and through the instantaneous position

of the electrified particle, and which contains the direction of

motion of the charge ; the value of H is equal to (ev sin 0L)lr^

where a is the angle between the dirc'ction of motion and tlu^ line

joining the j)artiele to the point under consideration, r being the

length of this line. The magnetic fie ld thus produced is, then,

determined by the instantaneous })osition of the particle ; it

follows that the system of circular lines of magnetic force, and the

system of radial lines of electric force, move with the j)artiele.

This whole system of lines constitutes the elcctre)magnetic field of

the particle, a field which is rigidly bound up with its centre and

which is invariable with regard to this centre as long as the

velocity remains constant. The total energy of this field also

remains constant as long as v ~ const., but, in general, it de23ends

upon V, since H varies with v. It can, moreover, be found quite

easily that the energy of the magnetic field is proportional to th('

square of the velocity v. Now, if an external influence is exerted

to reduce the velocity, the intensity of the magnetic fie ld decreases

throughout and the emn-gy which was formerly stored up in this

field is released and gives rise to a force which opposes the reduction

of velocity. The charge is not brought to rest until it has

done work eejual to this stored-up energy ;
an electrified body

therefore possesses, by reason of its charge, a certain inertia or

supplementary mass of eI<'ctromagnetic origin.

The energy of the field is IV/Stt fjer unit volume in a mc'dium of

unit permeability ;
in the present case, therefore, the energy per

unit volume is

1 sin 2 a

If it be desired, now, to calculate the total quantity of energy

in the field, it is necessary to integrate the above quantity through

the whole of the space surrounding the ]3article in motion, each

element of volume having its own values of a and of r. By
performing this integration it is found that the energy of the field

may be expressed as e^v^l'Sa where a is the radius of the sphere

over which the charge is assumed to be equally distributed
;
since,
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now, this energy is equal to the kinetic energy - mv^ of the particle,
2

we have the equation :

— mv^ ==
2

e^-v^lSa.

This equation indicates that the particle in motion acts as a

body in wliich there is added to the mechanical mass, another

mass which is equal to - e^ja ;

3

for the energy may b(^

thought of as if it were writtcai

in the form

So far we hav(^ assum(‘d tlxat

the particle is spherical and that

the electric field around it is

radial and symmetrical, t.e., that

the lines of force radiate from it

in all directions with uniform

density; but the perfectly

spherical symmetry only exists

if the electron is at rest or if it
Fig. 21). -Rapidly rnoviiifr electron.

moves with a velocity which is not too great, e.g., below

one-tenth of the velocity of light.

If, however, the particle moves more ra})idly, the electric field

accompanying the electron in its movement changes its shape by

reason of the reaction which it suffers from the magnetic field,

this latter being produced at all points in space by the change in

the electric field ; the lines of force around ilie electron become

less dense in the direction of motion, both forward and behind,

and correspondingly denser in directions ]icr}3endicular to the path

of the electron (see Fig. 29) ; the force needed to produce a

certain acceleration in the direction of motion is no longer the

same as that which is required when the velocity is lower ; the

electromagnetic mass, then, has altered. j

But there is something further ; this force, if it be[applied
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the direction of motion, i.e.^ at right angles to the path, will

produce its original amount of acceleration, because of the

asymmetry of the field, and this means that the transverse mass

is not equal to the longitudinal mass. To the mathematician,

Max Abraham, is due this distinction between the two masses

considered in two directions at right angles, but he considered the

particle in motion to be incapable of deformation
;

Lorentz,

applying his conception of a contraction, whieli has explained the

fact that the earth’s motion produces no effect on optical and

electromagnetic phenomena, introduced into the calculation the

flattening of the spherical particle which, owing to its velocity,

became an ellipsoid, and thus he obtained for the two masses of

the electron the expressions :

mionait. = ”*o/(l -

Here it is only necessary to note that the results given by modern

experiments on the ratio fall into line quite naturally witli

Einstein’s theory, and that the law of variation of mass with

velocity is as valid for the material mass as for the eleetromagnetie

mass. It will be seen why the celebrated experiments which give

the variations of the ratio between the charge and the mass of the

electron c/m cannot decide definitely whether the mass of the

electron is entirely electromagnetic in origin or not.

Although the fact that the mass is purely electromagnetic

cannot, for this reason, be established, this hypothesis is so

attractive, by reason of its simplicity and on account of the

deductions which can be based on it, that it is now accepted. If

the electron, the universal constituent of all bodies, is reduced to a

quantity of electricity without any material foundation, the

conclusion follows inevitably that matter is composed entirely of

electric charges and has no inertia other than that of the charges

of whieh it is composed.

Experiments of Kaufmann and Bucherer*

Before proceeding, we may take the opportunity of referring in some

* For a complete account of the theory of the connection between the mass
and velocity of the electron, the Handhuch der Physik^ Vol. XXIII., may be
consulted.
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detail to the important experiments of Kaufmann and of Bucherer which
demonstrate the variation of the electronic mass with the velocity.

As we shall see better in Chap. VI H, the rays emitted from radioactive

substances are identical in nature with cathode rays. Kaufmann’s apparatus
is shown in Fifjf. ;i().

A j)arli(0e of radium bromide was placed at R in a depression in a large

metal plate ; tlie rays emitted by the radium passed between two parallel

plates A and R and through the small hole F to the photographic plati* CD.
A difference of jiotcntial maintained between the plates A, R, caused a
curvature of the paths of the electrons between R and P ; further, the whole
apparatus was placed in a uniform magnetic field the direction of whieli was

Fig. 30.- Kaufmann’s experiments.

parallel to the electric field, and this caused the whole trajectory oi‘ each
particle to be bent in a plane perpendicular to the other cur\'ature.

If r be the radius of curvature produced by the magnetic licld H, it is

known that

nwjr = He (1)

Further, there is a geometrical relation between the quantities u, fj, y and r
;

using y to denote the final displacement, it is easy to show that

7*2 J ^2 y^Yji^y^ (2)

Let us now turn to «, the final displacement produced by the electric field F ;

as this acts only along the path from R to P, the trajectory will be pfirabolie

in the region RP and will then become rectilinear. It is easy to show that s is

given by
- (a ~ b). I b.{F]mv‘^) (3)

There are thus three equations from which it is possible to find ejm, and the
velocity v in terms of the observed values for the two quantities y, z.

The jS-particles of radium bromide have velocities varying between 10^® and
8 X 10^® cm. per second. For each of these values of n, Kaufmann obtained
on the photographic plate points of which the co-ordinates w^ere y and z ;

from these co-ordinates it was possible to calculate the corresponding values
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of 50 and of ejm. In this way it can be shown that when v is large ejm decreases

and that it does so in accordance with the law

elm =- (t'/wiolVr - v-lc^

where c is the velocity of light, and e/w,, is the value of e/m when n/c is small.

Bucherer’s apparatus (1908) is shown in Fig. 81. AB and CD arc two
circular metal })lates (10 cm. diameter), separat ed by a fraction of a millimetre.

A particle of radium lluoride was placed at the centre /f, and the j8-rays

emitted radially from this material impinged on a photographic film PP'
concentric with the discs

;
the whole system was enclosed in a metal box in

which a high vacuum was maintained. An electric field F was produced
between the discs, and there was a uniform magnetic field H parallel to them.
Owing to the closeness of the discs to each oilier, the electrons could not
reach the lilm unless tlie effects of the two fields F and II neutralised each
other, and this occurred when Fe = Hey sin B, where 6 is the angle between a
/3-ray and the magnetic held 11. Bu(4icrer made F/H — ^ c if) many of his

experiments, so that v/c ^ 1/2 sin^. If v = c the angle B can only be
80'^ or 150°, and since v cannot be greater than the velocity of light, no ray
can reach the film unless it be emitted in the zone lying between 80° and 150°,

and Bucherer verified that this was precisely what occurred.

A B

p i --R- 1 P
1 -1 ^
c d:

Fig. 31.—Bucherer’s experiments.

We have already seen how to calculate the deviation suffered by the rays
w^hich just emerge from the discs and reach the photographic him which
registers their arrival. For a given velocity v and for a given angle By the force

acting on the electron is II . c.n, and the acceleration is therefore H.c .n sin 0/r/i.

Since this latter acts for the time ajvy the final deflection is equal to

i a} He sin 6jmv.

In this way Bucherer, by using the known value of tliis deviation in

combination w ith the value of v given by the formula v — F/H sin By could
obtain from the curve traced on the photographic film the various values of
V and their relationship to the corresponding values of e/m.

From his experiments he found that the quantity e(m\/\ wixs

constant and equal to the value of ejm appropriate to slow cathode rays
;
this

showed that the mass m varied according to the relationship

m = Wo/Vi v^jcK

The electrons in their movement then, have a mass which varies with their

velocity
;
the vectorial equation which connects the force F with the mass is

no longer that of the classical mechanics, but must be replaced by another, viz.,

m dVIdt — F (V is the vectorial velocity),

and hence

d V
”*« <& V'l - o*/c*

= F
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or, in shorter form,

Other irnpoiiiint experiments havin^^ for their object to find the way in

which elm varied with the velocity were carried out by Ouye and Lavanehy *

in 1915, using the simultaneous action of a magnetic and an electric heid :

two thousand deviations, corres[)onding to velocities lying between 0*22 c

and ()-49 c were measured, and the experimental points, wlien plotted on a
diagram, were found t(^ lie closely about the curve having the formula

Radius of the Electron

Wo know tliat electricity ])ossess(^s inertia
;

an electron,

ther<*fore, by reason of its charge, must have a certain mass which,

l)y tile j)rinei])le of eqiii\ akau'C (due to Einstein) coincides witli its

gravitational mass. Now the sinipJ(‘st }iy])othesis and the oiu^

M'hieh naturally suggx'sts itself is— as has been said already—that

the whole of tlu' mass of the ek'cdron is due to the existenci* of the

charge^ and is of (deetroinagnetie origin. We have already found

that the kinetic energy of the (deetron of radius a moving with a

v(‘locily V is - This expression, when compared with

tlie kinetic energy - of a material mass M, shows that the

electron behaves as if it had energy corresponding to the mass

If the variation of the mass at high velocities be left out of

consideration the* value at relatively low velocities (and at rest)

gives a ready means of determining the radius of the electron by

the use of the exjiression in —
2

^
e^ja, which—wc may point out

once again—is based on the assumption that the electron is a

spluTical shell.

The charge e is known to be 1-59 x 10 electromagnetic units. |
The mass m is known to be 1/1845 the mass of the atom of hydrogen

* C. E. Guye and Ch. Lavanehy, Arc/i. des Sciences Phys. et Nat., Vol. 42,
pp. 286, 353 and 441, 1916,

t It may be noted that 3 x 10^® electrostatic units equal one electro-
magnetic unit, and tliis latter is equal to 10 coulombs.
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the value of whieh is 1*66 X 10 "24 gram. There are thus sufficient

data to ealeulate the radius a of th(! eleetron and from the equation

just given it follows that the

Radius of the electron — 1-8 X 10“ cm.

The eleetron and the atom, then, are particles of quite different

orders of magnitude
; we have seen, in fact, in the kinetic tlieory

of gases, that the atom of any element has a radius of the order of

10-® cm.
;
this is 50,000 times as great as the radius of the eleetron ;

the ratio is, within a little, the same as the ratio which the radius

of the earth bears to its distance from the sun. It must be

remarked, however, that the spherical electron, with the radius

assumed above, is a pure supposition based on the hypothesis

originally made ; at present, however, it seems less necessary to

consider the spherical electron with a fixed radius, since modern

tendencies seem to lead to the conclusion—as we shall see in what

follows—that the electromagnetic theory is no longer applicable

to systems of atomic dimensions and therefore still less to electrons

which arc constituent parts of atoms ; the structure of the

electron is certainly one of the mysteries of contemporary physics.

The Electrons can be Seen, Heard and Measured

If a radioactive substance, which—as will be explained more

fully later—(*mits electrons having high velocities, be placed close

to a screen eoA^ered with zinc sulphide, and if this screen be

observed through a lens, the eye can follow the impact of the

individual electrojis if these are emitted at a sufilciently slow rate

so that they strike the screen in limited numbers
; it is this

scintillation phenomenon which has been so extensively used by

Kutherford. Instead of seeing the electrons, however, it is

possible to detect them by means of an audible effect ; for this

purpose all that is necessary is to arrange an electric circuit

connected with an ordinary telephone by means of a valve amplifier

similar to those used in radiotelephony ; the circuit is interrupted

by including in it a cylindrical ionisation chamber open at the top.

The walls of this chamber are connected to one end of the circuit

while the other end is a metallic point which is separated from the
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cylinder. Tims under normal conditions no current passes along

the circuit and the telephone is silent. When a radioactive

substance is brought close to the chamber, and an electron emitted

from this substance enters the cylinder, an instantaneous current

passes along the circuit and the sound of a blow is heard in the

telephone ; this is due to the fact that the air in the ionisation

chamber is rendered conducting for an instant and the voltage

betwTcn the walls and the point thereu])on causes a discharge to

pass between them.

Finally, the individual charge of the electrons has been measured

by Millikan in his celebrated experiments, as we shall explain

shortly.

First of all, howc\ er, it is necessary to ex})lain the nature of the

ions.

Ions

After giving a descrij^tion of thi* nature of the electron, that

universal eonstitiuait of nature, it is necessary to refer to tlie ion,

that particl(‘ which, as its very naiiK* indicates, is c'ast for the role

of a “ traveller.” Under certain conditions the atom, a complex

system which is electrically neutral, may lose one or more of its

electrons or may acquire one or more additional electrons ; it is

then said to become an ion. Everyone knows the celebrated

theory—proposed in 1887 by Svante Arrhenius, the genial physicist

of Stockholm *—concerning the electrolytic dissociation of acids,

bases and salts in solution ; wdien potassium chloride is in solution,

there are present the two ions, that of potassium which has lost an

electron, and that of chlorine which has captured this electron.

In the case of a bivalent metal, such as barium, two electrons

are given up.

The passage of a current through a gas is, in some respects,

strikingly analogous to the electrolysis of a solution, and it is

attributed to the prcscTU'c of ions (negative and positive) the

formation of which has been brought about by the action of

certain ionising agents.

Died at the end of 1927.
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Under normal conditions a dust-free gas is an excellent insulator,

and an electrified sphere suspended in the gas by means of a, non-

conducting thread {e,g.^ silk) retains its charge almost indefinitely.

Similarly, if two metal plates be ])laeed in the gas, no current

passes between them when they an' eoniaett'd to a source of

potential.

Gases, however, become conductors and acquire the property of

discharging electrified bodies, if they are subjected to tlie influence

of certain agents, viz., ultra-violet or luminous radiation, X-rays,

cathode rays, rays emitted from radioactive bodies, the presence

of incandescent solids, etc.

Under the action of these various agents the gas becomes

ionised, since a certain number of the molecules have an electron

removed from them by the external energy brought into play,

and these molecules consequently become electrically positive ;

the electrons thus detached, after a short period of frei'dom,

become attached to a neutral molecule and make it negative ;

thus the gas contains electrified molecules of opposite signs, one

kind having the charge of an (‘leetron, the other a charge of equal

magnitude but opposite in sign ; these are ions. It is now easy

to visualise the mechanism by which electricity is transferred in

an ionised gas. In an electric field the ions move with a velocity

proportional to the intensity of the field, and between two plates

at different potentials there is set up a double stream of ions, each

stream consisting of ions of the same sign which travel on to give

up their charge to the plate of ojiposite sign. It is thus easy to

imagine how an electrified body cannot retain its charge in an

ionised gas, for if the body be supposed to be positively charged, it

will attract negative ions, and these will slowly neutralise its

charge.

If the gas between a pair of plates be acted upon by an ionising

agent, such as a beam of X-rays, the current passing through this

gas—air for example—increases in intensity more and more

slowly and finally reaches a sensibly constant value (see Fig. 32)

however many cells be added to the battery of accumulators which

maintains the difference of potential between the plates ; the

reason is that the current cannot exceed that value which
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corresponds to the number of ions produced in unit time by the

action of the X-rays.

The intensity of the saturation current is, then, equal to the

quantity of electricity liberated in each second by the ionising

agent, and may serve as a measure of the activity of this agent.

It is particularly to be noted that, in apparent contradiction of

Ohm’s law, the intensity of the saturation current increases in

proportion to the distance between the electrodes, as Righi has

shown ; the reason is immediately aj)parent, however, when it is

/NTEHSltY OF ELECTRIC FtELD
Fig. 32.

remembered that the number of ions produced per second increases

with the volume of the gas subjected to the ionising agent.

This number of ions, produced in a gas by the action of a given

ionising agent, has been measured and is known to be very small

compared with the total number of molecules ; for instance, an

intense beam of X-rays produces some 10® per cubic cm., while the

number of molecules present is of the order of 10^®. The mobility

of the gaseous ions has also been measured. This quantity is

defined as the velocity which the ions acquire in a unit electric

field, ^.e., one in which the potential fall is 1 volt per cm. This

mobility varies according to the nature of the gas ; for hydrogen

at a temperature of 15® and at atmospheric pressure the mobility

is about 7 cm. per second, for carbon dioxide it is about 1 cm. per

second.

When X-rays pass through a gas, they liberate photoelectrons
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(as we shall see in VoL II, Chap. V), and these are the cause of the

ionisation.

The mechanism of ionisation is as follows : the photoelectrons,

liberated at high velocities, gradually lose their kinetic energy by
disrupting the molecules that they successively encounter, thus

forming pairs of ions, until the energy of an electron has become
so small that it is absorbed either by a hitherto neutral molecule

or by a positive ion, which thus becomes neutralised.

All this was demonstrated by C. T. Ih Wilson * in 191 1 and 1912,

using his eelebrated cloud apparatus. We shall describe this on

It

k-|,

'Vi 'f-'
!'

“'4

Fig. aa.

p. 317 ; in these experiments of Wilson the cloud of water

droplets was photographed at the instant of its formation in an

expansion chamber with transparent walls ; since the ions

produced by the X-rays falling on the chamber are centres upon
which the droplets in the cloud are formed, the paths of the

ionising electrons are shown up perfectly. The track followed by
each such electron is indicated by droplets of water which appear

in the photograph.

Fig. 33 is a photograph of the numerous trajectories of the

electrons produced in a gas by X-rays.

Original Determinations of the Electric Charge of the Ions

We may now proceed to explain the methods by which it has

1?02/. Soc. Proc,, 85, p. 285, 1911 ; 87, p. 277, 1912.
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been possible to obtain a direct measurement of the elementary

electric charge, i.e., the eharge of the electron.

These methods are of two kinds ; the first originated in the

work of Townsend (1897) and J. J. Thomson (1898), was em])loyed

by H. A. Wilson (1903), and was carried to a high degree of

precision by Millikan.

The method devised by Schottky is based on a totally different

})rinciple, and we shall describe it later (p. 195) after having

considered the thermionic effect.

If a vapour be diffused throughout a mass of gas, e,g., air, and if

the tem})erature be then lowered, tins vapour, if it was originally

close to the dew-point, condenses and forms a cloud, i.e., a collection

of drops which are visible to the eye.

This is a well-known fact in elementary physics. Actually,

however, matters are not quite so simple ; if the gas containing

the vapour be rendered ])erfectly dust-free, as, for instance, by
passing it tlirough a filter of wadding, it may be cooled considerably

below the }K)int of saturation without any condensation taking

place
; in other words, the vapour remains supersaturated. We

may trespass on theoretical ground which is completely covered

elsewhere, and simply state that the presence of dust particles,

acting as nuclei for the formation of liquid drops, promotes

(!ondensation. The same thing occurs in the case of any ions

which may be found in air or, in general, in a gas containing a

saturated vapour. If this be supersaturated, either by lowering

the temperature or by allowing it to expand suddenly, each ion

becomes the centre of a group of molecules which form a nucleus

capable of starting the formation of a drop.

Such ions exist and drops are formed in this way : each drop is

electrified and takes the charge of the nucleus around which it is

formed. Ions are, of course, just as invisible as neutral molecules ;

but when water is condensed on them, the droplets can be seen,

and thus the ions may be said to be rendered visible. By means

of this well-known method, devised by C. T. R. Wilson (1897), the

cloud produced by the passage of a narrow beam of X-rays in a

supersaturated atmosphere of water-vapour may be photographed ;

a mass of moist air, contained in a glass-walled vessel, is suddenly
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expanded and at the same time it is subjected to the action of the

ionising agent ; an instantaneous photograph is then taken

immediately after the expansion.

To Townsend and to Thomson (1897 and 1898) are due (as has

been said already) the earliest methods of determining the charge e

of the gaseous ions ; although these methods are important from

the historical standpoint, we cannot describe them here, but can

only devote a few lines to H. A. Wilson’s method.*

A and B (Fig. 34) are two metal plates forming the upper and

lower walls of a glass vessel into which air, saturated with water

7>?/*

Descent of the cloud.

Fio. 84.

vapour, flows through a filter of cotton-wool C, so that all dust is

removed before the air reaches the vessel.

(In the original experiments the plates were 3*5 cm. in diameter

and were 4 to 10 mm. apart. The difference of potential between

them was 2,000 volts.)

This air is slowly compressed and is allowed to take up the

temperature of the laboratory
; then by opening the side tap R,

it is put into communication with the external atmosphere for an

instant ; the compressed gas suddenly expands, and in so doing is

cooled.

When no ionisation has taken place, the gas remains perfectly

clear under these conditions ; but if, by means of a beam of

Phil, Mag,, 5, p. 429, 1908.
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X-rays, the gas is ionised, each ion becomes a condensation

nucleus and a cloud is formed and slowly descends inside the

vessel. The rate of fall is measured when the cloud falls solely

under the action of gravity and again when it is acted upon by the

electric field pn^luccd between the plates A and B. The ratio

between the two velocities t’j and Tg then the same as the ratio

l)(‘tween the forces acting on the same droplet liaving a charge e.

The se forces are (i.) mg (mass X acceleration) when no electric force

is acting, and (ii.) rng + He when the field H is set up. The
roUowirig simple equation, therefore, gives the value of e ;

i\jv^ = mglimg + He) (1)

All the quantities in this equation are known except c, for the

mass m of a droplet can be found from the formula due to Stokes

(1850) which gives the velocity of fall of a small spherical particle

under its own weight, when it is in a fluid of which the viscosity is rj.

Thus Vi — 2 gaHj^r]

where d the density of the droplet.

rj = the viscosity of air.

g = the acceleration due to gravity.

r= velocity of fall of the droplet.

This expression gives the radius a of the drop, and therefore its

mass.

For air, t] is known to be 0-0001824 ; the density of the drops of

water is also known. Once the mass m is known, e can be found

from (1). Actually, under the action of the electric field, the

charged cloud subdivides into two or three clouds with different

velocities. When equation (1) is apj^lied to the velocities of these

different clouds, each regarded as being i^ornposed of uniform

droplets, the values of e obtained are roughly in the ratio 1:2:3.
This proves that there arc droplets with more than one unit

charge. The value found for e in the case of the cloud for which

this quantity has the lowest value varies between 2 X 10“^® and

4*44 X 10 electrostatic units.

The precision of the method, therefore, is low. Other

experiments (1910) carried out by different physicists on droplets

of alcohol give e = 4 X 10 Thus the individual charge, the
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atom of electricity, unique and indivisible, has been isolated, and

its true value has been determined.

It will be understood that it is most important that this value

should be known exactly, for, as will be seen later, the electronic

charge enters into a large number of different ])henornena which,

from a (quantitative point of view, tlu^refore, depend on a precise

knowledge of e. If e is known exa(‘tly, we can deduce the values

of the other quantities whicli appear, with the electronic charge,

in the formulje arising out of these phenomena. This provides a

check on these formulae, or rather on the phenomena which they

describe symbolically, and makes it possible to determine any one

of the quantities referred to if the value of e be established with

certainty.

Thus, for example, in electrolysis the charge carried by a

gramme-atom of hydrogen, chlorine, silver, etc., is known to be

96,494 coulombs ; if N be Avogadro’s number, r.e., tlie number of

atoms involved in the transport of this quantity of electricity, we

have the following equation, which has already occurred in a

previous chapter :

Ne — 96,494 coulombs,

and if the value of e is found by direct measurement to be 4-77 X
10“^® electrostatic units, it follows that N is 60-6 X 10^^

;
if,

however, it be considered that Avogadro’s number is the more

exactly known quantity—being the mean of values given by

various phenomena—this equation will give the electronic charge

which thus becomes the deduced quantity.

It is Robert Andrews Millikan, professor of modern physics

at the University of Chicago, director of the laboratory at Pasadena

in California, to whom is due the direct measurement of the

electronic charge, as we shall now explain.

Millikan’s Experiments.—The Study of Elementary Electric

Charges which proves the Atomic Structure of Electricity

In 1908 Millikan, following Wilson, repeated, with some
refinements, the experiments that have been described above ;

he considered that one source of uncertainty was the evaporation

of the droplets during the period of observation and the probable
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non-uniformity of the small spheres ; further, Stokes’ law was

applied to a cloud of particles, whereas it was actually established

for a single sphere at an infinite distance from every other sf)here

and from any wall.

The first experiments, which for lack of space will not be

described here, led him in 1913 to devise the method of droplets in

equilibrium^ composed of non-volatile substances, e,g., oil and

mercury. By this method he successfully overcame the difficulties

•just described and succeeded in isolating and measuring the

ultimate particle, or atom, of electricity, thus providing a definite

proof of the atomic structure of electricity.

He constructed the apparatus shown in Fig. 35.*

An ordinary atomiser discharged a cloud of oil into the chamber

C

;

the air blown in with the oil was purified by passing it through

glass wool. The droplets of oil, which had a radius of the order

of a thousandth of a millimetre, descended slowly in the chamber C,

and every now and then one happened to pass through a minute

pinhole in the middle of the circular plate M which, with N, acted

as an air condenser. The two plates were held together by three

ebonite rods.

* Phys, Rev., 2. p. 122, 19ia.
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The distance between the plates was 16 mm. and a potential of

10,000 volts could be short-circuited so as to destroy the electric

field. An intense beam of light which passed through two

opposite windows in the ebonite, showed up the droplets after

they had passed through the pinhole and as long as they remained

in the observation chamber.

When a droplet of oil was viewed through a third window by

means of a telescope, it appeared like a bright star on a dark

background.

The droplets were generally highly charged because of the

friction which occurred in the formation of the cloud and one was

followed with the telescope both while falling under its own weight

and during its ascent under the action of the electric field. It was

easy, then, to follow the movements of the same droplet for several

hours, without losing sight of it, allowing it to descend, then

causing it to rise, and so on. Since a droplet composed of a

non-volatile material remains unchanged, its natural velocity of

descent always returns to the same constant value i’, and, similarly,

the upward motion is always carried out with a constant velocity

provided the charge and the strength of the field are the same. In

the course of a prolonged series of observations it may happen

that this upward velocity jumps suddenly from ^2^ either

greater or less ; the charge has varied owing to the drop having

captured another ion.

This discontinuous variation occurs more frequently if the

gas in which the droplet is moving be subjected to an ionising

radiation. It is natural, then, to attribute the change in the

charge to the fact that an ion has been absorbed. For instance,

with a difference of potential of 5,000 volts between the two

plates M and N, Millikan observed that the distance between

two lines on the graticule, corresponding to an actual height of

5’2 mm., was covered in 12*5 secs, during an ascent. A second

ascent was made in 22 secs., another in 84*8 secs., another in

84 secs. ; later a time of about 22 secs, occurred again, then

one of 84‘6 secs., etc. How is it possible to establish from this

the identity of the single charges which have been individually

absorbed ?
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Consider the relation between the eharge, the field and the

veloeities v and 1^2 eorresponding respectively to tlie natural fall

in the absence of the electric field, and to the fall when this field

is acting. The following relation holds :

vjv.^ — mgl{¥e — mg)
;

V2 is negative when the droplet rises.

This gives, for two eharges e and e\ corresponding to the

veloeities and

e ~ e’ ^ (mg/Fv) (v^ — V 2 ).

Thus, if it is a fact tliat there is a niinimurn charge of which

all the eharges assumed by the droplet are larger or smaller

multiples, the differences (vf — vf) sliould correspond to a series

of numbers which are (‘xact multiples of tlu ir srnallcvst member,

or else all equal ; for {mgjFc) is a constant.

Actually in his experiments Millikan found, for example, a

0*5222 cm.
velocity of *- = 0*04196 cm. per sec. and then other

12*4500 sec.

velocities of

0*04196 cm. per sec.

0*02390 „ „

0*01505 „ „
0*006144 „ „

0*01505 „ „

the values of :

—

>5

,, and so on, so that the differences had

0*01806 cm. per see.

0*00885 „

0*00891 „

0*01759 „

It will be seen that these differences are as 2 : 1 : 1 : 2 and they

express, when multiplied by a constant, the differences {e ~ e')

between the different charges carried by the droplet.

Other relationships of exactly the same kind were found,

without exception, in all the thousands of experiments carried

out, no matter what the nature of the gas in which the droplets
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were suspended, and no matter what the material of which these

carriers of elementary electric charg;es were composed, oil,

glycerine, mercury, etc.

A single droplet was observed for several hours, and tiie number
of ions absorbed during this period was not four or five, but

huTidreds ; at one time it was a negative ion, at another a positive

ion, but in every case the differences between the velocities were

found to be alw^ays multiples of the smallest among them.

The identity of the elementary charge developed by friction

with that carried by ions was also established by this experiment
;

actually, as soon as the droplet has (‘ntered the field of observation

and is acted upon by the electric* field, it moves with a velocity

which lies within the range of the velocities found as a result of

the absorption of ions, and in every case this rule of whole

numbers is obeyed.

There were droplets which, at the beginning of the experiment,

had no charge, and which successively absorbed one, two, three;

and four ; others carried initially seven, eight, twenty or fifty

electrons, so that it was, in fact, possible to observe and count

any desired number of electrons.

The following is a table of the data relative to one of Millikan’s

experiments :

—

Distance between plates, 16 mm.
Distance of travel, 10 mm.
Difference of potential, 5,000 volts.

Pressure of air, 75 cm.

Density of oil, 0-9199.

Viscosity of air, 1824 X 10~'^.

Radius of drop, 0-000276 cm.

Temperature, 22-8° C.

Velocity of free fall, 0-085 cm./see.

Value found for electronic charge, 4-99 X 10~^® electrostatic

units.

The granular structure of electricity is thus demonstrated in a

decisive manner ; what we call an electric current is nothing but

a torrent of electrons ; a current of one ampere, i.e., one of
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3 X 10® C.G.S. (‘lectrostatie units, carries 6 X 10^*^ electrons per

second, i.e., milliards of milliards.

Accurate Determination of the Electronic Charge (1917)

It has been seen how an examination of the different velocities

of descent leads to the certain conclusion that there exists an

electron, a unit charge of which all other charges are exact

multiples ;
but the exacl determination of the magnitude of this

charge depends on two equations :

—

. (
1

)

. (2)

p density of air.

8 ™ density of the droplet.

a ™ radius of the droplet.

rj
~ viscosity of air.

4
}n — - 7Ta'\B — p).

mgl(mg — Fe)

2grt2

9 7)

(S

vjv.,

- p)

Of thes(‘ two equations the s(‘eond gives the radius of tlie sphere,

and henc(‘ the mass m whicdi app(‘ars in the first formula. So

far, for tlu‘ sake of simplicity, the density of air has bee n neglected,

since it is very small compared with that of oil. In an exact

determination, howeven’, this is not permissible, so that (8 — p)

has been put in ]dace of p.

When Millikan carried out cxj)eriments on droplets of different

diameters, he obtaiiu'd values of the elementary charge which,

ijistead of bc'ing absolutely constant, increased slightly according

as the velocity of the droplets examined was slower ; for instance,

if the value was 5-49 X 10”^^^ for a droplet wdth a velocity of

1 mm. in 10 se(*s., the value obtained for a droplet with five

times this velocity was 5-] 4 X 10~ These differences pointed

to the fact that Stokes’ law was not rigorously applicable.

Millikan rightly considered that the droplets were so small that

their dimensions were comparable with the distances between

the molecules of air, and thus the essential condition of Stokes’

law, viz., that the spherical particles considered were moving in
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a continuous and homogeneous medium, was no longer being

fulfilled. If the partich' is extrc'rnely small, its diameter becomes

comparable with the dimensions of the molecules themselves,

and there are times at which it is moving in the space between

the molecules ; at such times its velocity must increase and it is

tluTcforc no longer uniform. This means tliat the observ(^d

velocity of fall must exceed that givcm by Stokes’ law by an

amount which is greater* the smaller the particle, and the value

found for e will be greater as the radius deercJises. This was

precisely the way in which the droplets studied were foiuai to

behave.

In order to be able to allow for this effect with certainty,

Millikan first of all sought to eliminate all possibility of error due

to an imperft'ct knowledge of the eoenieient of viscosity.

Ex})erirnental work carried on for a jieriod of two years by

eminent physicists led to various determinations of the value of

rj
;

these were based on such pluaiomena as, for example', the*

How of air through capillary tubes, the (hunping of the oscillations

of a pendulum, etc,, and gave a mean value of ()-0()()1822G.

This portion of the problem was thus placed beyond all doubt.

To investigate the applicability of Stokes’ law, some interesting

experiments were' carried out by Dr. H. D. Arnold of Chicago,

using alloys of low melting-point.

Some Rose’s metal, wliich melts at 82^ C., was placed in a glass

tube 70 cm. long and 3 cm. in diameter. The water in the uf)per

part of the tube was kept at a temperature of 100°, wliile in the

lower part, which was a long piece of capillary tube, the

temperature was 60° C. Thus, wlien by means of compressed air

the metal was forced out of the capillary, it issued as a cloud of

very small spheres with perfectly smooth surfaces and ranging

in diameter from 0*2 to 0-004 ern. Ry means of these spheres it

was possible to determine the limit above which Stokes’ law

ceased to hold exactly.

The following elegant method was used by Millikan to correct

the results he had obtained. If Stokes’ formula needs correcting,

it is because the ratio Ija between the mean free path of the

molecules of air and the radius of the spheres has become
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appreciable so that, as has been stated already, the s})here begins

to be comparable in sizci with the voids between the nioleeules.

It is therefore safe to assume that Stokes’ law, as corrected,

will take the follow^ing form :

=^— (S — p) + A-^ . . . (3)
9 V O/

where A is a constant. It is obvious that the term A(//a) is

CO

BY C: 4,77. ID*

Fig. 3(i.

quite small ; if tliis term be neglected, since l/a is of the order

of one-hundredth or one-tenth, instead of the true value e of the

atom of ele(;tric‘ity we obtain a value e* which is related to e by

the following equation :

^ == ^7(1 + A//ap (4)

for it is easy to show that the coefficient (1 + Kl\a) which occurs

in (B) appears in the final result, i.e., the lormula for c, as a

correcting coefficient (1 + A//a)'^^“.

tiCASTBLFRANCHI VOL. I,
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This being so, equation (4) may be written in the form

^2/8 (1 + Alja) = (4a)

and sinee the radius a is known approximately, it will be clear

that if the results of experiments on various droplets of different

radii be plotted on a graph (see Fig. 36), the values of

being takcm as ordinates and those of Ija as abscissae, the points

should fall on a straight line. This follows from the fact that

the equation (4a) is of the form B(1 + Do?) — y, and this equation

represents a straight line.

If the gra])h be drawn as described, the intercept on the axis

of ordinates gives that is to say, the result desired. To

obtain e tJiis value must, of course, be raised to the powder 3/2.

The radius a varied, for instance, from 4 X 10“ ^ to 60 x 10“*''

cm.

The number of electrons varied from one to a hundred per

droplet ; Ija had values ranging from 0*01 to 0*40.

The value of Ija could be varied either by using droplets of

different radii and a constant pressure, or by using one and the

same droplet with different pressures (from 4 to 76 cm. of mercury).

On the completion of his experiments—which were very

quickly published throughout the world—Millikan found that

e ~ 4*774 X 10~ absolute electrostatic units, with the very

small probable error of 0*005 X

Brownian Movement in Gases and the Charge of the Electron.
M. de Broglie and Fletcher

We shall now consider another interesting method for making a direct
measurement of the elementary charge.

In 1908 Maurice de Broglie * placed in a glass vessel some of the metallic
powder formed by the condensation of the vapours produced by an arc, or
an electric spark, struck between metallic electrodes. He observed this

metallic dust through a microscope by means of a horizontal beam of light,

which illuminated the particles as they executed Brownian movements.
Two metallic plates, which could be electrically charged, were arranged

vertically, and the particles were enclosed in the space between them.
De Broglie observed that when a difference of potential was applied between

the plates some particles moved in one direction under the influence of the
electric field, while others moved in the opposite direction and the remainder
were unaffected. A certain number of the particles, therefore, were charged,
some positively and some negatively.

* Comptes Rendiuiy 140, pp. 624 and 1010, 1908 ; 148, pp. 1168, 1815 and
1806, 1909.
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A year later, with the same apparatus, that is to say, a box maintained at a
constant temperature, de Broglie carried out experiments on droplets of
water condensed on tobacco smoke.

In his apparatus the air containing tobacco smoke was blown into the box,
in the interior of which a powerful horizontal beam of light was focussed

; the
microscope was vertical and at right angles to the beam, while the electric
field was horizontal.

The tobacco y^articles appeared as brilliant points of light exhibiting
Brownian movements, and under the infiuenee of the electric field F a particle
having a charge e moved with a uniform velocity v given by the expression

F . c = Kn ( 1

)

K is termed the coefficient of resistance. This eoeiricient K is actually the
eoelficient which occurs in Einstein’s equation,

^ 2(HT/NK)r (2)

where N is Avogadro’s number, R the gas constant, and T the temperature
of the gas, while r is the time interval within which are measured the displacc*-

ments Ax, the mean square of which is represented by Ax-. Eliminating K
from the equations given above, de Broglie obtained the charge e from a
series of experiments, N being given the then aceey)ted value of (>5 x
In this way the value of e was found to be 4-5 x 10 electrostatic units, and
so the first proof of the truth of Einstein’s law for gases was obtained.

In 1911 Ilarvey Fletcher * made a noteworthy contribution to this class

of experiment by combining the work of Millikan on droplets of oil (described
above at considerable length) with the wwk on Brownian inovcnients in

gases that we have just been considering.

A charged droplet of oil between two horizontal plates giving a uniform
field F is subjected to Brownian movements. If v is the velocity of free fall,

and 1^2 velocity when the field F is acting, it is known that

e {mglFv) {V -f

and also, if K is the coefficient of resistance defined by mg — Kr,
e = (K/K) (« + D,) . . . (oc)

Further, Einstein’s equation is

S* =. 2(RT/NK)t (/S)

From these two expressions (a) and (j5), which do not contain the mass of
the droplet, it is possible to obtain the value of the product Ne by eliminating
K, the coefficient of resistance of the medium.
The method used in practice was as follows : a droplet was held in

equilibrium and the displacements due to its Brownian movement were
measured ; then n, the velocity of fall when no field w^as acting, and
that under the influence of the field, were measured.

Since forming the squares of all the measured displacements according
to their direction is a laborious operation, it was avoided by relying on the
known relation,^ which connects the mean value of the displacements with

their mean square, viz,, mean of the displacements = 'N/^ Ax'^.

H. Fletcher, Le Radium, 8, p. 279, 1911.

t This can be deduced from Gauss’s law concerning the distribution of
errors. It is to be noted that in forming the mean value of Ax the absolute
values of this quantity are taken regardless of sign, otherwise the mean
would clearly be equal to zero,

6—

i
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Since all the quantities F, T, r, Tg, and H are known, it is possible to

find Nt% which is given by

N> ==
* UT (;!)

F . Air-

Hy this means Ne, v.e., the charge of the gramme-ion, was obtained, and it

was found that it was equal to that given by electrolysis, a phenomenon of a

very different kind. This is suOicient to show that the elementary electric

(‘harge is uni(|ue, constant arid universal.

Fletcher could have measured the displacements Air of an oil i)article and
obtained the mean value as just described. However, he introduced another
noteworthy simjditication, by means of which the observation was limited

to that of vertical motion only, and his method will now be ex])laincd.

Consider a droj)l(‘t of oil which falls through a fixed vertical distance, viz.,

that between two lines on a graticule ; let t be the average time of fall and v

the mean velocity
;

if the time of fall be observed a hundred or a thousand
times, it is {)ossible to obtain the average variation At^ which the time of fall t

exhibits ow ing to the Browmian movement. Now it is clear that in c(juation (Jl)

there appears the ratio rjAir- between the time interval t and the square
of the corresponding mean disj)lacements along any selected axis, but it is

evident that for this constant ratio w^c may substitute tjAt- . since in a
vertical movement t is the time of observation and vAt is the corresponding
distance. The same thing may be otherwise expressed by saying that the

distance fallen, which would be v1 in the absence of any Jirow nian movement,
be(*omes t (/ At)^ so that the differenee is vAt.

This exj)ression vAt refers to a single Browaiian displacement ; the mean
square is therefore v^At-, as has been stated. It follows, then, that by means
of a simple observation of times of free fall (in the absence of the electric

held) it is possible to obtain the value of the ratio rfA,r'^, w hich is needed before
equation (3) can be used.

For example, Fletcher counted 5,900 times of fall (1914) for a single droplet
of oil, and he obtained Ne 2-88 x 10^“* electrostatic units, which is in

perfect agreement with the value 2*89 X 10^^ found in electrolysis.

Other experiments were carried out by Fk Weiss, Frzibram, and others,

on droplets of other substances of different kinds.

Anyone may easily verify that this value of 2-89 x 10^^ is the product of
Avogadro’s number N = 00 0 x 10“^ and the elementary charge c ^
4-77 X 10- as so elegantly determined by Millikan.

*The Mean Free Path of an Electron in a Gas—Ramsauer
Effect

In Vol. II, Chap. VIII we shall find the explanation of this

effect of which we shall now only give a general idea.

We may here refer to what has already been described in the

kinetie theory of gases, where a simple expression was derived

for the mean free path of a gas molecule, viz.

I == 1 l7T<T^nV2 (*)

*'

C. Ramsauer, ylnn. der Physik, 72, p. 345, 1923.
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where n signifies the number of moleeulcs per cubic centimetre,

and cr is the diameter of a molecule, or rather, t}u‘ radius of its

sphere of action.

Now in the ease of an electron moving in a gas, the fact that

the size of the electron is only of the order of 1()~^'^ cm. compared

with the diameter a which is of the order of 10"^ c‘m., enables a

simplification to be made in the above formula. Furtlu^r, the

electron moves with a velocity which is much gnaiUr than that

of the molecules on account of the prinei])lt' of (‘quij)artition of

energy (the mass of any molecule, it will be remembered, is at

least 3,600 times as great as that of an electron) ; for an electron

which can be regarded as a ])oint, the s})here of action of the

molecule has a radius equal to \a. Since, as has just been

explained, the molecules may be considered as being practically

at rest with respect to the electrons, the formula for the free

path becomes :

1

Free path of the electrons — —7t^>
Vi n^ 2

and for the molecules :

Mean free path of the molecules

L == Li 4 a/2

since the factor V2 of formula (*) now disappears.*

Now let a stream of electrons be projected through a gas, all

the electrons having approximately the same velocity which is

determined by the value of the accelerating potential ; the number
of electrons reaching any point in the gas can be measured by

means of an electrometer which indicates the charge received in

unit time in a Faraday’s ice-pail, and this number of electrons

can be compared with that which the stream contained at its

source. These are the experiments carried out by Lenard in

1903 and later by Mayer (1921), as indicated diagrammatically

in Fig. 37.t

In this way it is possible to find the number (y) of electrons

* Because one of the two kinds of particles under consideration has a
velocity which is very much greater than that of the other.

t H. F. Mayer, Ann, der Physik, 64, p, 451, 1921.
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which, after collisions with the molecules of the ^as, reach a

point at a distance x from the source, and this may be done

for any desired gas pressure.

In Fig. 37, T is a glass tube the pressure withiii which can be

Varied, F is an incandescent filament which gives off electrons,

Q is a metallic screen, and between F and Q there is set up the

accelerating field. S^ is a perforated screen and x a distance

variable at will. Between C and S 2 there is a ndarding potential

the value of which is equal to 0 05 that of the accelerating

potential between F and Q ; in this way if an electron loses

5 per cent, or more of its energy through collisions which take

place along its path, it will never reach C.

The law connecting y and x has been studied by this method,

and the relation found is of the form

where a is a constant inserted so that the pressure may appear

in the formula.

The number (y) of electrons which traverse the distance x is

thus given by I = but it is also given by where Lj
is the free path. It follows at once that

ap — 1/Li = TT (^cr)*n.

This equation shows that evidently, from experiments of the

kind carried out by Lenard and Mayer, it is possible to deduce

the total cross-section of absorbing material ; actually the quantity

a found in these experiments, being equal to 7r(Jcr)2(w/p), should

be constant and should give the cross-section (in sq. cm.) of
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absorbing material per cubic cm. of gas at a pressure of 1 mm.
and at a temperature of 0° C.

From these experiments it is possible to compare the quantity

a with that obtained from the equation a^“l/jL.4A/2j, where L
is the free path deduced, in its turn, from viscosity measurements.

In this way two different kinds of phenomena can be compared,

phenomena which, on a cursory examination, would appear to be

equivalent (the mean free path as found from kinetic considerations

and the passage of electrons through a gas). To investigate this,

Ramsauer devised the apparatus shown in Fig. 38. Here the

path along which the
absorption takes place and is

measured is circular and not

rectilinear, but this is

unimportant
;

with great

ingenuity he devised a means

for producing a stream of

electrons all of which had the

same initial velocity, and this

we shall now describe.

The electrons, which are

liberated photo-electrically (by

the effect of light emitted

from the electric arc A),

strike the metal plate P
and are accelerated by the electric field between P and

the metal gauze G. After passing through the slit S, they follow

a circular path under the action of a magnetic field H perpendicular

to the plane of the figure. By means of other slits, S^,

the electrons having a certain velocity are kept in the circular

stream while those which have velocities different from this, so

that their paths take on different curvatures, are removed from

the stream. Two insulated enclosures occupy the third and

fourth quadrants of the path and surround the slits S^ and ;

thus by means of electrometers the total charge entering the two

enclosures may be measured. These experiments give, for any

pressure, the curi'ents entering the third and fourth quadrants.
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Let Pi and P2 pressures in two successive experiments,

^3 and a?! the distances traversed between the screen S^ and the

slits S^ and *^4 respectively. A simple calculation gives a in

terms of the distances, the observ^ed currents and the pressures

Pi ^> 2 •

Using this method. Ramsauer was able to study the relation

between the velocities (these velocities are proportional to the

square roots of th(‘ accelerating potentials) and the (juantity

7r(^o-)2 whicli, as we have stated, gives the total cross-section of

material opposed by the molecules to whatever is passing among
them.

The quantity 7r(|cr)^ is the cross-section of absorbing material

(measured in sq. cm.) per cubic cm. of gas at 1 mm. pressure

and—it is necessary to add—at 0° C.

The Ramsauer effect may be summarized by saying that slow

electrons moving through a mass of gas (one of tlie rare gases)

travel practically undisturbed *
; this could not be explained for

several years until the theory of wave mechanics was developed,

and this, as we shall see in Vol. II, Chap. VIII, treats these

problems from a different point of view.

The Part played by the Electron in Conduction—Super-
conductivity—The Experimental Facts

The variation of the conductivity of bodies, either for heat or

for electricity, under changes of temperature, pressure, purity,

etc., etc., has been the subject of an enormous amount of study,

both experimental and theoretical.

Several theories have been proposed in the last thirty years

with the object of co-ordinating all the experimental material

and bringing it into a self-consistent system, but so far the

situation has always remained unsatisfactory ; the very multiplicity

of tliQ theories has been a visible sign of the prevailing uncertainty ;

The surprising result of Ramsauer’s experiments is the discovery that
the cross-section of absorbing material depends on the velocity of the electrons
passing through it, so that the mean free path of the electrons also depends
on this velocity. Actually it is found that forVery slow electrons (accelerated
by a few volts only) the cross-section is much smaller than that found by the
theory of viscosity (so that the free path is notably greater for such electrons
than for electrons of normal velocities).
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now, however, Sommerfeld and others, nsing Fermi’s statisties as

a basis, have at last been able to throw some light on this siibjeet,

and this will be seen in Vol. II, Chap. IX, when we have exjolained

Fermi’s statistical principles.

The electrical conductivities of the different elements exhibit

an enormous range, as great as that covering terrestrial and

stellar magnitudes. The mass of the heaviest atom is 240 times

as great as that of the lightest ; the densities of the elements in

the solid state, their compressibilities, and their other thermal

and mechanical properties cover ranges of a hundred to one or a

thousand to one ; the energy required to drag the innermost

electron out of the atom covers a range of 100,000 to one in

passing from the first to the last of the elements in the periodic

table
;
but the ratio of the electrical conductivity of sulphur to

that of silver is as 1 to lO^i. It will be seen that a disc of sulphur

0*02 mm. thick offers more resistance to the passage of electricity

than that offered by a cable of silver of the same diameter,

stretching from the earth to the star CL-Centauri*

The electrical conductivities of metals, however, are confined

to a small fraction of this enormous range ; it is between the

metals and the non-metals, and among the latter, that the

differences are so enormous.

In general, too, the resistance of a non-metallic element decreases

as the temperature rises, 2.e., the characteristic curve (R as a

function of t) bends downwards, the derivative is negative ; this

usually occurs at ordinary temperatures, but not throughout the

scale of temperatures which can be obtained in practice ; for

some elements the curvature is concave upwards, thcji it ceases

to bend, then passes through a minimum and finally rises.

For metals the first obvious rule is that the values of their

conductivities are fairly close together ; from silver, the best

conductor, to bismuth, which is at the opposite extreme, the

resistance rises in the ratio I : 75.

The second very well-known rule is tliat increase of tem])erature

causes an increase in resistance. It is commonly said that the

* K. K. Darrow, Some Contemporary Advances in Physics (V), Bell System
Technical J., 3, p. 624, 1924.
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resistance is nearly proportional to the absolute temperature ;

the relative increase is—to a fair approximation—equal to that of

the volume of a gas under constant pressure. In other words,

this means that, as a gas maintained at constant volume undergoes

a pressure increase of 1/273 for each degree rise in temperature,

the same occurs as regards increase of electrical resistance

;

actually this coefficient varies from 0*0058 (potassium) to 0*0063

(iron), however, and moreover the curve (R, t) is not exactly a

straight line, but is better represented by means of the expression :

R ~ Rq (1 +
The coefficient b is usually positive, and the characteristic curve

is concave upwards, but the group of metals platinum, iridium

and osmium is an exception.

These and other experimental details are now well known ; but

there is another phenomenon which is absolutely characteristic,

viz., the superconductivity which occurs only for certain metals

at the lowest temperatures, such as it has only been possible to

attain within the last twenty years, owing to the advances in the

technique of low temperature production. The greatest progress

has been that made in the cryogenic laboratory of the University

of Leyden, under the direction of Karnerlingh-Onncs,* who died

in February, 1926. It was found that the temperature of 14°

absolute, reached with liquid hydrogen, did not change the

^ conductivity of metals in any striking way, but when, by the use

of liquid helium, Kamerlingh-Onnes was able to get to within

5° of the absolute zero, a marvellous thing happened.

It should be noted that the temperature range within which he

was able to experiment on metals (from 1*5° to 5° absolute),

although it is small compared with the vast scale of temperature

which can be obtained in practice, is nevertheless great when
considered in terms of the distance of its lowest point from the

absolute zero. This simple remark will indicate that there is here

a possibility of the appearance of a discontinuity.

Kamerlingh-Onnes experimented first of all with platinum wires,

and he found that down to the interval of temperature then

Lea Supraconducteurs, H. K. Onnes, in Atomes et ElectronSy Rapports
du Conseil de Physique Solvay, 1928, p. 165.
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reached (from 1*5° to 4-3° absolute) the resistance of the wire was

unaltered ; this was interpreted as meaning that the resistance of

the metal, which had become very small as the temperature was

lowered, now consisted solely of a term independent of temperature,

due, probably, to discontinuities in the wire produced by impurities

in the metal. In order to obtain a pure metal, he substituted for

the platinum a sample of mercury which had been distilled many
times and which he enclosed in a capillary tube so as to obtain a

very fine thread which at ordinary temperatures had an appreciable

resistance
; in one case, for example, this resistance was 173 ohms.

When he lowered the temperature of the filament to that of liquid

helium, at a certain point the resistance vanished.

Vanished is not any extravagant word here ; it is justified by

the fact that this resistance was suddenly reduced to a millionth

part of the value that it had at 4*1'^.

A few other (elements were found to exhibit the same astounding

behaviour, viz., tin, the resistance of which vanished at 3*78°,

lead (at 7*2°), and thallium (at 2*3°).

In its superconducting state lead had only 1/10^^ part of its

resistance at 0° C. Some years after the time of this sensational

discovery, announced by Kamerlingh-Onnes at the Solvay

Congress Jield at Brussels in April, 1921, one of his collaborators,

Professor A. Tuyn, experimenting to find out whether any other

elements became superconducting, found that indium also showed

a discontinuity of electrical resistance at a temperature of 3*41°

absolute.

Other elements, however (gold, cadmium, platinum, copper

and iron), were found not to become superconducting at any

temperatures that could be reached. In the neighbourhood of

the absolute zero each of these metals has a constant resistance

which is independent of the temperature.

It is not yet known whether any other metals exhibit super-

conductivity ; it may be that it occurs in the one degree interval

—

above the absolute zero—which has not yet been investigated.

Extraordinary things occur in a domain from which electrical

resistance is absent. Thus Kamerlingh-Onnes found that in a
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chamber cooled to the temperature of liquid helium, a current of

320 am})s. circulated for half an hour in a lead ring without the

application of any electromotive force and with a loss of only

1 per cent, of its initial value.

In another experiment, a eiirreiit of 49 amps, llowed for an hour

in a spiral of lead of 1,000 turns and lost less than 1 per cent, of

the intensity which it had when it was started by removing the

magiu tie field in which the coil was originally situated.

With this rate of decrease it would take more than four days

for the current to diminish to one-hundn^dth of its initial value,

if the tenijierature of the lead wire were ke})t down to the necessary

value for the whole of this time
;

tlie resistance which was more

than 700 ohms at room temperature had fallen to 1/10® ohm !

Pressure has, in general, very little ( ffeet on the resistance of

metals, e.g., if the original jiressurc of one atmosphere is raised to

1,000 atmosph(‘res, tlie resistance only shows a difference of a few

per cent.

The technicpie of applying huge pressures under rigorously

controlled conditions has been developed, esj)eeially by Bridgman,

in the physical laboratory of the University of Harvard (U.S.A.)
;

Bridgman attained 12,000 kg. per square cm. No close relation

was found between the change of volume and the change of

conductivity ;
in general, the conductivity increased with the

pressure as if the passage of electricity were facilitated by bringing

the atoms closer together.

The effect of pressure over a range of 1 to 12,000 atmospheres,

and over the temperature interval between 0° and 100° C., was

studied for 44 pure metals by Bridgman.

In all forty-four cases except six,* the resistance is decreased

by an increas(* in pressure ; the decrease is of the order of ten

times that which would be expected from the change in the

dimensions ; as might be anticipated, the conductivity increases

notably in the case of the alkaline metals which are very

compressible.

* Lithium, calcium, strontium, antimony, bismuth, zirconium.
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Tlic dccTease of resistance for a pressure of 12,000 kg. varies

from 72 eent. for potassium to l-l per ecait. for cobalt.

The n'latioii btitween the })ressure and the resistance is not

linear, since the chaiige takes place less quickly at high pressures.

The ease of e;esium is unique in that the resistance begins to

decTcase rapidly, as would be (expected with a very compressible

alkali metal, but in the neighbourhood of 400 kg. it passes through

a minimum and then increases more and more rapidly.

Th(' table below shows some of the values obtained by Bridgman

for the resistance at various pressures :

Electrical Resistance of Ruhidiuni and Ccesiurn

Presstin*. kg./.s(i. om.

Kclativr electrical llcsislai

Ruhidiuni.

tu-c.

ea\siuiu.

At 0 e.

At O ' e. At3r)’e.

1 1 ooo 1 -205 1000
1 ,000 1 -ooo 1 082 1 -803

2,000 0 733 0-840 0-779

4,000 0-583 0700
8,000 0-128 0-481 0-704

12,000 0 300 0-400
i

0-001
1

i

The thermal conductivity C is closely related to the electrical

conductiv ity
;

in the range of temperatures ordinarily met with,

C for metals is approximately independent of temperature ; at

very low temperatures C increases, but very much less rapidly

than the electrical conductivity a ; and since a is nearly inversely

proportional to the temperature, the ratio CjaT is approximately

constant for the majority of metals over quite a wide range of

temperatures. Further, this ratio is the same for all metals

(within a variation range of 1 : 2), and this fact has been of great

importance in building up theories of conduction.

In this discussion of thermal and electrical conductivities we
omit all reference to the effects of mechanical tension, to the
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effects of varying the temperature and pressure simultaneously,

to the phenomena exhibited by a single crystal, to the behaviour

of alloys and liquid metals, etc., etc. All these have been the

subjects of endless experimental research.

Theories of Conductivity

It will be seen that the amount of material available on the

experimental side is simply enormous.

This would be the proper place at which to describe a theory

which correlated all these facts, but so far such a theory does not

exist.

It might then fore be thought necessary to give a critical resume

of all the theoreti<!al work wdiieh has been carried out, commencing

with that of Drude ; it will, however, be sufiicient to mention the

contributions of Lorentz, Dt'bye, Wien, Grimeisen, Lindcmann,

Borelius, Thomson, Benedicks, Waterman, Bridgman, etc., etc.

In April, 1924, a number of eminent physicists who had

specialised in the subject of conductivity met at Brussels on the

occasion of the fourth Solvay Congress. Among these were

Kamerlingh-Onnes, Lorentz, Bridgman, Debye, Richardson and

others. The proceedings of this assembly have been collected in

the volume of “ Rapports et discussions du quatrieme Conseil'^

where the reader will find collected all the theories propounded on

this suVjject
;
but their very multiplicity is an indication that a

complete physical conception of the phenomenon has not yet been

developed. Since that time other theoretical contributions to the

subject have been made, notably by Frenkel, Houston and Bloch,

who have applied to the problem of conductivity the modern
wave-mechanics. In this they have followed Sommerfeld, who,

basing his work on Fermi’s statistics, succeeded in 1927 in

accounting, at least to a first approximation, for the phenomena
of electrical and thermal conductivity as well as the other related

phenomena (Hall effect, Peltier effect, Richardson effect, etc.).

This we shall consider in Vol. II, Chap. IX.

Nevertheless, in view of the very great importance of the first

of the theories put forward, viz., that propounded by Riecke and

by Drude towards the end of the last century and subsequently
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elaborated by other workers,* we are obliged to give a brief

account of it, the more as this will be useful later when, in Vol. II,

Chap. IX, we explain Sommerfeld’s theory.

First of all it must be remembered that during the last decades

of the nineteenth century, the conception formed by physicists of

the passage of electricity through metallic conductors was that

this was due to charged particles which were iiide]:>endent of tht‘

particular chemical nature of the body ; this idea was suggested

by the fact that the passage of the electric current in metals did

not cause any movement of material sueh as was observed in the

case of electrolytic conductors. When, therefore, the electron,

that unique and universal constituent of electricity, was discovered,

it seemed natural to identify it with the carrier of electricity in

metals.

This idea is supported by the thermionic and photoelectric

effects ; it is well known that any metal, if heated to a sufficiently

high temperature, will give off electrons. Similarly, electrons are

emitted if the metal be illuminated with light of a sufiiciently

short wave-length (the photoelectric effect). The quantity that

can be emitted is unlimited provided the metal is ke})t supplied

by means of a conductor carrying a current.

Thus a metal is regarded as consisting of a system of atoms

forming a crystal lattice, and of a cloud of electrons whi(*h iire not

bound to the atoms but wander irregularly in the interior of the

metal just as gas molecules wander in the vessel enclosing tlu‘m.

Thus what is observed in electrical conduction is the lollowing :

when a difference of potential is set up in a bar of metal, the

electrons move gradually through the metal, heating it as they go,

just as if the flow were similar to that of heavy particles falling

with uniform velocity in a gas.

This is explained by assuming that each electron moves freely

for a short distance, collides with something to which it gives up

the energy it has gained during its movement in the electric field,

then moves on again along a short path, and yields a further portion

of energy in another collision, and so on in this way, going from

point to point. Now the energy given up at each stoppage must

Lorentz, Wien, Planck and Bohr.
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be equal to the kinetic energy of the atoms in the midst of which

the electrons are moving, because by the principle of the

cquipartition of energy, particles which are mixed together in

thermal agitation possess the same mean kinetic energy no matter

whether they are light or heavy.

We have spoken of a framework of atoms, but to be more ( xaet

we should liave spoken of ions, since, if the piece of nietal which

we are coJisidc ring is eleetrieally neutral, and if it contains free

electrons, the atoms must be ionised, eitlu r wholly or j)artially.

The positive ions will be capable of oscillations about their

positions of equilibrium ; these oscillations will be larger the

higher the temperature, and their energy will form part of tJie

thermal energy of the body.

These are the general ideas on the nature of metals upon which

during th(‘ closing years of the last century various ])hysieists such

as Riceke, Drude and Lorentz have endeavoured to build up a

complete theory of the thermal properties of metallic conductors.

We shall now proceed at once to treat of the probkiii of

electrical conductivity in such a way as to obtain the mathematical

(‘xpression which re])resents the movement of the eurrent-carriers.

Let T represent the time interval between two eons(?cutiA'C‘

collisions, E the intensity of the electric field in the metal, e the

charge of the electron, and m its mass.

If a conductor contains n electrons per unit volume, and if

these move normally to the plane of the cross-section with a

velocity v, then the quantity of eleetrieity which passes through

unit area of cross-section in unit time is given by i ~ nve, and

this is the current density due to the movement of the el(‘Ctrojis.

Their free path I is connected with their velocity u by the

equation r ~ l/u, and their mean velocity in the direction of the

field is

I? = I (Ec/m)T — I {Yejm) {Iju),

Thus the current density becomes i = ^(nc^/mw)ZE, which

expresses the fact that the current density is proportional to the

field ;
this formula, in fact, is an expression of Ohm’s law. The

resistance of the conductor is clearly the reciprocal of the coefficient
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of E in the expression written last above, and the eonduetivity

1 nle^

0 )
“ is given by cr = -

resistanee
" " 'Zmu

We ean now proeeed to deal witli the thermal eonduetivity C
in a similar manner, and by combining tlie two expressions,

obtain the well-knowm formula of Wiedemann and Franz.

To obtain an ex])ression for F we must remember that, as the

electrons move, they carry with th(‘m something which we may
represent by G,* and the amount of G which passes per second

through unit eross-s(‘etion of th(‘ metal bar is evidently proportional

to the nunib(‘r n of ekalrons per cubic (‘in., to their mean free

})ath /, to th(‘ir mobility n. and to the gradi(‘nt dCjdx (in the

direction of the axis of the bar) of whatever is represented by G.

Put more delinitely, the formula re})resenting wliat takes ])laee

and giving the value of Q, the amount earric'd per second across

]

one s(]uare cm. of eross-se(‘tion is Q ~
7^
nlu (dG/d/r).'|*

1

Considering now the transport of h(‘at, the quantity G is
-

th(‘ kinetic ('tuTgy of the ekx’trons, and liy the jirineiple of the

1 3
equijiartition of energy - viu^ ™

7^
(R/N)T since the electrons at

* G may represent momentum, kinetic energy, etc.

t So as not to interrupt the concise development of the argument wc may
give just an outline of the way in which this formula is derived.

If ti he th(‘ number {)er cubic centimetre of the particles which carry G
with them as they move about (G may be momentum or energy), and (hi the
number j^assing through ora? sejuare centimetre j)er second in any direertion

which is inclined at an angle lying between 0 and (0 |
d0) to the direction

of transport of (» being considered, then d?i ^rni cos 0 sin 0 d0, where u is

the mean velocity. From this it follows that the quantity of G which is

transported in unit time in this direction is given by ^nu cos 0 sin 0 d0 X
I cos 0{dGldx). Integrating over a hemisphere, i.c., from 0 - 0 to 0 tt,

the total amount of G transported is piu/(dG/dx).
If G represents momentum, mi(, the problem is tliat which arises in the

study of the viscosity of gases and dGjdx - w{duld<x) = 711
,
since the viscosity

is defined as the resistance per unit velocity gradient
,
so that viscosity --

^ 7n7ilu, and this is the expression which was given on j). 811 of the chapter
on Kinetic Theory.
The calculation may be made more rigorous by allowing for the laxv of

distribution of velocities.
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a temperature T have the same kinetic energy as the molecules

of a gas at the same temperature.

1 ^
We may, then, put in place of G the quantity - mu^ = - (R/N)T

which is appropriate to the phenomenon we arc considering, and

so we obtain

Thermal conductivity C
1 d
- nlu
2 dx. (S’-)'

Now if C be defined in such a way that dTjdx

1
Thermal conductivity nlu Q)-

1, we obtain

• • • (
2

)

Dividing (2) by (1) we obtain the desired relation between the

two conductivities :

C
« (^)r.
\nJ

R, N and e are universal constants, so that the following law

may be stated : The ratio of the thermal to the electrical conductivity

ofa metal is independent ofthe nature ofthe metal and is proportional

to the absolute temperature.

The first part of this proposition is precisely the law which

was established empirically by Wiedemann and Franz (1853).

The second part, however, is due to Lorentz.

This simple relation is undoubtedly very important ; by
substituting for R, e and T their numerical values we can obtain

a check with experimental data obtained on various metals. If,

for example, the comparison be made at 18° C., T = 291 ; the

constant R/N is 13*7 x 10“^^ (absolute units) ; the charge of the

electron in electromagnetic units is 1*59 x 10~^®.

Thus we obtain :

Thermal conductivity

Electrical conductivity

2

T = 6*95 X IQio.

The ratio of the conductivities should, then, be equal to

6*95 X 10^®, and, further, the coefficient of its variation with

temperature should be 1/278 = 0*0037.

Some experimental values are :

—
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Metal. llatlo of Conductivities.
Coefficient of Variation per

Degree.

Copper 6-71 X 1010 00039
Silver 6-7] X 10^® 00037
Gold . 7-09 X IQi® 00037
Zinc . 0-72 X 101® 00038
Tin . 7 S5 X l()i® 00034

It will readily be understood what an important part has been

played by the law of Wiedemann and Franz in the development

of theories of eonduetivity ; speaking broadly, the electrical

properties of metals are explained (as has been said already in

p. 48).

During the last few years, however, in the light of present-day

ideas regarding the constitution of the atom, this conception of

“ free ” electrons colliding with positive ions has been shown to

l)e completely fallacious, and a more correct picture of the

movement of the electrons in a metal, either solid or liquid, has

been constructed.*

It is not possible to describe this at present because we have

not yet reached a sulliciently advanced stage in our work. Matters

are not yet very clear, and the reader may be surprised to find

that the wide range of practical applications in which thermal

and electrical conductivities play their part have not yet received

a complete theoretical interpretation.

Certain difficulties arose when Dnide, in extending the theory

* I^et us first consider a body in the gaseous state ;
in this case there are

no free electrons, for metallic vapours are perfect insulators. The electrons

which are “ set free ” when the vapour condenses are the electrons in the
outer shells of the atoms, those electrons which determine the valency.

But the process of setting these electrons free is ionisation, and this requires

an expenditure of energy w'hich, even in the most favourable case (caesium),

amounts to 100 large calories (100,000 gramme-calories) per gramme-atom.
Now the condensation of a metallic vapour is accompanied, not by an absorp-

tion, but by an evolution of energy ; moreover, it is the outer electrons which
determine the force of cohesion, the w’ork corresponding to which is equal to

this evolved energy. It follows that these electrons cannot really be set free,

but that, on the contrary, they are bound even more firmly than when the
atoms are isolated from one another.
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of conductivity wliich wc have just outlined, endeavoured to

interpret it on th(‘ liypotlicsis of free eleetrons, and to ji (‘count

for the law of Wiedemann and Franz.

Starting from the assumption that the electrons move with the

same kinetic energy as the atoms in a gas at the same temp(‘ratur(‘

1 S
(expressed in symbols as - mu- — - /cT), it may be deduced from

1 nl
equation (1) that or — - “--7-^— .^ ^

^ 2 V8A:m VT
If this expression be considered in the light of the fact that

the conductivity of most iiK^tals decreases with rise of tem])eratur(‘

more rapidly than in proportion to 1/a/T (aetually the rate is

nearer 1/T), it will be clear that the prcjduet nl must be supposed

to vary with tern})erature ; if, as seems natural, it be supposed

that the mean free path I depends on the distance b(‘tween

adjacent atoms, a distance which varies very little with the

ternperatun? (and, moreover, in the direetioji opposite to that

demanded by the theory), it can only be assumc‘d that the

proportionality between a and t/T is due to the fact that the

number n of free electrons (per eubie em.) changes with T ;

further, since the degree of dissociation increases with the

temperature and tends towards a limiting value, there should be

a temperature rang(‘ within which the effect of the variation in n

should predominate and then a range over which the variation of

//\/T becomes more important than that of n. Thus the theory

cannot explain a continuous iiu^rease of resistance with temperature,

such as is found for metals.

There are yet other dilHculties.

Drude arrived at his well-known formula :

Thermal conductivity
3 ^

^
Electrical conductivity \eN

by assuming a uniform velocity for the electrons
;

if, however,

we follow Lorentz and allow for the fact that the distribution of

velocities is really Maxwellian, the numerical factors which enter

into the expressions for the two conductivities are different, and

hence the ratio is different and in fact becomes :
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Lorentz's expression

Thermal conductivity _ ^
C H

Electrical conductivity \^N

Thus this attempt to make the theory more complete leads to

a result which, instead of improving the agreement between it

and the facts, introduces a disagreement, and so the wonderful

accord between theory and experiment whieh we have just

described is now destroyed.

The assumption of the principle of the equipartition of energy,

whieh is one of the bases of Drude’s theory, introduces a further

dilTiculty by implication ; if we consider that the n electrons per

cubic cm. of the metal have each a mean kinetic energy equal to

3 3
- 2A:T or a total energy equal to nkT, we are forced to admit
2 2

that when unit volume of the metal is heated through a temperature

interval of one degree, the electrons must absorb their share to

an amount ~ rtk ; but the specific heat of most metals is sueh that

it wovdd appear that the atoms in a gramme-atom of the material

take up all the heat supplied and none is left over for the electrons.

This is the ])roblem referred to by physicists as that of the

specific heat of the electrons. We shall see in the last chapter

how Fermi’s theory, applied by Sommerfeld, has overcome this

uncertainty, and how further progress has been made by Houston

and Bloch by means of the wave mechanics.

Thermionic Effects—General Description *

It was in 1884 that Edison described a phenomenon he had

observed in lamps with incandescent carbon filaments, and this

was the first notice of thermionic emission on a high vacuum.

He had placed in the bulb of an incandescent lamp an auxiliary

electrode half way between the two legs of the filament. Then,

supplying the lamp from a source of continuous current, he

connected a galvanometer across the auxiliary electrode and one

* See on this subject The Emission of Electricity from Hot Bodies, by
O. W. Richardson

;
Les phenomdnes therm ioniqties, by E. Bloch.
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or other of the ends of the filament. Edison found that the

currents passing through the galvanometer were different in the

two cases, the stronger current being obtained when the

galvanometer was connected to the negative end of the filament.

This phenomenon, which was known as the Edison effect

^

was not

explained until some years later, as a result of the work of Preece

and Fleming.

Fleming realised that Edison’s experiment could be made use

of to rectify an alternating current, and he constructed those

valves which are now known universally and which were the

prototypes of the modern thermionic rectifiers ; he also conceived

the idea of applying them to the detection of hertzian waves,

which were then coming into prominence in wireless telegraphy.

Experiments on thermionic effects are made in a vacuum
which may be as high as mm. of mercury, and a whole

technique of an entirely new kind has been developed to measure

these exceedingly low pressures ; some methods are based on

viscosity, others on the thermal conductivity of gases, others on

the thermionic phenomenon itself.

The characteristic apparatus which is always iised in studying

thermionic phenomena consists of a glass bulb along the axis of

which is a metal filament attached to leading-in wires fused into

tlie glass ; surrounding the wire is a conductor designed to collect

the electrons, and usually this conductor is in the form of a

co-axial cylinder.

A small side tube fused to the bulb enables the latter to be

evacuated or to be supplied with a gas of any kind at any desired

pressure.

The current produced varies enormously with the experimental

conditions
;

in certain cases the current to be measured is of the

order of only amp., and then an electrometer is used ;

when it is of the order of 10“® amp. or more, a galvanometer may
be used in place of the electrometer ; when the current is as

high as 10“^ amp., direct-reading milliammeters are used. Finally

there are tubes in existence which are capable of giving currents

of several amperes ; the measuring instrument is then an ordinary

ammeter.
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We must recall that at low temperatures the particles emitted

consist almost exclusively of positive ions
; at intermediate

temperatures the positive ions are mixed with electrons ; at high

temperatures, especially in a good vacuum, the emission consists

wholly of negative particles.

We shall confine ourselves to purely electronic emission, to

the outflow of electrons responsible for the whole of the current

in good vacua and at high temperatures. Experiments carried

out by Wehnelt (Deut. Phys, GeselL, Verb. 5, p. 255, 1908) and

by Bestelmeyer (Ann, d. Physik, 35, p. 909, 1911), who measured

the deviation produced by a magnetic field on a stream of the

emitted particles, have shown that the ratio of charge to mass is

equal to this ratio in the ease of the cathode rays
; Bestelmeyer

actually found that = 1*766 x 10^ in electromagnetic units,

thus definitely proving that the carriers of the thermionic currents

are identical with the cathode particles.

At first the metal used for thermionic experiments was platinum,

then the more refractory metals such as indium (melting-point

2,300°), molybdenum (2,535°), tantalum (2,780°) and, above all,

tungsten (3,270°) were employed. The exact determination of

the temperature of the filament is a difficult matter
; in the

method most commonly adopted, the incandescent filament itself

acts as a thermometer, and its temperature is obtained from a

measurement of its resistance, using a Wheatstone bridge.

It is also possible to use an optical method based on the

variation of the filament brightness with temperature.

The second technical problem wliich occurs in the study of

thermionic phenomena is that of obtaining any specified gas

pressure and of measuring this pressure accurately ; in particular

it is absolutely necessary to be able to produce as good a

vacuum as possible inside the bulb in which the hot filament is

mounted, so that this may not be subjected to disturbances

resulting from the presence of residual gases. High vacua may
now be obtained relatively easily, thanks to the very refined

apparatus now available, such as Gaede’s molecular pump and the

mercury vapour pump (Langmuir). But it is not sufficient to

produce a vacuum ; it is necessary also to maintain it throughout
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the period of the experiments, and that, too, when the filament

and the bulb itself are at a high temperature ; the filament is

gradually raised to ineandesconec as the pump is operated so as

to free it from occluded gases, and the glass bulb should also be

heated for a certain time (of the order of an hour), at least to

300° C., so as to carry off the gases occluded on its surface. The

cylinder which acts as the anode should be treated similarly.

Before concluding these brief preliminary remarks, it must be

noted that the presence of gas in a, bulb used in experiments on

electronic emission has a great influence on the phenomena

observed, for at a sufTieiently high temperature the electrons may
acquire, between two successive collisions with the molecules of

gas present, sufficient kinetic energy to ionise the molecules it

encounters ; the current due to the ions thus produ(‘ed is added

to the electronic current, and the ions themselves may, in their

turn, ionise the molecules wdth which they (collide.

In 1903 Wehnelt had already found that the sparking potential

between platinum electrodes in an evacuated tube is lowered by
the presence on the cathode of a layer, however thin, of the oxides

of calcium, strontium, or barium. A similar effect, though less

pronounced, is produced by the oxides of magnesium, zinc,

cadmium, or zirconium. A Wehnelt cathode may be prepared

by taking a thin sheet of platinum and putting on it a drop

of nitrate of calcium, strontium or barium ; on heating the

metal by passing a current through it, the salt is first evaporated

to dryness and then decomposed so that the oxide is left deposited

on the platinum
; the thermionic emission obtained in this way is

much greater than that from pure platinum.

A curious fact has been observed in connection with this. If a

sheet of metal covered with oxide be heated in a good vacuum
side by side with a polished sheet of metal, a very small quantity

of oxide is distilled and is deposited in an exceedingly thin film on

the pure metal. It is now possible to find out how the thermionic

emission varies with the thickness of the oxide, and it is found

that a monomolecular layer of lime is sufficient to give an emissive

power practically equal to that characteristic of the oxide. This

shows very strikingly the sensitiveness of thermionic phenomena
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to the slightest traces of impurity on the surface of the

electrodes.

It follows tliat by means of a cathode consisting of a strij) of

platinum on which there is a small patch of oxide of barium or

calcium, it is possible to obtain, by passing an electric current

through the strip, a fine stream of electrons ; if the pressure of the

gas is not too small, the stream of electrons causes it to glow, so

tliat the path of the rays may be observed and the deflection

produced by a magnetic

field may be demonstrated.

A tube with a Wchnelt

cathode is shown in

Fig. 89.

The anode A is a disc

of aluminium and the

cathode C a strip of

aluminium 2 mm. wide.

A small patch of oxide has

been deposited on the

centre. The leading in

wires E and F are

connected to the battery

supplying the current

necessary to heat the strip

to dull redness. A
difference of potential between A and C of some hundreds of

volts produces a powerful beam of cathode rays emitted normally

to the layer of oxide ; by means of a magnet, the path of the

beam is curved round as shown in the figure.

First Theory of Thermionic Emission

The first theory of electronic emission in high vacua was given

by O. W. Richardson in 1901, and is closely connected with the

electron theory of metals which was developed by Riecke, Drude,

J. J. Thomson and H. A. Lorentz. It is assumed that metallic

conductors contain free electrons which move in thermal agitation,

just like the molecules of a gas at ordinary temperatures. These
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electrons cannot leave the metal without the expenditure of a

certain amount of work.

If V denotes that difference of potential between the metal and

the surrounding space which is equal to this work, an electron

cannot leave the metal unless its velocity component normal to

the surface is at least equal to Uq where Uq is given by

^muQ^ = eV (1)

Let us imagine the metal to be placed in an evacuated insulating

enclosure at a uniform temperature : the electrons which are

emitted will form an electronic gas, the constituent particles of

which will gradually come into equilibrium with the “ gas ” inside

the metal, so that as many enter the surface of the metal per

second as leave it in the same time. The kinetic theory then

enables us to calculate the intensity of the thermionic current per

unit area ot the surface. Let n be the number of free electrons in

1 cubic cm. of the metal, dn the number of these for which the

velocity component normal to the surface lies between u and

(u + du). The kinetic theory shows that

:

dn = nVhmiTT e~^^^*du (2)

where m is the mass of the electron, and

2A:T 2 (R/N) T
Since no electrons can emerge except those for which u'> the

thermionic current will be obtained by integrating the quantity

u.e.dn from Uq to infinity.

u du

where a = neVkl2TTm

bo^eY
Richardson’s law is, therefore,

i - aTi/2

(
8

)

This original theory is now no longer accepted, and we have

, described it in preference to others because of its historical interest

;

.subsequently H. A. Wilson, J. J. Thomson and Richardson
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himself have, by employing a line of reasoning based on the

principles of thermodynamics, obtained a somewhat different

expression for the thermionic current, viz. :

(5)

The explanation of the method used for obtaining this law, which

is now definitely accepted, will be deferred to Vol. II, Chap. IX,

i,e.y after the theory of quanta has been described.

It would seem that in order to choose between formulae (3) and

(5) it might be sufficient to plot in a diagram, as a function of

/?q/T the experimental values of
[
log i — |logT

[ , and see if this

gave a straight line or, on the other hand, if a straight line was

obtained when the ordinates were the values of
|
log z — 2 logTi

Actually a straight line is obtained equally well in both cases

(see, e.g., Phys. Rev., 21, p. 623, 1923, article by S. Dushman).

Th(‘ reason for this is that the exponential term is much more
important than either or. T^. Actually, in passing from

1,000° to 2,500° absolute, the emission of tungsten increases in the

ratio 1 to 10^^ while the term only increases in the ratio

1 to 1-58 and as 1 to 6-25. The most recent and accurate work,

however, confirms the value 2 rather than | for the exponent.

The following table gives the values of 1)q calculated by means

of formula (5) from the measurements of current at various

temperatures made by Davisson and Germer on a tungsten

filament :

—

Absolute
Temperature.

Current ?.

1935-5 0-0934 X 10“2 ampere/sq. cm. 51890
2036-0 0-3967 X 10-

»

51860
2086-5 0-7656 X 10-2 51900
2131-5 1-362 X 10-2 51840
2158-0 1-902 X 10-2 51820
2204-0 3-269 X 10-2 51820
2235-0 4-606 X 10-2 51870
2280-0 7-494 X 10-2 51920

For from (3) we obtain
log i log a + i log T - 6„/T

or log i — i log T =5 const. — bJT,
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The Saturation Curves

So far we have imj:)lieitly supposed that at the various

temperatures all the eleetrons emitted move inid(‘r the iufliienec^

of the steady electric field between the anode and the cathode,

and that their total number determines the strength of the

current.

In fact, it might seem at first sight as if a very slight difference

of potential wx)uld be sidTicient

to produce these effe(*ts
; this,

however, is not so : if the

current obtaiiu ii be plotted as a

function of the temperature for

various potential differences

between the filament anci the

anode, the set of curves

obtained is like that shown in

Fig. 40 wdiich refers to tungsten.

These are Langmuir’s curves.

The curve shown by the

broken line represents
Richardson’s law.

Thus, for any given voltage,

after a certain temperature has

bf cn reaelied, the current which

can be emitted in vaaio has a
definite constant value and is independent of the temperature. The
explanation of Langmuir’s curves is to be sought in the mutual
repulsion of the eleetrons emitted from the filament

; this repulsion,

w^hich is negligible when the electrons arc few, becomes important
when the temperature of the filament has reached such a value
that the electron current is greater than 1 milliampere. There is

then a negative charge of very high density in the space between
the two electrodes, and this produces a repulsive field which
exceeds the accelerating field ; saturation becomes difficult, and
after a certain value of T has been reached the space charge has a
value such that the opposing field it produces is sufficient to drive

back to the cathode all the electrons which are emitted from it

;
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after this point has been reaehed the eiirrent ceases to increase,

liowever much the teniperatiire of the filament bt' raised.

Thus the curves of Fig. 40 show that uj) to a certain ])oint the

current is independent of the voltage and varies solely with the

temperature, and that, on the other hand, for a given voltage of

the plat(‘ there is a high temperature region within which the

current, can no longer vary as T increases.

It is j)ossible, then, to construct another diagram connecting

the mihiainperes with the volts for various temperatures Tj, T^,

T„ T,. ...
If sueli a diagram lie drawn, it will be found to consist of a

family of curves similar to that of Fig. 40, for tliere will be a

limiting enr\'e which represents the fact tdiat the current does not

vary with the temperature (up to a certain point), but only with

the plate voltage/, and likewise the curves 2, 3. 4, etc., which bend

round horizontally represent the saturation curreiUs at the various

temperatures Tj, To, Tg, etc.

It will be interesting now to investigate the mathematical

formula for eurvt‘ 1, and thi'ii to express the theoretical variation

of tile eurrc'ut with change of voltage {\^) in a diode. We
may say at once that this relation is ~

;
C is a constant

which d(*pends on the geometrical form of the diode.

Let us examine, in this connection, tlu' ])artieular ease of

an incandescent cathode (‘onsisting of an infinite plane placed

parallel to a cold anode which is also an infinite plane ; a uniform

field is set up in the vacuum between the two electrodes, with

a diffe reduce of potential V. The electrons emitted from the

incandescent cathode set up a negative space charge of density p
in the space between the plates, and this destroys the uniformity

of the field ; if the a;-axis be taken along the normal to the two

plates, with the origiii of co-ordinates at the hot plate, the potential

distribution will be given by Poisson’s equation :

d^Njdx^ ^ ( 1 )

Let us now find the relation whieli connects the current i with

the difference of potential V as soon as the current has attained

its limiting value. The velocity v acquired by an electron of
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charge ^ at a point where the potential exceeds by an amount V
that of the heated plate is given by

1
- ~ (2)
Jd

On the other hand, if p b(‘ the absolute density of the space

charge :

i = p.v (3)

If p and V be eliminated between equations (1), (2) and (3), we
obtain

dw
.= 47r»,\/—

^

and on integrating, this gives

remembering that d\ jdx — o, when V = o, since, in the state of

equilibrium, the field is zero in the neighbourhood of the cathode.

Integrating again, wc finally obtain the equation :

V2 / e V'
i ==

Ott VOtt V ffi

2*38 X

where V is expressed in volts

i „ ,, amperes

d ,, ,, centimetres

d being the distance* between the two plates.

It will be seen that the cimrent increases as the 3/2 power of the

applied voltage.

Langmuir has made a similar calculation for the more

complicated case of the cylindrical field set up between an inner

incandescent electrode and an outer cold electrode ; he obtained
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a is the radius of the hot filament, r is the radius of the outer

cylinder.

When r is fairly larg^e compared with a (e,g,y fifteen times as great

or more), ^ may be put equal to 1 without appreciable error.

Then the formula becomes :

2V2 /7
i = -—yj 14-65 X 10“« —

.

9 ^ m r r

It is much easier to verify formula (5) than (4). and this has

been done by S. Dushman (Phys, Rev., 4, 1914, p. 121), who
obtained a satisfactory check on the proportionality between the

current and the 3/2 power of the voltage.

A knowledge of the absolute value of the coefficient of

proportionality gives, by means of formula (5), the value of the

ratio e/m for the electron ; the value found is 1-755 x lO"^ electro-

magnetic units, and its excellent agreement with the universally

accepted value provides a useful confirmation of Langmuir’s

theory.

Langmuir himself has since shown that the law i =
which was found for a cylindrical field and for a field between

two planes, holds also for a field of any form whatsoever, when
the electronic emission is sufficiently intense to bring into action

the mutual repulsion resulting from the space charge.

Thermionic Valves *

We will now describe quite brielly a very important application of the
thermionic effect in the form of the three-electrode valve. The widespread
use of these valves by thousands of amateurs makes it unnecessary to go
very deeply into the principles underlying their action, and, in fact, these
principles wiU be found described in numerous technical publications.
We shall therefore coniine ourselves to giving a brief outline.

The principle of the two-electrode valve, or diode, is as follows : in a bulb
exhausted to a high vacuum there are a iilament / and an electrode ;

when
the filament is raised to incandescence by means of an electric current flowing
through the external circuit of which the filament forms a part, it emits
electrons, which are attracted to the electrode so long as this is at a higher
potential than the filament. Otherwise no appreciable current passes. In
the original types of valve devised by Fleming, the cathode was a carbon
filament. Later on tungsten was used, surrounded by a copper collector.

The space between the electrode and the filament is a unidirectional conductor,
and it is for this reason that Fleming’s device has been called a “ for

* Of the many books on this subject, the following may be consulted :

“ Les lampes ^ trois electrodes,*’ by C. Gutton, 1929.
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it is just like this mechanical device, in that if an electronic valve be inserted
in a circuit to which is applied an alternating potential, the only eurrcait,

which can pass throuf^h the lamp is that whieh, inside the bull), travels
towards the lilamcnt, and not in the opposite direction. In fact, Fleming
in 1904 used a two-electrode lamp to rectify alterniitin^r current. The h'cnotron

is an alternating current rectilier suitable for industrial use.

The unidireetionaJ conductivity of the two-elc(!lrode valve enables it to
be used as a detector of the high-frequency o.scillations employed in radio-
tclegraphy. It is clear that these oscillations cannot be detected, (‘ithcr by
a galvanometer or by a telephone diaphragm, as neither aj)paratus can respond
to vibrations of a higher frequency than 2,000 or ;i,00() periods per second.

Fleming's valve has been
juofouiidly modified by the
work of the Americ'an, Lee
de Fort'sl (lOO,')), who
introduced a third electrode

into th(‘ bulb. This third

electrode consists of a
perforated metal sheet, and
lias therefon' become known
as the “ grid ”

; it is placed
between the lilamcnt / and
the filate P (see Fig. 41).

'Die })late and tlu* grid g
are insulated from the
lilamcnt and from each
other ; they are connected
to leading-in wares which
pass through the bulb.

The plate is connected to
the lilamcnt by means of a
conductor which includes the
battery B, and the number
and arrangement of the
elements of B are changed
so as to vary the sign and
the value of the potential

difference applied between
the plate and the filament.

The galvanometer G measures the intensity of the electronic current
pa.ssing to the plate from the lilarnent/. The grid is connected to the filament
by means of a conductor which includes the battery B". By varying the
number of elements in this battery and the direction of their polarity it is

possible to control the magnitude and the sign of the potential difference
applied between the grid and the lilamcnt, and the effect can be observed by
means of the galvanometer G'.

The following are the three circuits of the triode : the. plate circuit, the grid
circuit and the filament heating circuit

;
all three have the point O in common.

Between this point O and the grid the so-called grid-volUige is inserted ;

between O and the plate the plate-voltage is inserted. The end of the hot
filament, which is connected to O, is the low potential end, since it is connected
to the negative pole of the battery supplying the heating current.
The plate circuit does not convey any current when the grid is at a lower

potential than the point O, i.c., when it is connected to the negative pole of
the battery B"', for then the grid repels the electrons coming from the filament
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and prevents them from reaching the plate. If, however, the potential of
the grid be raised by connecting it to the positive pole of it will attract
the electrons, and, while a few are caught by it, the remainder will travel on

Fk;. 42.

and reach the plate, and so produce a current in the plate circuit. Thus,
by varjdng the potential of the grid, the current can be interrupted, re-started
or modified.
The current in the grid circuit, however, is always very small, and may

be zero if the potential of g is lower than that of the point O. A very small
amount of energy is sufficient to vary the potential of g, and it is on this
account that the triode forms such a sensitive and distortionless relay

;
it is

Fig. 43.

OASTELFIIANCHI VOL. I.
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a device without mechanical parts and so has no inertia. It therefore follows

without any lag variations in potential even of the highest frequency.
The practical applications of the triode have led to the study of its

characteristics^ i.e., the curves which show the effect of changes of grid potential

on the currents in the grid and plate circuits. Naturally the form of these
curves depends on the nature of the electrodes and their distance apart, the
quality of the “ vacuum,” the temperature of the filament, the potential of

the plate, etc. Thus there is, for example, the characteristic for constant plate

potential when the filament temperature and the difference of potential

between plate and filament are kept constant (i.e., the numbers of the elements
in the batteries B and B' are unchanged). Under these conditions, if the
grid potentials be plotted in imlts—as abscissfe— and the plate currents as

ordinates (in milliamps), the curve obtained is of the form shown in Fig. 42.

The variation of the grid current (in microamps.) with change of grid potential

may be studied under the same conditions.
For small negative

r/LAM£NT AT potcntiuls of the grid the
grid current is zero,

although the plate current
is several milliamps.
The curves which show

the variation of the plate
current with change of grid
potential for different plate

voltages (e.g., 120 to 200
volts) are also important,
and so are those for different

fi 1 a m e n t temperatures.
Figs. 43 and 44 give some
idea of these curves.
The influence of the

quality of the vacuum may
also be studied.

We cannot describe, even
briefly, the various types of triodes ; we will simply mention that these

wonderful and yet simple devices fulfil several functions at once ; they
act as detectors, as amplifiers, and as oscillators (generators of undampe^d
oscillations). It is on account of the many functions which it can perform that

the triode has the place of honour in radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic

transmission and reception, as well as in television.

There are also valves with four electrodes and others with five, but for

descriptions of these and of their application we refer the reader to special

books on radiotechnology.
The importance of the electronic tube has become enormous

;
it is now

applied not only in the electrotechnical and the acoustic laboratory, but in

telephony, both wireless and over lines, in radiotelegraphy, in television, in

the “ talking filmC and in numerous other fields, both scientific and industrial.

*A further Determination of the Elementary Electric Charge

Another method based on an entirely different principle from

that of Townsend, J. J. Thomson, Wilson and Millikan, was

devised in 1918 by Schottky ; it is based on the measurement of

the amplitude of the oscillations produced in a circuit which is in
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resonance with the fluctuations of current passing through a

thennionic tube placed in series with it. This method was tried

out in practice by Hartmann, Hull and Williams in 1925, and

has given a result which does not differ sensibly (only 0*8 per cent.)

from that obtained by Millikan.

The (‘omplete description of the method is somewhat complicated

and we must confine ourselves to giving a general idea of it.

Let us (‘onsider a two-electrode tube in operation ; the (‘urrent

flowing bt'tween the filament and the plate is com})osed of the

electrons which leave the in(‘andescent metal. The current is

not strictly c'onstant ; it fluctuations which are (*ontrolled

by certain laws. If the mean fluctuation of the current (tlie

square root of the mean square) be computed, the value obtained

is greater, th(‘ greater the

value of Iq, the smaller

the time At and the larger

the elementary charge, for

the current is the sum of

those elementary particles

of electricity, e, which

determine the fluctuations.

It is shown * that the

amplitude of the fluctuations in the current is given by

(a)

If a thermionic tube be put in series with an oscillating circuit

consisting of a resistance coil R and a self-inductance L in parallel

with a capacity C, the constant portion of the current flowing

through the tube, iQ, will not affect the oscillating circuit, while

the variable part will do so.

* Equation (a) is derived as follows ;

—

Let n be the average number of the electrons emitted per second, and

the fluctuation of the thermionic current, then
-- {q ~ . eJAt^ ~ n , e

Also ^ - n

But from p. 121 we know that - - n . value n . At,

so “ ne^jAi, and since ne — ig we have j = igefAt^
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The mean square of the variations in the differenee of potential

aeross the eondeiiser is given by

- Leij2Cm (^)

The effect produced is thus proportional to the elementary

charge.

Let us think (^f a mechanical analogy in order to make the

matter elean r. Consider a pendulum moved from its position of

eepulihrium by a force })roportional to the displacement (this

corresponds to the condenser in what has just been described) ;

the 2^<^'iidulum is damj)c‘d by a resistance proportional to its

velocity by immersing it in a fluid (this corresponds to R).

Sup[)osc that this pendulum is bombarded with numerous small

projectiles which strike it horizontally in such a continuous

stream that they keep it deflected from its vertical position ; the

stream consists of a large number of particles which follow one

another without any rhythm, and its mean intensity is maintained

at a constant value'
; its fluctuations, howe.'ver, cause the pendulum

to oscillate slightly, and the average amplitude of these fluctuations

when squared is proportional to the mass of the particles which

e;an thus be found.

Returning to our j)roblem, wc may say that it is readily possible

to measure the mean se^uare of the fluctuations of the alternating

voltage by applying this to the terminals of a three-electrode

valve, following the ordinary technique of wireless telegraphy ;

the intensity of the current so obtained is proportional to the

quantity to be measured.*

ISOTOPES

Positive Rays

If we study the electric discharge in a Crookes tube with a

perforated cathode, wc shall notice narrow luminous bundles of

rays passing through each of the holes in the cathode. These

rays were discovered by Goldstein (1886), who gave them the

* For a detailed account see W. Schottky, Annalen d. Phys.^ 57, p. 541,
1918 ; and 68, p. 157, 1922 ; A. W. Hull and N. H. Williams, Phys, Review,
25, p. 147, 1925.
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name of canal rays (kanalstrahlen). Whilst the wall of the bulb

which is in the path of the cathode rays always glows with a

greenish light whatever the nature of the residual gas, the colour

of the light produced by the canal rays behind the cathode

depends on the nature of the residual gas in the tube ; air gives

a yellowish glow, hydrogen appears a rose colour, neon glows

with a bright red light, etc. These rays cause the walls of the

tube to phosphoresce wherever they nu‘ct them, and they can

affect a photographic film. They can be deflected by means of

powerful magnetic fields, and the deflection is in tiie opposite

sense to that exhibited by the cathode rays. Wien (1898) was

the first to measure the velocity v and the specific charge E/M

of the particles composing these canal rays, by using the combined

effects of a magnetic and an electric field. The velocity, which

varies according to the conditions, is only some hundreds of km.

per second, i.e., of a very much lower order than the velocity of

the cathode rays ; further, the ratio E/M between the charge

and the mass is found to be of the same order of magnitude as

that found in electrolysis. These positive rays, then, differ

fundamentally from the cathode rays in that they consist of

positively charged particles and the mass conveying the charge is

of the order of magnitude of the atomic mass.

Although they are not visible except behind the cathode, the

positive rays originate in the space between the anode and the

cathode ; in fact, a small screen placed at B in front of the

cathode (see Fig. 46) stops the corresponding part of the beam.

Goldstein’s canal rays are composed of the atoms and molecules

of the residual gas which have lost one or more electrons ; these
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atomic residues which lack electrons are consequently positively

charged and so move from the anode to the cathode and through

it wherever it is perforated. It will thus be seen how complex

the composition of the positive rays may be as compared with

the simple nature of the cathode rays, whieli are always identical

and of one kind only.

This complexity is shown up very clearly in the ingenious and

sensitive experiments devised by J. J. Thomson for measuring

the charges, masses and velocities of the positive particles.

The principle is as follows : A particle in the canal rays which,

MAGNETIC SHIELD

(The part S of the cathode is of soft iron in order to protect the rays
from the magnetic field, whilst they are passing through the tube.)

if undeflected and moving in a straight line, would strike a screen

placed at the end of the discharge tube, is deflected if an electric

field acts on it during its flight ; further, if it is simultaneously

acted upon by a magnetic field, the lines of force of which are

parallel to those of the electric field, the particle undergoes a

second deviation perpendicular to the first.

Thomson’s apparatus consists of two compartments, A and B,

separated by a very thick metal tube, which serves as the

cathode and which is traversed throughout its length by a narrow
hole (a tenth or a hundredth of a millimetre in diameter). In

compartment A, which contains the anode, the pressure is a few

hundredths of a millimetre of mercury, while in B the pressure

is maintained at as low a value as possible by means of a tube
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containing charcoal immersed in liquid air. The stream of

positively charged atoms flowing into the anode chamber through

the very narrow hole in S, forms a very fine beam which strikes

a photographic plate LL placed in compartment B and is there

recorded. Immediately after it has emerged from S, the beam

passes through the electric field and a magnetic field parallel to

it. If the charge on an atom be represented by ne (e l)eing a

unit charge), and if M be its iuass and v its velocity, then it is

known that the deviation x produced by the electric field is given

by iX = Ane/Mv'^ where A is a quantity which can b(‘ calculated

from the dimensions of

the apparatus and the Y
strength of the field ;

the deviation y produced

by the magnetic field is

Bne/Mv where B is

another known constant.

It will be seen that

the two displacements x

and y are not the same

function of the velocity

V of th(‘ particles, so

that two particles which

have different velocities

do not strike the screen at the same point, even if they have

the same specific charge ne/M. On the other hand, all the

particles which have the same value of ne/M strike the screen at

points which lie on a curve, the equation to which can be

deduced by eliminating v from the relations just given. This

equation is

Z/2 ^
B2 ne

A M X

This curve is therefore a parabola, and if all the particles in

the beam of canal rays are identical, this beam will give only a

single parabola on the photographic plate. It will be clear that

the particles cannot all have the same velocity, for those which
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originate near the anode are accelerated by the whole potential

difference between the electrodes of the discharge tube (30,000 to

40,000 volts) and so acquire the highest velocity ; those originating

near the cathode are only subjected to a very small fall of potential.

This being so, if the beam of positive rays contains particles of

different charges or of different masses, giving different values of

the (luotient M/E, cacli class of particle gives rise to a different

parabola so that the photographic record shows at a glance how
many kinds of particles there are in the positive stn‘am.

It is possible, by the following method, to distinguish curves

due to particles having a single charge from those produced by

particles with a larger number of charges ; ac tually, the parabolas

consist only of curves of finite length which start at a certain

distance from the vertical, at a definite abscissa defined by the

equation x = A(E/M)(l/r;2). This gives

1

kinetic energy — - — NEj2x — E . V
Jt

where V is the difference of potential between the anode and the

cathode in the discharge tube. If we consider tlie ))articles

carrying two elementary charges, these acquire twice as much
kinetic energy in passing down the tube ; some will lose a charge

whilst passing through the cathode, and since they })ossess double

kinetic energy they will strike the plate at a distance x' which is

half X.

Thus the beam of particles with charge 2E, as it issues from

the tube, consists of two groups, the particles in one grouj)

possessing twice the kinetic energy of those in the other group
;

the double-charged particles will therefore strike^ the plate at

points which are closer to the vertical, thus extending the parabola

appropriate to the particles with a single charge.

As a comparison curve for the interpretation of the photographic

record, the parabola corresponding to a particle of known mass

{e,g,, an atom of oxygen or hydrogen) is taken. The principal

use of Aston’s ray method is for the determination of the masses

?of atoms or molecules. For this purpose the method of parabolas

has a disadvantage, since the beam which comes from the hole

in the cathode is spread out so that it gives rise to a shadow with
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a penumbra surrounding it, just like that which would be

produced by a beam of light coming from an extended source

and passing through the hole in the cathode. Thus the lines

produced cannot be sharp and fine, but are shaded off. Furtlier-

rnore, the particles having tlie same value of ejm are distributed

over a long line so that a short exposure is impracticable
;
two

methods for concentrating all the rays corresponding to the same

value of ejm have been devised, one by Dempster,* and one by

Aston himself. We shall describe these on pp. 20G ei scq.

Use of the Positive Rays as a method of Chemical Analysis

—

Aston’s Isotopes

In the photographs, then, each parabola indicates the presence

in the discharge tube of })articles for whi(*h the ratio {charge)!{mass)

lias a specified value ; thus the photograph provides a catalogue

of the v arious kinds of atoms present in the tube ; it is a spectrwn

of these atoms
;
just as the optical spc'ctrum analyses the radiation

within a beam of light, this })hotograj)hic “ spectrum ” analyses

the various kinds of atoms in a beam of particles. The method

is very sensitive and enables the atomic weights to be determined

to an accuracy of 1 part in a thousand.

Aston introduced certain known ions, such as Hg, Og, CO and

CO2 ,
into the discharge tube so as to have a reference pattern

by which to interpret the parabolas.

In 1913, Thomson and Aston made an astounding discovery

when applying this method of analysis to the study of atmospheric

neon ;
they found that this gas gave two groups of parabolas

indi(‘ating the existence of two kinds of atoms with atomic

weights respectively equal to 20 and 22 ; neon appeared to be a

mixture of two gases. The conclusion that atmospheric neon

(at. wt. 20*2) was really a mixture of two gases, after Aston

had vainly sought to separate them by fractional distillation, was

not followed up for several years
;

it was in 1919 and 1920 that

Aston
'I'

published the results of his later researches which had

* A. J. Dempster, Phys. Rev,, 11, p. 316, 1918 ; 18, p. 415, 1921 ; 20,

p. 631, 1922 ; 21, p. 209, 1923.

t F. W. Aston, Phil, Mag,, 88, p. 707, 1919 ; 89, p. 611, 1920 ; 42, p. 436,
1921 ; 43, p. 514, 1922 (with 11. H. Fowler).
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been interrupted by the war ; the principal fact was that, besides

neon, other elements, wtien analysed by means of the positive

rays, appeared as mixtures of separate components (isotopes).

A single element gave rise to a mass speetrum.

Researches of quite a different kind in the realm of radioactivity

—which we shall deal with later on—had led Soddy to the

conclusion that a large number of bodies, hitherto considered to

be simple in character, really consisted of a mixture of one or

more eoiistituents, called “ isotopes,” of different atomic masses,

but so alike in all their clK inical and physical })roperties that no

method of fractionation would provide a means of separating

them. Thus while Soddy had established the complex nature of

a large number of radioactive bodies previously considered to be

simple, Aston’s researches, and, primarily, Thomson’s discovery

in the case of neon, extended Soddy’s notion to non -radioactive

elements.

Of tw<'nty-ninc elements originally studied by Aston, eighteen

appeared to be mixtures of isotopes ; the following table shows

some of the elements studied :

—

Table of some Atomic Weights determined by Aston from the

Mass Spectrum

Kieiiiont.
('liissiojil

Atomic Wt.

J.cawt

JS umber of

iMotopes.

Aetiiul of the
Constituent Aton>s
(Mass Numbers).

Boron 10 82 2 11 10 —
Neon 20 20 2 20 22 —
Magnesium 24-82 3 24 25 26
Chlorine . 35 46 2 35 37 -
Potassium 30-10 2 39 41

Argon 39-88 2 40 36 —
Nickel . 58-08 2 58 60 ~
Bromine . 79 92 2 79 81 —

Different experimenters have sought to separate the various

isotopes of an element by means of diffusion through porous

diaphragms, or by fractional distillation ; some result has been
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obtained in the cases of mercury * and chlorine ; chemical

methods are, however, quite useless, since the isotopes of the same

element have identical chemical properties. The only methods of

separation which have any chance of success are those which make
use of the difference between the atomic weiglxts.

Thus, although the existence of isotopes has greatly simplified

the idea of elementary bodies, practical chemistry is not noticeably

affected since the separation of the constituent isotopes of a single

element is impossible.

For bodies of which there exists only a single isotope the atomic

masses as determined by means of positive rays agree excellently

with those obtained by chemical methods ;
the atomic masses of

the various isotopes and those of all the “ simple ” elements are

practically integral numbers when referred to oxygen (taken as 16)

as a basis. On this scale, however, hydrogen has an atomic

weight equal to 1*008. Except for this reduction of 8 parts in a

thousand, which is fairly constant for all the atoms ^
the atomic

weights are simple multiples of that of the lightest element.

It is natural to imagine that this latter is the elementary

constituent of all the others, i.e., that the atom of hydrogen

is the fundamental and universal brick in the structure of the

universe.

Thus, after the lapse of some years, the old hypothesis proposed

by Front at the beginning of the nineteenth century, viz., that the

different elements are composed of a single primordial material,

lias been restored once more to a place of honour
;
thus science,

through a new discovery, and by a road quite different from that

followed for several decades, has found—and not for the first

time—the confirmation of an idea which was originally put

forward solely as a reasonable hypothesis.

At the same time, this discovery of isotopes caused a considerable

upheaval as regards certain fundamental ideas in chemistry ; the

principle, accepted by Dalton and developed by Meyer and

Mendeleieff, of a close relation between the properties of an

element and its atomic weight were seen to be defective in two

J. N. Brensted and G. Hevesv, Nature, 106, p. 144, 1920 ; 107, p, 619,
1921 ; PhiL Mag,, 43, p. 31, 1922.'
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respects ; in the first place, in many cases a change of atomic

weight was accompanied by no change in the properties of the

elementary body
;
and then in another field of modern pliysics

—

that of radioactivity—there were found to be elements with the

same atomic weiglits (isobares) but with diffin-ent properties. Tlie

properties of an element, then, were not clearly and definitely

determined by the atomi<‘ weight. Our ideas would have been

rather confused liad not other worulerful discoveries, viz., those of

Moseley, of Soddy, of Fajans and of Rutherford, been made at the

same time and thrown light on tlie matter. We shall return to

this subject in Chaps. VIII and IX.

Let us now go back to the consideration of isotopes.

Aston continued his researches in the Cavendish Laboratory,

and towards the end of 1927 he published som(‘ fresh results on the

definite determination of the isotopes of some fifty-seven elements.

Eleven isotopes were found for tin, six for mercury, three for

lead, and so on.

Aston also made a very accurate investigation of the loss of

mass as indicated by the difference between the atomic weight and

the nearest exact multiple of the atomic weight of hydrogen ; it

was very important to measure this loss, due to the “ packing

effect,” as in this way some knowledge could be gained regarding

the constitution of the atom, or, rather, the constitution of the

nucleus ; this will be understood when we have explained the

nature of the nucleus.

The most convenient way of expressing the loss of mass is,

clearly, to express the difference between the actual atomic mass

and the whole number nearest to it as a fraction of this whole

number, and so to obtain the loss or gain as compared with that

in the case of oxygen, using the atomic weights referred to oxygen

as 16.

This “ packing effect,” expressed numerically in this way, gives

a clear idea of the strength of the bond which holds together the

protons and the electrons in the nucleus
;

this is a third

fundamental characteristic of the atom, in addition to the atomic

weight and the atomic number.

A remarkable fact is noticed when these “ contractions ” are set
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out for the various elements arranged in order of increasing atomic

weight.

We shall only give a few numbers taken from Aston’s latest

experiments, published—as has been said—at the end of 1927.*

At omir Weight.
(0 -- l(i).

I'Yaetioiial 1

ot Marts.

Hydrogen .... 1 (WTTS 77-8 >. It

1 isotope of lithium . 6 012 20

>> >> • 701

2

17 ,,

,, ,, boron 10 0105 63 5 „
11 Olio 10

Nitrogen .... 14008 5-7 ,,

Oxygen .... IGOOOO 0
Fluorine .... 19 0000 9

1 isotope of chlorine 34-980 4-8 „

„ „ bromine 78-929 ~ 9

„ „ tin . . . 119-912 7 3 „

>» ,, lead 206-010 0 8 „

It will be seen clearly here and in Fig. 49 how the loss of mass

is positive for the light elements, as far as atomic niim})er 29 ; it

then becomes negative, and finally changes to positive again for

the heavy atoms. It is a maximum for hydrogen and a minimum
for nickel. How can the disappearance of a fraction of the mass

be explained theoretically ?

In calculating the electromagnetic mass of an elementary

charge, the field was considered to be uniformly distributed

around the charge, but this is only true when that charge is widely

separated from any other ; this is the case only for the liydrogen

nucleus which consists of a single proton. It is not so for the

other atoms, for example helium, the nucleus of which consists of

* The first mass spectrograph, obtained in 1919, gave a comparison of

masses to an accuracy of 1 part in a thousand, and enabled half the elements
to be resolved into their isotopes. But a new instrument has since been
constructed by Aston. He referred to this at the Congress at Como in

September, 1 927 ; it has a higher resolving power, and the precision is 1 part
in 10,000. Fifty-seven kinds of atoms have bee a examined wath this spectro-

graph, and, among other things, two new isotopes of sulphur have been
discovered.
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four protons and two electrons concentrated in a space which is

no greater than the volume of a single electron ;
and it can be

shown by means of the electro-magnetic theory that this close

Fig. 49.^—Aston’s curve. The abscissie are the atomic weights of the
elements and the ordinates are the values of (m - 1) x 10^,

where m is the mass of the hydrogen nucleus in the atom under
consideration.

association of the fields in combination is to reduce the electro-

magnetic mass.

The following is an example of the isotopes discovered by Aston

in 1927

Elpment

.

Atomic
NumtxT. or
J’lacc in tiie

Classification,

Atomic
Weight.

Minimum
Number of
Isotopes,

Atomic Weights of the Isotopes
in Ascending Order of Intensity.

Sulphur 16 3206 3 32 33 34
Tin 50 118 70 11 120 118 116 124

119 117 122 121

112 114 115
Mercury

.

80 200-60 6 202 200 199
198 201 204

Spectrographs of Aston and of Dempster

The apparatus employed by Aston with such striking success

makes use of the rays of different velocities obtained in a discharge

tube, just as in the case of the method of parabolas. A bulb

* The proton is the positive nucleus of the hydrogen atom.
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contains the anode and the cathode ; these are placed at one end

of a long tub(‘ along wliicdi travel the particles that are to be

deflected, first by the electric field and then by the magnetic field.

The gas to be examined is fed into the bulb continuously, while a

pump keeps the pressure low so that the electric discharge is

maintained. The diagram represents the path followed by the

rays (see Fig. 50).

The magnetic field is at right angles to the electric field so that

both defle(‘tions take })laee in the same plane (that of the figure),

but the directions of the fields are siudi that the two curvatures

produced are in opposite directions. S^Sg are two parallel narrow

Fig. 50.—Arrangement of Aston’s apparatus.

windows which limit the beam ; P 1P 2 are two plates which create

the electric field, while the circle with its centre at O represents the

poles of the magnet. As we shall explain directly, it is possible

to arrange matters so that all particles which have the same value

of ejm but different velocities reach the photographic plate at the

same point F
;
the band traced out on the plate therefore enables

the mass to be determined, and it is for this reason that the

apparatus is called a Mass-spectrograph.

The principle underlying the apparatus is as follows : the rays

made up of particles having different velocities art? spread out by

the electric field, but the magnetic field tends to reunite them so

that at a certain distance they converge to a focus ; it can be

shown that for this to occur the photographic plate must make an

angle B with the original direction SjSg of the beam, this angle
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being the same as the defleetion of the beam which is brought

about by the electric field.*

Dempster\s apparatus is shown diagramniatically in Fig. 52.

The rays which are acted upon by the magnetic field are

* We shall now show how Aston, in his spectrograph, actually succeeds
in concentrating at a point the particles whicli have the same value of ejm,

l)ut noticeably dilterent velocities.

Let 6 be the angle by which the rays emerging from AB are deflected by
the action of the electric f ield F.

Let
<f)

be the angle of deviation produced by the magnetic field 11, and
consider two rays composed of particles having the same specific charge elm,
but slightly different velocities v and {v + dv). If d and d' are respectively

the paths traversed under the influence of the two fields, then

d ™ Fedlmv^ . . . • (1) <l>
— Vicd'lniv (2)

These equations at once give

dOJd = •— 2dvlv — — dvjv

and hence = (<^/2^)dd (8)

This equation connects the changes of deflection d<f> and d6 corrtvsponding

to rays of velocities v and + dv) ;
if these rays strike the photographic

plate at a distance r, their separation will be bdO rd9 — rd<j>, and from (fi)

it follows that this quantity is zero when

- b
“

1 - <1,126

Fig. 51 shows graphically the construction which gives a point of con-
vergence D for both these rays. The two lines BC and BD are inclined at
an angle 6 with the line of the original direction AB, and from C a line is

drawn at an angle with CM.
The point D at which this line meets BD is the point of convergence, for

it is easy to show that if 0 and be small, the distance CD is given by

CD = - 6/(1 -
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compcisod of atoms emitted from salts plae(‘d on plates of

ineandpseent platinum ;
atoms are emitted at low veloeities

and are bombarded by the (leetrons wliieh, after leaving the

cathode F, are accelerated by the electrie field in the spaee PSj
;

the velocity v acquire d by these electrons is given by the relation

eP where P is the aeceleratiiig potential
;

finally the rays

emerge fnm the narrow slit Sj, and, being foreed to describe a

circle by the action of the uniform magnetic field, they pass

through the diaphragm D. Since the radius r of this circle is

defined by the equation mv — eWr the only particles which can

pass through the aperture Sg at tlu‘ e nd of the semicircle are those

which have the same value of e/m, for from the two relations given

above it follows that :

e/m - 2P/H2r‘^

and, since the radius of the circle is fixed, all the particles that are

emitted with velocities other than that given by v ~ eHr/m
cannot pass through the aperture Sg and are lost. Those

particles, however, which pass through Sg are detected by an

electrometer.
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From the known values of the field H, and of the acc^erating

potential, the value of ejm ean thus be found.

The diagram of Fig. 53 shows the result obtained by Pempster
for the three isotopes of magnesium, and it indicates th« relative

quantity of each.

In addition, during the last two or three years the study of the

spectra emitted by the molecules has enabled the atomic weights

of the isotopic elements to be determined with great accuracy by a

different method (Mullikcn).
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CHAPTER VI

X-RAYS AND THE ATOMIC NUMBER

The Discovery of X-rays and X-ray Tubes

Towards the end of 1895, Rontgen (1845-1923), professor of

physics at the UnivcTsity of Wurzburg, found that a Crookes

tube, if operated inside an opaque pasteboard box, was (tapable of

giving off mysterious rays which })rodueed fluorescence in a screen

of barium platinoeyanide placed outside the box.

He gave to these special invisible rays the name X-rays to

indicate their unknown nature.

Tliese rays are produced whenever a cathode stream is abruptly

stopped by some material substaiK*e ; in Rontgen’s experiment

they were produced by the action of the cathode rays on the glass

of the tube ;
now, however, a piece of metal called an anticathode

is placed in a Crookes tube and bombarded by the cathode stream

so that it emits Rontgen rays in all directions (see Fig. 54).

Gcis tubes, in which there is a certain quantity of gas at low pressure, are

to be distinguished from hot cathode tubes (Coolidge tube class) in which the
vacuum is tbe highest obtainable.

In the former the residual pressure is about 5 x 10~® atmos. The positive

212
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ions in the gas, formed as a result of the discharge, travel towards the cathode
thus producing a large number of electrons by collision, and these electrons
make up the cathode stream ; they leave the cathode at right angles to its

surface, which is a concave segment of a sphere, and from thence they converge
to a focal point at which is placed an anticathode of some refractory material,
such as platinum, tungsten, molybdenum or rhodium.
These gas tubes have the disadvantage that they require constant attention

while they are in use. As time goes on the gas is gradually absorbed and its

pressure falls, the voltage which has to be applied across the terminals becomes
higher and the current passing through the tube diminishes. It becomes
necessary to introduce more gas into the tube, and, in fact, special means are
provided to effect this.

The hot cathode tubes, on the other hand, function very steadily. The

typical Coolidge tube consists of a glass bulb, 18 cm. in diameter, fitted with
two coaxial tubular ends and requires a tension of 220,000 volts. The cathode
is a tungsten filament in the form of a flat spiral maintained at incandescence
by means of a current of a few amperes under a pressure of some 10 volts,

and the emission from this filament is to a large extent focussed on the anti-

cathode by the action of a cylindrical or hemispherical cup which surrounds
the filament

;
the equipoteiitial surfaces thus created direct the stream of

electrons towards the centre of the anti-cathode.

Until 1914 the applications of X-rays were entirely therapeutic,

but after the discoveries of Laue and Bragg, and the arrival of the

Coolidge tube in that year, the applications were extended to the

industrial field, and they are becoming more important every day.

It will be seen that in the Coolidge tube the electrons are

emitted from a metal filament (generally made of tungsten)
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heated to redness by means of an auxiliary circuit. This circuit

can be regulated by a rheostat and thus the intensity of the

electronic current is made independent of the difference of potential

applied to the tube ; this potential determines the penetrating

power of the radiation produced. With such an arrangement it

is possible to control both the intensity and the quality of the

radiation produced, and so, in a series of experiments, to reproduce

the same conditions every time. Coolidge tubes are now made in

which the operating potential is some 400,000 volts.

Fig. 55 represents a Coolidge tube.

Properties of X-rays

Many substances fluoresce under the action of X-rays : among
them are calcium tungstate and barium platinocyanidc ; the

latter is used for covering the screens employed in radioscopy.

X-rays pass through considerable thicknesses of bodies opaque

to ordinary light, and this is their most obvious property. For

subwstances which contain only hydrogen, carbon, oxygen and

nitrogen, i.e,, elements of small atomic weights, the transparency

is high ; substances which contain heavier elements such as

sulphur, phosphorus, or calcium, are more opaque, and it is on

this fact that the practice of radiography is founded.

Opacity to X-rays increases still more for elements like arsenic,

silver or tin, and so on to lead which can stop the rays completely,

so that it is used for protective purposes. A few millimetres are

sufficient. Now, for a given substance the different kinds of

X-rays in a heterogeneous beam are absorbed to different extents

(as is the case for a beam of light composed of many different

monochromatic components). The transparency of a given

substance is used as the basis of a method for distinguishing the

various kinds of rays, and these are classified according to their

ability to penetrate increasing thicknesses ; the more penetrating

rays are called “ harder ”
; the less penetrating are the “ soft

”

rays.

X-rays are propagated in straight lines with a measurable

velocity which is found to be equal to that of light ; in passing

through bodies they undergo no appreciable reflection or refraction,
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they do not convey any electric charge, and they are not deflected

by either an electric or a magnetic field.

The rays ionise any gases through which they pass, and

consequently they discharge electrified bodies, since the air

surrounding the bodies loses its insulating property. Molecules

of gas which lie in the path of a beam of X-rays lose an electron

and become positive ions; an electron so emitted has a considerable

velocity and in its turn it ionises a large number of molecules,

and, after having exhausted its energy, finally attaches itself

either to a positive ion or to a neutral molecule, so giving

rise to a negative ion ; it is these ions that discharge electrified

bodies.

The ionisation current which a beam of X-rays produces between

two metal plates at different potentials can be used to measure the

intensity of the beam. X-rays affect photographic plates.

Rontgen’s experiments to determine if the rays showed interference

effects, using the ordinary optical methods, gave entirely negative

results.

The Nature of Rontgen Rays and the Range of their

Wave-lengths

In some of their properties the X-rays are similar to light ;

they travel in straight lines, produce phosphorescence, cause the

emission of electrons from metals and affect a photographic plate.

But—and this is the apparently fundamental difference—they

do not exhibit the phenomena of reflection, refraction,**' or

interference when examined by ordinary methods. Shadows cast

on photographic plates have perfectly sharp edges, showing that the

rays travel strictly in straight lines and cannot bend round

obstacles as do rays of light in the diffraction phenomena so

extensively studied by Fresnel.

It was suspected that the rays were undulatory in character,

like light, and that they were produced as a result of the sudden

* In 1925 Siegbahn showed that refraction did actually occur, and that
the refractive index was less than 1, i.c., a beam of ROntgen rays, on entering
an aluminium prism, was bent away from instead of towards the base.

This deviation is of the order of a minute of arc, i,e,, very small indeed.

M. Siegbahn, Journal de Physique, 6, p. 228, 1925.
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stoppage, by tlie antieatliode, of the eleetrons forming the

eathode stream.

Actually, in 1912, at the time when Laue proved that there was

no essential difference between the X-rays and ordinary liglit, it

was thought that the new rays W(*re cor])ns<'ular in c'haracter ; at

that time these two conceptions wert‘ complete antitheses ; it was

thought that the one eharacter was quite irreconcilable with the

other, and it was iiev(‘r imagined that soine fifteen years later a

combination of both characters (‘ould be conceived.*

To prove that the Rcintgen rays are undulatory in character,

and to measure their wave-length, they must be made to interfere ;

it is known that the wav’^e-length can be calculated by superposing

two rays whieh, originally derived from the same wave-front, are

caused to traverse jjaths differing slightly in length. Now if the

wave-length is very short, much shorter than that of the short(\st

waves in tlie ultra-violet spectrum, it will be understood how all

the researches carried out on these lines in the case of X-rays

were misdirected, and therefore the phenomena of reflection,

refraction and diffraction were—apparently—absent.

In fact, from wliat has been stated as regards the gratings

which are used to obtain diffraction phenomena and to measure

wave-lengths, it is clear that the spacing of the lines must be of

the same order of magnitude as the wave-length of the light to

be analysed, and which it is desired to decompose.

For instance, the yellow sodium line for which A = 0-0000589 cm.

is diffracted at an angle of 24° by a grating which has 7,000 lines

to the centimetre, i.e,, one in which the lines arc 0-000143 cm.

apart.

Now if the X-rays are similarly undulatory in character, but

with a much shorter wave-length than any ordinary light, the

gratings available are of no use since they are much too coarse.

* We shall see, in fact, that recent experiments have brought out the dual
nature of X-rays. Whilst, on the one hand, it is probable that Hbntgen rays
will be found to have the properties of electromagnetic waves, such as total

reflection, diffraction by gratings and refraction in prisms, on the other hand,
there are experiments which have established incontestably that the energy
of these rays is granular in eharacter. In contrast with this, experiments
of a different kind have shown that a stream of electrons, originally imagined
to be corpuscular, behaves like a beam of electromagnetic waves.
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VVc may say that the X-ray spectrum begins where the

ultra-violet ends, i.e,, at about 1,000 Angstrom units (10"^ cm.).

Nevertheless, the radiation within the interval between 1,000

Ang. and 2 Ang. differs from ordinary X-rays in that it is very

r(‘adily absorbed
; so much so that a thickness of half a millimetre

of air is sufheient to absorb (‘ornpletely atiy radiation for whi(di

A is about 50 Angstrom units. For this reason, experiments on

this ])art of the spectrum are made in a vacuum.

Th(‘ short-wave limit of the X-ray spectrum depends on the

maximum potential wliich it is possible to apply to the tubes

used for generating th(' rays.

At present it is possible to })roduce rays for which A — 0-035

Ang.

The Diffraction of X-rays by Crystals—Lane’s remarkable
Discovery

In order to show that X-rays are undulatory in character, and

to measure their wave-length, it is necessary, as has been said,

to eaus(‘ tliem to interfen^ : all the exjxrimcnts carried out by

physicists and those eondueted by Rbntgeii wen^ unsuccessful on

ae(*ount of the ('Xtreme shortness of tlie wave-length which was

of th(^ ord('r of about 10 ® cm., /.e., oidy one five-thousandth of

that of ordinary luminous radiation.

Now the distance between the molecules of a solid body is just

of this order of magnitude, and further, we know from a study

of crystallography that crystals have a regular structure which

gives a grating made up of parallel planes. Thanks to this

coincidence, Nature herself has provided the grating which is

needed. It was Prof. Laue of Zurich (1921) who first used

crystals both to examine the nature of X-rays and also to measure

their wave-length. The molecules, arranged regularly at the

corners of the crystal structure, acted in the same way as the

lines in a diffraction grating.

In order to understand this subject properly it is necessary

to notice that, actually, the crystal grating is not a plane

grating.

Consider, for instance, a cubic arrangement of points composed
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of elementary cubes, at the corners of which are situated the

diffracting elements.

A ray enters along a path for which the direction cosines with

respect to the three perpendicular axes of the cubic system

considered are a^, /Sq, y^,

A diffracted ray whieli, after entering in the direction a^,

leaves the crystal with direction cosines a, jS, y, has an appreciable

intensity only if t)ie rays due to tJie action of the various elements

of the grating agree in })hase. Now in order that this result may
be produced, it is necessary that three conditions should be

fulfilled simultaneously, and these conditions are simply the

condition already found in the case of a plane grating, but

repeated for each of the other two principal directions in space.

Thus it is necessary that

a {cl — clq) == KjA

a(^- ^o) = K,A

« (y — yo) = K3A

where K^, Kg, K3 are integers and a is the distance between the

centres of diffraction, i.e., the side of the elementary cube.

Under these conditions two rays emerging from any point of

the grating will reinforce each otht*r by interfereiure.

It is important to notice that light which is originally wliite

can only emerge as monochromatic in any given direction.

Actually a cone is considered to be described about a centre of

diffraction, the axis of this cone being parallel to the axis of x

and its vertical angle being given by the first of the three equations

written abo^^e ; a second cone, with its axis in the direction y
and having an appropriate vertical angle (given by the second

equation), intersects the first cone along two generating lines ; it

is not generally possible to find a third cone which intersects the

first two along their lines of intersection and which therefore

gives the direction of the emergent radiation. If, however, the

light is white, it is possible to find some wave-length A such that

the third equation also is satisfied. This can be expressed by

solving the system of three equations given above and finding A,

using the known property of direction cosines according to which
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ao" + + yo" = 1 a2 + /92 + / _ 1.

In this way it is found that

.
K^gp + Ka^o + Kay^
“

* • • •

Tile angle 2^ between the ineident ray and the emergent ray

is given by analytical geometry as follows :— *

sin e - (A/2a) VK^TK^Tk^ ... (2)

If, then, a plate of crystalline material be placed in the path

Fig. 56.—The experiment of Friedrich and Knipping on the scattering

of X-rays by a crystal.

of a beam of X-rays, diffraction phenomena take place so that

the radiation is confined to certain directions, and if the

transmitted beam impinges on a sensitive plate, the result is a

photograph (or radiograph) consisting not of lines but of spots

(Fig. 57).

These are the experiments due to Laue, Friedrich and Knipping ;

a narrow pencil of X-rays produced by passing a beam through

It is sufficient to note that if two lines have respectively the direction

cosines a©, i9o» Vo ^*^<1 Pf y» the angle 2$ between them is given by cos 2$ =
«ao + PPo + yyo*
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a fine tube of lead (1 to 2 mm. in diameter) traverses a erystalline

plate, and the resulting diffracted beam is recorded on a

photographic plate (see Fig. 56). After an exf)osure of sc'Vt^ral

hours, according to the power of the tube (inployed and the

transparency of the crystal, a pattern of diffraction spots

surrounding a central spot is obtained, this central spot being

due to the rays which are not diffracted, and which ti'avel on in

a straight line after leavixig the lead tube.

If, for example, the erystalline plate (0-5 mm. thick) has

—

like zinc blende—a tetrad axis of symmetry, the spots are

Fig. 57.—A Laue radiograph.

repeated at an angular interval of 90® about the centre of the

pattern (see Fig. 57).

This remarkable discovery of Lauc opened up a method for

examining the internal structure of crystals.

Each spot which recurs at a certain angular interval about the

axis of symmetry has the same intensity in each position, and is

always produced by rays of the same wave-length. If the record

on the photographic plate were coloured according to the wave-

length of the Rontgen radiation, the corresponding spots in each
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repeat of the pattern would be of the same eolour. As an example

let us consider a spot for which

“0 = 1
I

= 0
I

= 0 Ki = 1
I

= 1
I

K 3 = 5.

From
(
1

)
it is found that Xja = 2/27. If, for instance,

A— 4 X 10^® cm., then the constant of the grating a= 5*4 X cm.

Similarly, if the constant a of the grating is known, A can be

found.

Thus Laue’s discovery has opened up two lines of research ;

one is the study of the spectra of Rontgen rays, the measurement

of their wave-length in terms of the constants of a grating,

obtained as will be described later ; tlie other is the study of

crystal structure by using rays of known wave-length. So far,

for the sake of simplicity, wt^ have eonfined ourselves to the

consideration of a cubic system in which the planes of the grating

are orthogonal and the diffraction centre's equally spaced in all

three directions. The complete theory, taking in oblique structures,

is somewhat more complicated, but has been completely worked

out.

It will be appreciated that it is a very laborious process to

interpret a radiograph containing many spots into a description

of the particles which have produced these spots.

In order to give a better idea of the way in which these

radiographs are produced and how they serve to indicate the

internal structure of crystals, we will give an elementary treatment

of the subject.

The Internal Structure of Crystals

It is known that crystals are polyhedral in form, with plane

faces, and that each chemical substance has a cliaractcristic

crystalline form which enables the substance to be ident*ified.

Crystalline forms have been divided into classes and these

classes into groups according to the degree of symmetry shown

(planes, axes, or centre of symmetry). The external polyhedral

shape, i,e,^ the symmetry of the mass, is the result ot the regular

arrangement of the constituent particles ; these may be imagined

to be placed at the corners of a space lattice such, for example,

as that shown in Fig. 58.
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The volume is in this ease subdivided into elementary

parallelepipeds by means of three sets of parallel planes ; the

planes in each set are equidistant and parallel. The three sets

C

are inclined to each other at different angles, and the distances

a, fc, c are different. In this way the crystal lattice is produced.

It is thought that the faces of the crystal correspond to the

different ways in which a geometrical plane can be placed so as
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to pass through an indefiriite number of these corners, termed

the nodes of the cTystal space lattice.

For instance, the three nodes A, B, C determine a crystal face

or, more generally, a plane of the lattice (see Fig. 59).

When mention is made of the axes of reference of a crystal,

three directions oA, oB, oC are taken at will to describe the

position of any face
;

it is clear that the intcreepts of any face

Fig. 62.—The cube and the
octahedron.

Fig. 63.—The rfiombic
dodecahedron.

on the three axes will be lengths oA. cB, oC, so that the ratios

oA/p, oBjq^ oC/r have the same relative values as three integral

numbers, p, g, r being the three intercepts on the axes and
therefore multiples of the three fundamental distances.

In this way a face is defined by three whole-number indices
”

—for instance, 2, 1, 3 or 0, 1, 2—and this combination can always

be arranged so that one of the indices is equal to unity, for what
matters is the position of a face in relation to the others, and not

its absolute position ; in crystals, in fact, the faces occur parallel
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to each other, and two crystals are the same when all the faces

of one are parallel to those of the other.

Thus we speak of the face 111 ; this face cuts all three axes

of r(‘ferenee at equal distances from their origin ; if these axes

are orthogonal, the symbol 111 stands for one of the faces of a

regular octahedron ; the symbol III stands for another face,

and the wliole syst(‘m, i.e,, the octahedron, is expressed by means
of tlu‘ symbol (111). A V(‘ry special case is that in which the

crystal lattices consists of planes which are mutually perpendicular

and which are equidistant ; this gives rise to the cube.

In crystals of the cubical system, three kinds of faces are most

frequently found, viz., those corresponding to the indices 100,

110, 111. Tl;ic first symbol refers to the faces of the cube which

are each parallel to two axes of references, as indicated by the

two zeros of the symbols 100, 010, 001, 001, etc., all of which

are summarised in the symbol (100).

The symbol (110) refers to the rhombie dodecahedron, while

(111) stands for the octahedron as stated already. The rhombic

dodecahedron is, of course, a regular polyhedron Avith twelve

equal sides, each side bcarig a rhombus.

Radiographs

Let us follow Bragg and consider an example of a tzvo-dimensional

structure, made up of diffraction centres which are all alike, as in

the case of a nickel crystal, or of centres of two different kinds

(sodium chloride).

An idea of the first case may b(^ gained from Fig. 64, while

Fig. 65 gives an idea of the second case.

The symbols (11), (21), (31), (41) in Fig. 64 indicate the indices

of the different faces which, in the case of an actual three-

dimensional crystal, are triple instead of double. In Fig. 66,

which represents the corresponding radiograph, AO is the beam
of heterogeneous incident radiation ; OPj, OPg, OP3 are the

reflected rays, P^, Pg, P3 the spots obtained on the radiograph.

It is known that when a beam of monochromatic light falls on a

plane reflecting surface, every point which receives light becomes

a centre of vibration, and there is a single and well-defined
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direction along which the reflected rays are in the same phase ;

this special direction is the direetion of the reflected beam, and
is symmetrical with the incident })eain about the normal to the

plane (see Fig. 67).

Only one path is o[)en to the reflected beam, and to every

angle of incidence there corresponds a single angle of reflexion.

Wh(‘n, howev^er, as in the case of erystals, the regularly spaced

41 31
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Fig. 04.—Plane lattic e of particles

of one kind.

Fici. 05. —Plane lattic;e of
particles of two kinds.

planes lying below the surface plane take part in the diffraction,

it follows that for any arbitrarily chosen angle of incidence there

will no longer be any refleeted beam, because—save in exceptional

circumstances—the* reflected rays will be unlike in phase on

account of the distances they have travelled within the crystal ;

thus a monochromatic beam is not usually reflected unless there

is a special relationship between the separation distance S of the

planes (see Fig. 68), the wave-length of the radiation and the

angle 6 at which the light enters the crystal. On the other

hand, when a heterogeneous, and not a monochromatic, beam

enters the crystal there must be, among the infinite range of

CASTLETEANCHI VOL. I. 8
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Fig. 00.

radiations of which it is composed, one wliich will have a wave-

length such that it fulfils the condition referred to above, and

this component will therefore be reflected, Tlie condition to be

satisfied is, as we shall show
, A — 2 8 sin 6 (see p. 256).

RSrL£CT/nar SURTj^CC

Fig. 07.—The phenomenon of reflection.
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Fig. G8.—Reflection at successive lattice planes.

It will be seen that from the distribution and the intensity of

the spots it is possible to build up a picture of the crystal structure,

since the order of succession of the wavc-lengtlis forming these

spots is known.

We shall take as examples tlie radiograph of sylvinc (potassium

Fig. 69.—Radiograph of sylvine. Fig. 70.—Radiograph of rocksalt.

chloride) and that of sodium chloride, shown in Figs. 69 and 70.*

We shall now show how it is that these spots are arranged in

circles.

Laue*s diagram is obtained with ROntgen rays having a continuous

spectrum, i.e., with the radiation given by an X-ray tube. Each group of

* These figures show the so-called stereographic projection, in whicli the

ellipses on which the spots lie are projected into circles.

s-
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jt regularly spaced planes is tlius

^ enabl(*d to select from the
Z.

^ incident radiation the wave-
'

' length which suits its position

and its spacing, so that this

radiation will be selectively

reflected in a direction which is

fixed in relation to that of the

incident beam. This method of

Lane’s gives, therefore, the

orientation of the planes and
the tyi)c of symmetry of the

crystal under examination, but
it does not give the dimensions
of the elementary cell in the

lattice.

The typical Lane diagram
shows a circular central spot,

which is the record of the

undcviated beam, and this is

surrounded with spots arranged

so as to lie on a series of

Lig. 71. ellipses
;

these ellipses are

arranged symmetrically if the

incident beam is sensibly coincident with the axis of symmetry of the crystals.

The problem now remaining is to connect the position of a spot with the
index of the reflecting plane which produces it.

In this connection let us consider Fig. 71. The spots are arranged on
ellipses which pass through the central i)oint O, where the incident beam of

Rontgen radiation meets the f)late. The crystal is placed at C and the angle
between the incident beam and
the reflecting face of the crystal
(perpendicular to the plane of

^

tlie paper) is B. The ray CS Z \
makes an angle 2B with the line \ A
CO ;

the other rays CS^, CSg,
eSg . . . correspond to reflections

at the same angle B.

The rays CSj, JjSg, CSg are
the generators of a circular cone
having (’Z as its axis and as
its vertical angle. Hence, they
intersect the plate L in points
lying on an ellipse.

If a stereographic projection

of this ellipse be formed, as
in Fig. 72, the ellipse becomes
a circle, and circles such as
these make up the diagrams
showm in Figs. 09 and 70.
This projection is carried out
as follows (see Fig. 72) : the
point S is joined to the centre
C of the sphere whose radius
is CO and the point M in which Fig. 72 .
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(\S intersects the surface is projected on to the plate. The ellipse is thus
contrficted along its major axis and becomes a circle.

A careful stucly of tliese fig;iires and of many otlicrs has led to

the eoneliision that the particles which arc situated at tlu^ nodes

of the crystal lattice and which dct<'rniinc the relU^ction pattern

by the positions of the ])laiies passing through llunn are not the

molecules, but I he ions. Thus in a cryst al of f)otassiuni cJdoride,

which, like sodium chloride,

belongs to the cubic systtnn, tlu‘

atoms of chlOrin(‘ arc s(‘])arat(‘d

from the atoms of the jnctal.

It will be R'adily unchrstood

how the radiograph giv(m by

such a system may haxc wcll-

dcfiTied connections with that

giv(‘n by a system consisting

entirely of particles of one kind.

This division of the relle(*ting

jdaries into two categories is

r(‘sponsiblc for the special

ap})earancc of th(‘ sj)ots, which arc

found to fall into two regular groups.

Thus from Fig. 70 wc can form a ])ictur(‘ of tlu‘ thrt^c^-dinumsional

structure of the crystal lattice of rock-salt, called a cubic face-

centred lattice (Fig. 73).

Moseley’s Discovery *

Moseley, the young English physicist wJio was already famous

at the age of twenty-fiv(‘ and who was killed in the Dardanelles

campaign in the World War, made a systematic study of the

emission of Ilbntgen rays as related to tin* periodic arrangement

of the elements.

The anti-cathode of an X-ray tube emits radiation of all

frequencies as a result of the sudden stoppage of the electrons

which make up the cathode stream ; and in this way the so-called

continuous spectrum is produced
;

at present wc shall neglect this

* H. G. J. Moseley, Phil, Mag,, 20, p. 1024, 1913 ; and 27, p. 703, 1914.

Fn;. 73. Latlic(‘ of rocksjilt :

Tlio halides of I he alkali

metals (K( 1. KHr, KF,
NaHr. ete.) have the same
lattiee form.
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spectrum. Superposed on it, however, the photographs show

some very fine lines, and these are the lines which Moseley studied

systematically.

The spectrum, which consists of a few lines, is atomic, it

is almost entirely independent of the nature of the chemical

combination in which the element forms a part ; in other words,

an atom is always characterised by its own invariable X-ray

spectrum, no matter what may be the compound or the alloy in

which it is present. Brass, which is an alloy of copper and zinc,

gives rise simultaneously to two spectra which are respectively

characteristic of the two components when these are used

sejiarately.

In the ease of cobalt, which it is difficult to separate from

ni(‘kel and from iron, the lines of the latter are in no way interfered

with by those of the former element. This is the chief

characteristic which is responsible for the simplicity of X-ray

spectra.

Bromine, which cannot be used as an element to form an

anti-cathode, may be studied in its compounds with other elements

as a result of the property which has just been described.

The high frequency part of the spectrum, then, enables the

elements to be detected in any of their combinations, and this

provides direct proof of their unalterability throughout all kinds

of chemical transformations.

Thus X-ray spectra are much simpler than light spectra

;

while the latter may consist of hundreds or sometimes even

thousands of lines, the former consists of a small number of lines

grouped in a few series which are referred to by the letters

K, L, M in order of increasing wave-length.

The X-ray spectra of the various elements show, in fact, a

striking similarity, for there are groups of lines which maintain

the same relative positions and the same relative intensities as

we pass from one element of the periodic classification to another,

and each line of every group is similarly repeated in going from

one element to the next (see Fig. 74).

In any given spectrum the K series is that containing the

highest frequencies, and in this series four lines are to le seen,
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called respectively a, a', jSg. The first two are the closest

together.

If, then, various elements are taken in the order of increasing

atomic weight, it will be seen that there is a gradual and uniform

displacement of the systems of lines ; Moseley examined more

than forty elements, from aluminium to gold, using the element

under observation as the anti-cathode in a tube producing X-rays

and so obtaining the characteristic lines ;
he measured the

wave-lengths by means of an

analysing crystal of potassium

ferrocyanide, for which the

constant d was known to be

equal to 8*454 X 10“ ® cm.

The exploringchamber * used

for examining the reflected

radiation contained the

photographic plate which

recorded the impression of the

beam of X-rays coming from

the crystal
;
every characteristic

line was measured by making a

very accurate determination of

the angles corresponding to the

first two orders in the diffraction

pattern so that the wave-

length was calculated from the

relations A — 2d sin 6^ (first order) and A = d sin $2 (second

order).

To Moseley belongs the credit of having found the law governing

the change of frequency of a given line with change of the element

giving rise to it.

For every line in the X-ray spectrum the square root ofthefrequency

V is a linear function of the atomic number,\ This means that if a

graph be plotted with abscissae showing the atomic weights or,

.
The spectrometers used for hnding the wave-lengths of X-rays are

described on p. 260, Figs. 84 and 85.

f As we shall see, the relation is almost linear.
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better, the atoniie numbers, ix,, the numbers indieating the

position of th<' atom in t})e periodic table, while the ordinates

represent the values of for any given line in the spectra due

to various (‘k inents, then the resulting points lie on a straight line.

The same is true of the L series and of the M series.

Moseley’s law may thus be expressed mathematically by means

of the equation

Vv = « (N - />),

where a and h are two characteristic constants of the line under

consideration, e,g., tin* K line. For this line the above formula

becomes

= 82303 (N - 1)^,

where N is the atomic number, f.c., the rank of the clement in

the periodic classification.

In order to give a numerical illustration of what has just been

described we shall now give the wave-lengths of the K series in

X units. This unit of length was introduced by Sicgbahn, the

well-known physicist who continued Moseley’s work ; in 1919,

Siegbahn, having perfected the methods of measurement, so

increased the precision of the wave-length data that it was

necessaiy to introduce a much smaller unit than the Angstrom

in which to express them. The new unit, called the X, is the

thousandth part of the Angstrom unit, so that one X == 10“ cm.

Wave-lengths of the K Series in X units

Atomic Number N and
Name of Element. a' or a,. a or <Xi. ^1. /3, or y.

Sodium 11. 11,883 11,883 11,591

Silicon 14 . 7,109 7,109 6,739 —
Calcium 20 3,355 3,352 3,083 3,067
Manganese 25 2,101 2,097 1,905 1,893

Zinc 30 1,435
i

1,432 1,292 1,281

Molybdenum 42 . 712 708 631 619
Antimony 51 474 469 416 407
Tungsten 74 213 209 184 179
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From the figures given in the table on p. 232 it is possible to

verify Moseley’s law.

The K series is only well established for the elements lying

between oxygen and uranium, and this for the following reason :

the hardness of the X-rays increases in eaeh series as the atomic

weight increases ; sodium and the elements immediately below it

give rays which have so little penetrating power that it is difficult

to study them.

The approximate proportionality between the square root of

the frequency and the position number of the element holds for

all homologous lines, i.c., for K^ 2» L^ 2 » ^/3 >

(see Fig. 75 ).*

We give below a few values for the radiation. Tlie wave-

lengths are expressed in X units.

Atomic
Number.

Atomic
Weight.

Element. Wave-length.
Square Root of
J^>pquency.

30 65-38 Zinc 12,222 4-95 X 10®

45 102-9 Rhodium

.

4,588 8-06 X 10*

55 132-81 Caesium . 2,886 10-2 X 10*

82 207-2 Lead 1172 15-98 X 10*

92 238-2 Uranium 908 18-1 X 10*

Moseley’s law placed beyond all question the relationship

existing between the different elements, a relationship which was

first established, though on a very much less secure basis, by

Mendeleieff ; the high frequency spectmm is determined by the

atomic number and, conversely, from a knowledge of the spectrum

it is possible to deduce the atomic number with absolute certainty ;

the high frequency spectrum alone serves to define precisely the

nature of an element and its position in the periodic classification ;

this position is identical with that determined by the chemical

properties, and, apart from a few inconsiderable exceptions, with

the order based on the atomic weights.

In Fig. 76 R is the Rydberg constant (expressed as a frequency) to
which we shall refer in Vol. II, Chap. II. For the present it is sufficient to
state that it is a constant ; its value is 3-2775 x 10^® sec.-^
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Now, these exceptions are just the cases in which similarity of

chemical properties indicates that there should he a departure fro7n

the strict order of the atomic weights. Tellurium (at. wt. 127*5),

which shows a striking similarity with selenium, must now be

placed before iodine, which has an atomic weight of 126*92, in

spite of the greater atomic weight of the former element
;

if this

is done, tellurium falls into the same column as the element it

resembles. Cobalt and nickel, too, eaus(‘ another inversion, the

former (Co — 58-97) being now jdaced before nickel (Ni — 58*68).

In order to bring argon into the column of the rare gases, so that

it may be amongst its analogues, it has to be placed before

potassium, and in this way the latter element occurs in the same

column as sodium and lithium where it naturally belongs. In

spite of these anomalies, which caused Mendeleieff’s classification

to appear somewhat arbitrary, it emerged triumphant from all

criticism
;
it was hoped, and indeed believed, that this classification

was leased on a real j)eriodicity in properties as the atomic

weight increased, and that it would therefore provide a basis for a

philosophical explanation of nature ; Moseley then showed that

the order of succession of the spectral lines in the high frequency

spectrum corresponded exactly with the order of succession of the

elements
;
tellurium occurred before iodine as it naturally should,

cobalt before nickel and potassium before calcium. Moreover, the

known elements left gaps in the series of lines, and these gaps

belonged to the elements which were still unknown. It was

thus proved that there could never be discovered, either on

the earth or elsewhere in the universe, any new elements with

atomic weights lying between 11 and 92, i.e,, between sodium and

uranium, other than those which had already been indicated as

unknown ; at the time of Moseley’s work (1913) the vacant spaces

were six in number and the confirmation was a matter of great

interest.*

The essential significance of Moseley’s law is not that the square

root of the frequency is a simple function of the position of the

element in the periodic arrangement, but that there exists a

At the present time there are only two vacant places.
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property, tlie X-ray speetriirn, whi<'Ii is a (‘oiitiimoiis functioii of

this position ; this fact establishes the (xistenee of a common
basis for the structure of all the various atoms, a basis which can

control this })ro})erty of the atom, and this structural basis must
be such as to c*hange gradually and uniformly on passing from one

position in the periodic* table to another. Since this simple linear

relationship betw(‘en the atomic number and the frequency no

longer holds if the atomic weight be substituted for the atomic

number, it seems (‘lear that the latter and not the former is the

ir)dep(*ndent variable which must be considered when studying the

successive variations in the properties of bodies.

The Continuous Background Spectrum and its Limit

As has })een said already, an X-ray tube en)its a spectrum

composed of a (‘ontimious background on which are suj)erimposed

the bright lines characteristic of the element forming the anti-

cathode
; the fornu*r })art is also referreal to as the “ general,” or

“independent,” radiation, since it does not depend on the anti-

cathode which is used, but is made up of an infinite number of

homogeiK'ous radiations as in the ease of the white* light s])eetrum.

Let us conside r a hot cathode tube, the Coolidge tube.

The Coolidge tube allows the intensity and the penetrating

power of the X-rays to be controlled very easily ; the intensity

may be inercase‘d by raising the current through the filament and

so increasing the number of electrons emitted
;

the hardness is

increased by raising the voltage apjilied across the electrodes
;

it

is tlius possible to obtain a strong or a weak dosage of rays of any

desired degree of hardness.

Let one of the hot cathode tubes be operated at constant

}X)tential V ; the electrons arrive at the anti-cathode with an

amount of energy which can be varied at will by adjusting V. By
means of a spec'trometer with an ionisation chamber it is possible

to measure the intensity of the ionisation produced by the rays

reflected from the crystal at various angles. In this way the

spectral distribution of the radiation can be determined at any

given potential and the curve showing the intensity of the radiation

at each wave-length can be drawn.
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By varying tlic ])otentiai across thc^ lul)c, a similar curve* may
he ohtaiiU‘(I for ('a(‘li sc‘k‘ctc(I value of V, and so the complete
diagram shown in Fig. 77 may he constructed.

In a similar manner it is [)ossihlc to use a constant angle (/.c., a

single wave-lengtli) and to trace the curve connecting the intensity

of this homogeneous radiation with the |)otential applied across

the tuh(‘
; these latter curve*s arc call(‘d isochromatic, for an

obvious rc*ason. and have tlie form sliown in Fig. 78.

Th(* two methods of

working ar<* equivalent,

and, clearly, haid to the

same results.

Now from Fig. 77—or

equally from Fig. 78—-it

will he seen that the

intensity of the spectrum

hccomes zero for a

maximum frequency vq

at each potential Vq, and

it is found that hetween

these two quantities

there exists the simple

relation

where h is c a u s taut
throughout.

For instance, at 38, ()()()
Fig. 77.

volts the radiation A ~ 0*318 Angstrom lias zero intensity
; at a

lower voltage, c.g., 25,000 volts, the ionisation due to the

radiation is reduced to zero at a lower frequency, and, in

fact, vq and the voltage \\ vary in the same ratio as ahov’^e

stated

.

Thus the starting points of the various curves obtained at

voltages of 20, 30, 10 and 50 kilovolts represent frequencies which
lie on a straight line if they are plotted on a diagram showing
corresponding values of Cq and Vq.

This law is of very great importance ; the constant h appears in

the formulae expressing many of the most diverse physical
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phenomena and is called Planches constant,''^ or the radiation

constant for reasons which we shall see later.

A number of physicists have verified this law by means of

experiments carried out on various metals, especially during the

years 1915-1919.t
The value of h is 6-55 x 10"^^ erg sec. It is expressed in erg

seconds because the product cVq is work and frequency is the

reciprocal of time, so that the ratio h = cNqIvq really has the

dimensions of energy x time. A given radiation Vg, then, does not

apy)ear unless eV^/h exceeds vg, i.e., unless the voltage attains the

corresponding critical value.

This is the significance of the results obtained experimentally.

The highest voltages practically attainable are now about 200,000

volts ; the electrons then acquire a velocity of 260,000 km. /sec.,

close to the velocity of light, as can be easily calculated from the

relation ^ mv^ ~ \e.

If, instead of considering the continuous spectrum, as we have

done so far, we turn our attention to the rays which are

characteristic of the metal used for the anti-cathode (tungsten,

* From the name of the celebrated physicist, Max Planck, professor at
Berlin, and founder of the quantum theory.

f W. Duane and F. L. Hunt, Phys. Rev., 6, p. I(i6, 1915. 1). L. Webster,
Phys. Rev.y 7. p. 599, 1919. F. C. Blake and W. Duane, Phys. Rev., 10, pp. 93
and 624, 1917. K. Wagner, Phys. ZeUs., 21, p. 621, 1920,
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molybdenum, platinum, etc.), it is found experimentally that in

order to excite the rays of any group, the energy of the electrons

coming from the cathode must be at least eqtial to that which

corresponds with the line of the highest frequency in the group as

calculated from the relation hv = We ; no line in a group appears,

in fact, until the ciKTgy of the electrons travelling towards the

anti-cathode attains the value hv, i.e,, 6*55 x multiplied by v.

When this value has been reached, then all the lines appear at

once.

The existence of these lines of maximum frequency v^,

all produced at once

when the energy of

an electron We mv^

is sufficiently high,

suggests that there

exist within the atom

certain levels of energy.

To form a clearer idea

of the matter let us

imagine the following

mechanical system :

—

A number of equal

masses P are placed

at different levels K, L,

M, N (see Fig. 79) in a

field of force which decreases rapidly upwards. The first of these

masses, if it be given sufficient energy, may be thrown upwards and

move off to infinity, leaving its place vacant ; this may happen

provided the kinetic energy (J mv^) imparted to the mass is equal

to the work required to remove it to infinity. For a mass P
situated at the level L, the energy required will be less since the

level is higher. With a system such as this the removal to infinity

of a mass from the level K, or its removal from the level L to

infinity, will be followed by the fall of a mass which descends to

fill up the vacant space and the phenomenon will be accompanied

by the emission of monochromatic radiation. We have the

emission of the line if the mass comes from the nearest level,
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of the line if it conies from the next but one, of tiic line if

it comes from the next but two, and so on ;
equally the emission

of the lines L^, L^, L^, etc., is the result of a vacant space at the

level L.

With this system it will be understood that the work which has

to he done in order to create a vacant place is greater the lower the

level under consideration, and it is immediately apparent wliy

—

giv(‘n siifli(*ient energy for the creation of a vacancy -all or none

of the lines in a K seri(‘s a])pear according as the energy available

is or is not sidlieient to remove to intin ity a mass situated at tlie

K level. The lines, theixfore, all ap})ear simultaneously if these

nee(‘ssary amounts of energy are su})plied eontinuously, for the

vacancies created will be filled by masses falling from all the

different levels. In conclusion, the fact that, for any one body

acting as an antieathode, all the sf)e<*tral lines of a K series appear

simultaneously, and that in order to make them appear the energy

needed is hv, projxirtional to the frequency of the “ highest
”

radiation, suggest that the atom does actually possess a similar

structure with energy levels. It is the constituent electrons

which convert the potential energy of the atomic system and are

responsible for the emission of the spectral lines.

We shall see later, in Vol. II, Chap. II, that these' energy levels do

actually exist within the atom, and that they can be measured.

This explains quite satisfactorily the experimental fact—which is

here only referred to in passing— that, until the energy Ve ~ | mv^

of the cathode particles reaches a value sufticient to enable it to

plunge—as it were—into the internal structure of the atom, none

of the characteristic rays is emitted, but on the other hand, when
one is emitted, the whole series is emitted. At this stage it is not

possible to explain why the energy Ve and the maximum frequency

excited should be connected by means of the simple relation

V rrr YejK whcrc h is a constant for all frequencies, for every metal

and without any exception whatever.

The use of Gratings in X-ray Spectroscopy

Jean Thibaud, in 1925,* succeeded in obtaining X-ray spectra

^ J. Thibaud, Comptes Rendus, 182, p. 55, ia26b
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by moans of a grating on glass having 200 lines to the millimetre

and in measuring the wave-length by this method ;
the result is

remarkable and seems at first sight to eontradict what has been

said as to the extreme smallness of tlie wave-lengths of these

radiations and the eonsefjuent impossibility of ap])lying

spc^etrographic* methods to them. After the work of Lane and

Bragg in studying X-rays, crystals were used exelusi\^ely, as these

naturally o(‘eurring gratings wer(‘ on an atomic scale ;
Thibaud,

however, (conceived the idea of going back to an ordinary type

of line grating, and of obtaining the diffraction effect by

causing th(‘ beam of rays to strike the grating at grazing incidence

(s(‘e Fig. 80)

We have seen already (p. 28) how the eh^meiitary tlu'ory of

D

R

T
T’

Fig. 80 . -'I'liiliaud’s grating spectrogrin)h for X-rays.

tlu' plaiu‘ grating shows that if a beam of rays strikes a reflection

grating at any angle, the monochromatic diffracted rays lie

symmctj’ically on (‘ither side of the regularly reflected beam ; if

the grating has 1/m lines per unit length, th(‘ diffracted ray of

th<* nth order for radiation of wave-lengtii A is refleeted at an

angle /' where

nX ~ ni (sin i — sin /')

or, measuring angles from the })lane of tlie grating,

nX ni (cos 0 — cos a ~}~ 6).

If a narrow pencil strikes the fac(‘ of the grating very obliquely

(see Fig. 80), making with it a very small angle 6, we niay

substitute for cos 6 and cos (a + 0) the first two terms of the

series representing tluan, so that

nX ~ I m (a^ -j- 2oc^) = i (a + 2f^) . . . (1)
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or, since the angle of deviation A is equal to (a 4* 2^),

7iX ™ I mad (2)

It is easy to (‘aleiilate, or to show graphically, that for an

angle of incidence of tlu* order of 6 = 10 tlu' effect is the sanie

as if the grating were very fine ; in other words, the dispersive

power is greatly increased,* arid it begins to b(‘ possible* to separate

Rontgen rays at appreciable* angles, using gratings with only 50

to 100 lines per millimetre.

It will be seen that this method is specially suitable for

photography, since, at these v^ery small angles of incidence, total

reflection takes place and the relleeted beam is therefore very

intense ; actually the refractive index for X-rays differs from

unity by only a very small quantity 8 which is of the order of

10~®, and total reflection occurs when 6 is less than a certain

limiting angle given by ~ \/28 in ficeordance with

elementary optical theory. Now if ^ is of the order of 10"^ it is

possible to come within the region of total reflection, and the

reflected beam has then the desired high intensity.

Thibaud used, for instance, glass gratings having 50 to 200

lines to the millimetre, and with exposures of ten minutes to one

hour he was able, not only to separate the different radiations

given by a Coolidge tube, but also to measure the wave-lengths

of the characteristic lines.

The absolute value of A for a certain radiation from copper

was determined by Thibaud, who measured the angles a and

J = a + 2^. Using the relation nX ~ Jmad he obtained A,

since the constant of the grating was known (m ~ 5/10,000 cm.).

Thibaud found for this line of the copper spectrum

A ~ 1*540 Angstrom.

This figure should agree with that given by crystal gratings

Actually the formula for the first order is A = m(sin i — sin i ), which
may be written approximately as A = m{i — i'), when i and i' are very small ;

thus dX == mdi' and the change of the angle i' with respect to a change of
wave-length is di'jdX ~ Ijm. However, when the pencil reaches the surface
at grazing incidence, from equation (1), since 6 is small with respect to a, it

follows that, practically, A — ^a®. Hence da/dA — 1/aw, and by comparing
this with di'jdX = 1/m, it will be seen that the dispersion is greatly increased.
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(rock salt, or calcite) for which the spacing in the lattice is known
;

actually, on the assumption that for rock salt *

d ^ VM/2Np = 2*814 Ang.,

where N = Avogadro’s number

p
~ density of rock salt

M = molecular weight of rock salt,

the value found for A is 1*538 Ang.

In addition to total reflection, diffraction at a slit has been

detected in the case of X-rays
;
Holweek and Backlin, for instance,

have conducted experiments with the radiation of aluminium

and have found as many as forty clearly defined fringes.

Finally, some physicists have succeeded in demonstrating and

measuring the polarisation of X-rays, i.t\, the existence, in

certain circumstances, of a plane of preference for the transverse

vibrations.

The Absorption of X-rays

This is a very complicated subject, and in order to avoid

overloading the discussion we shall endeavour to bring out the

fundamental points in a few words.

It is found experimentally that when X-rays pass through a

material they are partially absorbed
; a monochromatic or

homogeneous radiation loses equal fractions of its energy as it

passcs in succession through a s(‘ries of identical screens. If I©

represents the initial intensity of such a radiation and I the

intensity observed after passing through any thickness x, then

I — IqC' the usual exponential relation appropriate to

phenomena of this kind
;

/x is a numerical coefficient called the

linear absorption coefficient

;

anyone who has made a slight study

of physics knows that this equation is obtained by integrating

the differential equation dl — —/xMr, which signifies that the

quantity of energy absorbed in a layer of thickness dx is

proportional to the amount of energy reaching that layer.

The linear absorption coefficients of the different substances

are measured by means of the ionisation spectrometer, placing

different thicknesses of the substance under examination in the

* Seep 258.
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path of the beam. Tlie erystal, as we know, isolates a wave-

length A, and tlu‘ ionisation eliaiulKn- gi\('s tiie intensities with

and without a layei* of material interposc‘d. These figures sliow

that the initial intensity Iq and the final intensity I are eonnected

by the equation

I lo^

and from this equation the value of /x, tlie linear absorption

cocflieient, can be ealeulatc^d for different values of A and different

materials.

Tile linear absorption eoelTieient, then, is a measure of the

absorption per unit volume, taken across unit eross-seetion. On
taking logarithms we have (l/^?)log (Iq/I) ~ nnd it will Vie

seen that (log Iq — log I)/^ should be constant
; this ]>rovid(\s

an experimental test for the homogcaieity of a beam of rays,

since in the ease of a heterogeneous beam the relation between

log I and the thickness ceases to Vie linear.

The effect of the physical conditions of the material on the

value of fjL is fiegligible to a first approximation
;

/.e.. the

temperature and the pressure do not bring about any variation

in fi provid(^d there is no variation in the density
;

thus the

ratio flip between the linear absorption eoeflieienl and the density

is constant for any given material.

This ratio /x/p measures the absorption due to unit mass of the

absorbing medium taken over U7iit eross-seetion when the radiation

is incident normally.

It will readily be understood that this ratio pip is more important

than the simple linear absorption eoeffieient and is therefore very

commonly employed ; it is not to be imagined, however, that for

all the elements the eoeffieient /x is simply proportional to the

density, for in that ease pjp would be a constant which was

independent of the nature of the material. This is not the ease,

for this ratio actually depends both on the atomic* weight and

on the quality of the radiation.

Sometimes the absorption is given in terms of the thickness D
of the substance which halves the intensity of the radiation

considered. It is easy to show that D and p are eonnected by
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the simple relationship D = 0*69//x, so that the coefheient fx is the

reeiprocal of a length.

For fatty tissues fx varies from 0*4 (hard rays) to 0-7 (rays of

medium hardness)
;

a eentimetr(‘ of flesli absorbs from 30 to

90 per cent, of X-rays.

Some Values of fxjp for Various Metals aiid for

Different Frequencies *

k in Angslniiii.

Fe
Z 20.

Cu
Z - 20.

Mo
Z - 42.

As
Z -= 47.

l*b

Z - 82.

p = 7-80. P -- 8 o;i p - 01. P - io r». P --- n -37.

w
0-100 0-265 0-323 — 1-13 3-78 £
0110 0-399 0-49 1-35 1-67

1 4-32 .|

0-120 0-572 0-77 1-96 2-63 20 =

0-250 1-07 1 -53 4-02 5-75 1-62 S
0-300 318 4-47

i

12-7 18 13-9

0-400 7-17 10-1 26-7 38-4 32-7

0-500 14-3 18-8 48-6 11-0 59-3

0-000 23-3 31-6 80-7 18-7 91 ^

0-700 36-3 49-2 18-8 25-6 133

0-800 51-7 — 27-2 —
0-900 69-6 97 37-5 57 140 I

1 -000 95 133 51 75 177 5

Tlie thickness of metal which transmits only one-tenth

of the monochromatic radiation for which the absorption eoeflicient

is /X is given by — 2-303/ft, and the thickness which absorbs

half the radiation is found by multiplying this value Di/io
0-301.

The energy lost by a beam of rays in passing through a body

is partly scattered. The intensity of this seattered radiation is

different in different directions, but it is of the same kind as the

incident radiation (Compton effect). Another part of the absorbed

radiation is changed in quality and is equally distributed in all

directions (characteristic fluorescent radiation) ; finally, part of

* “ Les Hayons a,” by Thibaud, 1980.
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the energy is re-emitted in the form of corpuscular radiation

(electrons), and very little of this leaves the body unless it is a

gas ; in the case of a gas, however, a considerable amount of

ionisation takes place. The X-rays which are emitted are, in

their turn, absorbed in a similar manner to the incident rays.

The characteristic fluorescent radiations arc those of the spectral

lines given by the substance on which the radiation impinges,

and their frequencies are always less than the frequency of the

primary radiation.*

Since the corpuscular radiation is associated with the

characteristic fluorescent radiation, the mass-absorption coefficient

pjp may be divided into two parts, one, aIp, the mass scattering

coefficient, and the other, rjp, the transformation coefficient ;

hence we write :

^ 4_

p

For the reason already stated, all three arc referred to unit of

mass. The relative proportions of the two kinds of absorption,

scattering and fluorescence, depend on the nature of the substance

and quality of the radiation.

In the case of aluminium, for instance, ajp is about 0*15, but

it may fall to 0*04 for very penetrating y-rays.

The absorption responsible for the fluorescent radiation is,

then, much more important, and in fact for certain elements,

such as copper, rjp is the same as the total absorption coefficient

pjp. The energy thus absorbed from the primary beam is

The fluorescent rays are caused by the ionisation and subsequent
recombination of the atoms of the radiator. As we shall see later

(Vol. II, Chaps. II and V), when X-rays pass through a body, one part of
their energy is expended in releasing p particles (electrons), and the
remainder of the atom concerned (the ion), when it recombines with an
electron, and so returns to its normal condition, gives out energy, which
appears in the form of this fluorescent radiation. Since the ionised atom
returns to its normal state in jumps, each of these corresponds proportionately
to the emission of a monochromatic radiation, so that the fluorescent

radiations are of a lower frequency than the primary radiation. We have said
“ proportionately ”

; this is Bohr’s fundamental law, which we shall discuss
at length in Vol. II, Chap. II. At present we shall only say that the energy
levels between the successive jumps are called stationary states of the atom*
The release of the electrons is known as the photoelectric effect*
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re-emitted in the form of characteristic X-rays in the series K,
L, M, etc., and as corpuscular radiation composed of electrons.

As regards the way in which r/p varies with the atomic weight
of an element and with the wave-length of the radiation, it is

found that it increases rapidly with increase in both these

quantities, as we shall explain a little later.

Fig. 81, which summarises what has been said, shows the

fluorescent absorptions of an element ; the K, L and M absorption

bands are shown, as well as the beginning of the N band
; these

follow on in succession from the short wave-length end
; at the

bottom of the diagram on the left is shown the absorption due
to scattering, cr/p, which is negligible at high frequencies.

The maximum of the M band lies outside the diagram, being

at least 1,000 times as great as that of the K band.

The discontinuous emission spectrum of the element is also

shown for the purpose of indicating the close relationship between

the fluorescence and the continuous absorption spectrum
;
from

this it follows that if the radiation reaching the element consists

of long wave-lengths, the absorption is entirely due to the
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excitation of M fluorescence. If A becomes shorter, other

absorption bands appear, and these produce the L fluorescence ;

thus the total eoefiiei(‘nt rjp may be split up into its various

components which are associated with the different bands of

selective absorption.

This account will be made clearer by the description of the

atomic structure given in Vol. II, Chap. II.

The elements have, then, a real absorption spectrum (consisting

of a series of bands which shifts in a regular manner from the

short wave-length end and terminates in a sudden discontinuity

at the other end (to the right). The wave-lengths of these

discontinuities arc slightly l(\ss than those corresponding to the

highest frequencies in the emission spectra of the same body.

It is the selective energy absorbed in a band which is partly

re-emitted as the characteristic fluorescent radiation, while the

remainder excites the electrons responsible for the corpuscular

radiation.

Thus it is not only tlie cathode rays—/.e., the rays consisting

of very high speed particles—w^hich can excite X-radiation ; the

X-rays originating at the anti-cathode, if they strike a metal, can

themselves cause the emission of utululatory radiations, and these

have the great advantage over the primary radiation that they

are homogeneous, since their quality is governed by the nature of

the metal emitting them and not by the quality of the radiation

which excites them ; the sole condition for their emission is that

the primary rays shall be sufficiently hard. Further, since the

penetrating f)owcr of a characteristic radiation increases with

the atomic weight of the atom which emits it, it follows that

the characteristic radiation of any given body can excite the

(‘orresponding radiation of any body which is lighter, but not

that of a body with a higher atomic weight.

If, instead of considering a single element, a number of different

elements be compared as regards the way in which the position

of any one discontinuity varies with the atomic weight, the result

will be Moseley’s law, viz., Vv increases directly as the atomic

number.

But this is not the only rule which is found to hold among
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the values of A eorresj)onding to the absorption limits for the

different elements. There is a eonneetion between A and the

quantity /x/p for a single element, and this shows how /x/p depends

on the atomic number Z as we shall now explain.

To a first approximation it is found that

P P

i.e., rjp is roughly proportional to the cube of the wave-length.*

It is, however, to be noted that this empirical approximate

relationship between p-/p and the cube of A holds only for a

certain range of wave-l(‘ngths
;
when A has fallen below the limit

of this range, the absorption suddenly rises, it being understood

that the same body is under consideration throughout.

In order to trace out the spectral absorption curve of a

substance, the heterogeneous radiation giv^en by an X-ray tube

is filtered by reflection from a calcite crystal so as to produce an

almost monochromatic beam in the path of which is placed a

sheet of the substance b(ang investigated. The ratio is

then measured for different positions of the crystal, i.e.^ for

different wave-lengths.

By using difh^rent elements and different values of A a complete

picture of the phenomenon may thus be obtained.

In order to compare the scattering coeflicients of the different

elements, a quantity called the atomic coeflicient of absorption

is defined ;
this represents the energy absorbed in the medium,

per second, by a layer containing one atom per cubic cm. If

N denotes Avogadro’s number and A the atomic weight of the

absorbing material, then

= (rjp) (A/N).

The researches of Bragg and Pierce (1914), confirmed by many
other experimenters, have given rise to the well-known formula

which bears their name, viz.

T A
- .
- = CZW

p N
F. K. Riehtrnver, Phys. Rev., 18, p. 18, 1921.

27, p. 266, 1926.

S. J. M. Allen, Phys. Rev.,
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This law expresses the well-known fact that the absorption

decreases rapidly at the shorter wave-lengths.

It may be noticed that, A being roughly proportional to Z, it

follows that t/p varies approximately as Z®. Thus, if the variation

of (t/p)A with the atomic number be graphed for any given

wave-length, the curve obtained is of the same form as if (t/p)A

))e plotted against A for any given ekmient.

Now these researches have shown one essential fact, viz., the

sudden changes which occur in the coefficient C ; at certain

well-defined values of A the curve representing the absorption r

shows an unexpected drop, after which it resumes its upward

trend, but with a different value of C ; in the absorption curve

of any one element there are several discontinuities corresponding

to the critical wave-lengths^ and these are called the absorption

discontinuities of the element under consideration.

As we shall see in wdiat follows, these wave-lengths Aj^, A^, etc.,

correspond to the frequencies = c/Aj^, — c/A^, at which a

radiation falling on the substance tears away from the atom the

constituent electrons in the various energy levels, each energy

level thus corresponding to a discontinuity in the curve.

When V reaches a critical frequency, for instance, an extra

absorption due to the ionisation of the L ring takes place ; this is

the basis of a method of investigating the progressive building-up of

the atoms which occupy successive jK)sitions in the periodic table.

As we shall see in Vol. II, Chap. II, the K discontinuity is single,

L is triple, and M is a quintet.

The law of Bragg and Pierce, then, only expresses the variation

of between two successive discontinuities
; in order to obtain

the total absorption for a radiation of frequency v it is necessary

to add all the terms CZ^A^ for which Z and A are constants, while

C assumes first one value C^, then another Cj^, Cjj, and so on.

The values, according to Richtmyer, for the mass-coefficients

r/p for certain elements are as follows :

—

P
8*93 copper for A between 0*1 andO*6A p/p = 147A* + 0*5

9*1 molybdenum „ „ 01 „ 0*35A p/p = 450A® + 0*4

2-70 aluminium „ „ 0*1 „ 0*4A /i/p 14*45A^ +0*15
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Wave-lengths in Angstroms of the Discontinuities K, Lj, L£jj

for certain Elements

Atomic
Number. K. L,. J.O. L„,.

Silver 47 0-4850 3-2605 3-5047 3-6844

Platinum . 78 0-1581 0-8921 0-9321 1-0704

Bismuth . 83 0-1371 0-7565 0-7874 0-9216

Uranium . 92 0-1075 0-5685 0-59i8 0-7214

Practical Applications of X-rays

We shall devote only a few words to this subject, as it lies

outside the plan of this book and, further, the author is not

qualified to deal with the therapeutic side of the work.

We may first mention radiography, or the taking of photographs

through the human body in which the bones—which contain

relatively heavy elements such as phosphorus and calcium—are

more opaque to the X-rays than the flesh, which consists of

lighter elements (hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen). If part

of the human body is placed between the source of the rays and

a screen of barium platinocyanide, the shadows cast by the

bones on the screen are denser than those cast by the flesh ;

this is the principle of the radioscope.

Radiology has given remarkable assistance in the diagnosis of

disease or in the showing of the effects of accidents affecting the

internal parts of the body ;
thus it not only shows up foreign

objects in the body, but it reveals the existence (or the absence)

of fractures, or the result of a setting.

In an institution for the treatment of rickets, for example,

radiography is all-important.

In modem dentistry, the teeth are examined before they are

treated.

Certain diseases are treated with Rontgen rays : lupus, surface

cancer, fibromata, etc.

To examine the performance of the digestive organs, radiographs

are taken by introducing into the patient’s food a bismuth salt
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or barium sulphate which renders it more opaque so that it can

be followed during th(‘ course of its passage through the stomach

and the intestines. The various internal organs of the body

(livTr, bladder, etc.) can be observ^ed so as to obtain a knowledge

of their disorders.

Stereoscopic radiography consists in taking photographs with

the tube in two different ])ositions, and by this means it is possible

to determine the depth of the object being examined below the

surface of the body in which it is embedded.

In July 1928, on the occasion of the Congress of Radiology at

Stockholm, an international agreement was reached on the unit

to be used for measurements in radiology so that tlu* results

obtained by different experimenters might be made comparable.

The quality of the radiation in the practically useful range

(either medical or metallurgical) is defined by means of the

coefficient of absorption in cop
2
)er or in aluminium, and the

value of the maximum pot(‘ntial aj^plied to the tube.

The quantity is measured, as has already been (‘xplained, on

the basis of the ionisation produced in air
;

the unit quantity of

X-rays is that which produces in one cubic centimetre of air

under normal (‘onditions one electrostatic unit of electricity.

This quantity is called the “ Rontgen.''

The importance of this agreement arises from the fact that

every action of the rays on the tissues obviously deiiends on the

quantity of energy absorbed by these tissues, and the X-rays

may jiroduce either a favourable or a destructive action according

to the dose administered. Further, the quality of the rays to be

used depends on the depth to be reached in their ajqilication.

Without going into details we may remark that X-rays

undoubtedly produce good results in superficial and certain other

forms of cancer, if apjilied sufficiently soon ; there are other

forms of cancer (sarcoma) which do not seem to be affected ;

the most important advantages of X-rays are unquestionably

still as an aid in diagnosis.

As regards industrial applications, a new technique, that of

radiometallography, has been developed within the last few years.

By this means it is now possible to detect and to photograph
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defects within a body such as a rnetal plate, a machine part, or

tubes intended to withstand high pressures ; an autogcaious we ld

may also be examined for faults. The variety of ways in which

these rays may be used for examination of the internal parts of

different bodies will be understood when it is realised that it is

possible to peiu‘trate 5 mm. of lead, 7 em. of steel, 15 cm. of

aluminium and 40 em. of wood.

There is a vast lield of usefulness for X-rays in the analysis

and control of metals and alloys, for by sueli means it is ])ossible

to determiiu' the crystal form in an ingot and to follow the efft'cis

of h(‘at treatment or fnechanical treatment on a giva^n specinu'n.

The iiKdal to l)e examined should, for this pur])ose, be used in

the form of a plat(‘ which is suniciently thin so as not to have

too great an absorption. In this way it is possible to study

metals such as iron, and alloys such as cobalt, nickel manganese

or other steels, bronzes, brass, duralumin, etc. To give a general

idea of the [)robl(‘m we may nanark that among steels there are

various com})onents such as austenite, ferrite^ martensite, etc., each

of which has its own crystalline form d(‘t('rmined by means of

radiographs, as we shall explaiii in the nt‘xt chapter.

Other objects which ari‘ examined in the same* way are porcelain

insulators, carlxm (‘lectrodes for arc lamps (to determine their

homogeneity), the wooden lamime in aeroplane screw-propellers,

etc.

The time of exposure necessary for this kind of work has been

reduced as the technique has de\’eloped ; for a carbon steel plate

25 cm. thick, one minute’s exposure is requin'd, using a voltage

of 130,000 volts.

X-rays arc now used with success in the examination of alloys

and of steels in order to investigate the dimensions and nature

of the crystal structures of their components.

They are employed to detect artificial pearls, to analyse the

smallest of crystals, to examine the fibrous structure of vegetable

substances, to test coal, to detect retouched portions of old

paintings, etc., etc.

Anyone who wishes to learn more about the application of

X-rays in testing materials should consult R. docker’s book.
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“ Materialpriifung mit Roentgenstrahlen,” or the more recent

book by J. H. Trillat entitled “ Les applications des Rayons X,”

Among the Italian experts in the use of X-rays, whether for

medical or industrial purposes, we may mention the engineer

Enzo Pugno Vanoni of Milan.
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CHAPTER VII

CRYSTALS

The Reflection Method

—

W, H. Bragg and W. L. Bragg

Laue’s method for measuring wave-iengths or for determining

the constitution of crystals, however elegant, was incomplete in

that the wave-length, as it varied from one trace to another,

introduced an unknown into the interpretation of the interference

diagrams (thc‘ spectrograms). VV. H. Bragg, Professor of Physics

in the University of

London, and his son

devised another method

—suggested by Laue’s

work, but niucli more

convenient in its

application—by means ^

of which it has b(‘come ^

an every-day affair to

measure the wave- ^

length of X-rays with

a high degree of precision and at the same time to explore the

internal structure of a crystal.

In any crystal, underneath a face which is acting as a reflecting

plane, it may be considered that there is a regular series of other

planes parallel to the face under consideration, since the crystal

structure of this latter face is rej)eated exactly in (‘quidistant

planes. This is represented in Fig. 82, where the straight line

PP is the face of the crystal.

Situated at the points of the crystal lattice are the ions, e.g.,

CZ"* in the case of potassium chloride (as Debye and Scherrer

have shown, and as we shall see later).

When a beam of X-rays enters the crystal at the angle it

255
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may happen that the ineident rays AB, A'B', A"B'^, A'^'B"'

are reflected along the same path BC and tluy ar(‘ all in the

same phase
;

this will oeeur for a eei’tain st‘leet(‘d direetioii 6 such

that 2d sin 6 ~ X, Actually the difference of path hetwe*en two

reflected rays is (MB' + BB') - MN, and since MB' = BB' -
d/sin 6 and MN — (2d/sin 0) cos^^, it follows that

MB' + BB' - MN - (2d/sin 0) (1 - eos'^d) - 2d sin 9.

It will be seen that the reflection brings into j)lay the lower

layers from the first dowjiwards. For another suitable angle

which gives rise to a difference of ])atli e(|ual to two wave-lengths,

the reflected rays arc^ again superpos(‘d in j)hase, and so, gtaierally,

a reflected beam is produced at the x arious arigles satisfying the

equations

2d sin = A, 2d sin dg ™ 2A, 2d sin 0.^
-= 3X, (‘te.

If, then, the ineidtait X-rays are not monochromatic, the result

will be a spectrum, since the crystal will sort out the various

frequencies and reflect them each in a different din^'tion. Let

us coniine our attention to the first order spectrum which

corresponds to the condition 2d sin 9 = X; for every w'ave-length

there is an angle of reflection 9. From this eipiation it will be

understood that it is possible to obtain the value of the wave-

length when the constant d of the crystal is known (or vice versa),

d being the distance between two successive planes of the lattice
;

it is necessary to have an instrument by which to measure the

angle 9, This is of the greatest importance.

If, then, a crystal face be so placed that a beam of X-rays

restricted by a narrow^ slit is incident upon it at an angle which

can be varied continuously—this may be arranged by rotating

the crystal—the reflected beam at each angle of incidence will

consist of a homogeneous pencil of rays of definite wave-length.

If, further, the reflected rays be caused to strike a photographic

plate, a series of images of the slit will be recorded, each produced

by radiation of a definite wave-length, exactly in the same way
as a spectrum is obtained with a prism when using white light.

In this manner the wave-lengths of X-rays have been measured

and found to be of the order of one Angstrom.
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It is to be noted that the reflection of the X-rays is independent

of the (‘xistenee of specular faces at the boundary of the crystal
;

it depends only on the internal orientation of the atomic planes

and on their spacing.

This diffeixaice between the phenomenon termed “ X-ray

rell(*etion ” and the retleetion of ordinary light at polished surfaces

is fundamental. The elements of the crystal structure are so

small that,, althougli under X-rays they act as separate and

discrete particles, they behave as a continuous medium towards

luminous rays the wavc^-lcngth of which is great compared with

the intca’val between the elements of a crystal. The X-rays, in

any case, do not usually penetrate a crystal for jnore than a few

millimetres.

A trahi of monochromatic waves falling on a face is relleeted,

as stated above, only if the angle 6 has certain definite values

satisfying the ecpiations 2d sin 6^ = A, 2d sin — 2A, etc.

The reflection corresponding to is the first order reflection.

It is ek^ar that by using the same reflecting face, it is possible

to comj)ai’e the wave-lengths of the monochromatic vibrations

by reading off the angles 0^ and using the relation 2d sin — A ;

if, how(‘ver, a single frequency be employed, it is possible to

compare the distances between the reflecting planes of the lattice,

either of a single crystal or of different crystals. This simple

theory may thus be applied to two types of investigation. For

instance, Bragg, using reflection from a plate of sodium chloride

cut parallel to the face of the cube, found that the reflected

radiation was particularly intense at the angles 5*9", 11-85° and

18*15°, using the radiation from a palladium antieathode. The
distance d between the atomic planes parallel to the faces of the

cube in the case of rock-salt was available to Bragg, since the

constitution of sodium chloride was known ; he was thus able

to deduce A.

Consider Fig. 83. It is clear that in a crystal of this kind the

number of elementary cubes is equal to the number of atoms,

and this is double the number of molecules ; if, then, M denotes

the molecular weight of sodium chloride (which is known to be

59*50) and p the density (which is 2-17), M/p is the volume of the

CASTELFEANOHI VOL. I. 8
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gramme-molecule ; M/pN is therefore the volume occupied by a

molecule where N is Avogadro’s number.

The volume of the elementary cube is and from what has

just been said,

d3 = M/2Np,

so that we find

59-50

2 X GO-G X 10^2 X 2*17
2*81 X cm.

ChlO/Z/JHB

jSODIUM

Fig. 83.—Tlie space-lattice of sodium chloride and of the halides
of the alkali metals.

This gives the lattice spacing which is of such importance in

the study of crystal structure and in its applications.

Putting this value in the fundamental expression 2d sin ^ = A,

Bragg found the wave-length of this monochromatic radiation

from palladium ; the three angles corresponded to the reflection

bands of the first, second and third orders, since their sines were

in the ratios 1 : 2 : 3. The smallest of the three angles gave

A = 2d sin ^ = 2 X 2-81 X 10“® X sin 6-9°

= 0-576 X 10-® cm.

Using this extremely important method of diffraction from

crystals, it was possible to measure wave-lengths from 50 to

50,000 X-units (one X-unit = cm.).

The complementary process is, as has been said, the determination

of the distance between two atomic planes in a crystal. First
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of all it is easy to determine the directions of the atomic planes

by means of a photograph obtained by Lane’s method ; in order

to find the distance between the parallel planes, it is necessary

to measure the deviation of a ray of known wave-length, e.g.,

the La^ ray of tungsten for which A — 1*4735 Angstrom. The
value of d is obtained from the fundamental formula by measuring

the angles with an ionisation chamber spectrometer, which we
shall describe on page 260.

Expe^riments have shown that Bragg’s law nX “ 2d sin^ is

only approximate ; Darwin and Ewald have put forward a theory

which depends on the fact that tlu' index of refraction /x of the

c*rystal for X-rays, although it is very nearly unity, differs from

that value by a small quantity 3 which is given by the equation :

Drude and Lorentz formula.

where the values of are the natural frequencies of the resonators

(the electrons) set in oscillation l>y incident radiation of frequency

r, while the values of 3^/ are the numbers of electrons at the

various levels K, L, M for unit volume of the substance.

We have already come across this expression on page 46.

If, therefore, tlu* ray is deviated slightly as it enters the crystal,

the simple treatment based on Fig. 82 can no longer be applied

rigorously, and hence the simple law due to Bragg is no longer

absolutely accurate but must contain another function of A.

Actually, the natural frequencies of the atom are negligible

compared with that of the incident radiation, so that

3 = 1 — /X =
2 rrmv’^

On this basis, Darwin and Ewald have shown that Bragg’s

formula must be amended to the following exact form

[

4

and hence

nX ~ 2d sin d I 1
n® . 27rync^J

9—2
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where c ~ vX is the velocity of light and m and e are the mass

and elementary charge of the eleetron.

If the known values of c, m and c be inserted in this formula,

and ^ be put equal to the density of the material, the resulting

formula may be used in practieal work.

E. Hjalmar has made precise measurements whicli hav(^ provided

experimental verification for this result ; later and very accurate

work has been carried out by Larsson (1915 and 1926).'**

For hard X-rays, 8 is of tlie order of 10 so that tlie index

of refraction is exceedingly close to unity and the resulting

refraction practically negligible ; on the other hand, for soft

X-rays 8 assumes values of the order of 10 - and the differeiu’c

from Bragg's expression becomes marked.

The Braggs’ Spectrometer—Brief outline of their Work on
Crystal Structure

Bragg’s method—called the ionisation (‘hamber metJiod

—

consists in detecting the reflected beam of X-rays by means of

the ionisation it t)roduces in a gas wliicdi is encl()S(‘d within a

chamber and which is subjected to an electric field so that all

the ions formed arc collected.

Fig. 84 shows the arrangement of the sp(‘ctrometer and the

tube producing the Ilontgcn rays ; the crystal at C is fixed by

means of wax to a rotating platform
; the ])ointer L indicat(*s

the angle of rotation, the relat ive positions of the crystal and the

ionisation (‘hamber remaining unaltered ; F, F are two a]:)ertures

through which the rays pass on their way to the crystal
; the

rays reflected at certain angles enter the ionisation chamber B.

This usually contains sulphur dioxide, whi(‘h absorbs X-rays very

readily ; it is carefully insulated and is brought to a high potential.

The electrode is placed close to the window^ by which the X-rays

enter B, and it is connected to an electroscope ,* the X-rays

entering the chamber release electrons from the atoms, and these

collide with the gas molecules and produce ions of both sigjis so

that the gas becomes a conductor.

* C. G. Darwin, Phil. Mag., 27, p. 315, 1914. P. P. Ewald, Ann. d. Phys.y

54, p. 519, 1917. E. Hjalmar, Zeits. f. Phys., 15, p. 65, 1923. A. Larsson,
Zeits^f. Phys.y 35, p. 401, 1920 ; 41, p. 507,

‘ 1927.
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It was with ail instrument of this kind that W. H. Hra^^g and

his son carried out th(‘ remarkable researelu^s which h.av'^e made*

their names world-renowned. Eac^h has attributed to tlu' other

the credit for thesis wonderful researches which ha\’e gi\'en us a

knowledge of the way in whieh crystals are built up atom by atom.

In two years they completed the analysis of a large number of

crystalline stru(‘tures, giving not only the exact ri^lative jiositions

of all the atoms in the lattice, but the absolute dimensions as

well. After them many otluTS eontinui^d and are continuing

their work, e.g., Moseley, Duane, Comjiton, Hull, Maurice de

Fi(;. 84.^—Spoetroineter with ionization chamber.

Broglie
;

tin* last naiiK'd physicist has used a spi'ctronuder in

whieli a circular lilm is employed to obtain a pholographic* record

of the reflected lieam (Fig. 85). If the angular range' of this

beam in any given exp(*riment be' small (not greater than 15'“'), a

flat plate' may be' use-el in plae-e* eif the' film as she)wn in Fig. 86.

The frameweirk e*arrving the crystal may be' reitated at uniform

speeel by means of eleiekwork or an elee*trie motor very much
geare'ei elown.

Fig. 86 shows the experimental arrangements in diagrammatic

form ; K is the cathode of the X-ray tube, A is the antieathode,

Sj, Sg are two delimiting apertures in a lead box, T is the

goniometer table which carries the crystal ; as this rotates through

an angle 8, the reflected ray, as is well known, moves through

an angle 28 and strikes either the film FF or the plate PP.
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Among other things, Bragg measured the intensity of the

X-radiation emitted by different anticathodcs and with different

potentials applied to the tube, basing his measurements on the

intensity of the ionisation currents. We cannot deal with this

in detail, and can only state that the total energy emitted

is divided between a continuous spectrum and sharp lines

characteristic of the metal of which the anticathode is made ;
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this fact had already been demonstrated by another physicist,

Barkla, who used in his work the X-ray absorption factors of

various substances ;
by this absorption method he obtained a

rough analysis of the radiation into its monochromatic components.

We can now give a brief outline of some of the results obtained

in the well-known work carried out by the Braggs. Let us take

first of all the case of rock-salt, which belongs, as is well known,

to the cubic system
;

the space lattice arrangements possible in

a (aibic symmetrical arrangement are of three kinds : the simple

cubic lattice, the centred cubic lattice, and

finally, the face-centred cubic lattice, in

which, as will be seen from the figure,

four masses are situated at the corners of

a regular tetrahedron. There is a ready

means of determining which of these

three lattices corresponds to the

arrangement of the atoms in rock-salt.

Consider the three following systems of

atomic planes which can be drawn in the

crystal

:

(i.) the face of the cube, 100.

(ii.) the face of the rhombodecahedron

110, which is the diagonal face of the Fig. 87 . The simple

cube and which is parallel to one of the cubic lattice,

three axes and makes equal intercepts on the others.

(iii.) the face 111 of the octahedron which is so placed as to

be equally inclined to the axes of reference.

Now a careful inspection of Fig. 89 shows that the distances

between two parallel planes in the case of the three systems of

planes above described are respectively

a alV2 2 ajVs,

Hence these three lattice distances should bear to each other

the ratios

1 : IIV2 : 2lV^
This is exactly what is found when a given monochromatic

radiation is reflected from these three systems of planes.

Q
1

1 81
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If, liowevcr, the space-lattice of rock-salt were the simple cube

or the centred cube, the three distances appropriate to the planes

100, 110 and 111 would not b(‘ in the above ratios ; actually in

the case of the simple cube the ratios would be 1 : l/‘\/2 : l/Vs

and in the case of the centred eub(‘ 1 : : IjVs,

T1k‘ same result is obtained expen-imentally for all the halides

of the alkali metals, i,e., for the chlorides, bromides, fluorides

and iodides of sodium, lithium and j)otassium, with the single

exceptio'n ofpotassium chloride. For this salt the distances between

the atomic planes referred to a})ovc bear to one another the

ratios 1 : l/'v/2 : 2/\/fl which belong to the simple cubic lattice.

1
11111

1i
HiHi

1
HH Hi

1i k

Fig. 88.—The centred cubic
lattice.

A

1
1111

i11
WSkHHHP*

1
HiHF Hii

11P1ii1HiiPiSHHHI

Fig. 89.-—The face-centred
cubic lattice.

The measurements made by Bragg on a crystal of sylvine (KCl)

gave for the semi-deviations produced by the three sets of atomic

planes on a single palladium line the following values :

5 *22 °, 7 -30 °, 9 05 °.

Referring back to the fundamental equation 2 sin 8 = | A,*

it will be seen that the sines of these angles bear to one another

the ratios 1 : \/2 : V3 and these give values for the ratios of

dj : ^2 : dg, which are appropriate to the simple cubic lattice.

This result is, however, deceptive
;
potassium chloride, which

is so closely akin to sodium chloride, should not be exceptional.

What is the reason for this apparent anomaly ? Simply the

* S is the deviation which the incident beam undergoes.
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fact that the two atoms of the KCl molecule have neighbouring

atomic numbers, the former occupying the 17tli plae(‘ and the

latter the 19th place in th(‘ periodic system. Now, as we shall

explain later (p. 339), equality of atomic number is concomitant

witii equality iii the number of el(‘etrons in the outer ring of tlie

atomic system, and it is these electrons whieli are res})onsible for

the diffusing power of the atom ; actually the atoms of chlorine

and potassium have exactly the

same number of electrons in

the outer ring, viz., eighteen.

It may l)e stated, therefore',

that the structure of i)otassium

chloride is the same as that of

rock-salt, although it appears

as if it were a simple cubic

stru(‘ture of half the dimensions.

It has b('en found possible,

by siitiilar metliods, to

determine a large number of

crystal structures. Only a

f(‘W substances, however, yield

crystals which are large enough

to enable the experiment to be

performed
;

in most cases the

crystals are very small.

Fortunately another method

has been devised by Debye and

Scherrer. In this the experiment

is carried out with powder,

that is to say, very small

crystals ;
we shall d('serib<‘ it a little later on. This important

method is less conveni(‘nt than the rotating crystal method in

that it requires a long ( xposiire in order to obtain a pliotographic

record, but on the' otlu'r hand it has the great advantage

—

apart from the fact that fio crystals are needed—of demonstrating

the crystalline structure of substances which crystallography

had not supposed crystalline because the crystals were so very

Fig. 90.— The space lattice of

graphite.
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small ; the result has been to show that practically every mineral

is crystalline.

The following are further examples of crystal structures : for

metals the most common form is the face-centred cube ; such

are aluminium, cobalt, nickel, copper, silver, etc.

Examples of Crystal Structures among the Elements

Face-centred Cube

Element.
Side of Cube
(Ang.strbrn).

Element.
Side of Cube
(Angstrttm).

Aluminium 4*04n y-Iron 8-68

Cobalt a 554 Silver 4-079

Nickel a-499 Platinum . 3-918

Copper 3-608 Lead 4 920

Centred Cube

Element

.

Side of Cube
(Angstrbm).

Element.
side of Cube
(Angfttrbm).

Lithium . 8 50 Chromium

.

2-875

Sodium . 4 80 n-Iron 2-855

Potassium 5 20 Molybdenum 8-148

Other metals belong to the hexagonal system ; such are

magnesium, cadmium and zinc.

Lithium, sodium, potassium and chromium arc of the centred-

cube type.

Fig. 90 shows the lattice structure of graphite. The three

dimensions which govern the form of the structure are shown in

the figure. It will easily be understood why graphite shows such

a large difference between the compressibilities in the direction

of stratification and a direction perpendicular to this.

The lattice structure offluor-spar (CaFg) is shown in Fig. 91.

It was Bragg who discovered that in a crystal the atoms may
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V)e looked upon as similar to spheres in contact, the radius of

these spher(‘s being practical ly constant ;
we know already that

th(‘ atoms of all the elements have dimensions of the order of

10"® (‘rn.
;
now the units in the crystal lattices are of just the

same order of siz(' and these two facts taken together prove the

truth of the statement made above.

For the sake of simplieity we shall not give a detailed description

of the method used by Bragg to demonstrate that the lattice

behax es as a (*oll(‘etion of spheres which arc ])acked close to one

another, their (‘cntres being situated at what we have referred

to so far as the points of the

1 a 1 1 i (‘ e ; t h e (‘ssential fact

established by Bragg is that

(aieh split're has a d el in ite

diameter for any givtn element

and that this diameter is the

same whatt'Ncr be the crystal

in which tht' eltanent oet'urs
;

in virtue of this fact it is

fiossible to find the distance

between the centres of two

neighbouring atoms in a

crystal by simply adding their

eharaeteristie radii. This may be verified by studying, for

instance, the structures of the crystals of ZnO, ZnS, BaO, BaS,

MgO, MgS. By a comparison of the oxide and the sulphide of

the same element, applied to the same lattice dimension, it is

possible to find the difference between the diameter of the oxygen

atom and that of the sulphur atom
;
this difference is found to

be constant and equal to 0*75 X 10"® cm., so that the existcJice

of spherical atoms in contact is confirmed.

As a particular example we may describe how this has been

established in the case of pyrites (FcSg).

It was known that iron gave a centred cubic lattice for which

the side of the cube was 2*86 X 10“® cm. and, on the assumption

that the lattice was made up of spherical atoms in contact, it

could at once be calculated that their diameter was 2*47 x 10~® cm.

—

1111
W

ii1w 19HB
m1ii 81H
11ii n11 [

Fig. 91.—The space lattice

of fluorite.
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since this was the distance between the centres of two neighbouring

atoms.

The structure of })yrites is that shown in Fig. 92, wlien^ it will

be seen that th(‘ four Fe atoms are situated at the corners of a

tetraliedron and that tlu‘ two S atoms are on the diagonal of tlu‘

cube : thise two atoms aix* situated symmetrically with respect

to the vertex O. The length of side* of tlie cube is known : Bragg

and otlua's have* found, by various nu^tliods, that the distance

betw(*en th(‘ two atoms of

sulphur is 2*05 X 10 ^ cm.

These distances being known,

the figure can be (‘onstrueted ; it

is sii])posc‘d tliat tlie two atoms

of su]})hur ar(‘ spJieres in c*ontaet

and that the Fe atoms expand

until they toueli each other

and tlu^ S atoms ; under these

conditions it is found that

tlie diameter of the Fe atoms

has the value 2-47 X 10"

cm., which is precisely the

same as the value foiiiid

directly.

In this way, then, it is

possible to determine the

diameters of the atoms.

The following values are due to Bragg :

—

Radius of the Atom

Carbon . 0-77 X 10-**

Nitrogen . . ()-65 X 10-®

Oxygen . 0-65 X 10-®

Magnesium . 0-42 X 10-**

Aluminium . 1-35 X 10-®

Silicon . 117 X 10“®

Silver , . 1-87 X 10"®

Lead . . 1-90 X 10-®

Fio. 92,^—TIic space lattice of
pyrites (Fe So).
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Debye and Scherrer’s Method of Crystal Analysis

In 1916-17 I)(‘bye and Seherrer perfected a new method for the

investigation of crystal structures.

In order to understand it properly we must first consider an

elementary ]:)roblem in plane geometry
;
from this we can pass

to the consideration of the three-dimensional problem by simple

amdogy.

Consider a network of points arranged in a rectangular pattern

as shown in Fig. 98 ; tlie int(‘rvals a

and b in the two |)rineipal directions

ar(‘ unequal.

If w(‘ draw the straight line CM, its

equation is :

since this represents a straight line

passing through the origin of co-

ordinates and through the point

whose al)scissa is a and ordinate b.

The straight line PN, parallel to OM,
is represented by the etpjation :

X II

as may be shown quite easily. It will be seen, then, that a straight

line CM' drawn from O to any point in the network will be

represented by tlie equation :

X y
^h:: + ^'2T-o,

where and are two integers.

This equation represents any one of the infinite number of lines

which can be drawn through the points of the network.

From what has been stated above it will be clear that the line

parallel with and next to a line passing through the origin and
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any given set of collinear points will be represented by the

equation :

X y

The axes of eo-ordinates are intersected at points which are

respectively at the distances ajh^ and b/h^ from the origin. If the

network w^erc a square one, instead of rectangular, then a would

be equal to h and the distance d between these two lines is easily

shown to be

a

We may now pass on to the consideration of a three-dimensional

lattice composed of points arranged at the corners of contiguous

cubes ; the straight lines drawn through the origin to intersect

the points of the network now become planes ; the equation to

these planes is exactly similar to that written above, and the

distance between two successive parallel ])lanes is given by :

VAi** + hi + hi,

where h^, and are any three integral numbers.

These planes must be considered as including all those which

it is possible to have inside a crystal, passing through the points of

the crystal lattice ; they may all be represented by giving

and any three mtegral values whatever. We can now proceed

at once to describe the principle of Debye and Scherrer’s method.

Consider a mass of small regular crystals a powder) on

which there is incident a beam of monochromatic X-rays. There

is in these tiny crystals a plane which is defined by, we will

suppose, the three integral numbers and ; the parallel

plane nearest to it is separated from it by a distance

^/hi + hi + hi
and all the other parallel planes occur at this same interval.

From what has been said in connection with Bragg’s method it
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will be clear that an incident beam of given wave-length will be

reflected from this set of parallel planes if

sin 6 == (X/2a)'\/hj^ + + /^ 3^

where a is the constant of the cubic lattice of the crystal and 6 is

the semi-deviation of the incident beam.

The orientation of the plane is unimportant since every plane

in every crystal, for which the above equation is satisfied, will

exhibit reflection at the angle 0. The reflected rays, tliercfore,

f=/LM SPR.EyiD OUT ri.^T

Fig. 94.—Scattering of X-rays by a crystalline powder.

arc situated on a right circular cone, of vertical angle 20, the axis

being in the direction of the incident rays.

The planes defined by three integral iiumliers ho, are not

the only ones which produce the effect ; eciually, all I lie planes

which are represented by permuting these figures, or b}- changing

the signs of one or more of them, give rise to the same deviation of

the incident rays ; if, for instance, are respectively 1,

3, 2, it will be clear that the planes (231), (213), (132), (123), etc.

all give the same value of and therefore of 0.

In general there are altogether 48 such planes. This number is

halved if two of the numbers are equal or if one of them is zero.
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If, for any given radiation, measurement be made of the various

semi-angles of the eones, 0, and if sin 6 be t aken for eaeh of these,

the numbers obtained bear to one anotlier eommensurate ratios,

sinee sin^ 6 is proportional to (/^J^ h^) and this is always

an integral numbei'.

If the X-radiation falling on a erystalline powder is not

monoehromatic but eontains, say, two lines, then the eones no

longer form one but two series.

The experimental arrangement used in this method is shown in

the upper part of Fig. 94.

The substanee to be studied (e.g., graphite or lithium fluoride)

is powdered and then mixed with eollodion so as to give a small

rod the size of a mateh. This rod is plaeed vertieally in the (*entre

of a eylindrieal ehamber about 00 mm. in diameter. The to])

of this eliamber is eovered with an opaque lid and in the wall is a

hole about 2 mm. in diameter through whieh passes a tube of leaci :

the ineident beam from an external X-ray tub(‘ passes through

this tube into the ehamber.

A j)hotographie film is plaeed around tlu^ insidt' walls of the

cylinder.

The time of exposun* is of the order of three hours. When the

eylindrieal film is develo])ed as a plane, the intersections of the

various eones gi\ (* ares of ellipses arranged symmetrically about

the trace of the undeviated beam. The vertical angles h of these

eones are measured and the vahu^s of sin iS are found. As an

example the values found for lithium fluoride with X-rays from

a copper antieathode may be cited.

The radiations used were two in number, viz. :

A = 1-549 X 10“® cm. A = 1-408 X 10 ® cm.

As will be seen, the two series give the same value for the side

of the elementary cube in the lattice structure as should, of course,

be the ease.

As regards the formation of the triads h 2 , it may be noted

that it is sufficient to place the values of sin in ascending order

and then the values of h^, to be chosen will be immediately

apparent.
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AiirIp of
(’one
(obs.).

Sin ,7. K A, h^
\

2a

sin B

Xa,* T A/ f A3*

1 st scries * 07-8"' 0 323 \ 1 1 0-187 \ Constant a of

with A - 44-2° 0 377 2 0 0 0-189 the lattice given
1-549 X 10 (>3-8° 0-528 2 2 0 0 187 , by this is

80-8° 0-647 2 2 2

.

0-187
) flf
“ 4-1 1 X 10 ^ cm.

2nd scries 33-8° 0-290 1 1

1

1 0-168
j

value of a given
witli A 71-4° 0 .583 2 2 2 0-168

1

by this is

1-408 X 10 " 153-2° 0-973 4 4 0 0-170
) a - 4-i7 X 10 ‘^cin.

The authors of tliis method have developed the theory a great

deal furthcT, but we must eoiitent ourselves with having given an

outline of it.

Hull in t he United States, Bragg in England, Maug\iin in Franee,

Debye in Switzerland and many others have, during the last few

years (from 1921 onwards), determined the structure of hundreds

of kinds of crystals, not only elements (nickel, copper, silver, iron)

and minerals (oxides, sulphides or carbonates) but also organic

compounds.

The study of crystals has been develop(‘d enormously during

the last decade side by side with the analysis of X-rays, which has

now become an easy matter owing to the possibility of determining

th(* wave-lengths with a high degree of precision
;
not only has

the constant d been measured exactly for rock-salt (2*814

X 10“'^ cm.) but also a special study has been made of calcitx*, etc.

The face lOO for this latter body gives d ~ 3*029 x 10" ^ cm.

The use of calcite is preferable to that of rock-salt, different

specimens of which show variations in density. It is, however,

clear that it is easy to change from the constant d for rock-salt to

that for calcite by using monochromatic X-radiation of any

wave-length A, since

A “ 2di sin 0-^ for rock-salt.

A — 2^2 sin 62 calcite.

* Actually one series is more extensive, but only a few angles are quoted
in the table for the sake of conciseness^
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The two angles, and ^ 2 > which this radiation is reflected,

are measured and then dg is found if is known already, or vice

versd.

Another line of investigation which has to do with crystals is

the study of the forces which hold in position the ionic lattice

structure.

It has been found (Born) tliat, althougli ions whieli are oppositely

charged attract each other when their distance apart exceeds

their diameter, at shorter distances than this they repel each other.

The importance of this law governing the mutual forces between

the ions will be readily understood since with it are bound up the

physical properties of a crystal. For an account of the work of

Born, Lande, Joffe, Herzfeld, etc., on this subject we may refer

the reader to Joffe’s book, “ Physics of Crystals ” (1930).

Piezo -electric Properties of Quartz—Supersonics

It is clear that in this chapter dealing with crystals, and in any

treatise on Physics, there should be some reference to the physics

of crystals, i.e,, to the work which has been done in investigating

their electrical, magnetic, elastic, thermal and other properties.

We shall not explore this very extensive field but shall limit

ourselves to a brief reference to one branch of the subject, viz.,

piezo-electricity.

Piezo-electricity was discovered by Hauy in 1817, and was

brought to notice again by Curie, in 1880 ; as its name implies,

it deals with the production of electric charges as the result of

pressure or, more exactly, the electrical polarization of the ions

which make up the crystal structure. Every ion, since it possesses

an electric moment, may be considered as an electric dipole.

Under normal conditions, the dipoles are oriented at random in

all directions so that the resultant electric moment is sensibly zero

for any volume of the crystal, which is not too small.

Compression produces a deformation and consequently a state

of elastic tension within the crystal. The individual dipoles

orient themselves, change their electric moment and give rise

to a resultant electric moment which is no longer zero. The
phenomenon takes the form of the appearance of electrical charges
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on the surfaces of the crystal and is analogous to the formation of

fictitious magnetic masses at the surface of a magnetised body.

It is not every quartz crystal that possesses this property.

Piezo-electric quartz is found only in certain mines and has to

be specially worked. For practical purposes n^ctangular plates

are used and these are cut so that one pair of opposite faces are

normal to a crystallographic axis called the “ electric axis ” (and

parallel to the optic axis). Two })lates are placed against these

faces so that the whole system acts as a condenser. If a

I'ompressive force be applied to the plates, electric charges of

opposite signs appear (due to the polarisation of the dielectric),

and these charge up the condenser. The charge and the difference

of potential V between the plates are (‘onn(‘cted with the applied

pressure p by the ecniation

p==aV^ ( 1 )

where a is a constant.

In the case of certain practical applications, the inverse effect

is important ; if a crystal of piezo-electric quartz be placed in

an electric field (suitably directed), then elastic strains arc set up

inside the crystal due to the rotation of the electric doublets,

and as a result the crystal undergoes a deformation similar to

that produced by mechanical compression.

Among the many applications of piezo-electric quartz we shall

describe the measurement of pressures and the use of quartz

oscillators. The former application is one in which the direct

effect is used, while the inverse effect is the basis of the oscillator.

There are many technical problems in which it is necessary to

measure pressures that are varying rapidly, as for instance in the

study of the cycle of operations in an internal combustion engine

or of the pressures set up during the firing of the charge in a

gun. The best method consists in placing a condenser, built up

on a piece of piezo-electric quartz, somewhere close to the point

at which it is desired to make the measurement.

Tlie difference of potential V produced by the pressure p can

be measured by .some electrical method, the best being an

oscillograph. From equation (1) the value of p may be deduced.

Quartz oscillators consist of a number of quartz crystals cut
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as de^scribed above and having attached to their faces two metal

plates of suitable tliickness whicli form the plates of a condenser.

This condenser forms part of an oscillating electric circuit with

thermionic \ahes, and it is, in fact, inserted in the grid circuit

of the first \'alve
;
the circuit is then said to be “ controlled ” by

the crystal.

The quartz crystals and plates can execute longitudinal elastic

oscillations. They behave as if there were resonance—i.e.,

equality of frequency—betwt^en tliese elastic oscillations and the

electric; oscillations in the circuit. Once this resonance has been

established it is sufficient to disturb the elastic equilibrium

slightly {e.g., by tap})ing the plates) in order to set up persistent

elastic oscillations (of constant amplitude) in th(‘ plates, and

corresponding ck*ctric oscillations in the circuit. The period of

these oscillations depends primarily on the dimensions of the

crystals and the plates. In view of the constancy of the period

of oscillation, such a system can be used to produce a standard

of frequency, and these standards may b(‘ for acoustic or

supersonic frcqucncii's.

An important application of quartz occurs nowadays in the

supersonic range, i.e., with frequencies higlier than 30,000 per see.

A piezo-electric quartz condenser acting as an oscillator provides

a source of homogeneous supersonic waves which can be greatly

intensified by arranging for the necessary power to be supplied

electrically to the plates ; it is, moreover, possible to limit the

emission of the waves to a fairly narrow cone {e.g., one of 15
°

aperture).

In other words, it is possible to direct the supersonic waves.

For this purpose it is sufficient to use a wave-length which is

of the same order of magnitude as the transverse dimensions

of the plates of the condenser. Under these conditions, diffraction

effects cause the waves to interfere so as to destroy the sound in

all directions which lie outside a cone having its apex at the

condenser and its axis normal to the plates.

For a plate of quartz acting as resonator the thickness is equal

to the half wave-length (or its harmonics) ; actually the thickness

of the quartz is less, since the metal plates which constitute
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the condenser find enclose the quartz also take part in the

vibration.

All cnipiriciil foniiiila has been deduced experiiiieiitally for finding the
frequency / in terms of tiie thickness s (in iniliiinetres) :

/ ^ (2870/6*) kilocycles per see.

Thus, in order to obtain the frequency of one million necessary for
transmission on 800 metres wave-length the thickness needed is

2870

iddo
2*87 mm.

This empirical formula can be explained immediately. Since /
( velocity)/26, and since the theory of elasticity shows that the velocity of
profiagation is {modulus of elasticity)!(density), it follows that for quartz

X
V

2 05
545,000 cm. /sec.

whence s ~ 545,000/2/.
Thus, finally, f

-- 545/2.V — 'JlSjs, where s is measured in centimetres.
It will be seen that this approximates very closely to the empirical formula.
The (*rystal is not isotropic, and the effect of this on the (calculation just made
will readily be understood.

Piczo-elcctric quartz is used in the midcT^ziater depth measurer

used in studying ocean depths, and in detecting objects below water

at distances of 5 or 10 krn. such, for example, as submarines.*

These objects have the jiroperty of reflecting the sound waves

so tliat a certain fraction of the emitted energy is returned to

the sending station.

This ty))e of apparatus consists of a quartz oscillator emitting

su])ersonic waves, a receiver for detecting the reflected waves,

and a elironographie device (often an oscillograph) by means of

which it is possible to measure the time taken by a signal to

transverse twice tlie distance to be determined. In practice the

same quartz condiaisc'r acts as an excellent receiver, since the

reflected waves, being in resonance with the possible clastic

vibrations of the plates, cause such oscillations, compress the

quartz and thereby produce differences of electrical potential in

the condenser. These are then registered by the oscillograph.

Such apparatus is now of great service to the navies of all

nations.

* Since the energy is proportional to tlie area, and it is not possible to use
large plates in this submarine acoustic work, a number of plates of equal
thickness are arranged in a plane after the manner of a mosaic.
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It will be understood that the vibrations of the plates create

enormous pressures in the water on account of the small

compressibility of liquids ; the displacement of the liquid is very

slight, but the acceleration is exceedingly great ; the radiation

pressure is therefore large. Wood has performed some very

interesting experiments on the effect of supersonic waves on fish

and on frogs,* and has obtained frequencies up to 500,000.

Langevin, too, has developed some noteworthy applications of

piezo-electric quartz.
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CHAPTER VIII

RADIOACTIVITY

Henri Becquerel—Pierre and Marie Curie

In 1895, Rontgen discovered the X-rays ; on the day when

the first Rontgen radiographs were presented to the “ Academic

des Sciences ” by Henri Poincart^ (viz., January 20th, 1896),

Becquerel asked his illustrious friend from what part of the X-ray

tube these rays were emitted
; the reply was that the radiation

was emitted from that part of the glass wall on which the cathode

rays impinged. H. Becquerel immediately set himself to find

out whether any bodies besides glass, when rendered fluorescent

or phosphorescent not by cathode rays but by exposure to light,

would emit radiation analogous to X-rays. His choice fell on

the salts of uranium. Inside a small enclosure consisting of a

black cardboard box covered with aluminium sheet 2 mm. in

thickness, he placed a photographic plate with its sensitive side

uppermost, while above the aluminium he placed several patches

of a double sulphate of uranium and potassium.

Thinking that exposure to light was necessary in order to

produce phosphorescence, he exposed the whole apparatus to

sunlight ; when the plate was developed it showed dark patches

similar in shape to the patches of phosphorescent material.

The great discovery was not yet made ; the sunlight might be

regarded as having caused the emission of the new rays. The

sky being overcast for several days, Becquerel, while waiting for

the sun to reappear, put away his box with the uranium sulphate

in a drawer ; three days later the sun reappeared, and Becquerel

was about to expose the plate in its box when it occurred to

A body is called phosphorescent when the light emitted persists after

the removal of the cause of the phenomenon
;

it is fluorescent when the
emission ceases simultaneously with the cause*

279
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him that an effect might have been produced in the darkness of

the drawer. He therefore hastened to develop the plate ; it was

found to be affected, and thus exposure to sunlight was shown

to be unnecessary ; radioa(‘tivity Was discovered. He repeated

the experiment, using other uranium salts and different times

of exposure ; he found that the new radiation was emitt(‘d in

every ease so that it was evidently a new property belonging to

tlK‘ uranium atom, i.e., independent of the stat(* of combination

of this atom
; the emission of the radiation was spontaneous, as

it took place when any possible external cause was excluded ; it

seemed to violate the })riiu*iple of the conservation of energy, for

at that time there was no reason for supposing that matt(‘r might

itself be a store-house of energy ; the radiation was, actually, a

form of energy.

From the beginning of his researches, Beequerx'l observed one

of the most important effects of the new rays ; they caused air

—

or any gas—to discharge electrified bodies, a propea'ty which had

already been noticed in the ease* of Leonard rays and X-rays.

The first are, as is well known, cathode rays which are* allowed

to emerge from the* tube through a thin wineiow of aluminium

whie*h replaces the glass in a certain portiem of the wall. This

ionisation effe‘e*t le*nels itself to ])recise me*asureme‘nt, anel to-day,

in one form or aiK)ther, it is the basis of the method use*d fe)r

measuring the* intensity e)f any given raeliation.

Radioactive sut)stances, then, act similarly to Rontgen rays

in that they e'ause air and gases in general to lose their insulating

properties.

The w-^ay in which gases become ionised is well known
; uneler

the influence e)f the rays emitteel by radioactive substances, or

the Lenard rays, X-rays, etc., a certain number of molecules of

the gas an* split into two parts, an electron and a positive particle

which carries a charge (‘qual in magnitude but opposite in sign

to that of the electron. The gas, then, contains charged centres

called ions ;
they are capable of moving about within the gas.

Ions carrying opposite charges combine with each other, but

when the ionising agent acts continuously, new ions are constantly

being formed.
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If the ionising agent is constant, a state of equilibrium is

established between the formation of ions and their rc^combination

to form neutral molecules, so that the number of ions |3(*r imit

volume remains constant.

We know already that when an ionised gas passers between

two electrified ])lutes op})ositely charged tluTe is a movement of

the ions forming a kind of <*onveetion current, for each ]3lat(‘

attracts to itself the ions which are oppositely charged. If the

ionising agent nunains constant whil(‘ the intensity of the electric

held between th(‘ plates is varied, it is found experimentally that

the current tends towards a limiting value, the saturation current.

The reason for this is easily seen. At hrst, if the intensity of

the field is small, the ions acquire low velocities and do not all

reach the plates because the greater number of them recombine ;

the more intense the field the less will be the recombination, and

so the current will rise*. A time will come when the ijitensity

of the field hovS risen to such an extent that all the ions formed

in the gas are collected at the plates ; the current then becomes

constant. If the field is still further inereased, a new effect is

produced ; the ions acquire velocities which are so great that

they can themselves, by collision with molecules, i)roduce a

further ionisation, fresh ions are formed, and these in their turn

split up other molecules, the current increases rapidly, and finally

a disruptive discharge takes place and an arc is formed.

Every electrified body placed in an ionised gas becomes

discharged, since it attracts to itself those ions which are charged

oppositely ; this explains the loss of charge by electrified bodies

placed near a uranium salt, the radiation from which ionises the

air. H. Becquerel found that by measuring the speed of discharge

of an electrified body—or still better, the saturation current—it

was possible to compare the activities of the various radioactive

substances.

The gold-leaf electroscope is a very familiar piece of apparatus ;

if the knob is touched with a charged body, the rod becomes

charged and the leaves separate ; the electroscope retains its

charge over a long period ; nevertheless, since the air is always
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slightly ionised and the paraffin insulators are not perfect non-

conductors, there is a very slow leak ; before the apparatus is

used, this natural leak is measured so that it can be allowed for.

By means of a sensitive electroscope, H. Bccqucrel proved that

the activity of uranium is a property of the atom and is

independent of the state of chemical combination of the uranium ;

actually he placed various compounds of uranium having equal

radiating surfaces at equal distances from the electroscoi)e and

found that the apparatus was discharged more quickly as the

uranium content was increased, and that the activity was

proportional to the amount of uranium present. He proved,

among other things, that very large variations of tc^mperature,

from —190 to + 80° C., did not affect the radiation. It was

immediately seen from this that radioactivity was a property of

the atom
;
whether the atom is free or in combination, whether

it is in the liquid, the gaseous or the solid state, the characteristic

rays of the element are emitted with an intensity which is

proportional to the quantity of the element present, and they

are in no way affected either by the state of combination or by

the physical condition of the atoms ; a given quantity of radium

emits the same rays with the same intensity when the radium is

in the pure metallic state, as it does when the element is in

combination as sulphate or chloridt^
; a given quantity of

emanation (radon) emits the same radiation, both in kind and

in intensity, whether it be in the gaseous state—its normal

condition—or whether it be solidified by means of liquid air.

The radioactivity of substances is equally unaffected by other

changes in the prevailing conditions.

In modern laboratories it is possible to subject a sample of

any material to the most powerful influence, viz., extremely high

temperatures, cold sufficient to solidify any substance, very strong

electric and magnetic fields, or intense illumination. All these

have been tried on a vast scale and over the whole range of

variation known to man, but in every case the radioactivity has

shown no perceptible variation and has proved to be unaffected

by any external influence.

Following on Becquerel’s discovery, Pierre and Marie Curie,
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having confirmed the fact that the effect of any given quantity

of a compound of uranium was strictly proportional to the amount
of the element which it contained, noticed tliat the effect due to

certain minerals and eertain ores containing uranium was much
greater than that proper to the uranium content of the minerals.

Thinking that there might be some constituent of these ores wliich

liad the same property as uranium, but to a greater extent, they

set themselves the task of isolating this substance ; it was an

arduous piece of work.

In 1898, after three years of patient labour, polonium was first

isolated and then radium.

We shall pass over the details, which are described elsewhere.

In 1899 Debierne discovered—also in pitchblende, the mineral

which the Curies had investigated—another radioactive element,

actinium

;

to-day the number of radioactive elements has risen

to about 40.

It is not possible for us to recount the story—though it would

be interesting to do so—of these discoveries which were made in

the course of a few years, and which had their birth in Paris, in

small laboratories where the meagre facilities available were vastly

augmented by the inspirations of genius and by the assiduity of the

research workers. An atmosphere of romance relieved the

simplicity, for surrounding Pierre Curie were Lange vin, Debierne

and Perrin.

In their laboratories, bare of costly apparatus, other men like

Berthelot, Pasteur and Lippmann had also spent years of arduous

labour, which had yielded, for the benefit of humanity, a fruitful

harvest such as had rendered their names immortal.

Pierre Curie met the tragic end which is known to all ;
he was

run over by an automobile and his head crushed ; but this is not

the only tragic episode in the history of radioactivity. This epic,

which recounts the story of a succession of brilliant discoveries,

such as have had a fundamental effect on pPiysical science, on

chemistry, and indeed on the trend of all scientific thought, is not

devoid of dramatic interest, for several brav^- men who devoted

themselves to a study of the effects of radium
;
on the human body

have died only after appalling mutilation ; the new element with
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the magic name had, from the very day of its first appearance,

something of tJie miraculous about it ; its rays passed through

matter, its reserve of energy seemed inejchaustihle, it seemed to

have an influence which might be either curative or fatal. It

will thus be understood what an impetus was given to research

in physics, in chemistry and in medieiTic when radioactivity, in

3 898, opened up a vast field of study to workers throughout the

whole world.

The Radiations of Radioactive Bodies

We shall not give a detailed deseri})tion of the chemical

])roperties of the radioactive bodies, of the historic order of their

discovery, of the hypotheses }>ut forward and subsequently

abandoned, and, still k‘ss, of the various types of apparatus used ;

the reader would only be fatigued and then' are dozens of

spt'cializcd treatises wliieh may be consulted by the enthusiast

;

we shall restrict ourselves to a brief account of the eonstructive

theories and their effect on modern physics, the progress of which

has been so greatly forwarded by the discoveries juade in

radioactivity.

The rays emitted by th(‘ radioactive elements, or by their

compounds, urc of three kinds : the a-rays, which consist of

charged material particles and are of the same character as the

canal rays ; tfee /3-rays, which are electrons shot off at \ cry high

velocities and '.are therefore exactly analogous to cathode rays
;

these two kinds of radiation are thus corpuscular, i.e., they consist

of a stream of, projected particles and therefore what seems to

be a ray is, in ivality, the path traversed by a particle.

Finally, the y-rays, also emitted by radioactive bodies, are

electromagnetic ^vibrations of very high frequency, similar to

X-rays. i

The various prdiperties of the a-, /3- and y-rays have provided a

means for determining their exact nature ; if all the radiation

emitted from a sample of radium be acted upon by a magnetic

field, the a-rays are 'deviated in a direction which shows that they

consist of positivel}^ charged particles ; the ^-rays are strongly

deviated in the opposite direction ; the y-rays are unaffected by
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the magnetic field. By measuring the deviations produced in a

magnetic field and in an electric field it is possible, as in the cas(/

of cathode rays and the positive rays, to determiiu* the vc^loeity

of the particles composing the a- and jS-rays, as well as the ratio

(el?n) of the charge carried by these particles to their mass. These

measurements have shown that the p-rays are composed oi’

electrons having very high velocities, 40 to 80 per cent, of the

x eloeity of light ; for a certain radioactive clement (radium C)

the velocity attains a value ecpial to 07 pen' ec^nt. of that of

light.

Th(‘ a-rays are the most important; the \’eloeity with which

they leave the atom emitting them is of the order of 15,000 km.
p('r second, according to the nature of the radioactive substance

;

on the other hand the ratio e/'ni is always half that found for the

hydrogen ion.

This remarkable result <‘Ould be <‘X])lain(‘d by su])])osing that

each a-j)artiel(‘ earri(‘d a singl(‘ charge, e, and that its mass was

doubl(‘ that of an atom of hydrogen
;
actually, however, this

particle has a mass 4 and a. double charge, /.e., it is an atom of

helium with two elementiirv charges : Kamsay proved this

definitely. He enclosed a small (juantity of a radioactive

substance (radium emanation) in a glass tube, the walls of which

were suniciently thin to allow the a-])artieles to pass tlirough

them. This tube was S(‘ak‘d and was (‘inclosed in another larger

tub(‘, which was (‘vaeuat(‘d, and which contained ek'ctrodes to

enabk‘ a spark to be passed through the tube so that the contents

could be (‘xamim^d s})ectroseoj)i('ally. The* spark discharge

through whatever gas was produced in the larger tube would

indicate the nature of this gas, and no more sensitive means of

analysis eoidd be devised. After two days the spectrum of

helium appeared, and as time went on it increased in intensity.

This was a great moment for Ramsay, and an important turning

point in chemistry and in natural philosophy as well
; it was the

first time that one element had been formed out of another.

Tliese experiments proved to demonstration that the a-partieles

were helium atoms.

The a-rays, then, are composed of particles having a mass of
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6-6 X 10”^ gm., and carrying a charge 2c — 9*55 X 10“^®

electrostatic units.

When a-rays strike any phosphorescent and fluorescent body

they cause it to emit light ; barium platinocyanidc and zinc

sulphide give a greenish glow.

The effect produced by thes(' rays on a photographic plate

—

to which their discovery was due—is the result of their power of

causing chemical action.

The a-particles emitted by different radioactive substances

differ only as regards their initial velocity, and the degree of

variation is relatively slight ; the slowest a-particle is, in fact,

emitted with a velocity of 1-42 X 10® cm. per second (uranium I)

while the fastest is emitted from thorium C/ with a velocity of

2*069 X 10® cm. per second.

Tile y-rays are—as has been said already—of the same nature

as X-rays, i.c., they are electromagnetic vibrations similar to

light ; but whilst the X-rays have wave-lengths which are of the

order of a thousandth part of the wave-lengths in the ultra-

violet, the y-rays, in their turn, have wave-lengths which are much
shorter than those of the Rontgen rays.

The y-rays are only emitted by substances which also give off

/3-rays and the most penetrating y-rays are emitted in company
with the fastest ^-rays. In the same way as the Rontgen rays

are produced by the sudden stoppage of electrons by an obstacle,

so the y-rays seem to result from the disturbance caused Viy the

sudden expulsion of a /3-electron. Briefly, the y-rays are very

penetrating X-rays and, like these latter, they are reflected from

crystals ; they have been studied by different physicists,* using

a method which we shall meet with in Vol. II, Chap. V (the method
of corpuscular radiation). The wave-lengths of y-rays cover the

range between 1 Angstrom and 0*005 Angstrom units.

The a-, and y-rays may be distinguished from each other by
their penetrating power. The a-rays cannot penetrate more than

Elli&\ M. de Broglie, L. Meitner, Rutherford, Thibaud.
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a few centimetres of air and do not pass through sheets of metal

more than 0-1 mm. thick. The more penetrating jS-rays can pass

through several millimetres of aluminium. The y-rays are the

most penetrating ; they travel considerable distances in air and

can pass through iron or lead plates several centimetres in

thickness ; they are only slightly reduced in intensity by passage

through the human body.

The origin of the /^-particles is not as obvious as that of the

a-particles because electrons, with the same charge and mass, are

present just as much within the nucleus of the atom as outside it.

However considerable progress has been made during the last

few years in our knowledge of this subject. The jS-particles are

not all emitted with the same velocity from any one kind of atom,

but their velocities cover a certain range
; for certain radioactive

elements there are, in addition to this continuous spectrum of

velocities, certain characteristic velocities. Consequently, in a

method to be described later, if the j^-rays, after emission, are

variously deviated by means of a magnetic field and are allowed

to fall on a photographic plate, the record consists of characteristic

lines superposed on a continuous background.

Very delicate experiments have proved that onl^ one /8-particle

is given off from each single atom when it breaks down (a

/8-transformation is referred to here).’*'

The most important property of these different rays is their

power of ionizing gases. Gases become conductors when in the

neighbourhood of a radioactive body and this conductivity,

measured by means of an electroscope, provides a means for

determining the intensity of the radiation, and so for measuring

the radioactive content. The active material is placed between

two metal plates, one of which is connected to the case of an

electroscope, the other to the leaves. Under these conditions

the charge of the electroscope is dissipated at a rate dependent

on the activity of the material placed between the plates. By
measuring the rate of discharge, therefore, it is possible to

R. W. Gurney, “ The Number of Particles of the /3-ray Spectra of Radium
B and C,” Proc. Hoy. Soc.y A, 109, p. 540, 1925. K. G. Elnel^us, “ The
Number of /3-particles from Radium E,” Proc. Camb. Phil, Soc,, 22, p. 400,
1924.
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deteiTnine the radioactive content of any material. The method

is extremely sensitive ; it is possible in this way to detect the

presence of one 50 millionth of a milligram of radium.

T'he Spinthariscope. The sj)intharisc*ope, invented by Crookes

in order to make the a-particles visible, is the most sensitive

instrument conceivable, and is not the less remarkable on this

account.

If anyone had said to the famous physicists who first calculated

the weight and dimensions of the atom that one day a wangle atom
would be observed, just one from among those whicli they had

found to be present in thousands of millions in a cubic millimet re,

they would have smiled incredulously.

This is what the humble instrument known as the sjiinthariseope

has made possible ;
a needle, the point of which has been ])hinged

into a phial which has contained radium, is placed in a small lirass

tube having at the bottom a layer of zim* sulpliide as detector ;

at the upper end of the tube is a lens which magnifies the effect

to be observed.

Tlie eye sees the scintillations of the zinc sulphide layer ; these

appear like shooting stars which die out immediately after their

appearance, and each signalises the arrival of a projected particle,

in the same way—Perrin remarks—as a rocket is seen although the

apparatus which fires it may not be visible.

The scintillations are so numerous all over the field of view

that it is impossible to count them ; it seems incredible that such

an incessant bombardment of the screen can be produced by such

ai infinitesimal quantity of radium. The reason is, however, that

although the mass of the a-particle is extremely small, its velocity

is so great that the kinetic energy which is dissipated in the

material of the screen ceases to be very small.

The a - Particles and Methods of Counting them—
Determination of their Charge

It has been said already that the a-rays are the most readily

absorbed part of the radiation ; they cannot pass through a sheet

of paper ; the most penetrating (i.e., those having the highest

velocities) cease to produce any effect on a photographic plate
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or any ionizing action after they have passed through 8-0 cm.
of air at atmospheric pressure.

Rutherford’s experiments (1903 and onwards) to determine
ejni were carried out in this way.* In order to obtain a

homog(‘neous beam it was m^eessary to use a very tliin film of

radioac'tive material, oth(‘rwise the particles emitted from the

internal layers would be slowed down. Rutherford made use of

a very fine layer of salt (a radium salt) obtained by imnua'sing a

thr{‘ad in a dilute solution
; tlie thread

was placed in a sliallow trough, A,

shown in Fig. 95 ;
B was a slit parallel

to A, while at MM was placed a

pliotographic plate ; the whole system

was contained within an evacuated

vessel.

The apparatus was placed between

the two pok^s of an ek'ctro-magnet,

jirodueing a field parallel to the thread ;

first a line was obtained at and then,

by reversing the field, a second line at

C 2 was f)rodue('d. l^he radius of the

circular path followed by the particles

could (‘asily be calculated since the path

was defined by the three points, A B Cj,

(and A B Cg). A similar experiment

was carried out in an (dectric field, and

from th(‘ two equations for the respective deviations, tlie specific

charge, ejm^ and the velocity v could be obtained, as was shown
in the case of the cathode rays.

Rutherford obtained :

ejm — 5000 e.m.u. per gramme
velocity V — 20,000 km. ptx* sec.

The production of helium, proved by a direct method, has

shown without any possible doubt that, as has been said already,

the mass m of the a-particle is 4 and, therefore, that every particle

is an atom of helium carrying two elementary eharges. We shall

* E. Rutherford, Phil. Mag., 5, p. 177, 1903.

CASTELirltANCUI VOL. 1. 10
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explain briefly how it has also been possible to make a direct

measurement of the charge of an a-particle.

It has been stated already that Sir Wm. Crookes discovered

that a minute grain of a radioactive salt, placed close to a screen

of zinc sulphide, produced a scintillation effect on this screen

and that this scintillation when viewed under the microscope

appeared like a constantly changing starry sky. As Crookes

imagined, each fleeting star indicated the point of arrival of a

particle ;
by collecting the a-radiation in a metal cylinder

connected with an electrometer, Rutherford measured the

positive charge q emitted per second in the form of a-particles

from a measured mass of a polonium preparation
; he then

determined (as we shall see shortly), by measuring the conductivity

of the air, the charges -f- Q and — Q, which are set free, owing to

ionisation, by the rays emitted in one second when these are

totally absorbed by the air, using the same quantity of the same

polonium preparation as before.

He obtained Q = 94,000g, a result which is independent of

the quantity of polonium, since both Q and q are proportional

to this quantity.

Then Regener, in 1908, thought of using Crookes’ spinthariscjope

to count the a-particles and to apply Rutherford’s result to the

determination of the charge of a single particle. Regener counted

one by one the scintillations produced in a small diamond by the

radiation emitted from a preparation of polonium within a very

small solid angle, and he deduced the total number, n, of particles

emitted per second ; he also measured the quantity of electricity

liberated by ionisation in the air, due to the radiation from the

same quantity of polonium preparation.

The value of Q/94,000n is, then, the value of the charge of a

single particle ; this was found to be 3*19 X 10“ e.m. units, a

value twice that found by Millikan for the electron. Further,

since ejm == 5,000 it followed that m = 6-3 x 10'"24 ^ yalue

exactly equal to the mass of the atom of helium, four times that of

the atom of hydrogen.

We give in Fig. 96 a diagram of Regener’s apparatus ;* the

* E. Regener, Berlin Berichie, p. 948, 1909,
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detector used for counting may be a plate of zinc sulphide or a

diamond O-l mm. thick. Knowing the distance of the polonium

preparation from the detector and the area of the latter it is easy

to deduce from the observed scintillations the total number of

particles which arc emitted by the sample.

Another method, due to Rutherford, led to the same result, the

number of particles being measured in this case by means of an

electrometer. The basis of this experiment is that the ionisation

can be multiplied a hundredfold by causing it to take place in an

intense electric field.

A tube of 25 cm. diameter, containing a small sphere, the

surface of which is covered with a thin layer of active material,

is connected with a brass cylinder through a small aperture

(1^ mm. diameter) in a mica diaphragm (sec Fig. 97). This brass

cylinder is the ionisation chamber and placed axially within it is

an insulated wire ; this wire is connected with one pair of

quadrants of an electrometer, while the walls of the cylinder are

connected to the negative pole of a battery of accumulators, the

other pole of which is earthed. The active material projects its

a-particles through the diaphragm and into the ionisation chamber,

10—4
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where the pressure is from 2 to 5 em. of mercury ;
the distance*

of the active material from the (lia])hragm is so adjusted in relation

to the size of the hole that the brass cylinder only reeeives three

or four a-partieles per minute.

Every time a partiele eiders the ionisation chamber th(^ effect

on the electrometer is recorded photographically ;
if, by chance,

se\’eral particles (*nter simultaneously, the amount of the deflection

recorded shows what lias happened.

With this arrangement, from a knowledge of the position of the

sphere and its superficial area, and of the size of the aperture, it

is obviously jiossible to calculate* the total number of a-particles

Fiu. 07.— Counting the a-particles. llutherford and Geiger, 1908.

emitted per second from 1 gm. of radium ; tlie r(*sult found is as

follows :

—

One gramme of radium emits 136 x 10® oL-particles per seeond.

If, tlien, the total charge*, q, which is collected per second in a

Faraday ice-pail, be measured (the /S-rays being deviated by
means of a magnetic field), and if q be divided by 136 X 10^ the

result is the value of the elementary charge
;
Rutherford and

(Tcige r * using this method, found that e = 3-1 X 10 e.m.u.,

a value which, as has been said already, is double the charge of an

electron.

Radium Emanation

Among the facts which have explained the true nature of

radioacti\ ity, it is necessary to mention the discovery of radium
emanation.

* E, Rutherford and H. Geiger, Proc, Roy, Soc., 81, p. 162, 1908.
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If radium bromide be dissolved in water and the solution be

then evaporated to dryness, it will be found that this pro(*ess has

deprived the radium of tlie greater part of its activity
;
the

and y-rays are entirely absent and tlie a-rays are reduced to

one-quarter of their original intensity. If, however, the radium

b<‘ left untouched, it gradually regains, day by day, the activity

wliicli it has lost and at the end of a montli the radioactivity

has once more the same value as at first. Dissolving the salt

in wat(‘r has caused the removal of a substance, actually a gas,

which diffuses into the surrounding air and makes it radioactive* ;

this gas is radium emanation—called niton or radon to distinguish

it from the* emanations given by thorium and actinium ; this gas

is intensely radioactive and has a characteristic spectrum.

It is well known that this effect is brought about, not because

the substance which has lost the emanation re-absorbs it from

the air (in the same way as a salt which has lost water regains

it by absorbing water-vapour from the air), but because a fresh

supply of emanation is produced by the disintegration of further

radium
;

in fact, it is realised that radioactive transformations

take place in one direction only ; they cannot be reversed any

more than can the clianges which the human frame undergoes ;

individuals change and die but cannot return to what they were.

The emanation which escaped on solution had been imprisoned

in the salt, that which escapes in a repetition of the experiment is

a freshly formed supply, and so on.

Rutherford and Soddy first succeeded (1902) in condensing the

emanation at — 150°
; its chemical nature is completely known

and is similar to that of the inert gases of the atmosphere ; thus

radon is in the same column as helium in the periodic table
;
the

atomic weight (222) is determined from the velocity with which

radon passes through a very small aperture.

Of the 135 calories, approximately, generated by a gram of

radium per hour, 100 arc due to the emanation.

Thus an element similar to barium, a solid, and a body with

marked chemical affinities, gives birth to another element which

differs from its progenitor as much as two bodies can differ from

each other ; the first is a metal, while the second is a gas. The
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significance of this phenomenon is that the transmutation of

matter occurs spontaneously in nature.

This is not all, however ; the transformation of radium into

emanation is actually only the first of a series of successive

transformations of the same kind ; the gaseous emanation, in

fact, changes, in its turn, into a third non-gaseous body with a

short life ; this forms a fourth body called radium B, and so on

for nine successive transformations.

We shall deal with this more fully a little later.

The Number of the Radioactive Elements and their Threefold
Grouping

Before the discovery of radioactivity, uranium and thorium

were already known ; the first radioactive elements to be

discovered on account of their radioactivity were, as has been

said already, polonium, then radium and then actinium. Later

on others were gradually separated, to the number of forty. We
shall not describe either the properties of radium or those of the

other elements ; in the case of radium we shall only note that it

is allied to barium in all its chemical properties ; the atomic

weight is 226, and in the periodic classification it takes its place

in the column with the alkaline earth metals.

The observations on radioactive phenomena taken as a whole

—and notably the discovery of the emanation—led Rutherford

and Soddy to a theory of radioactivity which explains all the

known facts about it and discloses the genealogical relationship

between the elements.

This theory states that a radioactive element is undergoing

continuous transformation and is giving birth to other elements
;

the transformation does not take place simultaneously in all the

atoms, but in a given time a certain fraction, and always the

same fraction, of the atoms not already transformed are involved

in the change
;
some atoms explode, the rest remain unaltered.

An atom which explodes is a system which, for some reason or

other, is no longer in a stable arrangement ; after the explosion,

a rearrangement of the atomic structure into a fresh form takes

place, and this form, which may be either permanent or temporary,
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constitutes an atom which is chemically different from

that which has split up. Thus, in exploding, the

radioactive element shoots off another of mass equal

to or less than its own, and in addition, it emits a-, p-

and y-rays, the energy of which is converted into

heat.

The emission of a-rays consists in the violent

expulsion from the radioactive atom of an atom of

helium (atomic weight 4) carrying two eharg(‘s of

positive electricity. The original atom is necessarily

charged and the new atom has an atomic weight

which is 4 units less ;
for instance, the atom of

radium with atomic weight 226, by expelling an

a- particle, gives an atom of emanation with atomic

weight 222, and the equation representing the

transformation is :

Radium = Emanation -f- Helium.

226 = 222 f 4.

The emanation emits an a-particlc in its turn,

and gives an atom of radium A (RaA = 218) and so

on until a stable element is reached.

This is the process by which a radioactive family is

established, the last member being a stable element

;

the detailed study of these genetic relationships has

enabled all the known radioactive elements to be put

into three groups, the uranium group, the thorium

group and the actinium group ; the first of these,

which is the most important, includes radium and

finishes with lead as the stable end element resulting

from a series of successive disintegrations which

reduce the atomic weight 238 (uranium) to 206 (lead).

(See Fig. 98.)

Radioactive Evolution—The Disintegration Law The uranium

The loss of an electron does not cause any faniily.

appreciable change of atomic weight ; it will be remembered, in

fact, that the mass of the electron is only 1/1840 times that of the
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atom of hydrogen. Nevertheless, the residual atom is quite

different from the original atom. Thus radium J3 (RaB -- 214)

gives, on the expulsion of a /3-partiele, an atom with the same

mass but different properties, radium C (RaC ~ 214) whieh, in its

turn, emits another /3-partiele and gives a further very difh'rent

element with the same mass, viz., radium V (RaC/ 214).

An atomic explosion—signalised by the exjnilsion of an a- and

a j8-})artiele—does not take plae(‘ simultaneously throughout the

whole of the radioaetiA e material ; out of a million atoms of

radium (in round iiumbers), only one is transformed each day ;

the others remain unaltered and disintegrate one by one on

successive days. TIktc is, then, no question of a gradual ehange

of pro]:)erties ;
as the substance is being transformed, there always

rc'mains some unaltered material, but the amount of this becomes

gradually less and less.

The fundamental law whieh gov(‘rns such transformations is

that the percentage of atoms \\4iich are transformed in unit time

is a constant.

This is called the transformation constant and is eharaeteristic

of the element
;

it will readily be understood that simple

arithmetic is insuflieient to solve the problem of finding out

how many atoms in, say, a million of those in existence at any

given instant will remain unaltered after the lapse of a certain

time, the transformation constant being known, of course. Tlie

insufficiency of arithmetic will be seen from the fact that, although

it is perfectly true that a constant fraction of the atoms present

are transformed in each second, yet since the number of

these atoms is continually decreasing, the number of atoms

undergoing transformation in unit time is also constantly on

the decrease ; in short, recourse must be had to the differential

calculus.

If dN be the number of atoms transformed in time dt, the

differential equation expressing the relation may be written

dN = —ANd^, as this shows that the number of atoms transformed

is proportional to the quantity of material still unchanged
; A is

the transformation constant, the fraction transformed per

unit time. Integrating the equation just written gives the relation
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where is the number of atoms unchanged after

the lapse of time t.

The same thing may be expressed in t(‘rms of weight :

then represents the weight of the substance which exists after

the lapse of time t

;

Nq is the weight which was present originally.

In the case of radium, for instance, A is equal to 1/2500, taking

the year as the unit of time
; this means tliat in one year, one

atom only is transformed out of every 2,500. It is easy to show

that the average life of an atom, i,e., the length of time for which,

on the average, any atom in a group selected at a given instant

exists from that instant onwards, is the reei])roeal of the constant

A (in the ease of radium, for instance, the average life is 2,500

years). In fact, if 0 is this average life for atoms, the sum of

the lives of all these atoms is n^O and this is given by the integral

foo

1
7iQe

~

^^dt^ whi(‘h is the sum of all th(‘ v arious times of existence
Jo

of all the atoms before they arc transformed.

Equating these two expressions we have
1*00

Ouq —
j

7iQe~ ^*dt

so that, immediately, 6 — 1/A, as stated above.

Uranium Series

Atomic
Numljcr.

J'^lciiicnt. Ilalf-valuo JVricKl. Avciage
Itadiu-

tions
ICii\itted

Atomic
Weight .

92 1 Vanillin I 4-4 X 10® years. 0 X 10® years. a 238
90 Hraniiini Xj . 24 0 days. 35 days. h 234
91 Uranium Xg . 1*15 min. 1 *7 min. h 234
92 1 Vanillin 11 1 X lO*’ years. 1*5 10® years. a 231
90 Ionium . 80,000 120,000 a 230
88 lladiuin

.

1,580 2,200 a, jS, y 220
80 Niton (Kimma-

tion) . 3*85 days. 5*5 days. a 222
84 Kadium A 3-05 mins. 4*4 mins. a 218
82 „ B 20*8 „ OH 214
83 „ c 19*5 „ 28

i3
214

84 „ C' . 10-« sec. 1*4 X 10-«see. a 214
82 „ I) . 10*5 years. 24 years. 210
83 „ K . 4*85 days. 7 days. 210
84 „ F

(Polonium) . 130 „ 200 „ cc 210
82 Lead .

— — — 206
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It is to bo noted that this average life is not the same as tlie

time, called the “ half-value period,"' which cla])ses before any

given mass of radioactive material is half transformed ; this will

readily be understood, for th(‘ same idea occurs in the study of

human mortality ; if we consider, for instance, a thousand

individuals of the same age, say twenty years old, then at forty-

hvT years of age the thousand will be redueed to 500, but this

does not mean that on the ave age the thousand persons considered

will live twenty-five years, for such an average duration of life is

really obtained by taking one-thousandth of the sum of all the

lives enjoyed by the thousand individuals. The two ideas are

quite different.

It is easy to show that, for radioactive substances, the half-

value period is 0*693/A *
;

thus for radium the j)eriod is about

1,600 years.

The half-value periods of the various radioactive elements

cover an extraordinarily wide range, being thousands of millions

of years in the ease of thorium, 3-85 days for radium emanation,

and only a millionth of a second for radium C'.

For radium the transformation constant A can be readily

calculated, since the number of a-partieles emitted per second

can be counted. Actually the number of Ra atoms contained in

a gramme is N/226 = 60-6 X 102‘^/226 = 2-68 X ; the number
of particles emitted from a gramme per second is 3*72 X 10^®,

and hence

3-72 X l()i®

A for radium = 2^3 x 10^
= 1-39 x 10 see. h

The average life is found by taking the reciprocal of this value,

and is thus found to be 2,200 years.

* Experiment shows that Radioactive Transformations
follow the Law of Probability

The fundamental law of radioactive transformation can be

expressed by saying that the probability that an atom will be

From the relation n = noe~^<, putting n = Jno, we obtain
whence T = (log 2)/A = 0'698/A.
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transformed in an interval of time dt is independent of the time t

which has elapsed, and is equal to

Xdt ( 1 )

where A is a constant for each radioactive element.

This is equivalent to the law generally known as the “ exponential

law ” of radioactive transformations :

(!')

which gives the number of atoms which still remain unaltered

after time L (N^ is the number of atoms which exist at the

beginning of the period considered.)

The activity A of the substance is defined as the average number
of atoms transformed per second, viz.,

A = NA (2)

If, for exam})le, the transformation occurs with the emission

of a-particles, so that each a-particle corresf)onds to a change of

one atom, A is also a measure of the average number of a-particles

emitted per second by the substance. If the substance has a

short life, it is clear that A decreases rapidly, but if the life is a

long one, the activity should be found to be the same in successive

int(^rvals of a second ; actually it is found by experiment that

the number of a-particles emitted in a second is not always

equal to A, but varies about a value which is the average of the

experimental values.

We have thus a problem in fluctications.

This agrees with what is to be expected tlicorctically on

tlie basis of the purely statistical treatment of radioactive

transformations which we liavc just described.

Actually, if A expresses the probability that an atom will be

transformed, the law of large numbers shows that the average

number m of atoms affected in time M, supposed small with

respect to the average life*, is

m = N . A . (3)

where N is the average number of atoms present in the interval

AL This, naturally, does not mean that in time At the number n
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of the a-partieles actually emitted is exactly equal to m, but

only that m is the average value, the most probable value of n.

Observations confirm the fact that the number n exhibits

fluctuations about its average value w, and that these fluetuations

obey statistical laws
; it will be seen, in fact, that this problem

is analogous to that met with in the theory of errors already

dealt with in Chap. V, for if, on the average, the number of

a-particles produced in time At is m, and if 1,000 successive

detenninations be made, there will be found to be differences

from m so distributed that in x cases the values lie between m
and 1*1 m ; in y cases the values lie between 1*1 m and 1*2 m,

and so on ; these numbers x, y, z . . . are functions of m and n

alone.

The probability that 7i atoms will be transformed in the

time At is given by the expression

Pn=-^e-- (4 )

This is Poisson’s law. In the footnote * on this ])ag(' will be

found a brief demonstration of this law.

* Let us calculate the probability that n transformations will take place
in time At, and therefore the probability of a difference (a rn) from the
average value m, always assuming that the average life is long with respect
to At, so that the number of atoms transformed per second is not decreasing.
The probability appropriate to an interval of length AtjK is mjK. Hence
the probability of no transformation taking place in this interval At/K is

(1 — mfK). C onsidering in this way n of the K intervals, wc may say that
the probability that there will be one a-particle emitted in each of the n
intervals, and none in each of other (K — u) intervals, is (by the theorem of
the combination of probabilities) equal to

It is possible to select the n intervals in -
K!

different waj^s, and
id(K - 7?)!

so the total probability that n jitoms will be transformed in time At is given

m\ ^ « K!

Kj nl{K - n)l *

If now we pass to the limiting case when K becomes infinite, we readily

obtain for Pn the expression Pa
nl

*
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Since the average numberm is very great, the relative fluctuations

are small and we obtaiTi, instead of (4), the Gaussian law of errors :

Pn V2
,
— {n — 7n)*j2,m

Trm
(4')

where {n — m) now represents the error.

I'he fluctuations of radioactive phenomena, exhibited iji

accordance with expressions (4) and (4'), are called Schweidler’s

fluctuations.

The mcain square value for a difference (/? — 7n) is givcai by
the relation

=== V ~ Vm,.

If, then, tlu‘ interval At be doubled so that m is doubled, the

average difference increases in the ratio a/2, while the relative

1 1

mean fluctuation — beconu's smalkT in the ratio -“-7'.

m ^/n^ V2
Th(u*e an* various methods of m(‘asuring these fluctuations in

the numb(*r of a-partieles emitted, and these may be divided into

two grouj)s. The first group consists of the so-called integral

methods of nu'asurement * in which observations an' made of

the emission of a large number of a-])arti(‘les (e.g., 20, ()()() per

minute) ; in this ease, m In'ing large, the expression (4') is found

to be verified, and the transformation constant A may be

calculated.

The second group includes those methods which depend on

observations of single a-particles and those in which m is small,

so that Poisson’s expression (4) is verified. We may examine

one of these methods more closely ;
Hutherfonl and (h*iger in

1910 observed the scintillations produced by a-particles which

struck a fluorescent senaui at a com]>aratively slow rate, and

they recorded the appearance of each scintillation by making a

mark on the paper tape of an ordinary chronograph
; on this

tape marks were also made at regular intervals of time. On the

cojiclusion of a series of observations the time scale was divided

See article by W. Bothe in Uandbuch drr Physik, Vol. XXII., p. 193,
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into equal intervals (\ second) and the number of scintillations

within each interval was noted.

From these data the authors constructed a diagram in which

the axis of abscissse showed the numbers of particles 0, 2, 4, 6,

8, 10, etc., while the ordinates indicated the numbers of intervals

in which these various numbers of scintillations were observed

to occur
;
the curve obtained was precisely that given by Poisson’s

law (4), so that the prediction of the theory was found to be

verified experimentally.

The study of the phenomena of radioactivity has led to this

important conclusion : the fundamental law expressed in equation

(] )
or (1') is found to be true in every ease ; radioaetiv^e phenomena

occur, then, as if the transformations were entirely at random.

This does not mean to say that the law of causation does not

apply to tliese phenomena ; such an assertion could not be

proved. In developing a theory of radioactive phenomena, in

fact, we may adopt any hypothesis whatever as to the cause of

a radioactive transformation, it is only necessary to suppose that

the individual transformations of the atoms are mutually

independent, and that in the case of a large numbeu* of atoms it

is possible to apply the law of large numbers and the statistical

laws of probability.

Tliis brings about a considerable simplification in the bases of

the theory, and it is in this sense that radioactive transformations

may be said to follow probability laws.*

Let us take a milligram of radium and observe its transformation. Why
does one atom suddenly explode and die, why does another atom live for a
day, another for a week, others for a month, a year, a century ? If atoms
are all alike, how is it that there are “ healthy ” and “ unhealthy ” ones ?

At the present time physics is unable to provide an answer to this question.
However, since every fact is connected with some other, from which it

results, by the. chain of cause and effect, according to our rational line of
thought {determinism) we are led to think that, in reality, there must be a
complex universe in every atom, and, by reason of the intervention of causes
not known to us, the death of an atom is occasioned from time to time.
Exactly similarly, in considering the incidence of mortality in a city, we cannot
know which individuals will die on the morrow, but we can know how many,
because the mathematics of probability has shown us how we may overcome
our ignorance, our inability to take account of the extraordinary complication
of elementary causes. We are here confronted with a practical problem
which is insoluble, though perhaps not for ever.
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Determination of Average Life—Radioactive Equilibrium

The inethods used for determining the average life of the

radioactive elements differ greatly according as the life to be

measured is short or long. In the former case a simple direct

observation suffices
;

if, for example, the fall of activity of a

given quantity of radium emanation be measured, it will be

found that the activity decreases with time according to a

geometrical progression law (since I = so that the activity

is halved in 8*85 days ; the average life, which is known to be

(1/0*69) as great, is therefore 5*57 days. For a body of which

only a millionth part is transformed each year, however, the

average life cannot be determined by direct observations, and it

is necessary to have recourse to indirect methods. Let us take,

for the sake of example, the case of uranium and that of radium ;

it is possible to determine the activity of radium compared with

that of uranium, and, measuring the relative amounts of radiation

emitted by equal quantities of the two elements, it is found that

the radioactivity of radium is several million times as great as

that of uranium ; from this it may be deduced that the average

life of uranium is several million times as great as that of radium.

In any scries of atomic disintegrations, if the average life of a

single member of the series be known, the average lives of all the

others may readily be found. We shall see directly the reason

for this.

We have already said, for instance, that radium disintegrates

and gives the emanation called radon (or niton). If the emanation

were a non -radioactive gas, it would accumulate and the quantity

present in the neighbourhood of a sample of radium would

constantly increase. This does not happen, however, since the

emanation disintegrates in its turn and gives rise to a solid

deposit, radium A, so that after a time the emanation formed by

a sample of radium contained in a sealed tube, disintegrates at a

rate equal to that at which it is formed. From that time onward,

the quantity of emanation present with the radium shows no

further increase ; equilibrium is stated to have been reached

between the radium and its emanation, and at the end of a

certain period of time, equilibrium is established for all the
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successive products of the disintegration. Tt can be shown that

when radioactive equilibrium has been established, th(‘ ratios

Ng/Nj, Ng/Nj, (‘tc., of the numbers of atoms present an' equal

to the ratios of the average lives, when equilibrium has been

reached, it may be shown that

Ni Ni (9i
Nj (97

. (
1

)

If the volume of emanation in ecjuilibrium with a certain mass

of radium be measured, this gives tlu' ratio Ng/N^ of the numbers

of atoms of radium and of emanation whidi are f)resent when

equilibrium has b('en attained ; thus the average* life ^2 radium,

which cannot be measured directly, is obtained from the* value of

^
1 , the average life of emanation, which has already bet'n found

by a direct method.

It will be useful to explain rather mon* fully the* meaning of

ra dioact ive eqn ilihrium.

It will be clear that there must come a time when equili[)riujn

is reached botwe'cn the various elements pn'sent (if those elements

which are formed are not removed as fast as tlu'V are formed),

for when the atoms of a first element A give, on disinh'gration,

atoms of a second element B, the rate at which B is formed

decreases, since the quantity of A which is active is constantly

decreasirjg ; hence the amount of B produced (*annot exceed a

certain limiting quantity, sihee the greater the number of atoms

of B formed, the greater the number which break down
; when

e(]uilibrium is reached between the primary ek'inent A and the

derived elements B, C, D, the juimber of the primary atoms

which are disintegrating at a certain instant will be equal to

and to N(jA(„ etc., because these products represent all the

various numbers of atoms which appear in turn, and hence

“ AjjNj^ = etc. Remembering that the various

values of A are the transformation constants and therefore are

inversely proportional to the periods, as has been explained

already, the set of equations (1) follows immediately.

Equations (1) state that at any instant the number of atoms

present is proportional to the period, or, alternatively, to the
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average lif(* ; thus tlie A'ery aelive (‘lemeiits exist only in extremely

small quantities. Those who wish for further evidenee in addition

to that furnished by the (*ond,ition of radioactive ('quilibi’inm will

find a dernonstralion in the footnote.*

If radium is heitig destroyed eontinuously, how can there be any
in existenee norv ? Geology has sliown, in various ways, that the

earth has existivl for hundrc'ds of thousands of centuries : therefore

if radium is Iransfornuvl into h(‘lium and emanation, how can any

radiuu] exist to-day o]i the (virth ? The theory of disintegration

replies to this (jiu'stion by })ointing to an element, furtluu’ back,

whi(*h ibrms radium (‘ontinuoiisly and so r(‘]:>laees it as rajhdly as it

disappears ; tliis ancestor of radium is uranium. This element

must have an extrenie'ly slow rate of disintegration so that it may
Jiave been able* to gX'iK'rate radium continuously throughout th(‘

])(‘riods of time indicated })y geH)le)gie*al seaeaiee.

JiCt us e^onsieiev' the funelame^ntal law e)f radie)aetive equilibrium ;

1
— A2^ 2 • • •

In two sue'ev ssive etisinte-grations (whether these be eemseentive

or ne)t is immate rial) of whie'h the seennd is me)re ra])id than the

lirst, the be)ely whied is t ransfe)rmeHl me)re quickly (radium)

ae*eumulate‘s until the' ratie), N2/N j, be tween it and the parent bexly

reaches a fixeel limiting value which is e^qual te) the ratio e)f the

average lives. The quantity of raelium in uranium minerals must,

* Let N„ be the iiuml)er of atoms of the primary substance A whicti are
originally present. At time t the number of atoms present will be N v

“

The rate of production of li is equal to the rat e of destruction of the parent
substance, less the rate of destruction of li itself, so that

- A.vNa - A,,N„ - AaN„«-*'‘ - A„N„.

This equation giv(Ns N|{ as a function of the time, and, assuming that only
the substance A was present originally, it is found that

N B

AaNa

Ah— At
u

Now if Aa is much smaller than Ajj, i.e., if the primary element disintegrates
much less than the element it gives rise to, the exponential term becomes
negligible, and the above expression reduces to Nb — NaAa/Ab, as has been
stated.
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therefore, reach a fixed proportion of the quantity of the parent

element
; this ratio is independent of the mineral. SeA^eral

physicists have examined a large number of uranium minerals ;

it has always been found that there is the same ratio between the

quantities of radium and uranium present ;
Rutherford and

Boltwood in particular have determined the exact value of this

ratio and have found that, for every gramme of uranium, there is

present 3-4 X 10“ gin. of radium; this figure, then, gives the

ratio of the transformation constants and, therefore, also the ratio

of the average lives, since this latter ratio is simply the reciprocal

of the former
; the average life of uranium is thus found to be

about 6,000 million years.* Soddy, who measured the rate of

production of helium from uranium, using a direct method, found

the same result.

The Production of Helium—The Heat Liberated

Helium was not discovered on the earth but in the sun
;

it was

in 1868 that Jansen and Lockyer observed in the spectrum of the

chromosphere a yellow line which could not be identified with any
of the lines of the known terrestrial elements.

It is known that helium is devoid of chemical properties, i.e,,

it has no chemical affinity. The ratio of its specific heats at

constant pressure and at constant volume indicate that it is a

monatomic gas
;
in 1908 it was liquefied for the first time

;
at

—269° it boils at ordinary pressure. It was also solidified by
Keesom, in the laboratory of the University of Leyden.

Precise measurements by Rutherford have shown that 156 cub.

mm. of helium are formed per annum from 1 gm. of radium ; one

of the methods of obtaining this figure is to make a direct count

of the number of a-particles emitted in a given time from a known
quantity of radium.

It is, however, not only in the production of helium that radio-

active substances exhibit a -property which is entirely new and

The following are the details of the calculation ; the atomic weights of
uranium and of radium are respectively 238 and 226, so that, in radioactive
equilibrium, for every n atoms of uranium there are n x 3-4 X 10“’ x
(238/226) atoms of radium. The period of radium gives, therefore, the period
of uranium when divided by 8-6 x 10“’.
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disturbing to tlie classical physics ; there is also the phenomenon
of heat production which is equivalent to the liberation of

enormous quantities of energy and which, at first sight, seems to

be continuous.

The heat given off in one hour from 1 gni. of radium in

equilibrium with its short-life products is about 135 calorics, and

this means that radium gives off every hour enough heat to melt a

quantity of ice greater than its own mass.

Rutherford (1904) showed that this heat comes almost entirely

from the conversion into heat of the kinetic energy of the

a-partieles. Two glass bulbs filled with dry air, were connected

by a ll-tube containing a liquid so as to act as a differential

manometer. A sealed tube of glass containing radium bromide

was placed in one bulb, and the heat produced caused an increase

of pressure in this bulb ; the manometer indicated this effect, and

the total h(‘at was measured by comparing it with the (readily

calculable) heat emitted from a coil of wire through which an

electric current was passing. Knowing the intensity of the

current, as indicated by a galvanometer, and the specific resistance

of the material of the coil, the quantity of heat could be found at

once.

Separate measurements were then made of the heat liberated

from the radium salt from which the emanation had been removed,

and of the heat liberated from the emanation so removed.

The total energy emittt^d in the complete transformation of a

gramme of radium into helium and lead can be deduced from a

measurement of this kind by simple computation ; it is 3*7 X 10®

calories, or 1*5 X 10^’ ergs.

Compared with the energy liberated during chemical reactions,

the energies met with in radioactive transformations are enormous ;

oiK‘ of the most exothermic chemical reactions is the combustion

of hydrogen
;
now one cubic centimetre of a mixture of hydroger\

and oxygen, when exploded to form water, liberates only two

calories ;
hence an equal volume of radium emanation can emit,

during its wliole life, a quantity of energy which is 12 million times

as great as that given out during the explosion of the mixture of

hydrogen and oxygen.
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A single gramme of radium, during the course of its

transformation into helium and lead, gives off as much heat as

the combustion of 500 kg. of coal !

The Discovery of Isotopes

As the radioactive elements were discovered, the question arose

as to how they should be placed in the periodica classification, and

two difficulties presented themselves. One was due Lo the fact

that most of the radioactive elements were only obtainable in small

quantities so that it was not possible to use ordinary methods for

determining their chemical properties and so to discover their

natural places in the classification. The other difficulty, which

was of quite a different kind, was that at the time of the discovery

of radium there were only seven places available in the lower part

of the table representing the periodic system, while the number
of elements to be inserted was about thirty.

The problem was solved by the discovery of a totally unforeseen

fact
; it was found that certain radioactive elements, in spite of

the fact that they had different atornic weights, had absolutely

identical chemical properties so that it was impossible to separate

them by the methods of chemical analysis. Such a case, for

instance, is that of radium D and lead ; when lead is extracted

from a mineral containing uranium it shows a certain amount of

radioactivity due to the small quantity of radium D which it

contains, this radium D having been formed, as we know, by the

disintegration of radium emanation.

All possible means for separating the two elements were tried

without success, including fractional precipitation, evaporation,

and oxidation
;
the two elements were found to be identical in

their chemical properties.

It was the discovery of a connection between the nature of the

a-, jS- or y-rays emitted during a radioactive transformation and

the change of position in the periodic table caused by the

transformation that solved the problem. Soddy, Russell and
Fajans, almost simultaneously and independently of one another,

enunciated in 1913, the following well-known law : in every

radioactive transformation in which oL-rays are emitted^ the element
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is displaced two spaces {columns) in the direction of decreasing

atomic weights, i.e., the atomic number is diminished by two. This

number, however, increases by one when p-rays are emitted. The
alteration of the atomic number is due to the fact that when

y^rOM/C NUMBERS

I UftANlUM I
2. UKANIUM Xf
3 UR/\NfUM X2
4 Ufe/^N/UMII
5 /ONfUM
6 MDIUM
7 CM^NATIOH
% R/^DfUM A,..,

9 RADIUM 3
\0 RADIUM C
I I RADIUM C '

RADIUM C"
M RADIUM D
I3 RADIUM 3
RADIUM F

15 RADIUM G{

P'lG. 99.—Uranium and its products.

the nucleus * loses a negative charge, the residual charge is

increased by one and the atom therefore captures an electron

which takes its place in the system surrounding the nucleus ;

consequently the atomic number is increased (see Fig. 99).

* We shall deal with the nucleus more fully in C hap. IX
; it is the

central part of the atom and has a positive charge which is balanced by the
electrons surrounding it.
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It is a simple matter, by means of this “ displacement law,”

to classify the elements of which it is not possible to establish

the chemical properties by any direct method ; thus all the

radioactive elements have found a place in the periodic system,

some in the positions which were not already occupied, others in

positions occupied by elements which had long been known
(bismuth, lead, thorium). In the place occupied by lead, which

has an atomic weight of 207*2, there fell also radium G (206),

thorium D (208*4), radium D (210), actinium B (210), thorium B
(212*4), and radium B (214).

As long as isotopes were confined to the radioactive elements,

the atomic weights of which could not be determined except by

calculation and which could only be obtained in very small

quantities, the importance of this new principle was much
restricted ;

but it was soon directly demonstrated that in the

case of ordinary elements, too, a difference of atomic weight did

not necessarily involve a change of properties. It had been

noticed, from 1905 onwards, that lead was always found in

uranium minerals, and that the amount was greater in proportion

to the geological age of the mineral ; the hypothesis was therefore

put forward that lead was formed by the disintegration of uranium.

Now radium G, the final term in the uranium series, is formed

from this element after the successive expulsion of 5 a-particles,

and therefore must have an atomic weight of 226 — (5x4) == 206 ;

the atomic weight of lead, however, is 207*2
; now by the

displacement law, radium G should occupy the same position as

ordinary lead ; it was to be expected, then, that the atomic

weight of the lead contained in uranium minerals would be less

than that of ordinary lead, and accurate researches carried out

from 1914 onwards by Madame Curie and other physicists have

fully justified this expectation.

The preparation of isotopes in measurable quantities has enabled

their properties to be minutely compared. Experiments have

shown that not only the chemical properties but also some of

the physical properties are absolutely similar ; for instance, it

has been found impossible to detect the slightest difference
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between lead and radium G, whether as regards melting-jx)int or

volatility, magnetic susceptibility, refractive index of solutions

of the salt, etc. Further, the spectra show no a])preciable

differences.* The only physical properties which can be different

for different isotopes are those which depend on the atomic mass,

and the atomic volume ; the velocities of diffusion of two isotopes

(existing in the gaseous state) through a porous diaphragm should

be different because this quantity depends on the atomic density.

This has actually been found to be the case.

The discovery of the existence of isotopes among the radioactive

elements caused a revival of the hypothesis, originally proposed

some twenty years previously by Crookes, that the ordinary

elements were also composed of mixtures of isotopes, and that

this explained the variation found among the atomic weights

which, although not exact multiples of the atomic weight of

hydrogen, were not very far removed from such multiples ; a

suitably proportioned mixture of atoms having integral atomic

weights (e.g., 10 and 11) would account for a fractional atomic

weight such as 10-9. It was, however, necessary to admit that

if an element was really composed of different atoms, unless they

always occurred together in exactly the same proportions, small

fluctuations would be found in the atomic weight, according to

the particular source from which the element was obtained.

Very careful researches were carried out on chlorine derived from

various sources differing both geographically and geologically ;

iron from meteorites was compared with terrestrial iron, but no

difference in the atomic weights was detected, within the limits

of experimental error. Tliis would have caused the idea to be

abandoned had not J. J. Thomson, just at the time when the

discovery of isotopes among the radioactive elements had revived

Crookes’ hypothesis, devised the method of analysis described on

p. 198, i.c., the method of separating isotopes by means of the

deviation produced by a magnetic and an electric field on a

narrow beam of canal rays.

It was in 1913 that Thomson and Aston made their startling

* Except, as will be noted at the end of Chap. II. of Vol. II, when dealing
with molecular spectra.
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discovery, separating atmospheric neon (20*20) into two neons

having the atomie weights 20 and 22.

If neon was a mixture of two gases it should be possible to

separate them. Aston undertook the work, but performed

thousands of fractional distillations without any result
;

six years

later, however, Aston ])ublished the results of his famous researches

which had been interrupted by the war, and showed that of the

29 elements studied, 18 had proved to be mixtures. This has

already been mentioned.

Various methods ha\’e been devised for the separation of

isotopes, such as evaporation at low pressure, diffusion through

a porous septum, centrifuging, etc. ; they are all founded on the

different atomic masses of the isotoj^es, and are very slow and

laborious
; we have already mentioned that llronsted and Hevesy

have succeeded in the ease of mercury in obtaining, by means of

successive evaporations, two portions having slightly different

densities.

These facts m^cessitated a revision of certain fundamental ideas

in chemistry ; in fact, the principh' of an unique relationship

between the atomic weight and the properties of an element, the

principle on which Mendeleieff founded the periodic classification,

was very severely shaken ; actually it was found that elemtaits

could have different atomic weights without their chemical

properties being noticeably altered, and, on the other hand,

elements which were isobares had the same atomic weight but

showed totally different properties.

The properties of an element, then, arc not governed by the

atomic weight, but depend solely on the positioii occupied by the

element in the periodic table, and this position, as far as we
have gone into the subject up to the present, is decided solely

on the basis of Moseley’s discovery, and less precisely on- the

properties of the element.

We shall see, however, in the following chapter, how the atomic

number of an element actually has a fundamental significance^

since it corresponds to a basic characteristic of the atomic

structure.

The final product of all three transformation series (uranium,
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actinium and thorium) is an isotope of lead. Consequently both

in uranium minerals and in thorium miiKn’als, appreciable

quantities of k‘ad are accumulated during the passage of the

centuries, and there is thus a j>ossibiIity of [irriving at some
estimate of the age of geological formatiojis by analysing the

composition of the minerals they contain. Frojri n atoms of

urajiium, the num})er disintegrating each year is 15/^ X 10”^^;

the ratio of the atomic weights is 200 (l(‘a(l)/238 (uranium), so

that a gramme of uranium produces anmially 1*3 X 10

grammes 1/(8 x 10*^) grammes of uranium lead.

It will be understood, then, how it is ])ossible to obtain the

approximate age of a mineral by multiplying by 8,000 the

quantity of uranium lead (in grammes) ct)rresponding to one

gramme of uranium. For instance, a 10 per cent, lead content

indicates an age of 800 million years.

Path of the a -Particles ; Geiger’s Law

Any given radioactive substance emits a-partieles, all of which

have the same initial velocity ; this velocity diminishes as the

particles lose their energy in ionising the gas they [)ass through,

and when their velocity has been reducc'd to a certain definite

value, they are no longer able to produce any further ionisation
;

the region of ionisation is limited to a certain distance called the

path. Any screen which reduces the velocity also reduces the

])ath in the gas by an amount which depends on the density of

the screen and on the atomic weight of the substance of which

it is composed. Tliese arc Hragg’s conclusions, resulting from

some elegant experiments.

In one of these, Bragg took a glass bulb (Fig. 100) 16 cm. in

diameter, coated internally over the upper hemisphere with zinc

sulphide which—as is well known—is one of the substances

which show up the presence of a-particles.

At the centre of the bulb, Bragg placed a small tube containing

radium ;
when the apparatus was viewed in the dark, as long as

the bulb was full of air very little luminescence could be detected,

since the 8 cm. of air were sufficient to stop the a-particles, while

the jS- and y-rays from a small quantity of radium only produced
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a very slight effect. When, however, the bulb was connected to

a vacuum })uinp, so as to extract the air from it, a bright

lurnineseenee immediately app(‘ared.

The velocity of th(‘ a-partieles varies from one substance to

another, as has been said, and the path of a particle in air is

therefore a eharaeteristie of each radioactive element. It has

been found, by the us<‘ of the scintillation method, that the

number of the a-partielcs remains sensibly constant when screens

are interposed in the i>ath of the rays, so long as these screens

are of a thickness sufficient to reduce the length of the path of

the particles in air without stopping them altogether ; in fact,

they are not absorbed but merely

slowed down, so long as the initial

velocity is sufficiently great ; tlie

8-rays, on the other hand, behave quite

differently and suffer a progressive

absorption within the material.

In air under ordinary conditions, the

path of the a-partieles is from 2*7 to

11*3 cm. ; in hydrogen, the fastest

a-partieles travel a distance of 24 cm.

A sheet of aluminium 0*06 mm.
thick completely stops even the

fastest particles, while the ^-rays pass

through an aluminium plate several

millimetres thick.

The three properties (a) ionising power, (6) photographic effect

and (c) production of luminescence, disappear simultaneously

when the velocity of the a-particlcs, after they have travelled

their eharaeteristie length of path, falls below a certain critical

velocity which is about 6,000 km. per second.

The ionising power of the a-particles does not, as might be

thought, increase as their velocity increases ; on the contrary,

it rises in the final section of the path, i,e., when the velocity

has fallen and then drops suddenly to zero at the end. The energy

of a particle is and is comparatively large, owing to the

high value of v ; for radium C', for instance, this energy amounts
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to 1*81 X 10 ergs

;

v, as has been said already, is about 20,000

km. per second.*

Every a-partiele emitted during the course of a given radioactive

transformation travels exactly the same distance before it

disappears and, as Rutherford has shown by direct measunments
of the magnetie and electric deviations, it is emitted with a

certain definite velocity. The following are the data for the

a-particles given off during the course o(* the complete

disintegration of uranium :

—

a-particlc. Velocity in km./scc.
Path in min. in Air at
Ordinary PressureB.

Uranium I U,700 25
Radium , 16,000 82
Emanation 17,400 40

Radium C' • 19,200 66

This path, which has a characteristic value for each element,

is also called the range ; the higher the velocity of (‘mission, the

greater the range of the a-partiele ; more precisely, the range in

any gas is proportional to the cube of the initial velocity v

(Geiger’s law).

The same relationship exists between the distance which has

yet to be traversed by the particle at any given instant and the

residual velocity at that instant. The range R in air at normal

pressure and at C. is therefore a characteristic of a radio-

element, and is given (in centimetres) by

R = 8*6 X 10-28 j,8 . . . (1)

A simple relationship discovered empirically by Geiger and

* The velocity of the fastest jS-particle is some fifteen times as great as

this, but the mass is smaller in the ratio of 1 to 7,000. Even allowing for

the fact that, at a velocity equal to 99*8 per cent, of the velocity of light, the
mass of the electron must be taken as IOtwo* the kinetic energy of even this

exceedingly fast )3-particle is still mui^h less than that of an a-particle.
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Nuttall * in 1911 connects the path of the a-particle with the

half-period of the element emitting it ; it was noticed, in fact,

that if the logarithms of the ranges 11 for any given series {e.g.,

radium A, ( iiianation, radium F, ionium, uranium) were plotted

as abscissic against the logarithms of the corresponding

transformation constants A as ordinates, then a straight Ime was

obtained for each of the three serk's, so that

log A ~ A + B log R (2)

Since, moreover, the three straight lines are parallel, it follows

that B is a universal constant having the value 53-9
; the value

of the consta!it A is different for each of the three series and for

the radium scries A = -~37*7, The above value of B, given by

Hevesy and Paneth, indicates that the transformation constant A

(dN = — NAd^) varies as the 54th power of the range of the

a-partiele emitted.

Equation (2) is not, however, rigorously true ; nevertheless,

its importance as a link between the different radioactive elements

can be readily appreciated.

We shall sec in Vol. II, Chap. VIII that the new mechanics has

provided a basis for a theory of radioactive disintegrations which,

although it is purely formal, nevertheless explains how it may
happen that an a-particle which remains attached to a nucleus

for years and even for centuries may suddenly be expelled without

any apparent reason.

In this way a theoretical explanation was found in 1928 for

Geiger and Nuttall’s important rule.

The number ofpairs of ions, k, produced by an a-particle in air

is proportional to the initial kinetic energy, and since the initial

velocity v is proportional to the number of ions varies as

R2/3 Pqp radium C' it is found that k = 6-25 x 10^ x
and thus it will be seen that every a-particle produces 220,000

pairs of ions. The ionising effect of the jS-rays is much less ;

* H. Geiger and J. M. Nuttall, Phil, Mag,, 22, p. 613, 1911, and 28, p. 439,
1912. R. W. Gurney and E. U. Condon have given a theoretical explanation
of Geiger and NuttaU’s relationship on the basis of wave mechanics (Phys,
Rev., 38, p. 127, 1929).
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wlic ii thc^ jS-radiation is coiripletely absorbed in air, caeh of the

fastest particles produces about 10,000 pairs of ions.

Paths of Certain a-Particles in Air at 760 mm. pressure,
Initial Velocities and Amount of Ionisation Produced.

I’atli m rm. Velocity in
cm. /see.

Number of pairs of Ions
]iro(liieod in Air.

Ionium
Al 0“ C.

.•!()2

At 15"C.
1*48 X 1()« J 46 X lOii

Badimn A . 4A7 4*72 1*()9 X 10» 1 87 X 105

Thorium 2 75 2 90 1 48 A ]()» 1 37 > 105

Thorium C' 8 17 8*02 2 00 X 109

!

2-74 > 105

Weight, in mg. per sq. cm., of Metal Foils Equivalent, in
Stopping Power for a-Particles, to 1 cm. of Air at 15® G.

.Atomic Weight. Weight of Foil.

Aluminium . 271 1-62 mg./cm^.
Copper cao 2-20

Silver .... 107-9 2-86
Tin .... 118-7 317
Gold .... 197-2 3-90

The Path of Each Atomic Projectile may be made Visible

—

Photography of the Trajectories—C. T. R. Wilson.

By means of tlie scintillation effc'ct we can observe the impact

of every atom of helium formed out of an a-particle as it strikes

a fluorescent screen ; the path followe d by the atom would,

however, be unknown to us if C. T. R. Wilson had not, by means
of his wonderful experiments, found a means of causing the

particle to leave a trail of visible ions behind it as it travels

along its path.

An imperceptible trace of fluoride of radium on the end of a

thread is placed in a glass vessel containing air saturated with

water-vapour ; a sudden lowering of the pressure produces
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supersaturation by cooling ; the

ions produced by the collisions

of the a-particles which
disintegrate the molecules by
their impacts, become centres

upon which the water-vapour

condenses. Each particle leaves

behind it a trail of ions

;

immediately after the
expansions, the glass vessel is

illuminated by means of a

lamp and the lines of droplets

thus made visible are

photographed (see Fig. 101).

The expansion chamber has glass walls, and so is transparent.

The paths are rectilinear and diverge from the particle of

active material ; they are not absolutely straight lines, but begin

to exhibit a curvature for the last few millimetres

before the end, as shown in Fig. 102 ; sometimes

they show sharply defined “ spurs.” These

noticeable peculiarities can be interpreted

completely ; they represent, as we shall see,

collisions with the nuclei of the atoms encountered.

We shall return to this point when we are dealing

with the constitution of the atom in the

following chapter.

By the same method, Wilson has also made
the tracks of the electrons forming the /?-rays

visible
;
we may, in fact, say that Wilson’s

experiment has inaugurated a new era and its

applications are manifold ; it has now become
almost a commonplace, and several manufacturers

make the necessary apparatus.

The jS-rays, their Velocity and Ionising Power

The paths of the j8-rays have also been

studied, and the characteristic employed in
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this ease is the penetrating power of the rays, expressed in

terms of thickness of aluminium ; several elements give rays

which seem to possess not one but various absorption eocllieients,

and therefore it may be concluded that, unlike the a-radiation,

the ^-radiation is composed of rays of different velocities.

This fact is shown still more clearly by means of Kovarik’s

magnetic spectra ; these are based on the deviations which

electrons of different velocities undergo in a magnetic field. If

a beam of j3-rays, composed of electrons of several velocities, be

acted upon by a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the

paper (see Fig. 108), the beam is dispersed and produces on the

photographic plate P.2 a series of black lines which together

make up a magnetic spectrum, every line corresponding to one

emission velocity. As we shall indicate later, this method brings

out the fact that some of the jS-particles are primary (emitted

from the nucleus) while others, on the contrary, arc secondary,

they are emitted from the external shell of electrons by the

action of the y-rays.

The velocities of the electrons measured in this way extend

from 9*9 x 10^ cm. per second to 2*99 X 10^® cm. per second,

f.e., from 88 to 99*8 per cent, of the velocity of light. The

fastest j8-particles were found in the case of radium C.

By means of an electroscope it is possible to measure the total
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charge of an element radiating j8-partieles, and lienee tlie unit

charge is known by calculation from the number of transformations

taking place per second.

After we have described the photoelectric effect (Vol. II, Chap. V),

we shall be able to explain the jirimary and secondary jS-radiation,

and we shall then be in a position to describe how it is possible to

measure the wavT-lengths of they-rays which cannot be measured

by means of crystals on account of their excessive smallness.

Radioactive Transformations have provided various Methods
for finding Avogadro’s Number

Since it is possible to count the number of a-]iarticles emitted

p('r second from a radioaidive body, th(' number of atoms in the

mass of helium so generated is known, and as this latter quantity

may be determined by measuring its volume at a known

temperature and pressure, it is possible in this way to dete rmine

N, ix., the number of atoms in a gramme-molecule of helium.

liy Avogadro’s law this number is the same' for all bodices.

The ditlieiilty in this method lies in eoll(‘eting the vc'ry small

quantities of helium produced, and in excluding other gases.

Precise measurements, due to Rutherford’s experimental genius,

have established the fact that one gramme of radium giv(\s 156

cubic mm. of helium per annum ; after allowing for the successive

disintegrations, it is found that 39 cubic; mm. are due to the

radium alone. Since the nuinb(*r of atoms of helium shot off

per second is 34,000 millions, the number of monatomic molecules

formed in a year will be 34 x 86400 x 365 X 10^.

A cubic cm. ofhelium, therefore, contains (34 X 86400 X 365 X 1 0®)/

0*039 atoms, and since the gramme-molecule of every gas occupies

22,400 C.C., the value of N is found at once to be 61 X lO^^.

Radioactive substances provide two further methodsfor determining

Avogadro's number
;

in the case of radium, for example, the

atomic weight (226) is wvW known, the number of a-particles

emitted per second from a gramme is also known to be 34 x 10^,

and the radioactive constant expressed in terms of the year as

unit of time has been determined. From this latter figure, taking

account of the number of seconds in a year, it can easily be
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calculated that out of N atoms of radium, N x 12 x
explode in every second.

Thus the following equation results :

226 X 84 X 10» == N X 12 X 10“i^

wlK‘re the left-hand side represents the number of atoms

transformed in every 226 grams, while the right-hand side

re[)resents the number transfonncd out of the N atoms constituting

the gramme-molecule—which is the same thing.

This gives N — 64 x 10^^.

Finally, another equation can lx* esta])lished })etween the

quantity of heat developed and the kinetic cju rgy of the

a-partieles ; this represents, without any appreciable error, the

total quantity of energy which can be obtained from tJie radiation ;

since a number of recent measurements hav(' shown that the

total energy developed ])y radium is about 185 calories per gramme
per hour, the equality between the heat developed and the kinetic

eiuTgy of the particles may b(‘ written as follows :
—

*

185 X 418 X 10’ 1 84 X \0^m

where 7n is tlie mass of the atom of helium, viz., 4, and ^^ 3 ? ^4

are the initial velocities of the four a-rays emitted from radium

and its products in equilibrium. These have been determined

by Rutherford, and are as follows :

—

from radium = 16,000 km. /sec.

from emanation U 2 ~ 17,400 ,,

from radium A = 16,900 ,,

from radium C' ti^ — 19,200 ,,

By means of the equation written above, the value of N can

at once be determined, and is found to have an approximate

value of 60 X lO^^.-j*

* The factor 4-18 X 10’ converts calories to ergs.

t An exact value cannot be obtained since a certain fraction of the energy,
although not a large one, is due to the and y-rays. More exactly, 90 per
cent, is due to the a-particles, 3-4 per cent, to the /5-rays, 4-7 per cent, to the
y-rays and 1-8 per cent, to the recoil atoms. These latter are the atoms
which, on the expulsion of an a- or a /5-particle, experience (according to the
law of conservation of momentum) an impulse which is equal and opposite to

that of the particle expelled.

CA8TELFKANCHI VOL. I. 11
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Total Energy liberated from Radium—The Internal Energy
of Matter

The outstanding and most striking fact of radioactivity is the

continuous emission of energy ; a gramme of radium element

liberates about 135 gramme calories per hour, or a million

calorics in a year.

In the total transformation, 3,700 million calories arc developed !

The energy liberated in the disintegration of radium is of the

order of a million times that given by an equal weight of matter

in the most violent of chemical reactions ; the combustion of a

gramme of carbon, for instance, produces only about 8,000

calories, but in this reaction the carbon combines with 32/12

grammes of oxygen so that only 2,200 calorics an‘ liberated

per gramme of matter involved in the reaction. It will be

seen, therefore, that the energy of radium is more than a million

times as great as that liberated during the combustion of

carbon.

Is it not wonderful to think that in a hundred grammes of

uranium, a common element which is produced annually in

scores of tons, there should lie dormant, and awaiting liberation,

an amount of energy equal to that given by the combustion

of 40 tons of carbon ?

This energy would be worth vastly more than the uranium

itself if man were able to make it available ; unfortunately we
of this present age arc, as regards this problem, in exactly the

same state as was primitive^ man with regard to fire at the dawn
of human existence ;

we arc still passive and impotent spectators

in face of the imposing and mysterious phenomenon of

radioactivity, and the existence of this colossal reserve of energy

at nature’s disposal remained unknown and even unsuspected

until Becquerel’s discovery.

Why is it that the stx)ntaneous disintegration, which we see

taking place in the case of some of the heavier elements (in

which the complex structure of the atom seems to be the cause

of the transformation), does not occur equally in the other heavy
elements such as lead, bismuth, mercury, gold and platinum, for
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their atoms are only slightly lighter than those of uranium or

radium, and yet they do not undergo any transformation ?

From the solely chemical point of view there is such a complete

parallelism between the radioactive and the non-radioactive

elements that it would not be possible to distinguish the fornxer

if it were not for the fact that they give off energy at a perceptible

rate, while the latter keep it latent. Radium in particular so

closely rcsembl(‘s non -radioactive elements (barium, strontium

and ealeium), both in its chemical properties and in its spectrum

that chemists place it at once in the family of the alkaline earths.

Our inability to make use of the immense reserves of energy

stored up within the various radioactive substances arises from

the fact that we have not succeeded in discoveering any controlling

influence which will hasten the process of emission
;
the highest

temperatures and the most extreme cold, the greatest pressures,

the most violent chemical reactions, even the action of the

most intense electrical discharges have no effect whatever on

radioactivity or on the rate at which transformation takes

place. Man, as has been said, is reduced to the position of a

powerless spectator in face of a phenomenon of which he knows

the effects and the guiding laws, but of which the primary cause

is hidden from him.

The complete Spectrum of the Ether Waves

Now that, besides the X-rays, we have met with the y-rays

resulting from radioactive disintegrations, we are in a position to

put together a complete picture of all the vibrations in the ether,

from the waves used in radiotelegraphy to the extremely

penetrating radiations having frequencies of the order of 10^^*

The diagram on p. 324 is by Prof. Quirino Maiorana, the

celebrated scientist of the University of Bologna.

To comment fully on this would take too long, and we will

here restrict ourselves to drawing attention to certain ranges of

frequency, and particularly to that linking the infra-red radiation

(studied by Mellioni) to the electromagnetic radiation ; this has

been the subject of work by several physicists who have explored

different zones within this region ; that in the neighbourhood of

11—2
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10^^ was studied by two Americans, Nichols and Tear (1928).

The interval which remained to be filled in, between the wave-

lengths of 1*8 mm. and 0*31 mm., was explored by Madame
Arcadiewa in 1925, so that there is no longer any gap between

visible light and the electric waves.

At the high frequency end, beyond the ultra-violet rays of

Schumann and Lyman, we find first of all the X-rays with

comparatively long wave-lengths, and with these Millikan’s name
is particularly associated. Until 1922 there was still an interval

between 136 Angstrom and 12 Angstrom units within which Jio

radiation had been observed ; Holweek’s researches enabled this

gap to be filled.

Finally we come, after the vast range covered by the X-rays

and the y-rays, to the new penetrating radiations studied during

the last few years, especially by Millikan. These have a frequency

of about 10^^.

Tlie complete picture of the ether waves demonstrates the

existence of a wonderful unity among the various forms of radiant

energy ;
actually, though the variety of the effects apparent to

man is very great, and though the methods of detecting them

are various, the nature of all these oscillations is the same, the

laws which they obey apply to all alike, and there is no

discontinuity between the waves of radiotelegraphy for which A

is equal to several hectometres, and Millikan’s ultra-penetrating

radiation for which A is of the order of 10 cm.

But the human intellect can never be satisfied completely ;

besides these radiations—considered always to have a vibratory

origin—in which the characteristic of periodicity seems evident,

there is another group of radiations of a totally different kind ;

there are corpuscular radiations, and in this group are placed the

cathode rays, the canal rays, the a- and the j^-rays ; if these

latter forms of radiant energy have characteristics in common
with the others, how can there be a chasm between them so

that the former must be considered exclusively as an undulatory

phenomenon while the latter are regarded solely as a stream of

particles ?
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Are there no phenomena in which Physics finds itself confronted

with a corpuscular characteristic of the ether waves and, vice versa,

with an undulatory characteristic of the corpuscular radiations ?

These phenomena, as we shall see later, do really exist.

In Vol, II, Chap. VI, we shall find that the Compton effect

indicates that light has a distinctly corpuscular characteristic, for

this ])henomenon appears to result from the impact, with the

electrons present in matter, of light particles containing an amount
of energy which bears a simple and unique relationship to the

frequency of the light ; further, in the course of the collisions

these particles obey the two laws of the conservation of momentum
and of tht‘ conservation of energy, exactly as is the ease in a

collision between elastic spheres. In the ])hoto-electric effect,

too, and generally in cases where there is reaction between energy

and matter, light behaves as if it were composed of “ grains ” to

which physicists have given the name “ photons.”

Conversely, in certain experiments like those of Rupp, Davisson,

Germer and G. P. Thomson (which we shall meet with in Vol. II,

Chap. VIII), a stream of material particles (atoms or electrons)

behaves as if it has certain characteristics appropriate to a wave-

motion, viz., interference and diffraction similar to that found in the

case of light. Thus during the last few years the fact that there

is a close relationship between light and matter has become more

and more apparent.
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CHAPTER IX

THE ATOMIC NUCLEUS

A Master of Atomic Physics : Rutherford

The study of the physical and chemical properties of bodies

has brought to light the existence of the atom
;

the cathode

rays have made known the existence of the electron
; the X-rays

have revealed the complex nature of the atom and shown that

it is capable of giving spectra, while radioactivity has confirmed

this idea and has brought us back again to the electron
;

radioactivity and relativity together, in the transformation of

one clement into another, teach us that matter is a storehouse of

energy.

In the electrical discharge through rarefied gases, in the rays

emitted from the radioactive elements, in the emission from

incandescent bodies we have seen the ^-particle leave the matter

of which it is a constituent ; the positive part of the atom, on

the oth(‘r hand, has been met with in the canal rays. Prout’s

law, the Soddy-Fajans law, the emission of a-particles, isotopes,

and Moseley’s law have indicated certain ideas as to the

constitution of matter, but they are as yet purely tentative so

far as the structure of the atom is concerned ; this structure is

certainly complex, as was indeed demonstrated long ago by the

optical spectra of the elements.

Nevertheless, all that has been explained so far is insufficient

to indicate the structure of the atom, and it is not yet clear how
these results can be brought into harmony so as to present us

with a model structure which will give an interpretation of all

the facts.

However, before all that is known to-day had been discovered,

a giant among physicists, Rutherford of Cambridge, had described

327
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a rough plan of the structure of the atom, basing his ideas on

the passage of a*partieles through matter.

The Passage of a -Particles through Atoms

C. T. R. Wilson, by means of his famous photographs, gave a

direct proof of th(* fact that the a-particles, which are atoms of

helium shot off at enormous velocities of 15 to 20 thousand

kilometres [)er seeond, do aetually pass through the atoms as

they travel in straight lines through seven centimetres of air at

atmospheric j)ressure. These f)articles ionise such a large number
of the atoms which they meet in their path tliat the droplets of

water formed on the ions produc<‘d along the path—and it is

these that are really photographed—cannot be distinguished

individually.

The sudden changes of direction which appear at the end

of the path, the so-called bends or hooks (sec Fig. 102), clearly

prove that the particles really pass through the atoms instead

of swerving from them sideways like a cannon ball. Actually,

when a heavenly body, moving at a very high speed, passes

through a solar system without striking the central mass, it does

not depart perceptibly from the straight line path which it was

following when it entered tlie system, so long as its velocity is

sufficiently high
;

this is for the simple reason that it is within

the zone where the dt fleeting force is great for so short a time that

the path cannot undergo any noticeable deflection
;

if, however,

the velocity is smaller, the deflection becomes considerable, for

then the integral of the force with respect to the time of action—
and therefore the corresponding quantity of motion—becomes

noticeable.

It is for this reason that when the a-particlc, after having

passed through several centimetres of air, is slowed down towards

the end of its journey, it becomes noticeably deflected at an

angle depending on the circumstances prevailing. During the

course of its passage through seven centimetres of air, every

a-particle must pass through 130,000 molecules
; if it did not

pass through them but only struck them laterally like a cannon-

ball, it would necessarily meet with greater resistance the greater
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its velocity
; now it is found that the facts are exactly contrary

to this, for the a-particle produces more ionisation over the lattc^r

part of its path than over the initial part, showing that it loses

its energy more quickly when it moves more slowly. Everything

takes place as if the a-partiele actually passed through a miniature

solar system of which the constituent bodies are very small in

comparison with the dimensions of the whole system.

That the a-})articles and the jS-electrons do really pass through

empty atoms

—

i.e,, systems with wide inter-spaces—is also proved

by the passage of electrons through solids (glass, aluminium) ;

if the atoms in these bodies are contiguous, like piles of grenades,

or the ])ebbles in a pile of stones, how can it be explained that

external bodies can pass through the inter-spaces and in any

direction ? If, however, the structure of the atom itself is open,

and it is comj)osed of impenetrable ])arts which are small

in comparison with the spaces, the matter becomes clear at

once.

The sharp bends or hooks which can be seen in the trajectories

of tlu‘ a-partieles photographed by Wilson’s method, hooks which

sometimes indicate deviations of 150°, form a certain proof that

the nucleus of the atom is highly charged with jK>sitive electricity,

and that the negative electrons—which are undoubtedly present

since they appear in many different forms—are in the outer part

of the system
;

their number is such as to make the atom

electrically neutral.

Experiment, then, completely destroys the conception of an

atom which occupies a given volume and which is impenetrable
;

one atom may pass through another if it j)ossesses sufficient

kinetic energy ;
in the movements due to thermal agitation, tlie

kinetic energy is insufficient to bring about such an effect ; these

arc the conditions which correspond to the elastic collision dealt

with in the kinetics of gases. As we shall see, the dimensions of

the impenetrable part—the nucleus of the atom—do not exceed

the ten-thousandth part of the total diameter of the atom.

In conclusion, if the very high velocity and the relatively

large mass of the a-particles be considered, the fact that they

are deflected or “ scattered ” in passing through thicknesses of
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solid or gaseous bodies, makes it clear that the field of force in

action must be one of extremely high intensity.

For this reason Rutherford was led to imagine that the positive

charge is concentrated at the centre of the atom in a very small

space, while the electrons are distributed around this positive

nucleus in a relatively large spaee which corresponds to the

atomic volume. It is clear that these electrons cannot be

stationary, because the nucleus attracts them and they would

inevitably fall into it ; if they are in motion, the whole atom
becomes a solar system in

miniature in which the sun is

represented by the positive

nucleus, while the planets are

the electrons revolving around it.

In order that an a-particle may
undergo a large deviation, e,g,,

150° as shown in Wilson’s

photographs, it must happen

that it passes very close to the

nucleus A where the field is

intense and where, on the other

hand, the action of the external

electrons is negligible ; the

repulsive force, which acts

inversely as the square of the distance, changes the trajectory

from a straight line to a hyperbola, and if, as is extremely

improbable, the collision were really central, the a-particle would

be reflected after having reached a certain distance from the

nucleus. Fig. 105 shows a diagram of trajectories with different

angles of scattering.

If we observe a continuous stream of a-particles, in the form

of a narrow pencil, striking a very thin sheet of gold 2 x 10~® cm.

thick and passing through it, each of these particles will be

strongly deflected, and the amount of the scattering can be

observed by means of a fluorescent screen of zinc sulphide which

is struck by the particles (Fig. 106) ; it is obvious that the large

deflections are due to the action of a single nucleus which contains
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a point charge of unknown value Z.e

;

it is written in this form

since, as the reader knows, e is the unit charge, the atom of

electricity.

How can this nuclear charge Z,e be determined from the

number of particles, out of every million, which are scattered

through a certain measured angle ? We shall see in the next

section.

Rutherford’s Theory of the Scattering of a-Particles in

passing through Solids

Let us imagine an atom in which the nucleus earries the charge

Z,e, and which contains Z electrons disposed about this nucleus

within the atomic volume and circulating in paths such that they

are in dynamic equilibrium like a solar system ; the whole is

electrically neutral.

We have already seen that the radius of the electron is very

much smaller than that of the atom ; if the mass is electro-

magnetic in origin, we are led to think that the nucleus, in which

the whole mass of the atom is concentrated, is, intuits turn, of

dimensions which are much smaller than those of the electron ;

this solar system, then, is composed of a punctiform nucleus and

of masses which rotate about it at distances which are large

compared with the size of this nucleus. Under these conditions,

then, the scattering of the a-particles is to be ascribed to the

influence of the nucleus alone, the effect of the external electrons

being negligible, as has been said already ; it can be supposed,
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without any appreciable error, that the central charge is the

only one which produces any effect.

Let us, then, consider an a-particle moving towards the nucleus

of an atom, and let M denote its mass and V its velocity ; we
know that it carries a charge equal to 2e. There is a charge

Ze concentrated in the nueleus.

The particle will stop at a distance I so that the potential

energy * 2e{Zell) is equal to the kinetic energy of the particle, viz.,

i.e.,
^
MV2 ^ 2Ze^ll

whence *1* I ~ i>Ze^lMV^ (1)

* It will be remembered that the potential energy of two electric masses
M, M' at a distance apart equal to I is MM' II.

t In the case of gold, for example, / is 3 x 10“^^ cm., and for lighter atoms
this distance is less since the force of repulsion of the nucleus is less, the charge
Ze which it carries being smaller.

We are here faced with the paradox that, although the nucleus, in general,
contains dozens of electrons, its diameter is of the same order as that of a
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Let us now imagine (Fig. 107) that the a-particle—c*oming from

infinity in the direction P—is not directed exactly towards the

centre of the atom at F ; from mechanical considerations we
know that it will describe an hyperbola. This has as its asymptotes

PO and P'0, and as its two foci F and F'. If from the focus F
we drop the perpendicular p, it is easy to prov"(^ tlu* following

relationships between the quantities involved in tlie problem.

Let cf) be the angle of scattering and v the \eloeity of the

a-partielc at the point A. Then

il
. • (2)

^ MV2 = i Mw2 + 2Ze2/FA . . . • • (3)

cot.l <^ = 2p/Z = . . . • • (4)

FA = (2Ze2/MV2) (1 + sec 6) . . • . (5)

The first ('quation expresses the* equality between the moment
of momentum (pY X mass) and this moment when the particle

is at A (FA . v X mass), both taken about th(‘ })oint F.

The second equation exf)ressed the equality between the kinetic

energy at infinity and the sum of the kinetic and potential energies

possessed by the particle at A. Tin* proof of the last two equations

is relegated to the footnote * below so as not to interruj)t the

course of the main argument.

single electron. It is to be noted that neither dimension is well defined in

the same way as the size of a billiard ball. The size, of the nueleus is found
from the distance to within which (he fastest a-partiele can aj)proaeh it without
deforming it. There is a sudden change in the law offorce between the body
used for the test and that wdiich is being measured when the distance between
them falls below a certain limit, and it is then that the bodies are said to touch.

The radius of the electron, on the other hand, is calculat'd as that of the
sphere upon which the charge must be concentrated in order that it may have
the electromagnetic mass actually observed.

K From (3), by substituting for Ze^ its value MV=^//4, we liave

^ V^(l - //FA), and since - FA'^i’S/V^

this gives — FA (FA — /) (*)

It is known that, for the hyperbola,

_ OM -
Hence FA = c -f- a — FO (1 4- cos d) — (p/sin d){l 4 cos 6) — p cot ^6.

Substituting this value in (*) and simplifying, we have
I ^ 2p tan

i(j>

and, since / 4Zc*/MV2, equation (4) is obtained. Finally, in order to prove
(5), it is sufficient to eliminate p between the two equations found above :

FA ~ p cot i6 I ~ 2p tan
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Let us now consider a narrow beam of a-rays which impinges

upon and passes through a sheet of metal foil placed normally

to the path of the beam.

After traversing the metal, the rays strike a screen of zinc

sulphide, so that the scattered particles may be counted and

the number reaching a specified part of the screen may thus be

found.

The atoms in the metal screen, of thickness t, must be considered

as being disposed at random. The probability that Q particles

pass an atomic nucleus at a distance p from the centre is Qp^nt

where n is the number of atoms per unit volume, since evidently

this probability is proportional to the number of particles in the

beam, to the number of atoms contained in unit volume of the

metal screen, to the thickness t of this screen, and finally to the

square of p ; this follows from the fact that the area through

which a particle passes varies as p^^ and for a single atom of

radius R it is ttR^. From this remark it will be seen that the

quantity rrQphit is not only proportional to the number of particles

passing through circular areas of radius p, but actually gives this

number. Hence if this distance be changed from p to p + dp

it follows that, out of the Q particles, the number scattered at

the distance p (and therefore through the angle <^) varies as

2TTQpntdp.

Since P ~ ^ ^ ^ follows that

the number of particles scattered at angles lying between

(f)
and

(f>
dff)

1 11
= o TrQntP cot -

(l>
cosee^ ~

<f>
dtj).

z z z

We have now reached the end of this laborious calculation, for

it is easy, knowing the distance r at which the zinc sulphide

screen is placed, to determine how many scintillations will be

visible per unit area in the region situated at an angle ^ from

the central axis (see Fig. 106). The circular annulus thus defined

has an area of approximately 27rr* sin
<l>

d<j}

;
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this is struck by a number of particles equal to

1 11
- TrQntl'^ cot -

<f>
cosec^ -

<j) d<f).

The ratio Y between this value and that of the annular area

stated above giv^cs at oiu^e the number of partieles per unit area,

i.e., the scintillations which may be observed,

llemembering that I — the value of the ratio Y is

found to be
QntZh^

sin^
* (6)

This gives the number of scintillations as a function of known
quantities and is a formula of the greatest importance

; by its

means the nuclear charge may be deduced from the scintillations

observed on the zinc sulphide screen.

Very delicate experiments on gold and silver foils were carried

out by Geiger and Marsden in 1913 ^ to verify this law ; they

counted the particles reaching a square millimetre of the scTcen.

The first step was to prove—and this was not difficult—that

Yjt was constant, i.e,, that doubling the thickness of the diffusing

layer douliled the number of scintillations per unit area of the

screen. Next it was necessary to show that YV^ was constant,

i,e., that halving the velocity of the a-particles by causing them

to pass tlirough appropriate screens, caused the number of

scintillations on a given area of the screen to increase sixteen-fold.

Further, the increase of the value of Y sin^ i
<f>
had to be proved

constant for various values of

Geiger and Marsden’s Measurements—Chadwick’s Work at
Cambridge

All the facts just stated were exactly verified within the limits

of experimental error which, it is true, were rather large on

account of the difficulties involved in such delicate work.

If equation (6) represents completely the relation between the

various quantities involved in the problem, it also provides the

means for calculating the nuclear charge Ze, if it is possible to

* H. Geiger and E. Marsden, Phil, Mag,^ 25, p. 604, 1916.
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count the total number of particles, Q, reaching the diffusing

screen as well as the number Y reaching a square millimetre in

some particular position on the zinc sulphide screen ;
now the

extremely large ratio between these mimbei’s Q and Y makes

the determination a particularly delicate one ; for example, out

of 3 million particles incident on the metal, only one is counted

on the zine sulphide ,* this is the order of magnitude of the ratio

in question.

Example of Remits obtained with Silver Foil.

Ktfect of Ari^lo of Scattering. EfT(ict of tlie Velocity of the Particle.

</> Y V8lU*i0 V 4 Y YV*

105 deg. 47-3 18-7 10 24-7 25

00 „ 320 20 1-50 :}34 22

45 „ 980 20 2 2-84 81 28

••iO „ 5200 230 4*32 101 23

N.B. The figures given for 1 /V^ are reJativt‘ \ allies. Aetually V is

of the order of 20.000 kin. per second.

Let us put the following values into equation (6) :

—

velocity of a-[)artieles from radium C : V — 20,000 km/sec.

distance of screen :

thickness of gold foil :

sin
(f)
when ^ = 45° :

(4iarge of the (‘lectron :

r = 1 cm.

t — 2X 10“^ cm.

sin
<l>
= 0-7

e = 4-77xl0-i0e.6‘.w.

It is easy to show that for charges Ze of the order of 100^, the

dispersion obtained is in the neighbourhood of one particle in

3 million on a square millimetre of screen.

These measurements were made by Gteiger and Marsden, as

has been said ; for gold they found that the nuclear charge was

about half the atomic weight (197). Other accurate and very

delicate measurements of the same kind were made on silver and
on aluminium, and the same conclusion was reached in these
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cases as for gold. The accurate dcteriniiiation of the nuclear

charge was repeated in 1920 by Chadwick
;
* the values found

for copper, silver and platinum were respectively :

29-3 40-3 77*4

while the positions of these elements in the periodic system are :

29 47 78

copper silver platinum.

Other experiments of Geiger and Marsden on the scattering of

the a-rays by sheets of platinum, tin and copper led to the same

result, that the nuclear charge is very close to one-half of

the atomic weight
;

it is clear, however, that it cannot be exactly

one-half because the atomic weight is often fractional
;

there is,

however, another number close to the atomic weight, and this

is the atomic number^ the number which not only represents—as

we have seen—the position of an element in the periodic table,

but must undoubtedly have a fundamental significance connected

with Moseley’s discovery (p. 229).

The work of Geiger and Marsden, and other experiments of

Rutherford on the passage of a-particles through gases inevitably

led to the conclusion that the atomic number represented the

nuclear charge. In 1913, Van den Broeck I had already proposed

this hypothesis on other grounds, and Laue, too, in his study of

the diffraction produced by the atoms in crystal structures, had

been led to the same idea because the scattering power of an

atom depended on the number of charges it contained, and this

corresponded exactly with the atomic number. There were also

other facts in confirmation of this conclusion.

The displacement law of radioactivity states that the emission,

^.c., the removal, of a ^-particle (which is negative) moves the

element resulting from the transformation one place forward, and

this corresponds to the fact that the two quantities charge and

atomic number increase by one unit ; the emission of an a-particle,

on tl^ other hand, causes the element, after disintegration, to

move two columns back with respect to its parent element, and

J. Chadwick, Phil, Mag., 40, p. 734, 1920.

t A, van den Broeck, Phys, Zeits,, 14, p. 32, 1913.
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thti expulsion of the a-particle from the atom entails a loss of

two units in the charge ; these particles are emitted from the

nucleus.

There is thus no doubt that the charge of the positive ntccleus is

given by the atomic number. Since, moreover, the atom is, as a

whole, electrically neutral, the number of the external negative

electrons neutralises the charges in the positive nucleus ; there

is only one in hydrogen, in helium there are two, in lithium

three, in calcium twenty, in uranium ninety-two.

* Other Estimates of the number of External Electrons in

the Atom
J. J. Thomson in 1906 had reached the same result, i.e,, he

had estimated the number of electrons in an atom and had

arrived at the conclusion that this number was apj^roximately

equal to half the atomic weight ; his estimates w^ere derived

from arguments based on classical electrodynamics, as we shall

now briefly describe,*

When X-rays impinge on light atoms, i,e,, those with atomic

weights not greater than that of sulphur, the scattered radiation

is of the same degree of hardness as the incident radiation, and

its intensity is roughly proportional to the mass of the diffusing

atom, assuming that equal numbers of atoms are involved in the

experiment ; for instance, in the ease of gases, the intensity of

the scattered radiation is proportional to the density and is

independent of the nature of the gas. Because of the very short

wave-length of the X-rays, the scattering, instead of being brought

about by the atoms, is caused by the electrons outside the nucleus

as they vibrate freely under the influence of the variable electric

force in the wave-front of the primary beam ; these electrons

thus become centres of emission of the electromagnetic radiation

which appears in the form of the scattered rays.

Let us now follow J. J. Thomson and calculate the intensity

of the scattering, i.e,, the ratio s between the secondary and

the primary energies. The electromagnetic theory gives, for

macroscopic systems, a method of calculating the energy E

J. J. Thomson, Phil, Mag,, 11, p. 709, 1906.
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which is radiated in unit time by an electric charge e subject to

an acceleration a (see p. 43).

E=J(e7c»)o*.

Let us denote by Z the number of electrons outside the nucleus

of an atom and consider a cubic centimetre containing n atoms

of radiating matter, the atomic weight of which is P. Since

there are nZ electrons vibrating freely under the infiuen(;c of the

electric force F and the acceleration a is equal to —F^/m, the

total energy radiated diffusely per eubic centimetre will be

2
Scattered energy = <- —— F^nZ.

But the energy falling on unit area of the radiator is 2{c/87t)F^

(p. 44), and this multiplied by s is equal to the quantity scattered,

so that we have ;

and this gives :

c 2 e^— F2 . 5 =
47r 3

F^nZ

e^
nZ.

Now if p be the density of the material and the mass of

the atom of hydrogen, p ~ ,n,P where F = atomic wt., so

that the above equation becomes :

s Stt e^ Z Z

p 3 ' m^e^ ’ Pmji ~ p

putting in the known values of e, m, c and mjj. Barkla (1904)

measured the value of the ratio sjp for various substances by

comparing the intensity of the beam scattered at various angles

with the intensity of the primary beam
; for light bodies (air,

carbon, aluminium) he found sjp — 0-2 in every ease, and this

gave ZjP ~ 0*5. This is how it has been shown that the number
of the external electrons is half the atomic weight.

It is to be noted that with the rather soft X-rays used, there

was no noticeable emission of the characteristic radiation.
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Thomson’s formula :

scattered energy Stt e^
^

incident energy 3
’ *

indicates that the ratio s is independ(‘nt of the frequency of the

X-rays ; this, however, is not confirmed by experiment in the

case of very low or very high frequencies.

In the latter case, not only is the scattering coefficient less, but

in addition to the ordinary simple scattering there is radiation

present which has a frequency rather less than that of the primary

beam ,* this is the Compton effect, which we shall deal with in

Vol. II, Chap. VI.

In the case of very low frequencies the scattering coefficient is

greater because the atoms themselves act as centres of diffusion ;

the amplitude of vibration becomes Z times as great, while the

number of centres is reduced in the ratio 1 to Z, but the energy

scattered varies as the square of the amplitude, and this explains

the experimental result.

The classical treatment therefore fails in this problem of the

interaction between matter and radiation.

The Size of the Nucleus

We know already that the dimensions of the atom are of the

order of 2 X 10 cm, ; for hydrogen the molecular diameter is

2*75 X 10“^
; for helium, 2*18 X 10““^ cm.

; and since helium

and the other rare gases are monatomic, this is the true atomic

size.

The electron, which is extremely small, has a mass which is

only 1/1840 of the mass of the hydrogen atom
;

for any atom,

even in the case of the heaviest element such as lead, bismuth or

uranium, the whole system of external electrons together accounts

for only a small portion of the total mass which therefore is

almost entirely concentrated in the nucleus.

Geiger and Marsden’s experiment showed that the law of

scattering of the a-particles expressed by equation (6) was

universally true, even for the largest deflections, viz., 150'’. It

may be concluded, therefore, that these particles which are very
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much deflected, describe hyperbolic paths as they approach very

closely to the nucleus, and that throughout their path—even

when at their closest to the nucleus—^they are subjected to a

repulsion which varies inversely as the square of their distance

away ; this means that they do not touch the nucleus.

It is, then, possible to calculate, by means of equation (5), a

value which has already been stated, viz., the least distance from

the centre of the nucleus which can be attained by these greatly

deflected particles.

Actually

FA = (1 + sec e)

where M is the mass of the a-particle, which is known to be

6*6 X 10“" gms., V is the velocity, which in the case of radium C
is 2-06 X 10^ cm. /see., Ze is the nuclear charge, which in the

case of gold is 79^.

When 6 — 30°, secS — 2.

On substituting in equation (5) the values just given, it will

be found that FA = 4 X cm. It may therefore be concluded

that, at least down to distances of this order. Coulomb’s law of

the inverse square still applies.

The radius of the atomic nucleus of gold is thus certainly less

than 4 X 10“ cm., and is therefore at most one ten-thousandth

part of the radius of the atom.

There is, . however, another line of reasoning, based on radio-

activity, which gives a similar value for the dimensions of the

nucleus of a heavy atom.

The a-partiele, as it leaves the nucleus, acquires its final velocity

as it passes through the surrounding field of repulsive force ; in

order to obtain a lower limit, let us consider the a-particlc expelled

from uranium, as this is the slowest of all the a-particles shot

off by the various nuclei ; if the kinetic energy acquired by the

particle be equated to the potential of the electrostatic field, it

will be found that the radius of the uranium nucleus is of the

order of 6 X 10 cm.
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Let us now come to the hydrogen nucleus. Rutherford, as we
shall see presently, has carried out some marvellous experiments

by means of which he has studied the effect of the collisions of

a-particles emitted by radium and shot into a gas, e.g., hydrogen,

and has been able to show that this results in propelling the

hydrogen nuclei forward so that they produce scintillations on a

fluorescent screen of zinc sulphide. The velocity acquired by

the nucleus clearly depends on its mass and on the minimum
distance of approach of the a-particle, which has acted on the

nucleus and repelled it ; now the velocity acquired by the nucleus

can be found from the distance which it can travel in air as

compared with the distance which an a-particle of known velocity

can travel in air under the same conditions.

It was found by RutluTford * that, for direct collisions, the

hydrogen nucleus acquired a velocity 1‘6 times as great as that

of the a-particle which set it in motion ; from a knowledge of

the electric charges involved it was found that the centres repelling

each other must have approached to within a distance of

1*7 X 10 cm. and this, therefore, is the sum of the radii.

Now the atom of helium forming the a-particle contains two

electrons, and hence its radius must be at least as great as that

of an electron (1*8 X cm.). It is to be concluded that the

radius of the positive nucleus must be so small as to be negligible

compared with the radius of an electron.

We are here again faced with a problem which can be solved

by assuming that every mass is electromagnetic in origin

;

actually the charges of the electron and of the hydrogen nucleus

are equal, and yet the mass of the nucleus is 1,840 times as great

as that of the electron.

Since the mass m is connected with the radius and with the

charge (for spherical particles carrying surface charges) by the

relation m = 2e^l3a it will at once be seen that the radius of the

electron is 1,840 times as great as that of the hydrogen nucleus ;

the latter will thus be of the order of 10“^® cm.

These are dimensions which the human mind cannot imagine.

E. Rutherford, Phil, Mag,, 87, pp. 537, 562, 571 and 581, 1919. C. G.
Darwin, Phil, Mag,, 41, p. 480, 1921.
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The nucleus of hydrogen—^which has been given the name proton

—is the smallest particle which enters into the constitution of

matter ; its mass is practically equal, as has been said already,

to the mass of the atom which it forms.

The Nucleus and the surrounding Electrons

The nuclear charge does not simply represent the number of

elementary positive charges contained within the nucleus ; the

emission of /3-rays in radioactive transformations is proof to

demonstration that negative electrons are also included in the

composition of the nucleus and, further, it will be understood

immediately —in s])ite of the fact that we know very little of

the nuclear structure—-that some electrons are necessary in order

to attain stability.

It is easy to calculate the number of charges contained in the

nucleus of any given atom.

The rounded-up atomic weight, P, is equal to the number of

protons in the nucleus and so represents its positive charge
;
the

atomic number Z, on the other hand, represents the number of

external electrons ; it can be seen at once that since the atom is

an electrically neutral system, the nucleus contains, besides the

protons, a number of electrons sulticient to reduce its apparent

charge from P to Z.

For example, potassium has an atomic weight (39-10) and an

atomic number (19). This means that there are 20 electrons in

the nucleus (39 — 20 = 19). On going through the table of

elements, it will be seen that the ratio Z/P is approximately 2

for the elements of low atomic weight, i.e., those which occur

early in the periodic system :

nitrogen = 14/7 oxygen = 16/8 sodium ~ 23/11

silicon = 28-06/14 chlorine = 35-40/17.

This ratio increases continuously as the atomic weight increases,

e.g., chromium 52/24, zinc 65-38/30, tin 118-7/50, barium 137-37/56,

tungsten 184-4/74, uranium 238-2/92.

It will be clear that this increase expresses the fact that a

continually larger number of external electrons is necessary in
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order to give stability. It follows that all the physical and

chemical properties of an element are determined by the nuclear

charge.

Finally it will be seen that the atomic number has a fundamental

significance in that it defines the nuclear charge*

The existence of isohares and of isotopes is completely explained

by Rutherford’s conception of the atom ; two atoms may differ

as regards the number of external and nuclear electrons they

contain, although they have the same weight {i,e,^ are isobares)

owing to the fact that they contain equal numbers of protons.

This is the case, for instance, with radium B, radium C and

radium C'. These three bodies have each the atomic weight 214

although their atomic numbers are respectively 82, 83 and 84.

The existence of isotopes is explained equally clearly, since it

is easy to imagine two atoms with different atomic weights but

with equal numbers of external electrons, the factor upon which

depend, as has been said, the chemical properties of the elements.

Such a pair of elements will therefore be identical to all intents

and purposes. For example, if chlorine has the two isotopes 35

and 37, and if its atomic number is 17, the first of the two isotopes

will have 35 protons in the nucleus and 18 electrons, while the

second isotope will have a nucleus consisting of 37 protons and

20 electrons ; it is clear, however, that the identity of the two

isotopes must not be extended to include properties which depend

on the constitution of the nucleus. It will be understood that

these twin elements have not the same stability ; in fact they

are known to differ in this respect, the radioactive elements of a

single series being distinguished from one another by their

disintegration constants and sometimes also by the nature of the

rays emitted.

By means of an electric discharge, or by the action of X-rays

or by ultra-violet light, it is possible to cause one of the external

electrons to leave an atom ; this does not alter the atom
fundamentally ; the emission of an electron from the nucleus,

however, corresponds to a real transformation ; the nucleus

readjusts itself, but a new element is formed ; the phenomenon
is essentially different, and the amount of energy liberated in
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such transformations

—

i.e,, the radioactive transformations—is

evidence of this.

It is the nucleus which gives the atom its individuality ; we
know that the a-particle, an atom shot off with two electrons

missing, easily picks up fiTc electrons, attaches them to itself

and becomes a helium atom.

There is a vast gap between a radioactive change—which

results in the emission of j3-rays from the nuckms—and the

(mission of electrons under the influence of an ('xternal agent

such as light or heat
;

in spite of the apparent similarity, the

former phenomenon is fundamental while the latter is, in a sense,

secondary.

The various Atoms contain a-Particles

The emission of a-partieles by radioactive substances shows

that they, lik(^ the ^-particles, are a constituent of matter, and

perhaps exist in the nucleus before emission
; moreover, it is not

only in the radioactiv<‘ substances that they seem to occur as

constituent parts, because it has already been shown that in the

upper part of the periodic tabic the atomic weights in the even

columns are frequently multiples of 4 (oxygen 16, magnesium 24,

sulphur 32, ealeiiuu 40, chromium 52), while in the odd columns

the atomic weights are most frequently represented by the formula

in + 3 where n is an integer (lithium 7, boron 11, fluorine 19,

potassium 39), and sometimes by in + 2.

Speaking more generally, it may be said that a difference of

i between the atomic weights is particularly frequent.

It is difficult to ascribe these facts to pure chance, and since

4 is just the weight of the a-particle, it would seem that this

must really behave as a unit in the atomic structure.

It has been noticed that there is a striking difference between

these two series of elements (those with even numbers and those

with odd numbers) as regards the plentifulness with which they

occur on the earth, and this difference has been the subject of

scientific study.*

* Tills difference is one of the so-called Rules of Harkins. See Proc. Nat.
Acad, of Sciences, Washington, 1, p. 276, 1915, and Zeits.f. Physik, 50, p. 97,

1928.
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The even-numbered elements together form about 90 per cent,

of the earth’s crust ; the rare-earth metals, on the other hand,

and the radioactive elements which, like them, only exist in very

small quantities, belong to the odd-numbered series, and so do

the elements, which have not yet been discovered. It would

seem, therefore, that the great stability of the even-numbered

elements (oxygen 16, silicon 28, calcium 40, sulphur 32) must

be attributed to the simplicity of their nuclei ; they are nothing

but aggregates of helium atoms. In the formation of a helium

atom by the combination of 4 atoms of hydrogen, the atomic

weight of which is 1*008, there is, as we know, a loss of mass

equal to 0*008 x 4 = 32 thousandths, corresponding to an energy

of 0*032 X where c is the velocity of light.

In the formation of a gramme-atom of helium, then, there would

be the liberation of 6,000 million great calories. The formation

of any atom may be thought of as taking place in two stages :

the first consists of the formation of atoms of helium, and in the

second stage these join together to form a nucleus of the ty[X^ 4n

or attach to themselves a number of protons so as to form n\iclei

of the tyl3t^s (4n -f- Hg) or (4/? Hg).

Further, if it is in the first of these two stages that such large

quantities of energy are liberated, far in excess of the amount

set free in the second stage of the synthesis, it will be easily seen

why the nuclei—and therefore also the atoms—of all the elements

show a loss of mass which is approximately a constant proportion

of the whole, viz., eight thousandths.

In radioactive transformations, the loss of mass is generally

not very different from this same value, but the emission of

a-particles is of less importance as regards loss of energy, and

therefore also as regards the corresponding reduction of mass.

For instance, the a-particle of radium is emitted with a velocity

of 14,700 km. /sec. This gives :

kinetic energy JE = | mV^ — \m {\jcYc^

= I . 4 . (V/c)V = 0*0047

and since the loss of mass Am is given by AEJe^ it will be seen

that for every gramme of element transformed, 4*7 mg. is lost,
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while in the synthesis of helium the loss is 32 mg. per gramme.

The loss of mass by the emission of an a-particle is therefore only

one-seventh as much.

From all the foregoing it will be clear that Rutherford’s atom
accounts quite satisfactorily for the properties possessed by
radioactive substances, for the phenomena inherent iji X-rays,

for the existence of isotopes and isobares, and for the scattering

of a-partieles in passing through matter ; Rutherford’s model

gives us a picture of the profound difference which exists between

chemical changes and the transmutation of the elements, and it

enables us to realise the fundamental part played by the atomic

number, or what is the same thing, tlie nuclear charge, in all the

properties of the different atoms. The reader is put in a position

to understand the real basis of Mendeleieff’s system, and all the

material so far presented is brought together in one harmonious

picture by this conception due to Rutherford.

A great step forward has thus been taken as regards our

knowledge of the atomic structure ; it is now established that

the atom contains a nucleus of extraordinarily small dimensions

in which practically the whole of the mass is concentrated, that

the charge of the nucleus is Z x ^ where Z is the position number
of the element and e the charge of the electron ; it is practically

certain that the hydrogen nucleus is the unit of mass and, at the

same time, the long-sought positive electron ; the nucleus is seen

to be surrounded with electrons situated at large distances from

the centre in separate rings or zones and equal in number to the

so-called atomic number.

On the other hand, the arrangement and the motions of these

electrons are not dealt with by Rutherford’s theory, and there

is therefore still a further step to be taken. To Bohr, the scientist

of Copenhagen whose theory won for him the Nobel prize, is due

the credit of taking this further step, although his original theory

has been modified by subsequent research ; he has opened up to

physics new vistas, and his ideas now form the basis of a

considerable part of physical science ; the picture of the atom
which he proposed is known as “ Bohr’s atom,” and we shall

consider it in detail in Vol. II, Chap. II. It is true that Bohr’s ideas
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have had to be revised during the last few years, but a great

part of them remains
; later theories are modified, and die

;

much of Bohr’s theory still survives.

The Artificial Disintegration of the Elements (1919-1923)

Rutherford’s model, in which the atom is an aggregation of

charges surrounded with swiftly moving electrons, immediately

suggestc‘d the possibility of bringing about chemical transmutation,

such as the production of gold ; one method was to cause the

expulsion of an a-particlc and a jS-particle from an atom of

mercury.

The discovery of the cathode rays and, still more, that of

the radiation of extremely high energy content emitted from

radioactive substances which shot off particles having a speed

of 20,000 km. /sec., naturally revived the hope that by such

powerful means it would be possible to disintegrate the atoms

of the elements.

The well-known English chemist, William Ramsay, had already

in 1908 tried to produce such transmutations artificially, but we
cannot pause to describe his experiments which are, in fact,

well known, and the results of which have since been rendered

doubtful by the criticisms of scientists who have considered them
to be illusory.

Experimental chemistry, after a century of work, had shown

that it was impossible to break down the atoms of the elements

by using ordinary physical or chemical methods. This idea has

been somewhat modified during the last twenty years or more as

a result of the rapid increase in our knowledge of the constitution

of the atomic nucleus ;
the electrons occupy but do not fill a

space having a diameter of 10“ ® cm.

In this representation of the atom, the ordinary physical and

chemical properties (mass excepted) depend entirely, as we have

seen, on the nuclear charge, since it is this that determines the

number and disposition of the external electrons on which these

properties depend.

In order to effect a permanent change, it would seem to be

necessary to break down the nucleus itself ; when a unit of the
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nuclear charge is removed, the nucleus undergoes a profound

alteration and the atom suffers a transmutation.

The discovery of the instability of the radioactive elements

was the first blow to the ingrained idea of the immutability of

the elements ; radioactivity—by virtue of which an atom, in

disintegrating, forms two different elements—is entirely confined

to the heavier elements, and it must be recognised that the fact

that the number and the velocity of emission of the a- and

jS-particles shot off during the change arc not affected by the

most powerful chemical or physical agents available to man is a

proof that we are here dealing with a property which is bound

up with the instability of the complex nuclei of uranium and

thorium, and the elements which are formed from them.

Now radioactivity has not only provided the key to the })roblem

of the structure of the elements, but thanks to the very fast

a- and /3-partieles, it has supplied a means for examining the

internal constitution of the atom ; by bombarding various bodies

—elementary or compound—with a-particles, Rutherford has, in

facit, succeeded in splitting up atoms with the consequent

production of protons, i.e,, hydrogen.

Before describing these wonderful experiments we may remark

that what is known to-day concerning the constitution of the

atom enables us to understand better than formerly why it is so

difficult to decompose it ; the resistance it offers to the most

powerful agents applied to disintegrate it is not only due to the

stability of the nucleus, but also to its extreme smallness, in

virtue of which it is rendered almost immune from attack ;

actually, as we saw when considering the experiments on the

deflection of a-particles in passing through matter, the diameter

of the nucleus of the heavy atoms is of order of 4 X 10 “^^
^

i,e., 1/5000 of the diameter of the atom ; the size of the nucleus

of the lighter atoms must undoubtedly be still less.

If it were not for this, the available a-particles, representing

as they do a highly concentrated form of energy, would be able

to decompose the elements in more readily appreciable quantities.

These a-particles travel 20,000 times as fast as a rifle bullet

and contain, mass for mass, 400 million times as much kinetic
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energy ; nevertheless, such a particle, in passing among thousands

of atoms, has only a very small chance of striking one ; further,

when a collision takes place, its violence is reduced by the repulsive

action of the electric field. As regards this latter consideration

it will be understood that there is more chance of a successful

disintegration in the ease of a light atom, since the force of

repulsion is much smaller in this case.

By subjecting matter to bombardment by the fastest a-particles

emitted from radium C, Rutherford succeeded for the first time

in observing an undoubted decomposition of a chemical element

by artificial means.

Wc must first of all say something about the collisions of

a-particles with the hydrogen nucleus. We referred to this some

pages back when dealing with the dimensions of the nuclei.

When an a-j^artiek*, shot into hydrogen gas, meets a hydrogen

nucleus, it must impart to this nucleus a velocity which is 1*6

times as great as its own, as will be clear from the following

simple calculation. If an elastic sphere of mass mi having a

velocity Vi meets another perfectly clastic sphere of mass mg and

velocity v^, the velocities of the two spheres after the collision

are given by the simple formula applicable to the theory of

collisions between elastic spheres. Thus

y __ (^1 ~ ^2)^1 + 2

^ ” mi -f mg

V
— ^1)^2 + 2 niiVi

mi + mg

In the case under consideration, the a-particle has a mass mg
which is equal to 4/^ 1 , because it is four tinjes as great as the

mass of the hydrogen nucleus ; further, the nucleus struck is

stationary at the moment of collision, so that t;i = 0 . Putting

these values in the above expressions we find :

Velocity acquired by the nucleus ==

„ of the particle after collision = 0 -6i;2 .

The proton, therefore, is impelled with a velocity which is

1-6 times as great as that of the atom of helium which strikes it.

Now if it be assumed that the range of the hydrogen nucleus

—
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in relation to its initial velocity—^follows the same law as that

found in the case of a-particles (range increases as the cube of

the velocity), it is to be expected that the nuc^lei which are set

in motion will not be brought to rest until they have traversed

a path which is four times as long as that of the a-particles

themselves (since 4 is the cube of 1-6). This prediction has been

verified.*

We must mention here that, according to current practice, the

penetrating powers of the particles are expressed by stating their

range in air at atmospheric pressure, although in the ex]:>erimciits

the absorbing material , i-e>^ the matter in which the particles

move, is generally some other gas or even a sheet of metal or of

mica ; since the absorbing powers of s\ich materials relative to

air are known, everything is expressed in centimetres of air ; for

instance, radium C emits a-particles or, if it be preferred,

corpuscular radiation, having a range of 7 cm. in air, and after

traversing this distance the particles are stopped.

Rutherford’s Experiment on Artificial Atomic Disintegration

The disintegration produced by a-particles was detected in the

following way. The apparatus used by Rutherford for his earlier

experiments was quite simple (see Fig. 108) ;
it consisted of a

small brass box (18 X 6 X 2 cm.) provided with taps so that

the gas under examination could be caused to pass through it ;

at one end of the tube was a hole covered with a thin sheet of

silver, S, sufficient in itself to stop the a-particles and acting as

a layer of air 4 to 6 cm. thick ; at the other end was a sheet of

glass, C.

The detecting screen of zinc sulphide was fixed outside at a

distance of 1*5 mm. from S, thus leaving a space in which mica

absorbing screens could be inserted. The radioactive source was

placed inside the tube on a support the distance of which from

the zinc sulphide screen could be varied. In order to reduce the

Marsden in 1914 projected a-particles from radium C into hydrogen gas
in which they had a range of 24 cm. He observed scintillations produced
by H rays on a screen at a distance of 80 cm. The conclusion he drew at
that time was that these scintillations were not due to X-rays, but to other
rays produced by them.
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luminosity due to the jS-rays also emitted from the source

(radium C), the whole apparatus was placed in a strong magnetic

field which deflected the j8-electrons to the side.

Let us suppose that the absorbing materials inserted between

the source and the s(*reen correspond to 20 cm. of air ; when an

atmosphere of hydrogen is admitted to the tube, numerous

seintillations are observed even when the screen is removed to a

distance equal to as miu*h as 29 cm. of air. A study of the

deflections which these penetrating particles undergo in a magnetic

»{
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Fio. 108.—M, Microscope. C, Glass plate. S, Thin silver plate. F, Zinc
sulphide screen. B, Rotating stand for moving the support T. D, Radio-
active substance emitting a particles.

field (producing, as they do, brief flashes of light on the zinc

sulphide screen) shows that they carry a unit charge of positive

electricity, and that their mass is equal to that of the hydrogen

atom ; they are therefore atomic nuclei of this element. Particles

of identically the same kind are emitted when the rays pass

through a film of a compound containing hydrogen {e.g., paraffin),

and it is clear that the fact that the hydrogen is in chemical

combination has no appreciable effect ; Rutherford anticipated

this result, because the energy necessary to set the hydrogen

nuclei in rapid motion is enormous when compared with the

small amounts of energy involved in chemical reactions. The
important conclusion which he drew was that, using particles

with a range of 7 cm., no proton emitted from hydrogen, whether
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free or in chemical combination, could be detected if the absorption

exceeded 30 cm. of air.

When oxygen was introduced into the apparatus no scintillations

were visible with an absorption of 30 cm. of air.

When air was substituted for oxygen, Rutherford observed the

unexpected and extraordinary phenomenon of the appearajice of

a vast number of scintillations, and by adding sheets of mica he

found that these disappeared only when, by adding screens, he

raised the absorption to 40 cm. of air ,* thus these very penetrating

MA^N£TIC r"lB:LD

Fig. 109.—Rutherford’s apparatus for detecting long-range protons.

particles emitted from the nitrogen had a much longer range

than the hydrogen atoms themselves when bombarded with the

same a-rays
;

Rutherford’s measurements showed that the ratio

of the charge to the mass, deduced from deflections in a magnetic

field, was exactly that apiiropriate to an atom of hydrogen

carrying one positive charge ;
* these particles, therefore, were

* That the long-range particles obtained from nitrogen were really hydrogen
nuclei was proved by measuring their deflection in a magnetic field. The
apparatus used by Rutherford for this purpose is shown in Fig. 109.

The disc attached to the support C is the source of a-particles ; A and B
are two parallel plates about 7 cm. long, 1-5 cm. wide and 8 mm. apart

;

S is the zinc sulphide screen ; M is the microscope used for observing the

scintillations. Absorbing screens inserted between S and R stop the nitrogen

and oxygen atoms which have a range of 9 cm. When the magnetic field is

not acting, the boundary between flie area within which the scintillations

are numerous, and that in which they are only seen occasionally is the trace

12CASTELFBANOHl VOL. I.
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hydrogen nuclei detached from nitrogen nuclei. It was impossible,

in view of what was known regarding the range of the neutral

atoms of hydrogen, to attribute these scintillations at long ranges

to water-vapour contained in the air used for the experiment, or

to any other hydrog<‘n compound, ihitherford and Chadwick

then proceeded to examine a large number of elements to see if

th('y })roduced partiel(‘s which had a range greater than 32 cm. ;

when it was not possible to use the element by itself, they used

a com])ound with an inactive element such as oxygen ; this was

the ('ase with calcium, for example. A thin sheet of gold was

(‘overed with the substance in powder form, so as to form a

colierent layer (the absorbing power of which, in centimetres of

air, was knowji), and this was placed in the path of a stream of

a-[)arlicles from a sam})le of radium C. Tlicse experiments showed

that all the elements as far as phosphorus, except helium, neon

and argon, yielded hydrogen nuclei ; the protons emitted in the

disintegration had a range which rose from 40 cm. in the case of

boron, fluorine and sodium, to 05 cm. for phosphorus, and reached

90 cm. in the case of aluminium.

The energy of these rapid particles is thus greater than the

energy of the incident a-particles ; from all that has been said

above with regard to the range of the ])rotons shot forward in

the direction of the collisioiis to which they are subjected by

a-particles entering a hydrogen atmosphere, it is known that the

velocity acquired by the H atom is 1-0 times as great as that of

of the line PR produced to out the scTcen. The eheet of the held is to displace
this boundary, and the strength of the held may be so regulated that, by
reversing it, the seintillations are at first all below and then all above a
horizontal line seen through the microscope, as shown in the hgure. It is

impossible to interpret this experiment by itself, since the long-range particles

are produced at every point in the magnetic held within the range of the
a-partieles (although mainly close to the source). Rutherford therefore
repeated the experiment with a mixture of hydrogen and carbon dioxide so
as to obtain the same absorption for the a-particles as in the case of air.

Under these conditions the effect of the magnetic held on the scintillations

was indistinguishable from the effect when using air. Now since, in the case
of the mixture, the long-range particles cannot be anything but hydrogen
nuclei, this demonstrated that the scintillations obtained with nitrogen
were really due to protons, and the only possible source of these was the
nitrogen nucleus.

Preliminary experiments showed that carbon dioxide alone gave no
scintillations.
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the incident a-particles, and the range in air is 28 cm.
; since,

however, tlie range of a proton resulting from the disintegration

of aluminium is 90 cm., it follows that its kinetic energy is 1*4-

times that of the incident a-particles. Tims, contrary to all

expectation, the dccom])osition of these elements does not absorb

energy, but, on the contrary, it [)roduces energy just like the

radioactive transformations.

It is noticeable that the ordy elements which in these early

experiments were disintegrated by a-rays with the production ot‘

hydrogen, were the elements belonging to the series having atomic

weights 4n + 3 or + 2, ii being a wliole number and 4- the

atomic* weight of helium. For examj)le :

The atomic weight of boron is 11 4- X 2 -f-

,, ,, ,, ,, nitrogen is 14 = 4 X 3 -f 2.

,, ,, ,, sodium is 23 = 4x5 + 3.

„ „ „ „ phosphorus is 31 == 4 X 7 +
It is therefore natural to sup{)ose that the protons detached

from the nucleus are simply those hydrogen atoms which do not

form part of a helium particle.

Tlic quantities of matter decomposed by the passage of the

a-particles are extremely small ; Rutherford estiinated that about

300,000 a-particles were needed to liberate a single proton
;

his

success in demonstrating the decomj)osition of the atoms is due

to the marvellous sensitivity of his method of observation which

enables the individual atoms to be detected.

Rutherford and Chadwick’s improvement of their Method

In these experiments the material to be bombarded was placed

immediately in front of the source of a-particles and, as has been

said, the scintillations were observed on a screen of zinc sulphide

placed on the other side of the material ;
by interposing absorbing

screens equivalent in all to 30 cm. of air, the results were made
independent of the presence of hydrogen, whether free or in

combination, in any impurity present in the substance being

bombarded.

Some light elements were examined with smaller amounts of

12—2
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absorption, but generally the number of protons due to impurities

in the radioactive material and in the material under examination

were such as to make the results untrustworthy and, moreover,

in these experiments the presence of long-range particles

introduced a further complication, since in general they were

numerous in comparison with the effect ordinarily observed.

In order to overcome this dilheulty, Rutherford and-Chadwick

devised an improved nudhod by means of which they could

observe the disintegration of an elcnient with certainty, even

when the protons emitted had a range of less than 30 cm. in air.

The new method is based on tiie fact that the protons are

emitted in all directions about the incident rays, so that if the

particles observed are those liberated in directions perpendicular

to that of the incident a-particles, these latter create no difliculty.

There is no need to take account of the so-called natural H
particles, since if a compound of hydrogen—such as water,

paraffin, etc.—is exposed to a radioactive source, the H particles

are all emitted at angles of less than 90°, as will be clear from

the mechanical considerations ajiplicable to free or stationary

particles
;

these considerations apply equally to atoms attached

to molecules, for the forces linking the atoms together are negligible

compared with the energy which is brought into play when the

a-particles collide with the nuclei. It is th(‘refore sufficient to

insert absorbing screens so as to prevent these natural H particles

from reaching the zinc sulphide screen.

The movable support which carries the radioactive source and

the material to be bombarded, is placed in an evacuated brass

box ; the zinc sulphide screen is placed outside the box in front

of a hole covered with a sheet of mica equivalent to 7 cm. of air.

This method has the great advantage that protons with ranges

of less than 30 cm. can be detected
; in the case of ranges less

than 7 cm., however, the diffused a-partieles may reach the screen

and so cause a complication. The presence of natural hydrogen

in the material bombarded has no effect, as we have said already,

and this may be demonstrated by bombarding paraffin and
noticing that no scintillations are produced on the zinc sulphide

screen.
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As was to be expected, this new method enabled various

elements to be disintegrated, viz., neon, magnesium, silicon,

sulphur, chlorine, argon and potassium. Iron did not give any

reliable results owing to the difficulty of obtaining it perfectly

free from other l)odies liable to disintegration, e.g., nitrogen,

which always gave fictitious results ; thus while a piece of

electrolytic iron gave no protons with ranges greater than 7 cm.

of air, a picjce of Swedish iron gave a marked effect wliich

undoubtedly was attributable to nitrogen ;
in fact, prolonged

heating in a vacuum resulted in an almost complete disappearance

of this result of apparent disintegration. Rutherford found no

(‘ffect in the ease of nickel, copper, zinc, silver or gold, all of

wliich seemed to resist disintegration.

Whilst these wonderful researches, realising the dreams of the

mediaeval alchemists, were proceeding at Cambridge during the

years 1924-1927, other parallel experiments were being carried

out by Kirsch, Selunidt, Pettersson and others, using experimental

criteria which space will not fierrnit us to describe.*

The study of disintegration, together with that of the diffusion

of a-rays in matter, forms the principal source of our information

concerning the structure and properties of the atomic nuclei ;

we are, however, still very far from ])ossessing a complete

knowledge of these matters.

In addition to certain differences of method, there is some

diversity of opinion between the laboratories at Cambridge and

at Vienna concerning the number of elements that can be

disintf^grated
; thus while Rutherford and Chadwick state that

protons arc emitted-—on bombardment by a-rays having a range

of 7 cm.—by the lighter elements of the periodic system up to

and including potassium, with the exception of helium, lithium,

beryllium, carbon and oxygen, the workers at Vienna assert that

they have disintegrated all these latter elements as well, with the

single exception of helium, and they add to the list other elements

heavier than potassium ; sulphur is now universally agreed to be

capable of disintegration.

It will be understood at once why it is impossible to break up

Pettersson and Kirsch, Atomzertrummerung.
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the helium nucleus by means of a collision with an a-particle ;

in fact a very simple calculation is sufllcient to show that the

energ:y emitted during the formation of an atom of helium is

equal to that of several of the fast a-particles emitted from

radium.*

Besides the scintillation method, several others have been used ;

Blackett (1925) used the well-known condensation method, devised

by Wilson, which shows up the paths of the particles in motion,

as we shall explain in the next section
; ii\ 200,000 photographs

giving about 100,000 trajectories of a-particles in moist nitrogen,

there appeared traces of the expulsion of 8 protons, and the

remarkable fact was noticed that the a-partiele remained attached

to the nucleus which it b()mbarded.

A wry elegant method is that of Ortner and St(‘tt(‘r {Phys.

Zeits., 28, p. 70, 1927) who, by means of telephonic amplifiers

with thermionic valves, succeeded in detecting, as distinct blows

in a telephonic receiver, the momentary currents produced in an

ionisation chamber by single })articles ; the a-partieles were

distinguished from the protons by the difference in the intensity

of the sound heard in the telephone.

At the congress at Como (September 1927), Rutlierford described

further progress which has been made in th(‘ development of the

nuclear theory of the atom, but to describe this here would carry

us outside the limits of this book.

Photographs of the Expulsion of Protons obtained by
P. M. S. Blackett (1925)

Blackett, I by using the “ cloud method,” was successful in

photographing collisions (between a-particles and an atom of gas)

which were followed by the expulsion of a proton ; following

C. T. R. Wilson’s method (see p. 317), the path of the particles

Since the loss of mass which takes place in the formation of helium is

4 X 0 0077 — 0 03, the energy represented by a gramme atom of helium is

0 08 X 90 X lO^** ~ 2 0 X 10^® ergs — 0,000 million large calories.

Thus, the energy required for the formation of a single a-particle is 2-7 x
10^®/00 0 X 10®* — 4-4 X 10"® ergs. This is about three times as great as that

of the fastest OL-particle.

t P. M. S. Blackett, “ The Ejection of Protons from Nitrogen Nuclei,”
Proc, Roy, 5oc., 107, p. 349, 1925.
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was made visible by means of a

sudden expansion whieli caused

the water-vapour present in tlie

^as to eoiidense in minute drops

on the ions produeed by the

a-partieles in their path. It is

clear that in order to determine

th(‘ angles between the trajectories

—that of tile incident a-j)articlc,

that of the particle after the

collision, and that of the expelled

proton—a single photograph is

not suhicient because of the

effect of })erspeetive in altering these angles, unless the })lane

containing the three trajectories happens to be parallel to the

]:)hotogra])hic plate
;

Rlaekett therefore used a mirror device by

means of which he could obtain photograplis i?i two planes at right

angles ;
from thes(‘ two records the true angles could be found.

Fig. 110 shows a photograph of a collision of an a-partiele

with oxygen, giving two views of the same “ fork.'’ The longer

arm of the fork corresponds to the path of the a-partic*le after

the collision, while the shorter arm corresponds to the path of

the O nucleus. A determination of tlie two angles enables the

j'atio between tlie two masses to be ealeulated.

Fig. Ill shows a copy of photographs by Blackett of a-particles

in helium. The true angle between the two arms is 89'^ 27', and

Blackett calculated ()*981 as

the ratio between the masses

which, as we know, is really

unity.

Rutherford and Chadwick

had already shown that out

of a million a-partieles with

a range of 8-6 cm., the

expulsion of a proton from

nitrogen occurred only about

twenty times ; Blackett had

Ul'i
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Fig. 111.—a-particles in helium.
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therefore to take thousands of photographs in order to be able

to examine some forked tracks corresponding to the expulsion

of a proton
; the trace of the proton is finer than that due to an

a-particle ; the angle which the path of the incident particle

makes with the two arms of the fork do not correspond to the

case of an elastic collision, but the three are all in one plane

;

this shows that although the kinetic energy of translation is not

conserved in su(;h a collision, owing to the introduction of the

nuclear energy, nevertheless the conservation of momentum still

holds. The velocity of the proton expelled may be calculated

by this method, and the value actually obtained is in agreement

with that deduced by Rutherford and Chadwick from the ranges

of the protons as determined in the scintillation experiments

whidi they described.
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ii. 379
electron orbits, ii. 51, 53

selection rule, ii. 127
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Mas.s, i. 198
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De Broglie’s, i. 261
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Band, ii. 108
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Spark, ii. 77. 93
X-ray, i. 229 ; ii. 72

Speech, Power dissipated in, i. 107
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Stark-Lo Surdo effect, ii. 115
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Normal, ii. 64
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Statistical mechanics, i. 110
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Fermi’s, ii. 357
New, ii. 350
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115
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•H atom, ii. 254
Tear, J. D., ether waves, i. 325
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Television, ii. 192
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Critical, i. 74
Inversion, i. 78

Term, Spectral, of atom, ii. 65
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conductivity, i. 175
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Thermionic effect, i. 181

and quantum statistics, ii. 384
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valve, i. 191
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ii. 300, 303
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X-rays, i. 253
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Tuyn, A., superconductivity, i. 171
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electron, ii. 129

Ultra-violet radiation, i. 47
Uncertainty principle, ii. 309
Uranium, i. 297

series, i. 297, 309

Valve, Thermionic, i. 191
with three electrodes, i. 192
with two electrodes, i. 191

Van den Broeck, A., nuclear charge and
atomic number, i. 337

Van der Waals, Equation of, i. 71, 73
kinetic theory of gases, i. 51

Vector, Luminous, i. 43
Velocity, Molecmlar, in various gases,

i. 60
of light, i. 31, 43

Viscosity of gases, i. 83
Coefficient of, i. 85, 87

Volta, A., kinetic theoiy of gasee, i. 51
Volta effect and new statisUcs^ ii. 387

Waals. See Van der Waals.
Wagner, E., Planck’s constant, ii. 176
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322
Warburg, E., flow of gases through

tubes, i. 97
Wave-length measurements, Precision

of, i. 34
of y-rays, ii. 178
of X-rays, i. 215

Wave mechanics, ii. 27fl

Wave-number, ii. 41

Wave theory of light, i. 23
Weber, W., i. 41

Wehnelt, A., oxide-coated cathode, i.

184

value of ejm, i. 183

Weiss, P., paramagnetism, ii. 242
Wentzel, G., X-ray specd-ra, ii. 138

Wiedemann, G. H., law of
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Wiedemann-Franz law, i. 49, 177

Wien, W., black-hody radiation, ii. 14,

24
emission of atoms, ii. 105
positive rays, i. 197

Wilson, C. T. R., cloud ai)paratus, i. 150,

317

Wilson, C. T. R., passage of a-particles

through atoms, i. 328
recoil electrons, ii. 207
tracks of a-particles, i. 317

Wilson, H. A., electronic charge, i. 151

Wood, R. W., piezoelectricity, i. 278
ortho- and para-molecules, ii. 324

Xenon, Klectron grouping in, ii. 143

X-rays, i.212
Absorption of, i. 243
Hard, i. 214
Penetrating power of, i. 253
Polarisation of, i. 243
Practical applications of, i. 251
Soft, i. 214
spectra, i. 220 ; ii. 72
tubes, i. 212
Wave-length of, i. 215

X-uuit ~ 10“^ i cm., i. 232
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Zeeman effect, Anomalous, ii. 131
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